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FOREWORD
This report summarizes the research performed in 2000 in the Physics Division of Argonne
National Laboratory. The Division's programs include operation of ATLAS as a national user
facihty, nuclear structure and reaction research, nuclear theory and medium energy physics research,
and accelerator research and development. As the Nuclear Science Advisory Committee and the
nuclear science community create a new long range plan for the field in 2001, it is clear that the
research of the Division is closely aligned with and continues to help define the national goals of
our field.
The NSAC 2001 Long Range Plan recommends as the highest priority for major new construction
the Rare Isotope Accelerator (RIA), a bold step forward for nuclear structure and nuclear
astrophysics. The accelerator R&D in the Physics Division has made major contributions to
almost all aspects of the RIA design concept and the community was convinced that this project is
ready to move forward.
2000 saw the end of the first Gammasphere epoch at ATLAS, One hundred Gammasphere
experiments were completed between January 1998 and March 2000, 60% of which used the
Fragment Mass Analyzer to provide mass identification in the reaction. The experimental program
at ATLAS then shifted to other important research avenues including proton radioactivity, mass
measurements with the Canadian Penning Trap and measurements of high energy gamma-rays in
nuclear reactions with the MSU/ORNL/Texas A&M BaFj array. ATLAS provided 5460 beamresearch hours for user experiments and maintained an operational reliabihty of 95%. Radioactive
beams accounted for 7% of the beam time. ATLAS also provided a crucial test of a key RIA
concept, the abihty to accelerate multiple charge states in a superconducting heavy-ion linac. This
new capability was immediately used to increase the performance for a scheduled experiment.
The medium energy program continued to make strides in examining how the quark-gluon
structure of matter impacts the structure of nuclei and extended the exquisite sensitivity of the
Atom-Trap-Trace-Analysis technique to new species and applications.
All of this progress was built on advances in nuclear theory, which the Division pursues at the
qviark, hadron, and nuclear collective degrees offi-eedomlevels.
These are just a few of the highlights in the Division's research program. The results reflect the
talents and dedication of the Physics Division staff and the visitors, guests and students who bring
so much to the research.

Donald Geesaman, Director, Physics Division
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1. HEAVY-ION NUCLEAR PHYSICS RESEARCH
OVERVIEW
This research involves investigating the structure, stability, reactions and decays
of nuclei. This information is crucial for understanding the evolution of the
universe, the workings of stars and the abundances of the elements that form the
world around us. A forefront area of research is investigating the properties of
nuclei which lie very far from stability, and which are critical in understanding
nucleosynthesis. Most of our research is based at the Argonne Tandem-Linac
Accelerator (ATLAS), a national heavy-ion user facility. Programs are also
mounted at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), at the 88" cyclotron at
Berkeley and at other forefront facilities. The major thrusts of the program are:
a) deepening and generalizing our understanding of nuclear structure to allow a
reliable description of all bound nuclear systems, b) studying the reactions which
are important in the cataclysmic events in the cosmos which lead to the synthesis
of the chemical elements, c) testing the limits of the Standard Model, the
fundamental theory that currently best represents our understanding of the laws
and fundamental symmetries of nature.
The specific research topics we are pursuing include the studies of transfermium
nuclei (Z > 100) with a goal of studying the very heaviest nuclei, the study of the
shapes, and stability of nuclei along the proton dripline, the effects of deformation
on proton radioactivity, the production and acceleration of short-lived nuclei and
their use in measurements of reactions which are important in astrophysics, and
the high-precision measurement of nuclear masses. In addition, there are
complimentary efforts in the use of Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) for
environmental research; in the investigation of nuclear matter at relativistic
energies; and in the dynamics of cooled ions confined in storage rings or traps.
The ATLAS-based research exploits the unique capabilities of the accelerator,
both in the stable beam program, and in production of accelerated beams of shortlived isotopes. The experiments employ state-of-the-art research equipment,
including the Fragment Mass Analyzer (FMA), a large solid-angle silicon array,
"Ludwif', the Canadian Penning Trap (CPT) which is operating at ATLAS, and
the large array of BaF2 detectors developed by the ORNL/MSU/Texas A&M
collaboration which is presently mounted at the FMA target poshion. We
continue to be strongly involved in all aspects of the Gammasphere project,
including coordinating its move back to Berkeley for an operating cycle,
continually rejuvenating its detectors, and performing research. Participation in
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all aspects of the PHOBOS experiment at RHIC, from detector construction to
paper writing, forms the core of the relativistic heavy-ion program.
Some of the specific goals of the program can be summarized as follows:
•

Develop and utilize beams of short-lived nuclei, "''^F, ^'Na, ^'Al, **Ti,
'*Ni and others, in order to improve the understanding of reactions of
astrophysical importance. Particular emphasis has recently been focused
on "in-flight" production of short-lived ion-species using kinematically
inverse reactions on gaseous targets.

•

Study the structure, stability, and modes of excitation and decay of the
heaviest elements and study of the reaction mechanisms through which
they can be synthesized. This research has many facets, including
exploring the opportunities for producing the very heaviest nuclei (Z >
106), studies of isomeric decays, studies of "fine-structure" in the alpha
decay of heavy elements, and "inbeam" spectroscopy and calorimetry.

•

Study the shapes, stability and decay modes of nuclei along the proton
dripline in order to improve understanding of partially bound nuclei.
Studying proton tunneling through deformed barriers, in order to increase
the spectroscopic information obtained through proton radioactive decay
rates.

•

Make high-precision measurements of nuclear masses with the CPT,
particularly the masses of N = Z nuclei which are of astrophysical interest
and are important for testing CVC theoty. Improve the efficiency for
production, separation, cooling, transportation, and trap loading of ions to
increase senshivity.

•

Study the timescales and evolution of nuclear reactions through the
measurement of very high energy (> 10 MeV) gamma-rays using a large
array of BaF2 scintillators operated in coincidence with the FMA and a
Bismuth Germanate (BGO) calorimeter studying the changes in nuclear
shell structure with excitation energy.

•

Investigate the collisions and deconfinement of nucleons in nuclear matter
at vety high temperatures and densities that are achieved in relativistic
heavy-ion collisions of gold nuclei at 200 GeV/u. Our participation is
using the PHOBOS detector at the RHIC accelerator at Brookhaven
National Laboratoty.

•

Perform R&D studies for the Rare Isotope Accelerator (RIA) and
participate in efforts to develop the required accelerator and
instrumentation infrastructure.

T Heayy-Tnn Nuclear Physics Research
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A. REACTIONS OF ASTROPHYSICAL IMPORTANCE
USING STABLE AND EXOTIC BEAMS
In the last few years a variety of radioactive species have been accelerated at ATLAS. Studying
reactions using these exotic nuclei helped clarify and quantify some reaction processes like the
"breakout" from the hot CNO cycle and the beginning of the more explosive rp-process. Their
production was through the "two-accelerator" method (for longer lived species like
iSp (ti/2 = 110 m), 56Ni (t,/2 = 61 d) and 4471 (1^2 = 60 y)) or using "in-flight" production
through reactions with highly inverse kinematics (for example, "F (ti/2 = 65 s), 2iNa (ti/2 = 22.5
s), 25A1 (t,/2 = 7.2 s), and 8B (ti/2 = 770 ms)). The "in-flight" method seems particularly
promising and offers considerable opportunity for expansion in scope. During the last year the
"in-flight" production beam line was considerably redesigned and a new large-field solenoid
procured in order to increase the quantity and quality of the secondary beams. In addition to
exotic beam studies, stable beams were used for more indirect experiments that were used to gain
access to states that have importance in astrophysically important reactions. These include
reactions with Gammasphere, Eurogam and the spectrometer at Yale. A glimpse of neutron-rich
nuclei along the r-process path was obtained by detailed spectroscopy offissionfragments.
a.l.

The Influence of the First Excited 1/2+ State in "F on the "0(a,p)i'F Reaction
Rate (B. Harss,* C. L. Jiang, K. E. Rehm, J. P. Schififer, J. Caggiano, P. CoUon,
J. P. Greene, D. Henderson, A. Heinz, R. V. F. Janssens, J. Nolen, R. C. Pardo,
T. Pennington, R. H. Siemssen, I. Wiedenhover, M. Paul,t F. Borasi,t R. E. Segel,t
J. Blackmon,§ M. Smith,§ A. Chen,t and P. Parkerf)

Because of experimentai difficulties, the astrophysically
important reaction
0(a,p) F is presently best
studied through its time-inverse i.e. using a F beam
and a CH2 target. This measurement, however, can
only provide values for the widths F a and Tp
connecting the ground states of O and F. In an
astrophysical environment, the '*0(a,p)"F reaction
can also populate the first excited 1/2+ state in F at
Ejc = 0.495 MeV, so one has to determine the width Tp'
through a separate measurement of inelastic proton
scattering on ' F.
We measured excitation functions for elastic and
inelastic scattering of p + " F at energies coverine the
excitation energy region Ex = 1-1-i MeV in Ne.
Details of the experimental technique are discussed in
the following sections. A Q-value spectrum measured
for the system " F •^ p at a scattering angle of 70° in the
center of n«ss system (O/aft = 52.5-56.5°) is given in
Fig. I-l. The satellite structure, next to the strong
elastic peak which is not observed for the O + p
channel (open symbols in Fig. I-l), is attributed to
inelastic excitation of the 1/2+ state at 0.595 MeV in
l^F.
The excitation function measured for inelastic
excitation of the 1/2+ state in " F at 9_n = 70°,

together with the excitation function for the F(p,a)
reaction, is shown in Fig. 1-2. While for the two
excitation energy regions around Ex = 7.05 and 7.60
MeV only upper limits of about 5 mb/sr for the inelastic
cross sections can be given, a resonant-like structure is
observed at E^ = 7.72 MeV. This structyre coincides
with a 7.71-MeV state seen in the '^C('^C,°He)
reactionl. The constraint on the angular momentum
1 < 2 restricts the spin-pariw choice for this structure to
small spin values (0+,i^,2-^ and 3+). The fact that no
strong yield is observed for the (p,a) reaction in this
energy range suggests unnatural parity for this state, i.e.
1+, 2- or 3+. Because there is a 2- state in the mirror
nucleus O at Ex = 7.771 MeV, the structure seen in
inelastic scattering could correspond to that level. This
assignment is consistent with the angular distribution
measiued for the 7.71 MeV state in the
'^C( C, He) Ne reaction which has a structure
similar to the one measured for the known 2- state at
Ex = 5.45MeVl.
From the measured cross sections for (p,a), (p,p') and
the total widths one can deduce values for Fa, Tp' and
T^'. The upper limits of the inelastic yields measured
for the states with natural parity in Ne translate into
small values for Tp' (typically less than 5% of the
elastic widths).
From this experiment we can.
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therefore, conclude that inelastic scattering contributes
less than 5% to the astrophysical 0 ( a , p / F reaction

rate going through natural parity states at Ex = 7-7.8
MeV.

•Technical University of Munich, Germany, tHebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel, {Northwestern University,
§Oak Ridge National Laboratory, HYale University
IK. I. Hahn et al., Phys. Rev C 54,1999 (1996).
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a.2.

=^

Spin Determination of Particle Unbound States in ^*Ne (B. Harss, C. L. Jiang,
K. E. Rehm, J. P. Schiffer, J. Caggiano, P. Collon, J. P. Greene, D. Henderson, A. Heinz,
R, V. F. Janssens, J. Nolen, R. C. Pardo, T. Pennington, R. H. Siemssen, I. Wiedenhover,
M, Paul,t F. Borasi,t R. E. Segel.J J, Blackmon,§ M. Smith,§ A, Chen.lf and P. ParkerU)

The level structure of Ne above the proton direshold
at 3.92 MeV strongly influences a varied of
astrophysical processesl. In the so-called breakout
from the hot CNO cycle2, the ''*0(a,p)^^F reaction,
going through resonant states in ^Ne, bypasses the
waiting point at *'*0(Tl/2 = 70.6 s). A direct
measurement of an excitation function for this reaction
is difficult because, in addition to a low-energy
radioactive O beam, it also requires a '*He gas target.
Using detailed balance, however, this reaction can also
be studied via the time-inverse F(p,a) O reaction.
In two earlier measurements • some information about
excitation energies and spin values of states in Ne
above the proton threshold were obtained. Three states
at Ex = 7.16 ± 0.15, 7.37 + 0.06 and 7.62 ± 0.05 MeV
were observed and suggestions for spin values were
provided which, however, did not give unique
assignments.
In order to check the spin-parity
assignments for states in this energy region, we
measured an excitation function of elastic scattering in
the system p + F. The experiment was performed at
the ATLAS accelerator with a F beam produced with
the in-flight technique. In order to separate elastic
scattering in the system F + p from elastic scattering
of the beam contaminant O + p, the two outgoing
particles were detected in kinematic coincidence. The
heavy particles ( F and
O) were identified with
respect to nuclear charge Z and energy in an annular
gas detector consisting of a parallel plate avalanche
counter followed by a Bragg-curve ionization chamber.
This detector covered the angular range Ojat = 1.5 6.5". The coincident protons were measured with a
soUd-state detector array consisting of two doublesided, annular silicon strip detectors covering the
angular region 9]^^ = 7 - 24.5°. The annular Si
detectors were segmented into 16 rings on the front face
and 16 wedges on the back face. Six additional 5 x 5
cm2 Si strip detectors with a strip width of 2 mm
covered the angular range d\^^ = 32 - 56.5".
The p( F,p) F scattering was measured at a number
of incident energies, covering fl»e range Ej^^ = 54.8-

70.3 MeV which is equivalent to a proton energy range
of about 3.1-4.1 MeV or the excitation energy range
between 7-7.9 MeV in ^^Ne. CH2 targets with
thicknesses of ~ 100 ^g/cm2 were used.
The first measurement of the F(p,a) O reaction4
with a radioactive F beam found tliat the main (p,a)
strength populates a state at Ex = 7.60 ± 0.05 MeV with
a resonance strength (oy = 300 eV, while the strength
for a state at 7.37 MeV is about a factor of 10 smaller.
At 7.16 ± 0.15 MeV, another structure with a small
resonance strength was identified. However, since this
energy range was covered only with a thick target, the
excitation energy and the resonance strength could only
be determined with relatively large uncertainties.
Based on these results and Coulomb shift arguments,
the tentative spin assignments of 1- (7.16 MeV) l-,4+
(7.37 MeV) and l-,2+,3- (7.62 MeV) were made for
these states. These assignments were later questioned
in Ref 5. which argued that the 7.62 and 7.35 MeV
levels in ^*Ne cannot have a Jn = 4+ assignment nor
could the 7.16 and 7.37 MeV levels be candidates for
spin-parity of 1-.
Results from the excitation function measurements of
elastic scattering in the system F + p are shown in
Fig. 1-3. At backward angles (9cm = 142°) an increase
in cross section is observed at proton energies of 3.3
MeV, which corresponds to an excitation energy in
*^Ne of 7.05 MeV. At higher energies (Ep < 3.9 MeV)
another rise in the cross section is observed. This region
of excitation energy, however, is more complex and
might include several overlapping states (see following
contribution). The solid lines in Fig. 1-3 are the result
of R-matrix calculations assuming spin-parity values of
1- or 4+, for the state at Ex = 7.05 MeV. As can be
seen, a 1~ value is unable to describe the data, pointing
to a 4+ (or possibly 2+) assignment for this state.
Because the mirror nucleus O does not show a 2+
state in this energy range within 1.15 MeV the 7.05
MeV level in
Ne has presumably a spin-parity
assignment of Jic = 4+.

fHebrew University, Janisalem, Israel, JNorthwestem University, §Oak Ridge National Laboratory, IJYale
University
lA. E. Champagne and M. Wiescher, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 42,39 (1992).
2 R . K. WaUace and S. E. Woosley, Astrophys. J. Suppl. Series 45, 389 (1981).
3K:, I. Hahn, et al., Phys. Rev. C 54,1999 (1996).
4 B . Harss et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 82.3964 (1999).
5H. T. Fortune and R. Sherr, Phys. Rev. Lett. 84,1635C (2000).
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aJ.

Study of the Branching Ratio of the 4.033 MeV J' = 3/2+ State in ^'Ne
(K. E. Rehm, J. Caggiano, P. Collon, A. Heinz, R. V. F. Janssens, C. L. Jiang, R. Pardo,
M. Paul, J. P. Schiffer, R. H. Siemssen, A. H. Wuosmaa, L. Jisonna,* and R. E. Segel*)

The JJt = 3/2+ state in " N e at 4.033 MeV excitation
energy dominates the astrophysical reaction rate for the
0(a,Y) reaction, which is one of the possible breakout
paths from the hot CNO cycle into the rp-process. The
a width of this channel was estimated to be about 10
(leV, which makes a direct measurement of this
reaction very difficult. Many attempts were made to
detennine this width through indirect experiments with
stable or radioactive beams, e.g. through a measurement
of the branching ratio Ta/Ty. Because of its small a
width we plan to use a high intensity, stable beam
reaction populating the 3/2+ state via the
d(^''Ne,t)"Ne'(4.033 MeV) -^ ( " o + a) reaction.
Studying this reaction in inverse kinematics results in a
forward focusing of the outgoing " o particles with
magnetic rigidities that are different for the three
particles of interest ( t , ' ' o and T^e, see top part of Fig.
1-4). The tritons emitted at Bern = 0° are detected in the
focal plane by a 5 X 5 cm2 Si-strip detector which
'Northwestern University

covers an excitation energy region in Ne of about 700
keV. The
Ne and
O particles, which are in
coincidence with the tritons, are detected in the gasfilled focal plane detector where they are identified with
respect to mass and nuclear charge Z. Spectra obtained
in a short test run with a CD2 target and a 235 MeV
low-intensity T^e beam are shown in the lower part of
Fig. 1-4. The triton spectrum shows mainly states at 4.5
MeV excitation energy and very littie yield in the
vicinity in the 4.033 MeV region. This points to a
small spectroscopic factor for this state when populated
via the ^''Ne(d,t) Ne reaction, which can be
compensated by a higher beam intensity of the ^ e
beam. Hie good particle identification in the focal
plane detector results in very clean coincidence spectra
which are also shown in the figure. Increasing the
beam intensity requires a rotating CD2 target or a D2
gas cell. This and other improvements in the count rate
capability will be tested in upcoming runs.
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a.4.

Large Angle Alpha Scattering on ^Ti (K. E. Rehm, C. L. Jiang, L Ahmad,
J. Caggiano, P. Collon, J. P. Greene, D. Henderson, A. Heinz, R. V. F. Janssens,
R. C. Pardo, T. Pennington, R, H. Siemssen, A. Wuosmaa, and M. Paul*)

Anomalous large angle scattering (ALAS) was
extensively studied in the past with a particles on sdshell nuclei including Ca. In ALAS, enhanced cross
sections for elastic scattering are observed at angles
around 180*^.
It is believed that ALAS is a
manifestation of weak absorption of the surface partial
waves, but the origin of this surface transparency is not
well understood.
Because ALAS is especially
pronounced for multiple-a nuclei (like O, Si, S,.
Ca) is has been argued that a clustering might also
play a role. Since ^ i ( T l / 2 = 60y) is the first a-type
nucleus beyond
Ca, we studied a scattering at
backward angles for this system. For experimental
reasons it was decided to study this reaction in inverse
kinematics, i.e. by bombarding a 4He target with a Ti
beam.

The Ti material was produced via the Sc(p,2n) Ti
reaction using a 50 MeV, 20 ^LA. proton beam fi:om the
linac injector of the Argonne Intense Pulsed Neutron
Source.
After chemical separation, the
Ti02
compound was mixed with natural Ti02 and placed
inside a copper insert for a negative Cs sputter source.
A beam of ^ " i O - was extracted firom the ion source
and accelerated in the ATLAS accelerator to an energy
of 280 MeV. The average beam intensity measured on
target was about 5 x 10 Ti/s with an equal amount of
impurities from the stable isobar Ca, which could not
be separated by the beam transport system.
The He target consisted of a 5-mm long gas cell with
two 1.3 mg/cm2 titanium windows, filled with 600
mbar of He and cooled to LN2 temperature. The areal
density of the target was about 60 |Xg/cm . The
a particles were detected by an array consisting of two
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SOO-^m thick annular silicon strip detectors and a AE-E
telescope at 0°. The annular detectors were segmented
into 16 rings and 16 wedges allowing for 6 and ^
determination of the incident particles. They were
placed in firont of the target, covering the angular range
from 8" to 30** in the laboratory system. To suppress
the elastically scattered Ti particles, wedge-shaped
polyethylene absorbers were mounted in front of all Si
detectors. Two Si detectors at ±6"* served to monitor the
beam intensity and purity.
The whole setup was tested with ^^Si and ^ ' ^ C a
beams where angular distributions with a beams on
Si and * Ca targets were measured previously. In

order to obtain the contribution of elastic scattering
from Ti in the mixed Ti/^Ca beam, measurements
with a pure Ca beam were performed under identical
conditions. The results are shown in Fig. I-5a. The
cross sections of elastic scattering of a particles on Ti
at backward angles are found to be at least an order of
magnitude smaller than the ones observed for a on
Ca. The cross section integrated in the angle range
9 = 140-180° is shown in Fig. I-5b and compared to
several other nuclei in this mass range. The yield
obtained for Ti is comparable to the one measured for
Ca, indicating that the anomalous large alpha
scattering effect seems to end with the a + Ca
system.

*Ifebiew University. Jerusalem, Israel

• *ba+^He.23.4MeV, Budzanowski
• * * r i +^He.23.7 MeV, Present
• ^
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Fig. 1-5. (top): Angular distributions for elastic a scattering on Ca and Ti. The Ca data were taken from the
literature, (bottom): Cross sections integrated over the angular range 6=140° - 180° for elastic scattering of a
particles on several nuclei. The trend predicted by optical model calculations is given by the dashed line.
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a.5.

Measurement of ^'Ti Half-Life (I. Ahmad, J. P. Greene, E. F. Moore, W. Kutschera,*
and M. Paulf)

A measurement of the ^ T i half-life, which has
astrophysical significance, was started by our group in
1992. The half-Ufe value determined ftom the decay
for five years was pubUshedl in 1998. We continued
this measurement in order to reduce the statistical
uncertainty and to better understand the systematic
errors. The last measurement of the spectra was made

in December 2000. The measurements at Argonne and
Jerusalem were partially analyzed and the new number
agrees with our published value within the statistical
error. One of the decay curves is shown in Fig. 1-6 and
the half-hfe obtained from the analysis of this data set is
shown in the figure. The result will be published in
Phys. Rev. C.

•University of Vierma, Austria, fHebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel
1 Ahmad et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 80,2550 (1998).
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a.6.

Measurement of ^Ti Nucleosynthesis by 7 and Atom Counting (K. E. Rehm,
I. Ahmad, J. Caggiano, P. Collon, J. Greene, D. Henderson, A. Heinz, R. V. F. Janssens,
C. L. Jiang, R. C, Pardo, T. Pennington,, G. Savard, R. Vondrasek, I. Wiedenhover,
M. Paul,* D. Berkovits.t J. Goerres,t M. Hass,§ S. K. Hui,1| and M. Wieschert)

The nuclide ' ^ i (T1/2 = 59.2 yrs) recently became an
important asset to nuclear asfrophysics through the
measurement of its cosmic radioactivity, yielding
significant information on fresh Ti nucleosynthesis in
supemovae. Because of the value of its half-life
(determined recently with precision Tj/2 ~ 59.2 ± 0.6
yrl-3), ' ^ i is a probe of the supernova activity of the
Galaxy during the last few centuries. We started a

measurement of the main reaction channel believed to
be responsible for
Ti production in a supernova
explosion, namely the Ca(a,Y) nuclear reaction. Hie
scheme of the measurement consists of an activation
run in which a Ca beam bombards a 4He gas target
and collection of Ti recoil nuclei implanted in a
catcher material. The catcher is then counted by y
spectroscopy and at a later stage chemically processed

zl^
to extract (with a chemical carrier) produced '•Ti
atoms. Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) will
then be used to count the Ti atoms and a reaction
cross section extracted.
An intense 68 MeV ^Cal 1+ beamfixwnthe ECR-2 ion
source was transported to the target chamber of the
Enge spectrograph in Area n, filled with high-purity He
gas. A rotating-foil setup was installed at the entrance
of the target chamber, equipped with a 1" diameter 1.4
mg/cm2 Ni foil, dissipated the heat of the beam (Fig. I7). Beam currents of up to 1.5 enA could be accepted
for periods of ten to twenty hours before foil changing;
the total activation time was of about 24 hours,
corresponding to 12 particle-mC irradiation. A highpurity water-cooled Cu plate (1/4" thick, 2" diameter)
was used as catcher and beam stop. A small Bragg gas
detector, mounted at 40° to the incident beam,
monitored elastically scattered beam particles,
discriminating Ca ftom a *10% Ar component4;
the AT incident particles cannot produce Ti from
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the He target. Three activation runs were performed:
(i) at a known resonance energy of the Ca + He
system; (ii) at the same energy, using Ar gas as a target
to estimate possible Ti production from contaminants
(e.g. foil window, beam stop); (iii) with He gas, at
energy below resonance. Soon afier the activation run,
the catcher irradiated at the resonance energy was
placed in front of a Ge detector. A Sc y line from the
Ca(a,p) reaction was observed.
A longer y
measurement (~1 week) of the catcher, taken with a
low-level Ge detectorS did not show the 1157-keV line
of Ti decay above background, determining an upper
limit of 1.6 X 10^ '^^Ti atoms at the 95% confidence
level. This limit is consistent with the estimate of the
(a,Y) resonance strength. We are pursuing at present
preparations towards the AMS measurement of the
irradiated samples, in particular development of a
chemical method for extraction of the Ti implanted
atoms and purification from Ca contaminants (to reduce
the Ca isobaric interference).

•Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel, tSoreq NRC, Yavne, Israel, {University of Notre Dame, §Weizmann
fristitute, Rebovot, Israel, ^urdue University
ll. Ahmad, G. Bonino, G. Cini Castagnoli, S. M. Fischer, W. Kutschera, and M. Paul, Phys. Rev. Lett 80,2550
(1998).
2j. Goerres, J. Meissner, H. Schatz, E. Stech, P. Tischhauser, M. Wiescher, R. Harkewicz, B. Sherrill, M. Steiner, D.
Bazin, M. Hellstroem, D. J. Morrissey, R. N. Boyd, L. Buchmann, D. H. Hartmann, and J. H. Hinnefeld, Phys.
Rev. Lett 80,2554 (1998).
3F. E. Wietfeld, F. J. Schima, B. M. Coursey and D. D. Hoppes, Phys. Rev. 59, 528 (1999).
4http://www .phy s.huj i. ac. il/simpaul/images/x85 8/photos Jitml
5Y. Nirel, private communication.

Fig. 1-7. Incandescent beam spot of the He beam on the rotating window andfluorescence of the gas target. The
beam (upper glow) comes from the right; the lower image and the beam spot is viewed in a mirrorfacing
the foil window.
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J i

Study of Proton-Unbound States in Astrophysically-Interesting Nuclei
(J. A. Caggiano, A. Heinz, R. V. F. Janssens, C.-L. Jiang, K. E. Rehm, G. Savard,
A. H. Wuosmaa, W. Bradfield-Smith,* R. Lewis,* P. D. Parker,* and D. W. Visser*)

In last year's Annual Report we described the initiafion
of a program to measure states in proton-rich nuclei not
far above the proton threshold. The goal of this study
was to identify missing unnatural parity states that can
have significant impact on proton capture reaction rates
in the rp process in novae. This report summarizes the
progress made in this endeavor.
The experiments were all designed to measure the
momentum spectrum of He with a split-pole
spectrograph
following
the
"Mg,^Si^He,^He)2^Mg,2^Si transfer reactions with
a beam of He at 45-57 MeV. A series of experiments
were performed at Yale University and one experiment
was attempted at ATLAS. The experiments performed
at Yale were successful, and several beam energies and
target configurations were tried. Figure 1-8 shows
momentum spectra of 6He nuclei following ( H e , He)
reactions on several targets. The reactions of interest
are not contaminated by reactions on C or O in the
target as the Q-values are more negative. However,

on

Studies at higher beam energy (51 MeV vs 45 MeV)
prove advantageous for two reasons. First, the cross
section for states above the proton threshold is higher.
Second, alpha particles are generated very prolifically
and dominate the count rate in the detector. At higher
energy, more of these alphas are kinematically focused
away from the detector, enabling higher beam currents.
Angular distributions prove inconclusive for rigorous
spin assignments, but sometimes they have distinct
shapes which may limit the number of
possible configurations.
This work will continue
with
two
more
experiments
in
2001.

"Mg target

''Mg
.jm**lki^ UJIIM^I

other isotopic impurities, e.g.
(1%
in
carbon
backings),
^°MB(^He.°He) (4%
4% ]
the
Mg targets), and
^**SipHe. He) (3% in the ^^Si targets) may complicate
the spectra, usually at a small, but non-trivial level.
The Q-values for the (^He,^He) on ^^Mg and ^^si
target nuclei are also too negative to be seen with the
spectrograph.

reactions

.tft, J L

,-. \L

,-^
"Si target

..i4*-j^

L
^^*^"T" ->^

Fig. IS. The He momentum spectra from the ^He, He) reaction on several targets at 51 MeV.
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Reaction Rates of the ^^Na(p,7) and ^^Ne(p,Y) Breakout Reactions (D. Jenkins,
C. J. Lister, K. E. Rehm. A. H. Wuosmaa, and M. P. Carpenter)

Hi^-Lying states in Na and Mg, just above the
proton separation energy, play an important role in
breakout reactions that lead to the synthesis of
intermediate mass nuclei. The exact location of these
states and their spins, parities and decay properties

determine the rate of synthesis of A = 23 nuclei and
destruction of A = 22 nuclei through proton capture
reactions. Heroic efforts were made to directly measure
the states involved, and the reaction rates 1,2.
However, due to extreme experimental difficulty, the
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=12^
location of many critical states and their properties were
not categorized, and thus there is considerable
uncertainty over the reaction rates.
Ll a novel approach to this problem, we used the
^^C(*^C,p) and ^^C(*^C,n) reaction at a beam energy
of 22 MeV to populate high lying states in A = 23
nuclei. Gammasphere was used to study the subsequent
gamma-decay of states. The excellent sensitivity of the
device allowed proton unbound states with small

radiative widths to be observed and studied. Angular
correlations and gamma-gamma coincidences permitted
several new rigorous spin/parity assignments. The
short lifetimes of the states (lO's fs) could be measured
by a Differential Doppler method. These new data
were then included in reaction rate calculations
resulting in an enhancement of the calculated rate and a
considerable improvement in precision. An example
for the 22Na (p,Y) reaction is shown in Fig. 1-9. Final
analysis is in progress and a paper is being written.

1 J. Gorres, C Rolfs et al, Nucl. Phys. A385, 57 (1982).
2j Gones et a/., Nucl. Phys A408, 372 (1983).

Fig. 1-9. Reaction rates for the Na(p,y) Mg reaction, recalculated with the new information on states in Mg
near the reaction threshold, shown as a Junction of temperature in billions of degrees, T9.

a.9.

Excited States in ^^^Te and the Properties of the r-Process Nuclei with Z "' 50 and
N > 86 (I. Ahmad, W. Urban,* W. R. Phillips,t N. Schulz,t B. J. P. Gall.t M. Bentaleb,J
J. L. Ehirell.t M. A. Jones,t M. J. Leddy,t E. Lubkiewicz,t L. R. Morss,§ A. G. Smith,!
and B. J. Varleyt)

The knowledge of the structure of tiie very neutron-ridi
(N > 86) nuclei around the doubly magic ^^^Sn is
crucial for understanding the fiow of the astrophysical
r-process. One of the important experimental data
required for the calculation of the r-process path is the
location of the single-particle states in these nuclei. To
provide the relevant data, we studied the structure of
very neutron-rich tellurium isotopes. The levels in
Te and
Te were deduced last year and were
published. This year we studied the structure of T'e,

which is the most neutron-rich nucleus near the Z = 50
closed shell, for which experimental data are available.
Levels in ^^^Te were populated in the spontaneous
fission of ^''^Cm and the y rays in the fission fragments
were measured in multifold coincidence with the
EUROGAM2 array of Compton-suppressed Ge
detectors. Gamma rays in ^^ Te were obtained by
gating on transitions in the light ruthenium isotopes.
Since nothing was known about
Te, a mass
correlation technique was used to assign y rays to

I Heavy-Ton Nuclear Phvsics Research

J i
weighted Ru mass and the independent Te yields
confirm the mass assignment. The level scheme is
displayed in Fig. I-11. The level scheme of
Te is
found remaikably similar to level schemes of heavier
N = 87 isotones. The results of this investigation were
published.

Te. A cascade of Y rays with energy 271.0, 356.5,
436.4, 534.8 and 611.8 keV was observed in prompt
coincidence with transitions in
Ru.
The
weighted mass of the Ru in coincidence with transitions
in each Te isotope is plotted against Te mass in
Fig. I-10a. Fiffure I-lOb shows the relative yields of Te
isotopes in
Cm fission. The smooth variation of the

•Warsaw University, Poland, fUniversity of Manchester, United Kingdom, JIReS, Strasbourg, France, §Chemistry
Division, ANL
IPhys. Rev. C 62,044315 (2000).
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B. STRUCTURE OF >fUCLEI NEAR, AT AND BEYOND
THE PROTON DRIPLINE
The program to explore the structure and stability of nuclei along the proton dripline continues to
be a forefront theme in our nuclear structure research. It has many interesting facets, both for
astrophysical processes and for extending our understanding of the structure and stability of
nuclei. It provides a natural bridge that connects contemporary research with future projects
which exploit radioactive beams. The unique combination of Gammasphere, arguably the
world's premier gamma-ray detector, with the Argonne Fragment Mass Analyzer, arguably one
of the world's most productive spectrometers for far-from-stability channel selection, has opened
up a new domain for research. In addition, the superb qualities of the ATLAS accelerator in
beam selection, timing and emittance, has enhanced the performance of other channel selection
devices like microball and neutron detectors giving them greater sensitivity for low cross-section
physics. Prompt spectroscopy of gamma-rays emitted from fission fragments still provides
unique data on very neutron rich nuclei, and using the combination of Gammasphere and our "inhouse" radiochemistry resources, this program was pursued vigorously. In the future. Coulomb
excitation of beams of exotic nuclei will be an important tool. In preparation, we are developing
techniques for high-efficiency measurements of beam excitation.

b.l.

Alignment Delays In Even-Even N = Z Nuclei (C. J. Lister, M. P. Carpenter,
A. M. Heinz, D. J. Henderson, R. V. F. Janssens, J. Schwartz, D. Seweryniak,
I. Wiedenhover, J. Cizewski,* N. Fotiades,* A. Bemstein,t J. A. Becker.f R. Bauer.f
P. E. Garrett,t S. Vincent,^ A. Aprahamian,^ P. Hausladen,§ D. Balamuth,§ and
S. M. Fischetil)

We have investigated N = Z Kr, Sr and 2r, which
all have well-defoimed rotational sequences, to
investigate backbending, or alignment effects which
nonnally occur shortly above J = 8 (or a rotational
frequency near ho) = 0.5 MeV). Using Gammasphere,
Microball, and the FMA we considerably extended the
decay schemes of these nuclei into the region of
interest All show evidence that the alignments of gg/2
particles are different ftom their N = Z + 2 and N = Z +
4 neighbors.
Kr is particularly striking. It has an
alignment wluch is very delayed when compared to its
neighbors.
Sr shows a much more modest delay, and
we can only place a limit that Zr has a delay, as the

yrast sequence seems smooth to the highest observed
spin. Thus, an experimental veriiication that a delay
occurs was made. Figure 1-12 shows the kinematic and
dynamic moments of inertia for N = Z and N = Z + 2, N
= Z + 4 isotopes of Kr, Sr and Zr. A letter presenting
these measurements is accepted for publication . While
the experimental facts now seem clear, the meaning of
these observations is still open to interpretation. It is
certainly true that the alignment mechanism is very
sensitive to shape and to normal T = 1 pairing, so
extraction of unambiguous information on np-pairs and
their coupling schemes seems difficult,

•Rutgers University, fLawrence Livennore National Laboratory, {University of Notre Dame, §Umversity of
Pennsylvania, ^fDePaul University
'S. M. Fischer et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. (2001).
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b.2.

Structure of N = Z Odd-Odd Nuclei, Including (N = Z = 35 '®Br) (C. J. Lister.
D. G. Jenkins, T. A. Sienko,* D. Balamuth.t S. M. Fischer,! P. Fallon,§
A. O. Macchiavelli,§ D. G. Sarantites.Tf and W. Reviolf)

It was observed that most heavy odd-odd N = Z nuclei
have a ground-state spin of J = 0, arising from coupling
of the last pair of nucleons to an anti-symmetric T = 1
wavefunction. This state may just be a coupling of the
last pair of particles, or may reflect a more collective
ground state of a T = 1 pair field with contributions
from many configurations. If the latter is true a "pairgap" should exist, just as in even-even nuclei, pulling
this state down and leaving few, or no nearby low-lying
levels. The location of the T = 1 states, relative to other
configurations with T = 0 and coupled to J = 1 .. ..2j are
sensitive to both long and short range np-interactions.
Thus, studying N = Z odd-odd nuclei is pertinent to the
question of np-pairing in general. Br is an interesting
case, as it lies in the middle of the fpg-shell and has N =
Z neighbors which are quite well understood as having
substantial oblate groundstate deformation.
In practice, the experimental identification of levels in
the odd-odd N = Z nuclei proved quite difficult, and
several unsuccessful attempts were made to identify

them. Traditionally, to investigate low excitation, low
spin states, a light ion reaction would be optimal.
However, the nuclei of interest lie far from stability, so
heavy-ion reactions must be used. To constrain heavy
ion reactions to populate low-spin states is not easy, and
very careful selection of the reaction and beam energy
is essential. Even in the best conditions, the population
cross-sections are small, about 150 Jibams for Br, so
all the latest techniques are needed, including the use of
Gammasphere. ^ r was recentiy found to have a lowlying J = 9 P-decaying isomer which further hampers
the population of low-lying states. We used the
***'Ca(^^S,pn)^%r reaction at 80,85,90 and 100 MeV to
investigate this nucleus at low spin. An array of
neutron detectors was used to select the reaction
channel.
The experiment was optimized for
identification of low energy gamma-rays; many oddodd nuclei in the region have many transitions < 100
keV. An array of LEPS detectors was used, which was
sensitive to photons as low as 20 keV, and
Gammasphere operated in its "low-threshold mode" to

T Heaw-Tnn Nuclear Phvsics R e.search

increase sensitivity for gamma rays below 200 keV.
The more strongly produced
Se was used as a
template to measure the entry spin distribution and
verify the correct beam energy was used. Online
analysis indicated that 85 MeV beam energy led to
maximum production of the two-nucleon evaporation
channels, aiKl the mean entry spin was below J = 8.
Considerable progress in developing the decay scheme
was made. A set of T - 1 analogs to Se states were
identified, together with several low energy transitions
which are candidates for the expected magnetic dipole
decays between T = 0 and T = 1 states. Although
lifetimes were not measured, the E2 vs Ml branching
ratios of states which are analog to Se levels were
determined, and establish that the Ml decays are strong,
with matrix elements much larger than expected for
isoscalar decays between T = 0 states. These Ml
decays cleariy allow the relative isospin of states to be
measured. High spin cascades of states built on the J =

9 isomer are also undergoing analysis: they were
populated in the '*^Ca(^^\r,apn)^*^Br reaction. At
present two new sequences have been found.
In the theoretical domain three avenues are being
explored. For low spin configurations, we are working
in collaboration with J. Stone (Oxford) on a twoquasiparticle-deformed core coupling calculation.
Further, tiie IBM-4 model of van Isacker (GANIL)
which includes np-bosons, is being tested. Fig. 1-13
shows a comparison of low spin states with the IBM-4
predictions which were performed proir to the
experiment. This should help interpretation of the
paired regime, and the strength of np-correlations. At
the highest spin, A. Afanasejv (Notre Dame) is working
on an unpaired rotating-mean-field calculation, which
should help identify the highest spin configurations,
through tlwir changes of moment of inertia near
termination.

•Purdue University Calumet, tUniversity of Pennsylvania, JDePaul University, §Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, ^[Washington University
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b.3.

New Results in Proton Radioactivity (C. N. Davids, A. Heinz, G. L. Poli,
D. Seweryniak,t T. Davinson,* H. Mahmud,* J. J. Ressler,t K. Schmidt,* J. Shergur.J
A. A. Sonzogni,§ W. B. Walters.t and P. J. Woods*)

Proton and alpha emission Irom
Bi were coniinned
and measured with improved statistics. The ISSBi
nuclei were produced via the ''Mo( Mo,pn) reaction
at a bombarding energy of 420 MeV. The PJPton decay
energy ftom the 1/2+ intruder state in "^Bi to the
'**Pb ground state was measured to be 1.598(16) MeV
with a proton branching ratio bp = 0.85(6). An alpha
decay branch ftom the same state was measured,
b„ = 0.15(6), with an energy of 8.08(3) MeV. The stote

has a half-life of 50(8) [is. In addition, the alpha
branching ratio of the ground state of '°^Pb was
determined for the first time to be b„ = 0.23(14).
The deformed proton emitter
La was observed,
confirming its previous discovery by the Legnaro
It was produced via the " Z n ( ' Ni,p4n)
group
reaction. We observe a single proton peak at 806(5)

J2^
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keV, witii a half-life of 24(3) ms.
continuing.

Data analysis is

Several new odd-odd proton emitters were observed,
increasing the data base on these relatively rare species.
One case is deformed and two are in the spherical
region. The deformed emitter is
Eu, made via the

Ni( Kr,p5n) reaction. It has a proton energy of
1027(14) keV, and a half-Ufe of 0.90(+6M6) ms. The
spherical emitters are ^^'*Ir [E- = 1778(13) keV,
tl/2 ^ 58(+46-18)ns] and ^'^^Au \Ep = 1712(8) keV,
ti/2 = 0.48(+47-16)ms]. In the case of '^'*Ir, this
brings to 4 the number of Ir isotopes that are proton
emitters. Data analysis on these emitters is continuing.

'University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom, fArgonne National Laboratory and University of Maryland,
tUniversity of Maryland, §Brookhaven National Laboratory
^F. Soramel et al., Phys. Rev. C 63,031304(R) (2001).
b.4.

Identification of Excited Structures in Proton Unbound Nuclei I73,i75,i77^y.
Shape Co-Existence and Intruder Bands (F. G. Kondev, K. Abu Saleem,* I. Ahmad,
H. A m r c t M. P. Carpenter, C. N . Davids, A. Heinz, R. V. F. Janssens, T. L. Khoo,
T. Lauritsen, C. J. Lister, G. L. Poli, J. Ressler,|| D. Seweryniak,|| L Wiedenhover,
J. A. Cizewski,t M. Danchev,§ D. J. Hartley,§ W, C. Ma.if W. Reviol,**
L. L. Riedinger,§ and M . B . S m i t h t )

Beyond the proton-drip line, nuclei are energetically
unbound to proton emission (Q^ > 0), a decay mode
that o f ^ occurs in competition with a. decay. The
decay rates, which depend on the tunneling probability
through the Coulomb barrier, are sensitive to the energy
and the angular momentum of the emitted particle as
well as to the quantum numbers and intrinsic
configurations of the states involved in the parent and
daui^ter nuclei. Consequentiy, proton decay has
become an important spectroscopic tool to study
nuclear structure at the very limit of nuclear existence.
In many instances, the experimental half-lives can be
understood in terms of predictions based on the WKB
approximation. Such calculations were shown to be
inadequate in describing proton decay in nuclei such as
Eu and
Ho and the discrepancies are attributed to
the presence of sizable prolate deformation 1. In the
region near the intersection of the Z = 82 shell closure
and the proton dripline, the effects of deformation on
the properties of proton emitters may also be expected:
the phenomenon of shape coexistence at low spin and
excitation energy was observed in many nuclei and the
interaction between configurations associated with
different shapes should influence the decay rates.
However, the experimental situation is unclear because
the degree in which this coexistence persists in drip line
nuclei is poorly known.
We observed, for the first time, excited structures in the
* " A U (N=94),

*''^AU (7V= 96) and ^^^Au {N =

n)

isotopes. These nuclei provide the opportuiuly to
elucidate the shape driving properties of proton
excitations based on the important Ag/2,/7/2 and 43/2
proton orbitals in a region where they were not
investigated extensively, e.g. below mid-shell {N ~
104). In addition, the role of the low-il 1^3/2 neutrons
can also be examined. The impact of the latter

configuration on the formation of different minima has
been largely neglected in this mass region. All three
Au isotopes are energetically unbound to the emission
of protons.
Excited states in
Au,
Au and
Au were
populated via the p2n channels in fusion reactions of
^'*Sr ions with ^^Mo (at 390 and 395 MeV beam
energy), ^'^Mo (380 and 385 MeV) and ^^Mo (380
MeV) targets. Prompt y rays were detected with the
Gammasphere array in conjunction with the recoildecay tagging technique.
Partial level schemes
showing the yrast structures of
Au,
Au and
Au are presented in Fig. 1-14. A common feature in
all three cases is the presence of an a-decaying, highspin isomer. The measured a-decay energies and halflives were found to be in agreement with the most
recentiy published values, but in general the present
results are of greater accuracy. The isomers are
assigned.^ = 11/2- and the ll/2-[505] (A 1^1/2) Nilsson
configuration. A low spin isomer was also observed in
'^^Au and ^^^Au, but not in ^^^Au.
Sample y-ray spectra showing transitions depopulating
states in
Au, ^'^Au and '^^Au are given in
Fig. 1-15. At high spin, the yrast line of
Au
comprises of a well-deformed prolate band. While
intensity considerations established an E2 multipolarity
for tiie 160.1 keV transition (ajiexp) = 0.70(7);
a7<El) = 0.13, a7<E2) = 0.84, a7<Ml) = 1.97), otiier
in-band transitions are assumed to be of E2 character.
Below the (13/2+) level, the intensity flux splits into
two branches, one proceeding via the 319.4, 289.9
and 240.8 keV transitions through the (9/2") member
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of the 71^9/2 hand and the 11/2- isomer, while the other
reaches the (1/2+, 3/2+) isomer via the 265.4, 290.3,
and 452.7 keV y rays. The yrast line of ^'^Au is also
fmned by a collective band, similar to that seen in
Au, but its decay proceeds entirely through the 11/2isomer. The El character of the 89.4 keV transition
follows from intensity balance considerations, and other
in-band transitions are assumed to be stretched
quadrupoles. In contrast to
Au and
Au, no sign
of collectivity is observed in ^ Au.
Positive parity yrast bands are known in the heavier
odd-mass Au and TI nuclei. They were associated with
a prolate shape and assigned the intruder l/2+[660]
(113^2) proton configuration. A characteristic feature
oi^mese structures is strong Coriolis mixing which leads
to large alignments and sizable signature splitting, with
only the favored signature being observed. The newly
established bands in ^^Au and
Au are consistent
with such an interpretation.
Experimental alignments for the positive parity
sequences in
Au and
Au are compared with those
of their even-even platinum cores in Fig. 1-16. The
observed values of alignment for the bands in

' Au are consistent with expectations for a
rotationally-aligned ^3/2 proton, and support the
l/2+[660] configuration assigmnent. At the lowest
frequencies, the Pt nuclei show an increase in alignment
caused by a change from an oblate to a more deformed
prolate sliape. The yrast sequence in
Au exhibits a
related behavior, thus suggesting that a similar shape
change may have occurred. This is also evident from
the spectrum shown in Fig. I-15b, where the 294.2 keV
transition does not follow the regular collective pattern
established by the higher-energy transitions and,
therefore, cannot be interpreted as a member of the
rotational cascade. In addition, a variable moment of
inertia (VMI) fit applied to the levels between (17/2+)
and (49/2+), predicts an energy of about 199 keV for
the 17/2+ -> 13/2+ in-band transition. In this mass
region an oblate to prolate shape change is a wellestablished phenomenon. It occurs along the positive?arity, vrast structures in the heavier odd-Z
85,m7,l«9^l isotopes. In fact, while tiie l/2+[660]
(113/2) prolate band was observed to be yrast at high
spm in these nuclei, the lowest 13/2+ state was
assigned to the 13/2+[606] ('13/2) oblate configuration.
Taking into account the striking similarities between
the present observations for
Au and these
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Fig. 1-16. Aligned anguleir momenta for the yrast bands in Au and Au. and their even-even Pt core nuclei.
The same reference parameters, SQ = 27.5 MeV-i h2 andSj ~ 190.0 MeV-3 h4, have been usedfor all bands.
positive-parity TI sequences, the same 13/2+[606]
oblate configuration is proposed for the (13/2+) state at
976.7 keV. In terms of shape co-existence, it is worth
noting that structures associated with three different
shapes compete for yrast status in
Au. A nearspherical ground state (PC = 11/2-) is followed by the
(13/2+) oblate level while the prolate band dominates at
higher spins. The energy separation between the
observed states can be associated with the energy
difference between these minima, albeit the excitation
energy of the prolate well is more subtie since the i\y2
prolate band is not observed down to its bandhead
(presumably due to effects associated with deformation
and CorioUs mixing).

structure which was not observed in the current work.
It is also interesting to note that while the TRS
predictions placed the maximum in deformation near
mid-shell, the extracted empirical values maximize at
lower neutron number {N ~ 98-100). The reason for
such a difference is at present not fully understood. It is
interesting to speculate that this may be due in part to
changes in the shell structure associated with weak
binding. On the other hand, it is worth pointing out
that, at TV = 98, the neutron Fermi level resides at the
boundary of a deformed (p2 ~ 0-25) sub-shell gap and
that this results in an increased shell-stability for
specific prolate configurations.

The so-called VMI fit was carried out for the iy-xn

In order to gain further insight into the differences in
deformation noted above, calculations of the singleparticle quadrupole moments and of the occupation
probabilities of various orbitals were carried out using a
Woods-Saxon potential with the Lipkin-Nogami
treatment of pairing.
Figure 1-18 shows the
contribution of specific orbitals to the deformation of
the 113/2 bands in '^^-'''-^''Au. The importance of
the l/2-[541] (/19/2) orbital in the formation of the
prolate minimum was noted before and is also evident
in Fig. I-18a. The correlation between the change in
deformation with neutron number and the occupation of
the low-fl i|3/2 neutrons is also apparent. Hence, one
may conclude that the decrease in deformation of the
'13/2 bands in the odd-mass Au nuclei with neutron
number is at least partially due to the step-wise
decrease in the occupations of the low-t2 113/2 neutron
orbitals, as well as to the /J9/2 proton orbital.

17S 177

i-Ji*-

bands in " - ' ' " 'Au, as well as for those of the heavier
odd-mass gold isotopes. Empirical values of the
deformation were subsequentiy deduced using ^2 "^
91.7 QQ/(ZA^^), with a quadrupole moment estimated
as QQ =39.4(3o)i/2, where SQ ^ *® moment of
inertia. The residts are presented in the upper part of
Fig. 1-17, together with predictions given by total
Routhian sur&ce (TRS) calculations based on a WoodsSaxon potential. It is apparent that the deformation of
the '13/2 band in
Au is larger than that in
Au:
such a difference would account for the larger
alignment observed for the former band (see Fig. 1-16).
By extrapolating the trend seen in Fig. I-17a towards
lower neutron number, one would expect an even
smaller deformation for the i\y2 band i"
Au, a

-J2^
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Fig. 1-17. (a) Equilibrium deformations for the 1/2"^ [660] (113/2) configuration over a range of gold isotopes. The
filled symbols correspond to the values deducedfrom the VMI fit, while the open symbols are predictions from TRS
calculations (see text for details), (b) Energy systematics for the prolate 1/2+[660] (ijy^bandin the odd-mass Au
isotopes relative to the 11/2- O^n/^ intrinsic state (filled symbols) and the 9/2- member of the hg/j band (open
symbols). The position of the 13/2+ level in Au has been deducedfrom the VMI fit, as discussed in the text. The
parabolicfitfor the Ti'23/2'^il/2 ^'^''Sy differences in the Au isotopes are shown by the solid line. The dashed
and the dot-dashed lines representfits to the prolate-oblate energy differences in the neighboring even-even Hg and
Pt isotopes, respectively.
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deformations P , = 0.170 ('"AU), P^ = 0.223 (''"AU) and ^2 = ".255 ("^^Au) fp^ = -0.005 in all cases). The
occupation probabilities, v:, were calculated using the Lipkin-Nogami treatment of pairing with Gy = 18.0/A (MeV)
andCj^ = 20.8/A (MeV). In the calculation procedure the proton 1/2"^[660] (ijs/2) orbital was occupied (blocked),
thus having an occupational probability of unity.

Figure I-17b compares the excitation energies of the
l/2+[660] (('13/2) band members relative to the 11/2(^11/2) ^ ^ ^ ^^^~ (^9/2) states in several odd-mass
gold isotopes. The parabolic fit to the ^^3/2 (prolate)71A1J/2
(near-spherical/weakly-deformed)
energy
differences shows a minimum near mid-shell and
resembles closely the prolate-oblate energy differences
observed in neighboring even-even Pt and Hg isotopes.
Another feature shown in Fig. I-17b is that the 711^3/2

(prolate)-nA9/2 (prolate) energy difference continues to
decrease below mid-shell. Such a behavior should not
be a surprise, given the deformation differences
between these two orbitals. It should also be noted that
the effects of Coriohs coupling and triaxiality were not
taken explicitiy into account in the systematics shown
in Fig. 4b, although their role may be significant as the
deformation reaches smaller values.

*Argonne National Laboratory and Illinois Institute of Technology, tArgonne National Laboratory and Mississippi
State University, JRutgers University, §University of Tennessee-Knoxville, IJMississippi State University, ||Argonne
National Laboratory and University of Maryland, **University of Teimessee-Knoxville and Washington UniversitySt. Louis
IC. N. Davids et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 80,1849 (1998).
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Measurements of g-Factors of Excited States in Zr and Mo Nuclei Using y Rays
from Secondary Fission Fragments (I. Ahmad, M. P. Carpenter, J. P. Greene,
R. V, F. Janssens, F. G. Kondev, T. Lauritsen, C. J. Lister, D. Seweryniak, D. Patel,*
A. G. Smith,* R. M. Wall,* J. F. Smith,* G. S. Simpson,* O. J. Onakan,* B. J. P. Gall,t
and O. Dorveauxt)

An experiment was performed to measure the g-factors
of excited states in neutron-rich fission fragments
through the time-integral perturbed angular correlation
fimctions between pairs of secondary-fragment y rays.
The experiment involved the use of a
Cf source of
total activity 100 ^Ci sandwiched between two layers
of iron foil. Prior to the deposition of the californium,
the iron metal foils (each 15 mgcm-2 thick)were
annealed in an oven at 650° C for ten minutes. The
magnetization of these foils as a function of appUed
field was measured using a magnetometer. The results
of this measurement showed that the magnetic moment
of the iron reached saturation of its calculated
maximum value at 0.1 T. The californium was then
electroplated onto the surface of one of tiie iron foils
and a layer of indium metal (200 ^gcm-2 thick)
evaporated over a second iron foil. The layer of indium
acted as an aid to adhesion 1 between the active foil and
the second foil, which was rolled on top to produce a
closed source in which the fission fragments stop in
iron. The source was placed within a vacuum chamber
at the center of the Gammasphere array. A pair of
small, permanent magnets applying a freld of 0.2 T
were placed either side of the source in the direction
normally reserved for the beam to Gammasphere. The
direction of the apphed field could be reversed by
rotating the magnet assembly through 180°. This field
change was performed every few hours over the course
of a two week run. Approximately 10
events
comprising three or more y rays were collected.
Determinations of g-factors have been made using
measurements of time-integral, perturbed angular
correlation functions. Unlike the data obtained in a
previous Euroball experiment with a gadolinium foil ,
in which the analysis method depended on a small

precession-angle approximation, these data show large
precessions in the light fission fragments. The analysis
techiuque has had to be modified to fit double ratios
corresponding to the full perturbed angular correlation
function over the whole Gammasphere array. The
apphcation of this new method has worked well.
ft-eliminary results for the lowest 2+ states in several Zr
and Mo fragments are presented in Table 1.
Where there are existing g-fector measurements in the
hterature, notably in the strongly populated
Zr and
Mo, our measurements show consistency with the
established values. Due to an ambiguity in the double
ratios, the 2+ state in
Zr has two possible solutions
with almost identical x^ values. At present it is
difficult to decide between the two solutions to the fit.
One gives a higher than expected g-factor, the other
much lower than expected. In addition, the error on the
lifetime of this state is large, contributing to uncertainty
in the g-factor. Estimating the lifetime of this state with
a recentiy measured quadrupole moment at spin - 10
suggests that it could be much greater than the estimate
quoted below - possibly as high as 4 ns. This would
imply that the -1896 mRad precession is the most likely
solution as the g-factor would then be +0.36 - close to
the Z/A value of +0.39 for this nucleus.
A
measurement of the g-factor for the 4+ state in the same
rotational band is in progress and should resolve the
ambiguity. In the Mo isotopes, there appears to be a
trend towards decreasing g-factors, suggested by
previous measurements and supported by this work.
In addition to the results presented here, measurable
precessions were observed from this data set for 2+
states in Pd, Ru, Ba, Ce and Nd even-even isotopes.

*^niversity of Manchester, United Kingdom, flRcS Strasbourg, France
IC. Teich, A. Jungclaus, and K. P. Lieb, Nucl. Listi^rai. Metiiods A418,365 (1998).
2A. G. Smitii et al., Phys. Lett. B453,206 (1999).
3G. Rao, Hyperfine Interactions 24,1119 (1985).
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TABLE 1. Preliminary results of the g-factor measurements. The impurity hyperfrne field strengths are taken from
the compilation .

lit

98Zr
lOOZr
102Zr
102MO
104MO

IO6M0
IO8M0
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2+
2+
2+
2+
2+
2+
2+
2+

Energy

T

B

Experunental

Experimental

g

(KeV)

(ns)

(Tesla)

l|)p(mRad)

g

(other)

<0.289
0.779(28)
2.76(36)

-27.4(4)

0.180(6)
1.04(6)
1.803(43)
0.72(43)

-25.6(1)

1223
213
152
152
296
192
172
193

-72(31)
-217(12)
-1896(177)
-250(23)
-59(18)
-283(14)
-289(19)
-205(46)

>+0.190(86)
+0.213(14)
+0.525(85)
+0.069(11)
+0.268(82)
+0.222(17)
+0.131(9)
+0.232(149)

+0.22(5)

+0.42(7)
+0.19(11)

F e w Particle Excitations of the N = 83 Isotones *^^Sb and ^^*Te (I. Ahmad,
M . P. Carpenter, R. V. F. Janssens, T. L. Khoo, T. Lauritsen, C. J. Lister, P. Reiter,
D. Seweryniak, I. Wiedenhover, P. J. Daly,* P. Bhattacharyya,* C. T. Zhang,*
Z. W . Grabowski,* B, F o m a l , t R. Broda,t and J. Blomqvistt)

The spectroscopic studies of ^ Sb and
Te, which
have two and three valence nucleons, respectively,
outside the doubly magic
Sn, are the prime source of
information about empirical neutron-proton interactions
in an important region of neutron-rich nuclei. We have
made measurements to study the structure of neuttonrich nuclei using the Gammasphere array and a
Cm
fission source. A pellet made of
Cm and KCl, with
an activity of *6 X 104 fissions/sec, was placed in the
center of the Gammasphere at Argonne, which
consisted of 99 Compton-suppressed germanium
detectors. The event trigger required detection of at
least four gamma rays within an 800-ns time interval,
with the storage of time and energy information for
every gamma ray registered. The data were collected
over a period of 10 days and were subsequentiy
analyzed off-line by using the technique of gamma
matrices and gamma cubes.
New transitions in
Sb were identified by double
gating on one line in the complementary partners,
"^Rh, ^^^Rh and ^^^'Rh and tiie otiier tiie 2124 keV

gamma ray in
Sb. These and other double gates
allowed us to construct the level scheme shown in Fig.
1-19. Most of tiie levels above 4 MeV in '^'^Sb
identified in the present work appear to be members of
a multiple! connected by low energy transitions. An
exception is the level at 4570 keV, which decays by
high energy gamma rays only. We make an assignment
of (Jt^ij/2V(i3/2)12- conifiguration.
The relative
energies
of
the
{Tigj/2'^iiy2^^^^
^^^
(jcA|y2V'13/2)*2- two-particle states in
Sb were
estimated using empirical proton-neutron interactions
extracted from the counterpart (^9/2X/i5/2)^2''' ^ ^
('^hS/i^JlS/l)}^'
configurations in
Bi, with mass
scaling as A . The calculated level energy separation
of 2393 keV is in fairly good agreement with the
experimental value of 2136 keV. The level energies in
Sb calculated by the above prescription are included
in Fig. 1-19. The level schemes of ^^^^e were also
calculated in the same way and were found to agree
with the experimental data. The results of this
investigation were pubhshed.

•Purdue University, flFJ Cracow, Poland, JRoyal Institute of Technology, Stockhohn, Sweden
IB. Fomal and R. Broda, Phys. Rev. C 63,024322 (2001).
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Fig. 1-19. The level scheme of Sb deduced in the present study. Arrow widths are proportional to the relative
transition intensities. Level energies calculated by the shell model described in the text are shown on the
leftside.
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Coulomb Excitation of ^^^<^^^Xe Studied with Segmented Germanium Detectors
(M. P. Carpenter, C. J. Lister, D. Henderson, R. V. F. Janssens, D. G. Jenkins, F. Kondev,
T. Pennington, W. F. Mueller,* I. Wiedenhover,* J. C. Church,* D. C. Dinca,*
J. Enders,* T. Glasmacher,* P. A. Lofy,* H. Olliver,* B. C. Perry,* B. T. Roeder,* and
A. Gadet)

Six 32-fold segmented germanium detectors of the
Michigan State University germaiuum array were used
in an experiment at ATLAS for the first time. The
elements were placed around the target to form an array
of ~'6% photopeak efficiency at 1.3 MeV and with a
segment opening angle of -10^. Figure 1-20 shows a
photoffaph of the experimental arrangement. Beams of
botii ^^Xe and ^^^Xe were scattered off a Ni target
and detected in the ANL large-area four-Quadrant
FPAC. Due to the granularity of the germaiuum array,
it is possible to study y-i^y emission from the Coulomb
excited recoiling nuclei with high resolution and
efficiency. The Xe isotopes have been of interest for
many years because their level structure approach the
06-symmetry of the Literacting Boson Model.
However, tture are crucial observable quantities which
are missing in many of these studies that include B(E2)
values for transitions decaying from yrast and non-yrast
low spin states. These measurements would provide a

stringent test of models. In the present measurement,
the ground bands were observed up to 8+, and the
gamma band up to the 6+ level. Mixed symmetry
states involving both neutron and proton excitations are
also interesting. With regard to the isovector 2+ state,
preliminary analysis indicates that it is collective,
however, the analysis is proceeding in order to quantify
this result. Although this was a "shakedown" test of the
equipment, publishable results are expected.
Early in 2001, it is planned to place the experimental
setup behind the FMA focal plane. The goal of the
upcoming experiment will be to Coulomb excite
radioactive
Os ions produced at the FMA target
position, mass selected by the FMA, and scattered off a
Ni-foil positioned ~1 meter behind the focal plane. If
this experiment proves successful, there are plans to
utilize the MSU array in this same configuration near
tiie end of 2001.

•Michigan State Uiuversity, tUniversity of Cologne, Germany
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Fig. 1-20. MSU segmented germanium array in "close padked" geometry for Coulomb excitation ofXe beams.
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SPECTROSCOPY OF THE TRANS-LEAD NUCLEI

The stability of the heaviest nuclei continues to provide one of the most basic challenges in
understanding nuclear structure, both theoretically and experimentally. New results from
Berkeley, Dubna and GSI on the very heaviest elements attract attention and draw us towards
understanding their underlying structure. We have continued our long-standing program of
transuranic research through radiochemistry and decay studies, and further developed our
program for Coulomb excitation and transfer reactions on radioactive actinide targets. We have
enhanced our program of "inbeam" spectroscopy using Gammasphere and the FMA, studying
the heaviest odd-A nuclei and measuring fission barriers. We have started research,
development and testing to explore the production of the very heaviest elements at Argonne.
c.l.

Entry Distributions of ^^'^Th - The Measurement of Fission Barriers at High
Angular Momentum (A. Heinz, I. Ahmad, M. P. Carpenter, C. N. Davids,
J. P. Greene, W. F. Henning, R, V. F. Janssens, T. L. Khoo, F. G. Kondev, T. Lauritsen,
C. J. Lister, D. Seweryniak, S. Siem**, A. A. Sonzogni, J. Uusitalo,|| I. Wiedenhover,
P. Reiter,* P. Bhattacharyya.! J. A. Cizewski.J G. D. Jones,§ and R. JuIinT[)

The fission barrier height is a fundamental property of
nuclei. The height and the width of the fission barrier
determine the stabiUty of the heaviest known nuclei
against spontaneous fission. The fission barrier is
strongly influenced by nuclear shell effects and reflects
the interplay of microscopic and macroscopic nuclear
properties. However, tiie task of gaining experimental
access to the height of the fission barrier is difficult and
as a consequence the height of the fission barrier is
known only for a very limited number of fissile
isotopes, mainly in the vicinity of stable or long-hved
isotopes. As production rates of heavy unstable nuclei
via fusion-evaporation are strongly influenced by the
fission barrier height, this is a crucial parameter in
calculations predicting theses rates.
One promising method - the measurement of the entrydistribution - was used to estimate the fission barrier
height of 'T^oland recentiy also for a number of
isotopes near and beyond the proton-drip2. The entry
distribution is the excitation energy as function of the
nuclear spin of a compound nucleus after particle
evaporation.
To measure this distribution it is
necessary to measure the sum energy of all gammas
emitted by the compound nucleus after particle
evaporation as well as the gamma multiplicity.
Here, we report on an experiment performed with
Gammasphere at the FMA. We measured the entrydistribution of ^2*hli, using a '*^Ca beam at 206 MeV
and 219.5 MeV impinging on a 810 \igfcm2 thick
^fb target Gammasphere was used as an efficient
calorimeter, using the total sum energy measured by the
germanium and BGO detectors. The granularity of

Gammasphere allows the measurement of the
multiplicity of a selected event. The FMA selected the
interesting evaporation residue chaimel and provided a
complete suppression of all other channels, especially
fission. A source measurement provided the response
function of Gammasphere in terms of sum energy and
multipUcity. The entry distribution was extracted by
unfolding the measured sum-energy versus multiplicity
distribution, using the measured response function3.
The conversion from multiphcity to spin was done
using the following expression:
/ = A/» (m - mstat) + ^stat • ^stat
Here, /n is the measured multiplicity, mstat is the
multiphcity of statistical gamma rays, Alstat is the
average angular momentum carried by statistical
gamma rays and A/ is the average angular momentum
carried by non-statistical gamma rays. We used the
values Alstat = 0.5 h. A/ = 1.75 h (as suggested from
the level scheme4) and mgtat = 4.
The preliminary entry distribution of 220Th is shown
in Fig. 1-21. The upper spectrum was measured at a
beam energy of 206 MeV, which corresponds to a
maximum excitation energy of -tmoi ~ ^^-^ MeV after
the 'Til compound nucleus has lost four neutrons.
The lower spectrum shows the data taken at a beam
energy of 219.5 MeV. The corresponding maximum
excitation energy is EJ^g^ = ^^.1 MeV. The larger
fluctuations at the higher beam energy are due to lower
statistics, corresponding to a lower production cross
section at this energy. Both distributions show a tilt
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-JD^
with respect to the yrast line, similar to observations
made in TIO. The reason for this observation is not
yet understood. Also, the maximum spin ^^^Th seems
to be about 20 h for both beam energies, which suggests
that compound nuclei with higher angular momenta
decay exclusively by fission. Both distributions cross
the line indicating the saddle point energy (see figure
caption) is higher than previously assumed.
Even
though the compound nucleus has sufficient energy to

emit 6-7 neufrons, the selection of ^^"Th picks a
specific chaimel with emission of only 4 neutions.
Consequentiy, the excess energy has to be removed by
the kinetic energy of the neutrons and by gamma rays
(giving a large sum energy). This accounts for the
extension of the entry distribution beyond the neutronseparation line in Fig. 1-21. Further analysis and model
calculations are in progress.

•University of Munchen, Germany, fPurdue University, {Rutgers University, §University of Liverpool, United
Kingdom, TfUniversity of Jyvaskyla, Finland, ||Argoime National Laboratory and Univarsity of Jyvaskyla, Finland,
••Argonne National Laboratory and University of Oslo, Norway
IP. Reiter et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 509 (1999); P. Reiter et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 3542 (2000).
2 M . Smith et al., this report
3 M . Jaaskelainen et al, Nucl. Instrum. Metinxls Phys. Res. 204, 385 (1983); Ph. Benet, Ph.D. thesis, LTJniversite
Louis Pasteur de Sti^bourg, CRN/PN 88-29,1998.
4 B . Schwarz, Ph.D.tiiesis.University of Heidelberg, 1998.
5A. J. Sierk, Phys. Rev. C 33,2039 (1986).
6P. Moller et al. At Data Nucl. Data Tables 59,185 (1995).
7A. Grewe et al, Nucl. Phys. A614,400 (1997).
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Fig. 1-21. Preliminary entry distributions of^^^Th at beam energies of 206 MeV and 219.5 MeV. In thefigure,the
yrast line, the neutron-separation energy Sn and the saddle-point energy E^^^^^g are shown. The saddle point
energy is defined as E^^^ig(I) = E ^^^(I) + Bf(I), with Bf(I) being the fission barrier at a given angular momentum
I BfQ) is calculated as the sum of a liquid drop component4 and the ground-state shell effect. . The dashed lines
are extrapolations. The yrast line data have been taken from reference 4. The neutron separation energy shown is
calculated according to Sn(I) = SnO = 0) + E
^(I). Sn(f = 0) is taken from reference 5. The maximum available
excitation energy E^^^ = 14.9 MeV is indicated by a dotted line in the upper spectrum. The corresponding line for
the lower spectrum is at E„^ = 25.1 MeVand not shown here. The highest contour lines correspond to 3500
counts and 520 counts for Ef^^^^ - 206.200 MeV, respectively. The 10 contour lines given in each spectrum
correspond to a successive decrease of 10% of the maximum value.
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Study of ^^^Th and Neighboring Nuclei with "Unsafe" Coulomb Excitation
(R. V. F. Janssens, K. Abu Saleem,* I. Ahmad, J. Caggiano, M. P. Carpenter,
J. P. Greene, A. Heinz, F. G. Kondev, T. L. Khoo, T. Lauritsen, C. J. Lister,
D. Seweryniak, I. Wiedenhover, G. Hackman,t P. C!howdhury,J D. Cline,§
A. Macchiavelli,^ C. Y. Wu,§ and T. Nakatsukasa||)

The analysis of the data taken over a year aeo at
ATLAS witii Gammasphere for tiie ^'^^Bi + ^^Th
reaction at 1400 MeV continues. Specifically, the work
is now focusing on the interpretation of the level
schemes of
Th and the neighboring nuclei
230,231,233^^ ^^ 231^^ ^^ 233p^ reported last year.
This interpretation is performed using two approaches.
First Cranked Shell Model (CSM) calculations were
used in an attempt to obtain the alignment associated
with a number of quasiparticle excitations. Figure 1-22
compares the experimental total angular moment Ix as a

function of firequency with the calculations for the
^Ti yrast band. The calculations illustrate the role of
both ij3/2 protons and jj5/2 neutrons in the alignment
In addition, the numerous vibrational bands that were
found in
Th are being interpreted within the
framework of cranked RPA calculations. The latter
attempt to reproduce all the observables, including the
ratios of reduced transition probabilities which are
interpreted using the generalized intensity relationships
of Shimizu and Nakatsukasal.

•Argonne National Laboratory and Illinois Institote of Technology, fUiuversity of Kansas, JUniversity of
Massachusetts-Lowell, §University of Rochester, ^Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, |[RIKEN, Saitama,
Japan
lY. R. Shimizu and T. Nakatsukasa, Nucl. Phys. A611,22 (1996).
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Fig. 1-22. Aligned angular momentumfor the yrast band in ^^^Th as a function of rotational frequency. The data
are compared with CSM calculations showing the individual contributions ofpairs of i1^/2 protons and j2^/2
neutrons.
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Level Structures of the Fu Isotopes Studies by Coulomb Excitation
(R. V. F. Janssens, K. Abu Saleem,* I. Ahmad, M. Alcorta, H. Amro, J. Caggiano,
M. P. Carpenter, J. P. Greene, A. Heinz, T. L. Khoo, F. G. Kondev, T. Lauritsen,
C. J. Lister, D. T. Nisius, P. Reiter, D. Seweryniak, S. Siem, A. Sonzogni, J. Uusitalo,
I. Wiedenhover, G. Hackman,t P. K. Bhattacharyya,t P. Chowdhury,§ J. Cizewski,^
D. Cline.ll A. O. Macchiavelli,** E. H. Seabury,§ and C. Y. Wu||)

We have been continuing on the study of plutonium
nuclei with the so-called "unsafe Coulomb excitation"
technique. In the experiments, targets of ^ u and
2^^Pu were bombarded with a ^"^Pb beam at energies
15% above the Coulomb barrier. Similar energies were
used witii a ^ ^ ' P b beam on ^^^Pu and ^"^^Pu targets.
The data include Coulomb excitation of the target
isotope as well as one and two neutron transfer
channels.
In the past years, the focus of our studies was on the
behavior at high spins in the yrast band and the negative
parity bands.
Evidence was found for a possible

transition witii spin from an octupole vibration to an
octupole rotation .
During this last year, our efforts concentrated on the
completion of the construction of the level schemes for
the various isotopes. Figure 1-23 shows as an example
of the complete scheme obtained for
Pu. Schemes
with similar complexities are now also available for the
other even-even Pu isotopes with A = 238-244. In
addition, an extensive level scheme exists also for
^^^Pu and more limited ones for 241.243p^
A paper summarizing all these results is in preparation.

•Argonne National Laboratory and Illinois Institute of Technology, fUniversity of Kansas, JPurdue University,
§University of Massachusetts-Lowell, TIRutgers University, ||Uiuversity of Rochester, ••Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory, ffRIKEN. Saitama, Japan
h. Wiedenhover et al, Phys. Rev. L e t t 83,2143 (1999).

2«pu

Fig. 1-23. The level scheme of^^'^Pu as obtained in the ^^^Pb + ^''^Pu reaction at 1400 MeV.
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Proton Transfer Reactions on ^^Np, ^*Am and "^Cm (K. Abu Saleem,*
R, V. F. Janssens, I. Ahmad, D. L. Bowers, J. Caggiano, M. P. Carpenter, J. P. Greene,
A. Heinz, T. L. Khoo, F. G. Kondev, T. Lauritsen, C. J. Lister, D. Seweryniak,
I. Wiedenhover, G. Hackman,t P. Chowdhury.J D. Cline,§ M. Devlin,TlN. Fotiades,11
A. O. Macchiavelli,|| E. H. Seabury.lj and C. Wu§)
4.

Following the successful stody of proton transfer
reactions with ^"'Bi beams on " ^ T h at energies * 20%
above the Coulomb barrier, the resolving power of
Gammasphere was used to study similar reactions on
^^Np, ^'*^Am and ^^^Cm. The main goals of tiie
measurements can be summarized as follows:
1.

Study the behavior with spin and fi^uency of
the proton excitations in
Np and
Am in
relation to the alignment in the Pu and Cm
even-even isotopes (possible blocking of
proton aUgnment).

2.

Study the octupole excitations in
Np and
Am to see whether they follow the pattem
found for the same excitation in
Pu (i.e. a
transition from octupole vibration to octupole
rotation) or whether they exhibit a particle
ahgnment instead (as in the heavier Pu
isotopes).
Stu<^jthe yrast and the lowest octupole bands
Cm to detennine whether the band
240D
sequences mirror those of the isotone '^'*"Pu
indicating similar octupole strength or whether
they are similar to the patterns seen in the
heavier Pu isotopes and in the isotone
U
(upbending or backbending in both the yrast
and octupole bands).

Delineate for the first time excitations to high
spin in
Bk and ^ Cf as well as in all other
transfer channels populated in the reaction.

The 6-day experiment was performed with a 1450 MeV
Bi beam. For each target a large statistical data set
was collected. The data are still under analysis. In
Am, 4 band structures were isolated. These can be
regrouped into two sets of signature partner bands
associated with tiie [523J5/2 and [642J5/2
configurations, respectively. The first signature partner
pair exhibits a sudden gain in ahgnment at a frequency
of ~0.25 MeV which mirrors a similar upbend in the
even-even
Pu nucleus. In contrast, the other
signature partner pair does not exhibit a similar rise,
confirming that the backbending seen in the heavy
even-even Pu isotopes can be ascribed to the alimment
of a pair of i]3/2 protons. The yrast band of
Cm
was also found in the data and was delineated up to spin
26. The moment of inertia of this band exhibits a
similar evolution with rotational frequency as that seen
in the isotone
Pu, i.e. no backbending is seen.
Figure 1-24 shows this behavior and contrasts it with
the observations in the hghter isotone
U. It is
speculated that this absence of a backbending can be
ascribed to the same effect (the presence of stiong
octupole correlations) in both nuclei.
A first phase of the analysis of the
Np revealed the
presence of four bands in this nucleus as well.
Differences in the alignment patterns are observed in
this case as well.
These are relevant for the
understanding of the U and Th nuclei.

•Argonne National Laboratory and Illinois Institute of Technology, fUiuversity of Kansas, JUniversity of
Massachusetts-Lowell, §University of Rochester, %os Alamos National Laboratory, ||Lawience Berkeley National
Laboratory
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Fig. 1-24. Comparison of the measured alignments as a function of rotational frequency in the isotones
and^'*2Cm.
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Level Structure of "'Bk from a Decay of ^^^Es (1. Ahmad, R. R. Chasman,
J. P. Greene, and E. F. Moore)

The level structure of
Bk was studied by measuring
y-ray spectra of two
Es (ty2 ^ 20.5 d) samples with
•^25 mCi strength. One source was obtained in January
1999 from tiie high flux isotope reactor (HFIR) at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory and its spectra were
measured with a 25% Ge spectrometer and a low
energy photon spectrometer (LEPS).
After
measurement of several spectra, the sample was
purified which retained only Es and other +3 elements
in the sample. Gamma ray peaks which persisted in the
purified sample and decayed with 20-d half-hfe were
253c
I to. ^'
^ Es decay, fri these measurements main
interference came from the high-energy y rays of
Bk
('1/2 ^ 3.2 h), tiie daughter product of ^^*Es (t|/2 =
276 d). A new sample was obtained fixim HFIR in

January of this year which had less
Es and hence
better sensitivity for y rays between 500 and 1000 keV.
The y-ray spectra were measured with a LEPS
spectrometer and a 25% Ge detector. In addition, an
a-y coincidence measurement was also performed. A
y-ray spectrum measured with the Ge spectrometer in
tiie 500 to 1000 keV range is displayed in Fig. 1-25.
The present measurements confirm previous singleparticle
assignments
deduced
from
reaction
spectroscopy and from the P decay of
Cm. In
addition, we identified several other bands including the
p vibration built on the favored 7/2+[633] band. Data
analysis is still in progress and the results of this study
will be pubhshed in Phys. Rev. C.
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Es sample measured with a 25% Ge spectrometer.

Energy Levels in ^^*Cf Populated in the a Decay of ^^*Fm (I. Ahmad,
M. P. Carpenter, R. R. Chasman, J. P. Greene, R. V. F. Janssens, T. L. Khoo,
F. G. Kondev, T. Lauritsen, C. J. Lister, P. Reiter, D. Seweryniak, A. Sonzogni,
J. Uusitalo, I. Wiedenhover, and P. Bhattacharj^a*)

One of the important goals of nuclear research is the
search for superheavy elements and the understanding
of their structure and stabiUty. The half-lives of these
nuclei are largely determined by the single-particle
orbitals near the Fermi surface. One way to identify
these orbitals is to study the level structure of the
superheavy nuclei. However, the production of only a
few atoms precludes such measurements. Another
approach to exploring these orbitals is the study of the
excited states in the daughter nuclei populated by the
heaviest nuclides available in large quantities. The
nucUde with the largest number of neutrons produced in
miUiCurie quantity is
Fm which decays by alpha
particle emission to ^^*Cf witii a half-life of 20.1 h.
The level structure of
Cf has been extensively
studied up to -600 keV excitation by a variety of high
resolution techiuques. It is, therefore, possible to study
the levels above 600 keV by using large amount of
Fm activity and highly efficient spectrometers.
The level structure of
the y ray spectra of

Cf was studied by measuring
Fm samples in singles and in

•Purdue University
IPhys. Rev. C 62,064302 (2000).

coincidences. Several samples of ~2 mCi
Fm were
obtained frx)m the high-fiux isotope reactor (HFIR) at
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Gamma singles
spectra were measured with a 25% Ge spectrometer and
a 2 cm2 X 7-mm low-energy photon spectrometer
(LEPS). Gamma rays were assigned to
Fm decay
on the basis of their half-Uves and the fact that these y
rays were present in more than one sample with the
same relative intensities. One sample was used to
measure y- y coincidence spectra with Gammasphere.
The superb sensitivity of the Gammasphere allowed us
to observe yrays with intensities as low as 1.0 X 10-8
photons per
Fm a decay in coincidence with other y
rays.
The present stody confirmed the previous
assignments including the l/2-[750] band at 632.0 keV.
In addition, the 9/2+[604] orbital was identified at
974.0 keV. The K " = 0^ p vibration and K'^ = 2'
octupole vibration coupled to the favored band
7/2+[613] were also identified. Part of tiie level
scheme deduced from the present study is shown in Fig.
1-26. The results of this study were published. 1
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Fig. 1-26. A partial level scheme of^^'Cfshowing the excited bands above 500 keV. The bands at 974.0, 981.6,
and 1077.6 keVwere identifiedfor the first time The 981.6 and 10776 keV bands are interpreted as the 7/2+[613]
state coupled to the 2- octupole and 0+ pair vibrations, respectively. The hindrance factors
were calculated with the spin-independent theory ofPreston.
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Nuclear Structure and Fission Studies with ^'^Cf (I. Ahmad, J. P. Greene,
R. V. F. Janssens, C. J. Beyer,* J. K. Hwang,* A. V. Ramayya,* J. H. Hamilton,*
J. O. Rasmussen,t Y. X. Luo,t S. C. Wu,t T. N. Ginter,t C. Folden,t P. Fallon,t
P. Zieliuski,t S. J. Asztalos,t K. E. Gregorich,t A. O. Macchiavelli.t and M. StoyerJ)

An experiment was performed with the Gammasphere
using a ^'^Cf source with 70 uCi activity to detennine
the structure of neutron-rich nuclei with small yields.
Gammasphere for this experiment consisted cf 102
Compton-suppressed Ge detectors. To enhance the
sensitivity of the measurement, a very large number of
events (10 ) were collected over a five-week period

during August and November 2000. Care was taken
that the spectra contained low-energy gamma rays.
With this large data set we hope to deduce structure of
odd-mass and odd-odd nuclei. A coincidence cube was
generated from the data set and detailed analysis is in
progress.

•Vanderbilt University, fLawience Berkeley National Laboratoty, JLawrence Liveimore National Laboratory
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Spectroscopy of the Transfermium Nucleus ^^^No (T. L. Khoo, C. J. Lister,
R.-D, Herzberg,* P. A. Butler,* N. Amzal,* A. J. C. Chewter,* N. Hammond,*
G. D. Jones,* R. D. Page,* C. Scholey,* O. Stezowski,* M. Leino,t R. Julin,t
J. F. C. Cocks,t O. Dorvaux,t P- T. Greenlees,t K. Helariutta,t P. M. Jones.f
S. Juutmen,t H. Kankaanpaa,t H. Kettunen,t P. Kuusiniemi,t M. Muikku,t
P. Nieminen,t P. Rahkila,t W. H. Trzaska,t F. HePberger,| J. Gerl,t
Ch. Schlegel,! H, J. Wollersheim.J W. Korten,§ F. Becker,§ Y. Le Coz,§
K. Hauschild,§ M. Houiy,§ R. Lucas,§ Ch. Theisen,§ P. Reiter.H and
K. Eskolall)

An experiment on ^^^No was conducted with
JUROSPHERE n and RTTU at Jyvaskyla, with R.
Herzberg as spokesperson. The behavior at high-spin
of the moment of inertia of the ground state band and
the comparison with that of
No will reveal indirect
information on the single-particle orbitals near the
Fermi level, especially on the hi^-j ones which align
and increase the moment of inertia. In particular, the
influence of the 715/2 orbitals is expected to lead to a
larger increase in the moment of inertia in
No than
in "^o. Hence, the moments of inertia of shellstabilized nuclei provide a new testing ground for
theories, particulaily for self-consistent mean-field
theories, where the interactions are fitted to the
properties of Ughter nuclei.

From the experiment, the ground state band of
No
was identified up to spin 20. The moment of inertia of
No starts out lower than that of ^^ No at low
frequency, but becomes larger at h co ~ 0.14 MeV, as it
increases more rapidly. These results support the
expectations based on the cranked shell model, using
single-particle levels given by a Wood-Saxon potential
with the measured deformation.
However, the
moments of inertia at high spin were not calculated
with cranked Wood-Saxon models. In contrast, there
are several mean-field calculations of the moments of
inertia of ^^^'^^^o as a function of rotational
frequency. However, they are not able reproduce the
data. A paper reporting the measurements is submitted
for pubUcation.

'University of Liverpool, United Kingdom, fUniversity of Jyvaskyla, Finland, {GSI Darmstadt, Germany,
§DAPNIA/SPhN CEA-Saclay, France, TlLudwig Maximilians Universitat Munchen, Germany, ||University of
Helsinki, Finland
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Structure, Fission Barrier and Limits of Stability of ^^No (T. L. Khoo, I. Ahmad,
M. P. Carpenter, C. N. Davids, A. Heinz, W. F. Henning, R. V. F. Janssens, F. Kondev,
T. Lauritsen, C. J. Lister, D. Seweryniak, S. Siem, A. A. Sonzogni, I. Wiedenhover,
J. A. Cizewski,* N. Amzal,t P. A. Butler,! A. J. Chewter,t P. T. Greenlees,t
K. Helariuta,§ R. D. Herzberg.t G. Jones,t R. Julin,§ H. Kankaanp\"a\"a,§ H. Kettunen,§
W. Korten,T[ P. Kuusiniemi,§ M. Leino,§ P. Reiter,|| J. Uusitalo,§ and K. VetterJ)

For the heaviest nuclei, including the superheavy
nuclei, a large shell-correction energy provides
additional binding, thereby creating a fission barrier
where none (or a small one) would have existed for a
liquid drop alone. Knowledge of the single-particle
energies of the heaviest nuclei is important for
calculating the shell-correction energy and for
interpreting the a decay of the supeiheavy elements.
The most direct information on the single-particle
energies comes from an odd nucleus, ^^^No in this
case. The entry distribution gives information on the
fission barrier. It is interesting to detennine the mass
dependence of the fission barrier around N = 152 for
two reasons. First, the barrier was found to vary rapidly

near N = 152 for Ughter nuclei. Second, barriers of a
sequence ofisotopes provide a good test of theory.
For these reasons, we performed an experiment to study
the levels of ^^^No, with the use of the 2**^Pb(^^Ca,2n)
reaction. In a first experiment with the gas-filled
separator RTTU at Jyvaskyla, the production cross
section of ^^^No was measured as -Q.S \i\> (by
comparing with the known cross section for the
^^^Pb(*^Ca,2n)^^^No reaction). This showed that a
y-ray experiment was feasible.
In a subsequent experiment at Argonne, the y rays were
detected with Gammasphere, in coincidence with the

^^
FMA. Compared to the y-ray spectrum for
No, that
for ^^No (Fig. I-27b) is dominated by the K X-rays
and the transitions coimecting excited states are much
weaker relative to the x-rays. The explanation for the
difTerence lies in a huge conversion electron branch for
Al = 1 intraband transitions in the odd nucleus. Even
with a small Ml branching ratio, there is an
overwhelmingly large conversion electron yield. The
gamma fiux is further Augmented over several closelying bands and between the two signature partners of
each band, (hi contrast, in an even-even nucleus, much
of the flux funnels into the yrast band.) Clearly, heavy
odd nuclei, such as
No, represent the limits of inbeam y spectroscopy.
A fortunate aspect in 253NO is that only one band is
expected to have sufficiently small Ml branching ratios
to permit detection. In all the other bands, which are
expected to be low-lying on the basis of data in
neighboring isotones, the branching ratio is very small
due to overwhelming competition from Ml conversion
electrons. The calculated specfrum for a strong-coupled
band, built on the 7/2+[624] orbital, is shown in Fig. I27a. In the experimental spectrum of 253NO (Fig. I27b), it is possible to discern a sequence of transitions
with energies, which are very close to those expected
for the 7/2+[624] band. As the gamma yield is less
depleted in this particular band, it should have a
correspondingly larger y-ray sum multiphci^ than the
other bands. Indeed, by demanding that 4 or more
Gammasphere modules fire, a spectrum (Fig. I-27c) is
obtained, which emphasizes the candidate transitions
and suppresses the others. Further evidence for
assigning these transitions to a band is given by
coincidence gates set on the transitions. With the low
statistics, only 0-2 coincidences are seen in each gate as expected from our model calculations. The sum
spectrum fixim all the gates is shown in Fig. I-27e,
which shows counts primarily at the expected energies.
The total number of photopeak-photopeak coincidences
is 18, which is close to the 20 predicted by the model.
Furthermore, coincidences are observed mostly among
the transitions within each signature family - as
expected.

T. Heaw-Tnn Nuclear Phv.sics Research

The level scheme deduced for the 7/2+[624] band is
shown in Fig. 1-28, which is supported by the
coincidences. Since no transitions between the two
signature partners were detected (in accord with the
model), the relative energies between them is not given
by experiment, but is based on the model calculation.
The lowest levels of the band are also given by the
calculation since increasing Ml competition reduces the
E2 y branch at the lowest spins. However, the El
interband decays to the yrast band, which is expected 1
to be built on the 9/2-[734] configuration, is suggested
by the enhanced sfrength at 355 keV in the spectra of
Fig. I-27(b,c). (There is also a rotational transition at
355 keV.) This suggestion is supported by the multiplet
at 353-355 keV for the interband decays given by the
model calculation (see Figs. I-27a and 1-28).
The moment of inertia J(l) of ^^^No is -13% larger
than that of % o . A plot of J(l) as a function of
transition energy shows that j(l) is almost constant at
the lowest energies (up to 335 keV) and then
monotonically increases thereafter.
These are
characteristic features of the moment of inertia of an
odd nucleus. The smooth behavior of J(I) also
provides support for the assignment of the transitions to
the band.
We also measured the two-dimension entry distribution
as a fimction of spin vs. sum energy. The entry
distributions for ^^^'^^'^o are compared in Fig. 1-29.
They show that the fission barriers are similar in both
nuclei and larger than 5 MeV at high angular
momentum.
The sharp tilt angle of the entry
distribution with respect to the yrast line is seen in both
entry distributions, which is attributed to a low-energy
component, close to the yrast line at low spins. The
low level density in this region rules out an explanation
in terms of statistical neutton evaporation, suggesting a
contribution from high-energy neutrons, possibly
associated with pre-equihbrium emission.
The
observation of this feature also in ^^"Th may suggest
that this is a common phenomenon in the production of
highly fissile evaporation residues.

•Rutgers University and Argorme National Laboratory, fUniversity of Liverpool, United Kingdom, JLawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory, §University of Jyvaskyla, Finland, ICEN. Saclay, ||Ludwig-Maximihans University,
Munich, Germany
^I. Ahmad et al, Phys. Rev. C 14,218 (1976).
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Fig. 1-27. Gamma spectra of "^No obtained under different conditions, (a) Calculated spectrum of the 7/2+[624]
band, (b-e) Experimental y spectra: (b)coincident with ^'^No residues detected in the FM; (c) obtained with a
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C.lO. Relativistic Mean-Field Calculations of the Structure of Very Heavy Nuclei
(T. L. Khoo, I. Ahmad, A. Afanasjev,* and S. Frauendorf*)
The properties of the heaviest nuclei provide a test bed
for the predictive powers of self-consistent mean
theories, which are based on interactions fitted to the
properties of Ughter nuclei. If these theories are able to
accurately predict the properties of the heaviest
supeiheavy nuclei, then they could provide a guide in
searching for the nuclei with Z > 114.
A program was started on relativistic mean-field
calculations to test their predictive powers of the
properties of the heaviest nuclei for which
spectroscopic data exist. The goal is to calculate (i) the
moments of inertia and their dependence on spin, (ii)
the location of deformed shell gaps, e.g. the weU•University of Notre Dame

known N = 152 gap, and (iU) the quasiparticle energies.
Initial results indicate that the moment of inertia of
T^o and the spin dependence can be reproduced.
However, if particle-number projection based on the
Lipkin-Nogami method is performed then there is a
~10% reduction of the moment of inertia. In contrast,
the theory is able to reproduce moments of inertia of
lighter nuclei from A - 70-200, including those of
superdeformed bands. The preliminary indication is
that the Gogny pairing force, which is used in these
calculations, is too strong for the heaviest nuclei - as
used in this firamework.
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D. TESTS OF NUCLEAR STRUCTURE IN EXTREME
CONDITIONS
In addition to spectroscopy along the proton dripline and in heavy nuclei, sensitive tests of
nuclear structure continue to be made across the periodic table. In light nuclei, precise tests of
the nuclear shell model at high spin were made which allow the microscopic nature of rotational
collectivity to be probed. Superdeformed states have now been found across the periodic table
and a rather global picture of their structure and stability is emerging. The superdeformed decay
properties change with mass; in lighter systems the "normal" and "highly deformed" structures
have considerable overlap, and direct E2 decays dominate, while in heavier nuclei the states
become very different and a classical barrier arises which is penetrated by statistical El decay.
Rather few direct decays were seen still, so the picture continues to emerge. Another area
"linking" physics topics which started with different aims is the investigation of neutron
deficient nuclei in the gap between near-stability and the newly investigated dripline proton
emitters along the proton dripline. In the Au-Pt-Hg region, considerable progress was made in
fmding a unified picture of co-existing sh^es and polarizing orbitals right out to the dripline.
A major campaign was mounted to investigate shell structure in hot nuclei, through a selfconsistent, extensive and detailed set of measurements of high energy (> 10 MeV) gamma rays.
The program was based on using the ORNL/MSU/Texas A&M BaFn array, triggered by the
Argonne FMA (to provide mass selection) and by the Argonne/ND BGO multiplicity filter (to
provide angular momentum information). Spherical, soft, and well deformed nuclei were
investigated, and the mechanism of radiative capture.
The artificial divide between reaction mechanism studies and spectroscopy continues to dissolve,
as structural effectsfi'equentlydetermine reaction rates, and specific reactions are used to probe
selected nuclear structures. This is especially true very near the Coulomb Barrier. The
mechanism of sub-barrier fiision was probed using Gammasphere and the FMA and "Radiative
Capture" reactions used to populate interesting states in light and heavy nuclei. The Radiative
Capture of heavy ions was explored in light ("^C + '^C) and heavy ('"Zr + ''Zr,*'Y) systems,
using the BaF2 array at ANL and Gammasphere at ANL and at Berkeley.
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First Identification of a J'^ = 10 State in ^Mg (I. Wiedenhover, A. H. Wuosmaa,
C. J. Lister, M. P. Carpenter, R. V. F. Janssens, H. Amro, J. Caggiano, A. Heinz,
F. G. Kondev, T. Lauritsen, S. Siem, A. Sonzogni, M. Devlin,*t D. G. Sarantites,*
L. G. Sobotka.* P. Bhattacharyya.! and B. A. Brown§)

The nucleus ^ g contains a sufficiently small number
of nucleons that its structure can be calculated with the
shell model using the full sd-configuration space. Yet,
this nucleus also exhibits collective rotational
excitations associated with large, prolate deformations.
In this context, the identification of states approaching
12 h, the maximum spin that can be generated within
the sd shell, is particularly relevant. Their properties
provide an opportunity to test the microscopic basis of
collective motion; i.e. either they become less collective
than lower lying levels as the number of available
configurations within the sd shell decreases, or they
maintain their collectivity by gathering strength from
sizeable admixtures of configurations friom higher lying
orbitals, e.g.fix>mthe ip shell. Such issues are most
readily addressed in hght nuclei, where shell model
calculations remain tractable.
The study of levels beyond the established J7C= 8+
states in ^^Mg is hampered by the fact that they are
particle-unbound by energies larger than 5 MeV. In
addition, their deexcitation often proceeds through
rather complex paths and, as a result, angular
correlation studies are difficult and quantum number
assignments become problematic. These issues are
resolved here in an experiment performed at ATLAS.
The experimental setup consisted of five 16 x 16 silicon
strip detectors, located around the target for the
detection of alpha particles, and of the Gammasphere
array for the coincident detection of gamma rays.
Excited states in
Mg were prepared with the
^*C( 0,a) Mg reaction at a center of mass energy of
26.6 MeV.
The technique for spin determination is based on the
observation of the five-fold directional correlation
between the beam axis, the two a particles and two
photons, which are emitted in the decay path leading
from the compound state in Si (m = 0) to the ground
state of ^ e . All steps in this decay path must be
observed in order to produce a characteristic angular
correlation which permits spin determination. In order
to obtain these correlation patterns, a new technique
was developed that rehes on an expansion into
coefficients of an orthogonal basis and allows the
concentration of the relevant information into only few
spectra. The power of the technique as successfully

tested on a number of states with spin 6, 7 or 8 in Mg.
Further analysis then provided the first firm spin and
parity assignments for 9 states in the energy region
between 15.7 and 20.3 MeV in Mg. Of particular
importance is a state at 19.2(1) MeV which could be
assigned as 10^: this is the first such level in Mg.
In order to gain more insight into the properties of the
19.2(1) MeV state, a search was undertaken for any
possible gamma-decay branch, as any such transition
can be expected to link levels associated with closely
related configurations. Tlie gamma-ray spectrum gated
on (i) a 19.2 ± 0.15 MeV excitation energy and on (ii)
any of the Mg transitions below the lowest 6+ state is
presented in Fig. 1-30. Also shown is the corresponding
background spectrum. A peak is visible at 5927(5)
keV. This energy matches the value expected for the
gamma transition Unking the new 19.2 MeV, 10+ level
to the rotational 8+ state at 13.212 MeV. The
subsequent 5099 keV gamma line deexciting this 8+
state is also present in the spectrum. The 5927 keV
transition estabUshes a state at 19.139(5) MeV which
matches the energy obtainedfix>mthe alpha spectrum.
Since the uncertainty in the particle channel is ~200
keV, the presence of a doublet of levels cannot,
however, be entirely ruled out Under the assumption
that the same state is seen in both decay channels, the
measured gamma-alpha branching ratio is 7(3)* 10-4.
In order to explore the nature of the new 10+ state
further, new shell model calculations were performed
using the USD interactionl in the full sd-shell basis.
The results are compared in Fig. 1-31 with the data after
subtraction of a rotational energy reference defined as
Ejot[MeV] = 0.187 * 1(1 + 1). As can be seen from the
figure, these calculations reproduce the overall
evolution of the ground state band with spin rather well.
In particular, the predicted energy for the 10+ level of
19.104 MeV is in excellent agreement with the present
measurement. The curvature seen in the figure can be
viewed as a signature for the onset of band termination,
i.e. the level energy decreases with respect to the
rotational reference as one approaches the 12+ state
obtained by aUgning the spins of the eight valence
nucleons. In fact, the wave function of the USD 10+
state is dominated (50%) by the (d5/2)7 x dy2
configuration, which can be interpreted as a particle-
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hole excitation built from the 8+ level which has a 46%
(d5/2) component in its configuration. Thus, the 10+

excitation energy is largely determined by the eifective
d5/2 " ^yi spin-orbit splitting.

•Washington University, ILos Alamos National Laboratory, ^Purdue University, §Michigan State University
IB. H. Wildenthal, Prog, in Part and Nucl. Physics 11,5 (1984); B. A. Brown and B. H. Wildenthal, Ann. Rev.
Nucl. Part Sci. 38,29 (1988).
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Search for Multi-Step Radiative Capture Decay of ^Mg Following the "C + ^^C
Reaction (D. G. Jenkins,* C. J. Lister, M. P. Carpenter, R. V. F. Janssens,
T, L. Khoo, F. G. Kondev, A. H. Wuosmaa, B. R. Fulton,t and M. Freerf)

Ll ihc seminal work of Sandorfi and Nathan,''^ the
^^C(*^C,7) reaction was studied and high energy giantresonance gamma ray decays to low-lying states in
^^Mg were observed using a large sodium iodide
detector ' . However, witii such a set-up, it was not
possible to look for multi-step decays through lowlying states in Mg. It was therefore unclear whether
multi-step decays existed or how preponderant they
mig^t be relative to the observed single step decays.
Moreover, multi-step decays might populate exotic and
non-yrast states not usually populated in heavy ion
reactions; such states being selectively populated by
their relation to the structure of the resonances. Thus,
both the nature of the resonances, and exotic low-lying
states may be probed by investigation of multi-step
radiative capture.
Evidence for the existence of high spin resonances in
the C( C,Y) reaction comes from elastic and inelastic
scattering, from direct gamma-ray yields and from
studies of the inverse reaction; inelastic disintegration
of ^^Mg into two ^^C nuclei. Spins of J = 4, 6, 8 and
10 were assigned to resonances in these breakup
reactions by Fulton et al and Curtis et ar. Using the
Gammasphere array, we tried to observe multi-step
decay of the corresportding resonances in the
^^Q'^Cy) reaction.
The measurement of high energy (> 5 MeV) y-rays with
a good experimental resolution is no easy task. A
sodium iodide or barium fiuoride detector gives good
efficiency at the expense of resolution, while a
germanium crystal has excellent resolution but very low
efficiency at energies above 10 MeV. We explored a
new mode of operating the Gammasphere array, where
the energies recorded in the germanium crystals and the
adjacent BGO shields are added up to provide
"module" energy spectra. This mode of operation
considerably increases the efficiency for high energy
gamma rays at the expense of the optimal germanium
resolution.
r + 12r
The I 2C
C reaction was investigated at two
energies, 16 and 22 MeV corresponding to the location
of resonances assigned a spin of 4 and 8 respectively in
break-up studies3. A C beam from the ATLAS
accelerator was incident on a 160 )xg/cm2 '^C target
corresponding to an energy spread of 400 keV in the lab

fr^me. At both beam energies, a clear end-point was
seen in the sum energy spectrum corresponding closely
to the maximum energy expected for the C('^C,Y)
reaction (see Fig. 1-32). The very large Q-value for the
radiative capture process ensured a good separation
firom sum energy events from other reaction channels
andfix>mpile-up. By gating on the sum-energy region
corresponding to radiative capture, it was possible to
examine in detail the composition of the fully captured
events. Approximately 100 events were separated in
this maimer for each beam energy, from the
overwhelming background (> 107 events) from particle
evaporation channels.
Our observations for tiie two cases are somewhat
different.
At the beam energy of 16 MeV,
corresponding to a suggested spin 4 resonance, we
observed decays consistent with this spin assignment.
However, we do not see any evidence of feeding of the
yrast 4+ state but rather we observe decays principally
to J = 2+, 3+, and 4+ states in a rotational band
assigned a label in the Nilsson scheme of K = 2 (see
Fig. 1-33). While these results are preliminary, they
strongly hint at a good K quantum number for the
resonance which explains the favorable decay to the
K = 2 states. This supphes important information
which is difficult to obtain by other methods, since only
the energy and spin of the resonance may be obtained
firom reaction studies.
At the higher beam energy of 22 MeV, corresponding
to a putative 8+ resonance, the decay is much more
compound-nuclear-like in character with a strong
feeding of the yrast sequence ftx)m spin 6+ down as
well as many different states of diverse spin and parity.
There does not appear to be a preference for any
particular non-yrast states in the decay of the high spin
resonance.
Clearly, there is much room for further work to develop
on and understand our present results. In order to
estabhsh the relative cross-sections for the different
decay patterns it is necessary to understand the
efficiency of Gammasphere for these high energy
gamma rays and detection using the "module" method.
This was recentiv investigated during a short run at
LBNL using the *^^B(p,Y) reaction at a proton energy of
7.5 MeV which produces gamma rays of 4.4,18.4 and
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22.8 MeV. The analysis of this calibration data is in
progress.
With the pattem of multi-step decay observed, it is
possible to optimize the experimental conditions to
obtain much better statistics. Obvious re&iements to
the experiment should substantially improve both the
quantity and quality of the data. In addition, it is

necessary to run both "on" and "off" resonance to
conliim that these unusual decay events are truly
resonant phenomena. A week-long Gammaspheie run
at LBNL is scheduled for March 2001.
In addition, substantial new information on states in
Na and Mg, populated as a by-product of this
experiment is being prepared for publication.

•University of Pennsylvania and Argonne National Laboratory, tUniversity of Birmingham, United Kingdom
lA. M Sandorfi, Treatise on Heavy-Ion Science, Vol. 2 Fusion and Quasi-Fusion Phenomena (ed. D. Allan
Bromley).
2A. M. Nathan, A. M. Sandorfi and T. J. Bowles, Phys. Rev. C 24,932 (1981).
3B. R. Fulton, et al., Phys. Lett B267, 325 (1991).
4N. Curtis, et al., Phys. Rev. C 51,1554 (1995).
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Fig. 1-32. Sum energy spectrum from the 16 MeV data corresponding to a supposed spin of 4. The region
correspondingto the target thickness is marked.
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Fig. 1-33. Decay scheme showing the states populated in the radiative capture decay of the 16 MeV resonance. The
width of the arrows corresponds to the numberof decays following the particular pathway. Not shown is the large
energy gamma rays which decay from the resonance region to the low-lying states. The various rotational band
members are labeled by their K quanhim number with the Nilsson scheme. The unpopulated yrast 4+ state is shown
as a dotted line.
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Lifetime of the Superdeformed Band in the N = Z Nucleus -'^Ar (R. V. F. Janssens,
M. P. Carpenter, D. Seweryniak, C. E. Svensson,* A. O. Macchiavelli,* A. Juodagalvis.f
A. Poves,t I. Ragnarsson.t S. Aberg,t D. E. Appelbe,§ R. A. E. Austin,§ G. C. Ball,T|
E. Caurier,|| R, M. Clark,* M. Cromaz,* M. A. Deleplanque,* R. M. Diamond,*
P. Fallon,* G. J. Lane,* I. Y. Lee,* F. Nowacki,|| D. G. Sarantites,** F. S. Stephens,*
K,Vetter,* and D.Ward*)

Last year we reported on a superdeformed band in the
N = Z nucleus Ar identified widi the Gammasphere
spectrometer and the microball array. The band was
frrmly linked to known low-spin states in this nucleus
and was traced to its presumed termination (spin 16).
Deformed mean field artd spherical shell model
calculations lead to a configuration assignment in
which four fp-shell orbitals are occupied. This band
involves the cross-shell correlations typical of rotational
motion in heavier nuclei, while the number of active
particles remains sufficientiy small to be confronted
with the spherical shell model. The latter calculations
support the (fp)4 assignment, but suggest that the entire
sd-shell is also essential for the full description of this
band. Hence, Ar provides an ideal case to investigate
the microscopic origin of collective rotation in nuclei.
A pf4>er repenting these results was recentiy publi^ed-

In a second ATLAS experiment, lifetimes have now
been measured for all the states in the superdeformed
band using the DSAM technique.
The reaction
^^Mg(2**Ne,2a)^^Ar at 80 MeV was used in
conjunction with Gammasphere and microball. A large
quadrupole deformation (P2 = 0-46 ± 0.03) is confirmed
at the bottom of the band with a considerable decrease
in collectivity as the high-spin band termination is
approached. This can be seen in Fig. 1-34. Detailed
comparisons of the experimental B(E2) values with the
results of cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky and large scale
spherical shell model calculations indicate the need for
a more refined freatment of transition matrix elements
close to termination in the former, and the inclusion of
the complete sd-pf model space in the latter description
of this highly-collective rotational band. A paper
reporting these results was recentiy submitted for
pubUcation as a Rapid Communication in the Physical
Review.

•Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, fLund Institute of Technology, Sweden, tUniversity of Madrid, Spain,
§McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada, IITRIUMF, Vancouver, Canada, ||IReS, Strasbourg, France,
••Washington University
*C. E. Svensson et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 85,2693 (2000).
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Band Structure of'*Ge (M. P. Carpenter, R. V. F. Janssens, D. Seweryniak,
D. Ward,* C. E. Svensson,*t L Ragnarsson,^ C. Baktash,§ M. A. Bentley,T[
J. A. Cameron.t R- M. Clark,* M. Cromaz,* M. A. Deleplanque,* M. Devlin,||
R, M. Diamond,* P. Fallon,* S. Flibotte,t A. Galindo-Uribarri,§ D. S. Haslip,t
T. Lampman,t G. J. Lane,* I. Y. Lee,* F. Lerma,|| A. O. Macchiavelli,* S. D. Paul,§
D. Radford,§ D. Rudolph,^ D. G. Sarantites,|| B. Schaly,t F. S. Stephens,* O. Thelen,**
K. Vetter.* J. C. Waddingion,t J. N. Wilson,|| and C. Y. Yu§)

The nucleus 68^
Ge was studied by gamma-ray
spectroscopy following its population at high spin in the
reaction *'ca<^^S.4p)^^Ge.
The ^^S beam was
dehvered by ATLAS. The reaction channel was
selected with the Microball array and gamma rays were
detected with the Gammasphere array. Events were
recorded when a trigger on fourfold (or higher) clean ycoincidences in the Compton suppressed array was
issued. Approximately 1.7 X 109 events were recorded
to tape.
The deduced level structure of Ge is very complex,
reflecting the many different, and presumably mixed,
modes of excitation in this nucleus. Nevertheless, there
appears to be some simphfications in the spin range
above 18 h where we identified a superdeformed band

and several terminating bands. In cranked NilssonStrutinsky calculations, four energetically favored highspin configurations are identified within the valance
space outside the Ni core. They involve various
numbers of proton and neutron ggf2 excitations and
give rise to bands terminating at 23-, 25+, 26+, and 28corresponding exactiy with the highest spins of the
experimentally observed bands.
The identified
superdeformed band is populated at ~0.2% of the Ge
channel intensity. It was assigned a configuration in
which the ^ i core was broken and two protons were
identified from ihef-j/2 orbital.
A paper reporting the results of this work was published
recentiy in Physical Review Cl.

•Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, fMcMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, {Lund University, Sweden,
§Oak Ridge National Laboratory, f Staffordshire University, Stoke-on-Trent, United Kingdom, ||Washington
University, ••Uruversity of Cologne, Germany
^D. Ward et al, Phys. Rev. C 63,014301 (2001).
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StabiUty of Oblate Shapes in the N = Z +1 Nucleus ^^Se (D. G. Jenkins,*
D. P. Balamuth,t M, P. Carpenter, C. J. Lister, S. M. Fischer,J R. M. Clark,§
A. O, Macchiavelli,§ P. Fallon,§ C. E. Svensson,§ N. S. Kelsall.K and R. Wadsworth^D

The observation of oblate shapes in nuclei is relatively
rare despite naive expectations which would suggest
equal probabihties for the occurrence of oblate and
prolate shapes based on the firequency of deformationstabilizing down-sloping high-j orbitals for both
shapes. The reasons for the suppression of oblate
deformation is subtie and hes in higher order effects
both in Uquid drop terms and residual interactions. An
oblate spheroid rotating about an axis perpendicular to
the symmetry axis has the lowest moment of inertia of
all possible shapes. The consequence of this is that
oblate rotational bands are quickly supplanted by
competing configurations which have larger moments
of inertia, so oblate shapes are experimentally difficult
to observe.

Long standing predictions of a stable oblate minimum
for N = Z = 34 were recentiy confirmed by the
observation of an oblate ground state band in Se.
This configuration competes successfiilly with a prolate
rotational band and the crossing does not happen till J 8 h. The ground state band exhibits no back-bending in
the range in which it is observed; an observation fully
consistent with an oblate assignment. This successful
study of Se was partiy prompted by earUer studies of
^^Se where the measurement of a positive value for the
multipole mixing ratio of an M1/E2 transition inferred
an oblate configuration.^'^ We have come full circle
and revisited ^^Se as well as ^^As, in a study of oblate
bands and their competition with higher moment-ofinertia configurations at high spin.

^iS^
Information on states in ^ Se was derived firom two
reactions. In the first, a Ar beam accelerated to 145
MeV by ATLAS was incident on a thick '^'^Ca target
Recoiling nuclei were stopped 1-mm downstream of
this target in a 15-mg/cm2 thick gold foil. The second
source of information on ^^Se used tiie ^Ca(^^S,2pn)
reaction employing a 100-MeV beam of S incident
on the same Ca target as before but with the stopper
foil removed. In both cases, the resulting gamma decay
was detected by the Gammasphere array of 80 HPGe
detectors with channel selection provided by an array of
30 NE213 neutron detectors and the Microball array of
95 Csl detectors.
The Se level scheme was enlarged considerably and
the g9/2 band was extended up to a tentative spin of
(41/2+) (see Fig. 1-35).
Clearly tiie Se level scheme is rather complicated
and, with the exception of the g9/2 band, the intensity
is spread over many irregular levels. Above spin
17/2+, the g9/2 band appears to change character.
Below this level, the band is strongly-coupled which is
indicative of an oblate deformation, since only in the
case where K is a good quantum number and the

I. Heaw-Tnn Nuclear Phvsics Research

valence neutron occupies a high-K (9/2) orbit can the
strong coupling be accounted for in this nucleus. In
addition, we extracted positive nuxing ratios for the
mixed dipole transitions which are further evidence for
oblate deformation. Above spin 17/2+ the band is
decoupled and no signature partner can be found
despite a careful search.
Two backbendings are
observed in this decoupled portion, the first at a
rotational firequency of around 0.60 MeV/h and a
second at around 0.85 MeV/h. Cranking calculations
assuming an oblate deformation of £2 = -0.3 indicate
that no alignment processes take place for either
protons or neutrons until very high rotational
frequencies (> 1 MeV h) are reached. It is necessary to
invoke a prolate deformation of P2 ~ 0-3 to account for
the observed backbending in the high spin portion of
the band. This points to a crossing of the oblate band
by a prolate configuration.
We conclude that the oblate minimum is not as deep in
Se as it is in its self-conjugate core Se. This is
indicated by the rapid crossing of an oblate rotational
band by prolate configurations which dominate the high
spin yrast-line.
This work was submitted for
pubUcation.

•University of Pennsylvania and Argonne National Laboratory, fUiuversity of Pennsylvania, JDePaul Uiuversity,
§LawTence Berkeley National Laboratory ^itiversity of York, United Kingdom
1 A. Bohr and B. R. Mottelson, Nuclear Structure Vol. IT: Nuclear Deformations W. A. Benjamin, New York
(1975).
2S. M. Fischer, D. P. Balamuth, P. A. Hausladen, C. J. Lister, M. P. Carpenter, D. Seweryniak, and J. Schwartz,
Phys. Rev. Lett 84,4064 (2000).
3M. Wiosna, J. Busch, J. Eberth, M. Liebchen, T. Mylaeus, N. Schmal, R. Sefzig, S. Skoda, and W. Teichert, Phys.
Lett B200,255 (1988).
4j. W. Arrison, D. P. Balamutii, T. Chapuran, D. G. Popescu, J. Gorres, and U. J. Huttineier, Phys. Rev. C 40,2010
(1989).
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Se

Se. The width of the arrows is proportional to the intensity of the transitions.

Superdeformation in '^Tc (R. V. F. Janssens, M. P. Carpenter, F. G. Kondev,
T. Lauritsen, C. J. Lister, D. Seweryniak, I. Wiedenhover, E. Ideguchi,* B. Cederwall,*
R. Wyss,* T. Back,* K. Lagergren,* A. Johnson,* W. Klamra,* J. Cederkal,*
M. Devlin,t J. Elson.t D. R. Lafosse,t F. Lerma.f D. G. Sarantites,t V. Tomov,t
M. Haussman,t A. Jungclaus,J D. R. Napoli,§ R. M. Clark,! P- Fallon,! I- Y- Lee,!
A. O. Macchiavelli,! and R. W. MacLeod!)

In an experiment performed with Gammasphere and
microball at ATLAS, a high-spin rotational band with
11 gamma-ray transitions was observed in Tc. The
dynamical moment of inertia as well as the transition
quadrupole moment of Sl'Jeb measured for this band
show characteristics of a superdeformed band.
However, the associated shape is more elongated than
in the neighboring A = 80-90 superdeformed nuclei.
Theoretical interpretations of the band within the

cranked Strutinsky approach based on different WoodsSaxon potential parameterizations were carried out
Even though an unambiguous configuration assignment
proved difficult, all calculations indicate a larger
deformation and at least three additional high-N
intruder orbitals occupied compared to the lighter
superdeformed nuclei. A paper presenting these results
was recently published.

•Royal Institute of Technology , Stockhohn, Sweden, fWashington University, JUniversity of Gottingen, Germany,
§Legnaro National Laboratory, Italy, ip^awrence Berkeley National Laboratory
lE. Ideguchi et al., Phys. Lett B492, 245 (2000).
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^*Tc, BIC and the Lifetime of the 21.8-keV Level (I. Ahmad, K. E. Rehm,
J. F. Smith,* J. S. Lilley,* W. R. Phillips,* and A. Garciaf)

The 21.8-keV level in Tc is of interest because it is a
candidate for studies of bound internal conversion
(BIC) in which a nuclear level decays partly by
exciting a K shell electron to bound atomic states. The
BIC process is the inverse of NEET,^ nuclear excitation
by electronic transfer, which recently received renewed
attention. The 21.8-keV level in the neutral atom
decays predominantly via internal conversion in the K
shell. When the electrons are stripped off the Z = 43 Tc
atom to produce charge state q = 20, which has Z-q =
23 remaining electrons, the binding energy of a K shell
electron is predicted by the code GRASP (which is
accurate to better than 100 eV) to exceed 21.8 keV. K
conversion of the nuclear state with emission of the
electron in the continuum is no longer possible after
charge state 19. Measurements of lifetime changes in
charge states above 19 will give BIC decay
probabihties.

Levels in 98TTc were excited in the ^^Mo(p,n)^^Tc
reaction by 5 MeV protons from the FN tandem
accelerator of the University of Notre Dame. The
Mo target was 3 mg/cm thick and had the isotopic
purity of 98%. The recoiling Tc atoms stopped in the
target. In one experiment a Si(Li) detector and a low
energy photon spectrometer (LEPS) were used to
measure the y and x rays and level lifetimes. In another
experiment a LEPS and a thin BaF2 detector were used.
The low energy y ray spectrum measured with the
LEPS spectrometer and in coincidence with low energy
y rays and x rays is displayed in Fig. 1-36. From the
analysis of the data set a half-life of 2.4{6) ns was
obtained for the 21.8-keV state in Tc. The results
will be published in Phys. Rev. C.

•University of Manchester, United Kingdom, tUniversity of Notre Dame
I T . Carreyer et al, Phys. Rev. C 62,024311 (2000).
2S. Kishimoto etal., Phys. Rev. Lett 85,1831 (2000).
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Fig. 1-36. Gamma ray spectrum of^'Tc measured with a LEPS spectrometer in coincidence with x rays and low
energy y rays in a Si(Li) spectrometer.
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High-Spin States in Z = 59, A = 130 Nuclei (M. P. Carpenter, R. V. F. Janssens,
D. Seweryniak, D. J. Hartley,* O. Zeidan,* H. Park,* L. L. Riedinger,* M. Danchev,*
W. Reviol,* A. Galindo-Uribarri,t C. J. Gross.f C. Baktash,t M. Lipoglavsek,t
S. D. Paul.t D. C. Radford.t C.-H. Yu,t D. G. Sarantites.J and M. DevlinJ)

At one time, gamma-ray spectroscopy in the very
neutron-delicient nuclei of the mass 130 region was
very difficult due to the dominant charged-particle
evaporation from the compound nucleus which
produced numerous less exotic isotopes. However,
with the Washington University Microball in
conjunction with Gammasphere, this channel
fragmentation problem turned into an asset
By
correlating y rays detected in Gammasphere with
protons and alphas detected in the Microball, many new
transitions may be uniquely associated with chargedparticle emission channels. Thus, as many as twenty
difTerent nuclei may be studied from one experiment
In an investigation of nuclei approaching the proton
drip line, the reaction Ca + Mo was used at a beam
energy of 184 MeV. The beam was provided by the
ATLAS facihty at ANL and Gammasphere with the
Microball was employed to detect the emitted yrays
and charged particles. In addition, the same reaction
was used at ORNL with the Clarion Ge array, HyBall
Csl array, and the Recoil Mass Spectrometer. More
than fifteen nuclei were observed ranging in proton
number from Z = 55 to 60.
A new sequence of transitions was correlated with a
mass of 126 from the ORNL experiment and with the
emission of an alpha and a proton from the ANL
ex|>eriment. This led to the first conclusive evidence of
excited states in '59 Pr, which is now the lightest
known odd-odd Pr nucleus. A second structure
observed in the ANL data, but not in the ORNL data,
was also tentatively assigned to
Pr. The former
band was assigned the ^hl 1/2^^11/2 configuration and
the phenomenon of signature inversionl was observed.
Systematics in this signature inversion were studied in
55CS, 57La, and Pr odd-odd nuclei. Surprisingly,
opposite trends in the amount of energy sphtting

between the two signatures was found between the Cs
and Pr nuclei. These opposing systematics pose a
substantial challenge for theorists to reproduce. A
manuscript on this subject was accepted by Physical
Review C as a Rapid Communication.
Preliminary reports of a sequence in ^^Ndwere
confirmed and three new structures were established
through the combination of the two experiments. An
adiabatic crossing in one of the positive-parity bands is
reminiscent of the h i ^ y deformed V113/2 band
crossing a normal deformed structure in
Nd (Ref 3).
Therefore, there is evidence of this deformation driving
orbital at a relatively low neutron Fermi surface ofN =
69 in ^^^Nd. The ground-state band of ^^^Nd was also
extended to higher spin and four side bands were
observed for the first time.
Over 150 new transitions were added to the level
schemes of *28,l2ypj. Highly deformed sfructures
based upon a hole in the ^^9/2 orbital are observed in
both nuclei. These bands are nearly identical at low
spins in 128,129,130pj.^ ^^^ ^^ identical transitions
depopulate states that differ by 2 h in ^^^Pr and ^^*^Pr
(Ref 4). Additionally, a similar adiabatic crossing is
observed in ^^^Pr as that seen in ^^^'^^^Nd, indicating
the possible presence of the highly deformed V(23/2
orbital. High-.^ bands, based upon three- and four
quasiparticle configurations, were also observed in
•^^^Pr and *^^Pr, respectively.
Significant improvement in the level schemes of '^^La
and
Ce was established from this experiment. Three
graduate students will incorporate data from this fruitful
experiment as part of their theses and several papers
shall follow as our analysis continues.

•University of Tennessee, ^Oak Ridge National Laboratory, JWashington University
IR. Bengtsson et al, Nucl. Phys. A415, 189 (1984).
2D. C. B. Watson et al, Daresbury Lab., Annual Report 1986-87, Appendix, p. 31 (1987).
3D. J. HarUey etal, Phys. Rev. C 60,041301(R) (1999).
4 B . H. Smith et al, Phys. U t t B443, 89 (1998).
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Experimental Determination of the Excitation Energy, Spin and Parity of the Yrast
Superdeformed Band in ^^^Dy from the 4010 keV One-step Linking Transition
(T. Lauritsen,* M. P. Carpenter,* P. Fallon.t B. Herskind.J R. V. F. Janssens,*
D. Jenkins,* T. L. Khoo,* F. G. Kondev,* A. Lopez-Maitens,§ A. O. Macchiavelli,!
D. Ward,t I- Ahmad,* R. Clark,t M. Cromaz.f T. Dossing.J J. P. Greene,*
F. Haiinachi,§ A. M. Heinz,* A. Korichi,§ G. Lane,t C. Lister,* and R. C. Vondrasek*)

A 4010 keV one-step direct linking transition connects
the yrast superdeformed level fed by a 693 keV
transition to the J = 27 yrast state in
Dy. This is the
first one-step linking transition observed in the A = 150
superdeformed mass region. The excitation energy of
the de-exciting superdeformed state is thus determined
as 11,891 keV. The linking transition is either of
stretched or anti-stretched El character, hence, the spin
of the feeding state is 28+ or 26+. The average spin
removed by all decay gamma rays favors the 26+
assignment, but the 28+ assignment cannot be ruled
out The 4010 keV transition has a strength of 7 x 10-'
W.u. and carries only 0.9% of the intensity of the
superdeformed band. Thus, eighteen years after it was
discovered, the first discrete superdeformed band is
finally linked to its yrast states.
The 4010 keV linking transition in
Dy, and hints of
others, was first observed in a GS experiment
performed at Argonne National Laboratory. The SD
band in
I>Y was populated with the reaction
76Q^80gg 4jjjl52j5y pyg ^ ^ g ^ g ^ intensity of the
observed linking transitions, another much longer
experiment (12 days) was performed with GS, after it
had moved back to Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory. This time the
Dy SD band was
populated with the reaction **'^Pd(^*Ca,4n)^^^Dy.
Beams were dehvered by the 88" Cyclotron at an
energy of 191 MeV (at mid-target). The target
consisted of a stack of two 0.4 mg/cm2 self supporting
^**^Pd foils.
In order to tag on die gamma rays emitted under the 60
nsec isomer in the recoiling
Dy residues, a Pb
stopper foil was placed in the downstream beam-line
between the forward BGO Compton shield detectors.
The so-called tagging efficiency was estimated to be ~
70%. A total of 4.6 x 10^ (after prompt time

requirements) triple- or higher-fold coincidence events
were collected. When requiring the observation of
delayed gamma rays in the forward BGO detectors 1.6
X 10
events remained, ahnost exclusively
corresponding to the
Dy reaction channel.
Figure 1-37 shows h i ^ energy part of the spectrum
obtained from placing pairwise coincidence gates on
transitions in the yrast SD band in
Dy after the
delayed isomer tag was applied. Several candidates for
decay-out transitions are clearly seen. In particular
gamma rays at 2712 and 4010 keV are prominent. The
spectrum obtained from setting pairwise gates on SD
lines and the 4010 keV transition is presented in Fig. I38. It is clearly seen that the 647 and 602 SD lines (see
Fig. 1-39) are not in coincidence with the 4010 keV
gamma ray whereas the 693 keV and higher SD lines
are. This unambiguously determines that the 4010 keV
transition originates from the SD level fed by the 693
keV line. Of the yrast lines in the spectrum the 221 and
541 keV gamma rays are very strong - whereas there is
no indication of a 967 keV transition or any extra
strength on the low energy side of the 969 keV SD
transition. Thus, the 4010 keV gamma ray clearly feeds
into the 27-normal state. The lack of any new,
unassigned lines in the very clean spectrum in Fig. 1-37
strongly suggests that the feeding is direct and not
through any intermediate level above the yrast line.
This estabhshes the excitation energy of the SD level
fed by the 693 SD Une to be 11,891 keV.
To estabhsh the spin of the SD level fed by the 693 SD
line an angular distribution analysis of the 4010 keV
one-step linking transition was performed. The result is
shown in Fig. 1-39. The 4010 keV one-step transition
as well as other decay gamma rays are shown in the
level scheme in Fig. 1-40.

•Argoime National Laboratory, tLawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, JThe Niels Bohr Institute, Denmark,
§CSNSM, IN2P3-CNRS, Orsay, Fiance
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Fig. 1-37. The summed spectrum obtained from placing pairwise coincidence gates on transitions in the yrast SD
band in Dy. The data are the sum from both the ANL and LBNL data sets and are shown with a dispersion of 4
keV/channel. The data from ANL used triple gating and the LBNL data used double gating with a tag on the isomer.
This spectrum is raw data, i.e., it has not been corrected for efficiency nor unfolded. A number of candidates for
DO gamma rays are seen ~ in particular the 2712 and 4010 keV transitions. A number of other weaker candidates
(many clustered near 3 MeV) are labeled on the plot as well The 4010 keV transitions has a total of 2400 counts in
the raw spectrum. No transitions above 4010 keV are observed.
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Fig. 1-38. The spectrum obtainedfrom setting pairwise gates on an SD line and the 4010 keV transition. A delayed
isomer tag was required as well.
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Fig. 1-39. Yield of the 4010 keV one-step DO link as a function of the angle of the detector ring in GS. There were
no detectors in the 17 deg. forward ring. Thefittedangular distribution coefficients are:
A2 = -0.35(12) ondA^ = -0.02(16).
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Fig. 1-40. Partial level scheme showing the lowest part of the yrast SD band and a selected set of normal lines above
the 60 nsec isomer in '^^Dy. Only the 4010 keV transition links directly to the 27" state in the normal level scheme.
For the other primary transitions at 2712, 2947 and 3066 keVthe complete decay patch is not observed. After the
intermediate levels indicated, the decay becomes too fragmented to follow. The decay gamma rays from this point
on are embedded into the QC in coincidence with the SD band. The levels from which the 769 and 624 keV
transitions emanate collect a significantfraction of thefluxfrom the decay oftheSD band. This fiux bypass the
isomer at 21'.
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First Evidence for Triaxial Superdeformation in ^''^Hf (R. V. F. Janssens,
M. P. Carpenter, T. L. Khoo, F. Kondev, T. Lauritsen, C. J. Lister, S. Siem,
L Wiedenhover, H. Amro,* P. G. Varmette,* W. C. Ma,* B. Herskind,t
G. B. Hagemann,t G. Sletten.f, M. Bergstrom,t A. Bracco,t J. Domscheit,§
S. Frattini,t D. J. Hartley.H H, Hubel,§ B. Million.t S. Odegaerd,t R B. Piercey."
L. L. Riedinger,! K. A. Schmidt,§ J. N, Wilson,t and J. A. Winger*)

In experiments with Gammasphere at ATLAS, three
superdeformed (SD) bands were found in °^Hf
Lifetime measurements revealed a large quadrupole
moment, Q ~ 11.4 eb, for the strongest superdeformed
band. This value is about twice as large as that for the
normal deformed stmctures in this nucleus. Theoretical
calculations using the "ultimate cranker" code predict
high-spin SD minima with stable triaxial deformations
of gamma - +20 degrees and gamma - -15 degrees.
The measured Q value suggests that the strongest

superdeformed band corresponds to a deformation with
a positive gamma value. This constitutes the first
evidence for triaxial superdeformation in an even
proton system. The population intensities of the bands
indicate a far greater role for the proton shell gap and a
different trend in the evolution with mass of the neutron
shell gap as compared with theoretical calculations. A
paper summarizing these results was submitted for
pubhcation.

•Mississippi State University, tNiels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark, JUniversity of Milano, Italy,
§University of Bonn, Germany, fUniversity of Tennessee
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First Observation of Excited Structure in Neutron-Deficient ^"^^g: Evidence for
Multiple Shape Coexistence (F. G. Kondev, I. Ahmad, H. Amro,* J. Caggiano,
M. P. Carpenter, C. N. Davids, A. Heinz, R. V. F. Janssens, T. L. Khoo, T. Lauritsen,
C. J. Lister, J. Ressler,§ D. Seweryniak,§ S. Siem,** A. A. Sonzogni, L Wiedenhover,
B. Herskind,t W. C. Ma.J W. Reviol.t L. L. Riedinger,|| and P. G. VarmetteJ)

Coexistence between different shapes in a single
nucleus is a general phenomenon of nuclei located near
shell gaps. This occurrence is usually associated with
the interplay between the occupation of specific
intruder orbitals and the stabilizing role played by the
shell closures. Experimental investigations of the
development of shape coexistence through and beyond
the mid-shell and the interaction between coexisting
configurations play an important role in understanding
the stmcture of the nucleus at the extremes in N/Z ratio,
excitation energy and angular momentum. They also
provide opportunities to test the robustness of various
theoretical models in predicting the single-particle
states near the proton-drip line and in elucidating their
effect on &e onset of new shell closures.
Excited states in *^ Hg were populated in the in
channel of the symmetric ^ Z r + ^ Z r reaction. The
beam with energies of 369 and 380 MeV was delivered
by the ATLAS superconducting linear accelerator at
Argonne National Laboratory. A self-supporting, *500
Hg/cm2 thick target, enriched up to 97.65% with ^Zr,
was used. Because of the large and negative Q value of

-157.3 MeV the compound nucleus was populated at
relatively low excitation energies of E* = 23.5 and 29.0
MeV (assuming production in the middle of the target)
which minimizes the fission and the charged particle
emission competitions. Prompt y rays were detected
with the Gammasphere array in conjunction with the
recoil-decay tagging technique, following mass
selection.
The striking feature of the ^^^Hg level scheme is the
competition between structures associated with three
different minima: weakly prolate (triaxial), oblate and
prolate. By combining the simpUcity of the a-decay
properties of *^%g and of its dau^ter (*^^Pt), and
grand-daughter (^' Os) nuclei with the complexity of
the y-ray spectroscopic information we established the
spin and parity of the
Hg ground state as I" = 7/2and assigned it the mixed f-)j2^^^ll configuration
which originates from a weakly prolate (triaxial) shape.
This observation is supported by complementary total
Routhian surface (TRS) calculations which predict P2 ^
0.112 and yZT for the above configuration. Three
prolate collective bands were observed to compete for
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^^
favored yrast status at higher excitation energies.
Sample Y-ray coincidence spectra are shown in Fig. I41. The bands are assigned the 5/2-[512], l/2-[521]
and 7/2+[633] Nilsson configurations on the basis of
the measured in-band properties such as branching
ratios and aUgnments, as well as on considerations

about which orbitals are expected near the neutron
Fenni surface. Similarities with known structures in
neighboring odd-mass Hg and Pt nuclei were also
helpful. A high-spin 13/2+ isomer, analogous to those
seen in the heavier Hg isotopes was also observed and
assigned the oblate 13/2+[606] neutron configuration.

•Argonne National Laboratory and Mississippi State University, fThe Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark,
{Mississippi State University, §Argonne National Laboratoty and University of Maryland, ^fUniversity of
Tennessee-Knoxville and Washington University-St. Louis, ||Washington University-St. Louis, ••Argonne National
Laboratory and University of Oslo, Norway, ffUniversity of Oslo, Norway
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Fig. 1-41. (a) Spectrum ofy rays correlated with the '^^Hg a line ofE^ = 6.29 MeV. (b), (c) and (d) Sample
background-subtracted y-ray coincidence spectra from the recoil-y-y matrix.
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d.l2. First Observation of Rotational Band in Neutron-Rich ^^'^Lu (F. G. Kondev,
L Ahmad, M. P. Carpenter, R. V. F. Janssens, T. L. Khoo, C. J. Lister, D. Seweryniak,
L Wiedenhover. P. Chow^dhury,* I. Shestakova,* R. D'Alarcao,* C. Wheldon.f
P. M. Walker.t C. J. Pearson.f Zs. Podolyak.f and D, M. CuUenJ)
The rare-earth nuclei around A * 180 have proton and
neutron orbitals lying close to the Fermi surface with
large angular momentum projections, on the nuclear
symmetry axis. AVhen combined with the pronounced
mid-shell prolate deformations in these nuclei, the total
angular momentum projection on the symmetry axis, K,
becomes an approximately conserved quantity.
Metastable or isomeric states arise because they decay
by transitions that have to effect a large change in the K
quantum number and are thus hindered. However, the
study of these states has predominantly been restricted
to the neutron-deficient side of the ^-stability line.
Although predictions existl for long-hved high-K states
in neutron-rich nuclei, these cannot be populated using
fusion-eva|x>ration reactions with stable beam and
target combinations.
Lutetium isotopes (Z = 71) have some of the largest
quadrupole deformations in the region and some of the
longest hved K-isomers observed so far. They also
exhibit unusual phenomena including K-driven pdecays. The longest-hved lutetium isomers are in the
neutron-rich isotopes. For example, a 160 day threequasiparticle isomer was identified in
Lu. Mdeed,
Lu is the most neutron-rich isotope that can be
populated in fiision-evaporation reactions and even with
hght-ion projectiles ( L i and He) the population takes
place through the weak a2n and p2n channels. To
study more neutron-rich isotopes, it is necessary to use
another method. Historically, transfer reactions with
tritium beams were used to identify low-spin states in
Lu and
Lu. However, this technique is generally
restricted to in-beam spectroscopy of low-lying states.
Several recent studies using deep-inelastic reactions
wi& heavy-ion projectiles proved very successful in
populating hi^-K isomers in neutron-rich nuclei.
The ATLAS accelerator facihty at Argonne National
Laboratory dehvered a 1.6 GeV, pulsed ^^^U beam on

a 40 mg/cm2 ^^^Hf target, backed with 50 mg/cm2 of
natural Pb. The pulsed beam (82.5 ns) at an energy
15% above the Coulomb barrier, was chopped on two
time ranges with on/off conditions of 8.25/16.5 fjs and
2/4 ms, respectively. The recoils were stopped at the
target position at the focus of the Gammasphere array,
comprised of 98 y-ray and three x-ray Comptonsuppressed Ge detectors. The master trigger required at
least one Ge detector to fire in the beam-off period.
The delayed events were analyzed using 7-7, y- x-ray
and y-tune coincidence matrices as well as a y-y-y cube.
Several new transitions, in coincidence with lutetium xrays, were observed with energies of 128, 141, 165 and
190 keV (see Fig. 1-42). Gamma-ray coincidences were
used to order these decays into a rotational sequence
and crossover transitions were established for all but the
128 keV decay (see the inset of Fig. 1-42). TTiis band
does not correspond to any previously known structure
in lutetium nuclei.
Although there are insufficient statistics to obtain a
decay curve for the new lutetium isomer, a limit of >1
ms was estimated for its half-hfe by comparing the
relative intensity of the isomer on both the 16.5 \is and
4 ms time ranges. The transitions assigned to the
lutetium band were found to be enhanced in the longtime range by a factor of -2 compared with known
millisecond isomers.
The observation of this millisecond high-K isomer in
^^*Lu opens up the possibility of using 'isomer tagging'
to estabhsh states above the isomer, enabling prompt yrays to be assigned fi'om future deep-inelastic
measurements and hence estabhsh high-spin structures
in the neutron-rich domain. Prompt spectroscopy could
also extend the observed rotational band.
The results from this study were recently published.

•University of Massachusetts-Lowell, fUniversity of Surrey, United Kingdom, JUniversity of Manchester, United
Kingdom
IP. M. Walker and G. D. Dracoulis, Nature 399, 35 (1999).
2C. Weldon et al, J. Phys. G 27, L13 (2001).
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Fig. 1-42. Gamma-ray coincidence spectrum producedfrom summing the coincidence spectra created by doublegating on transitions in the new band. The proposed level scheme is shown in the inset.

d.l3. High-Seniority Intrinsic and Collective Structures in ^'^^Hf and ^"^^Hf
(F, G. Kondev, K. Abu Saleem, L Ahmad, M. P. Carpenter, A. Heinz, R. V. F. Janssens,
T. L. Khoo, T. Lauritsen, C. J. Lister, D. Seweryniak, L Wiedenhover, D. L. Balabanski,*
P. Chowdhury.t D. M. Cullen4 M. Danchev,* G. D. Dracoulis, § H. El-Masri,1I
T. M. Goon,* D. J. Hartley,* R. A. Kaye,|| L. L. Riedinger,* M. A. Riley,**
I. Shestakova,t G. Sletten.ft P. M. Walker.TI C. Wheldon,t and O. Zeidan*)
A characteristic feature of the rare-earth nuclei in the
region near mass 180 is the dominance of high-Q
<»bitals in the vicinity of both the neutron and proton
Fermi surfaces. This gives rise to the presence of a
number of high-K isomers which compete with
structures formed by collective rotation along the yrast
line. Recent investigations show that the properties of
rotational bands built on high-K states can be used as a
tool to elucidate the influence of blocking of specific
orbitals on pairing correlations.
Anew study of
Hf and
Hf with Gammasphere at
ATLAS aimed at identifying both high-seniority
intrinsic and collective structures was carried out The
*^"Te( Ca,xn) reaction at a beam energy of 194 MeV
was used. Several beam pulsing conditions were
utilized which allowed highly sensitive measurements
of yrays across long-lived states to be performed. In
^Hf (3n chaimel), the previously known bands^ were
confirmed and extended considerably in spin. Several
new multi-quasiparticle structures were observed for
the first time. The most notable being the bands built
on the ievcn-quasiparticle 45/2+ (T =2.8(l)ns), 47/2+
(t < 3 ns) and 49/2+ (t < 3 ns) states, and, more

importantly, \spaa the 57/2-, and the 61/2+ (t < 3 ns)
/iine-quasiparticle levels. The last two are the highest
seniority intrinsic states with associated collective
structures identified so far. A gamma-ray coincidence
spectrum showing transitions above the 45/2+ isomer is
presented in Fig. 1-43. A mean-lifetime of t = 32(3) ns
was measured for the 57/2- state, for which a limit of
>10 ns was given before2. This isomer was known to
have only "anomalous" branches through members of
the 35/2- band2. In the current work, additional decays
which obey the so-called K-selection rule (via the K^ =
47/2+ and 49/2+ high-K band members) were
discovered. A detailed level scheme of
Hf (4n
channel) was also constructed. The previously known
structures were extended considerably in spin and new
high-seniority bands were observed. No new long-lived
states were discovered above the 14+ybur-quasiparticle
isomer at 3312 keV.
In addition, comprehensive information on structures in
neighboring ^^^Hf and *^^Hf nuclei was also obtained.
Analysis of the results continues at Argonne ( Hf),
Knoxville ( ^ ' ^ f ) , Lowell (^^"^Hf) and Manchester
(I'^Hf).

•University of Tennessee-Knoxville, fUniversity of Massachusetts-Lowell, {University of Manchester, United
Kingdom, §Australian National University, Canberra, Australia, TUniversity of Surrey, United Kingdom, ||Purdue
University Calumet, ••Florida SUte University, tfThe Niels Bohr Institute, Roskilde, Denmark
iG. D. Dracoulis, F. G. Kondev and P. M. Walker, Phys. Lett B419,7 (1998).
2N. L. Gjarup et al., Z. Phys. A337,353 (1990).
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Inelastic Excitation of N e w High-Spin Yrast Isomer in ^^^'Ta (F. G. Kondev,
L Ahmad, M . P. Carpenter, R. V. F. Janssens, T. L. Khoo, C. J. Lister, D. Seweryniak,
I. Wiedenhover, P. Chowdhury,* L Shestakova,* R D'Alarcao,* C. W h e l d o n , t
P. M . Walker.t C. J. Pearson,t Zs. Podolyak,t and D. M . CuUenJ)

Previous experiments to study the yrast structure of
Ta used h ^ t heavy-ion projectiles, namely, B and
Li on targets of ^i?h. Several new isomers were
observed using these partial fusion and fusionevaporation reactions, including a 31 p.s Kn = 15- fourquasiparticle state. However, this technique is limited
to ~20 h of angular momentum. Recently, experiments
using deep-inelastic reactions enabled states with spins
up to "30 h to be reached and K isomers were
populated in neutron-rich nuclei that carmot be accessed
using fusion-evaporation reactions with stable beams
and targets.
For the first time, six-quasiparticle isomers were
observed in the ^ a isotope at spins ~20 h. A partial

level scheme for this nucleus is shown in Fig. 1-44.
Two new high-spin isomers were populated following
deep-inelastic reactions with a pulsed
U beam
incident on a thick '^"Hf target. Out-of-beam y-ray
events were collected using the Gammasphere
germanium detector array. In addition to the known
four-quasiparticle isomers, yrast KTC = (22-) and K > 23
six-quasiparticle isomers were observed with
microsecond half-lives. These are the highest-spin
isomers observed using the technique of deep-inelastic
excitation. The configurations assigned to the isomers
are compared to predictions made by BCS and LipkinNogami multiquasiparticle calculations. A full report
of this work was published.

•University of Massachusetts-Lowell, fUniversity of Surrey, United Kingdom, JUniversity of Manchester, United
Kingdom
IG. D. Dracouhs, S. M. Mullins, A. P. Byrne, F. G. Kondev, T. Kibedi, S. Bayer, G. J. Lane, T. R. McGoram, and
P. M. Davidson, Phys. Rev. C 58,1444 (1998).
2G. D. Dracouhs, F. G. Kondev, A. P. Byrne, T. Kibedi, S. Bayer, P. M. Davidson, P. M. Walker, C. Purry, and C.
J. Pearson, Phys. Rev. C 53,1205 (1996).
3C. Wheldon et al, Phys. Rev. C 62,057301 (2000).
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d.l5. Interplay Between Octupole and Quasiparticle Excitations in ^^'Hg and ^^"Hg
(F. G. Kondev, K. Abu Saleem,* I. Ahmad, M. Alcorta, H. Amro.f L. T. Brown,§
M. P. Caqienter, J. Caggiano, C. N. Davids, A. Heinz, R. V. F. Janssens, R. A. Kaye,**
T. L. Khoo, T. Lauritsen, C. J. Lister, J. Ressler,§§ D. Seweryniak,§§ S. Siem.ftt
A. A. Sonzogni,Ht J. Uusitalo,§§§ I. Wiedenhover, P. Bhattacharyya,t S. M. Fischer,t
B. Herskind,|| W. C. Ma.tt R- Nouicer.tJ W. Reviol.ll L. L. Riedinger, ||||
D. G. Sarantites,*** and P. G. Varmetteft)
Analysis of the data on the even-even "*Hg and '^''Hg
nuclei was completed. Compiehensive level schemes
were constructed for these isotopes, and that for
Hg
is shown in Fig. 1-45. Particular attention was paid to
the low-lying negative parity excitations which are
characterized by several distinctive features:
(a) the measured alignment at low frequency is -3 h;
(b) the bands undergo a subsequent aligtmient gain of
roughly 5 h at the noticeably low frequency of
-0.21 MeV;
(c) the 3(2) moments of inertia are larger than the
corresponding values in the yrast band.
A carefiil inspection of the level schemes of the heavier
even-even Hg isotopes with neutron number N = 98106 reveals that in each nucleus a band of negative
parity can be found with characteristics resembling
closely those in "*''**'Hg. This observation can also

be extended to the even-even Os and Pt isotones.
Figure 1-46 presents the excitation energies of the 5through 13- members of the side-bands of interest in
the three isotopic chains. Clearly, the variations with N
of the excitation energies are small and very similar in
all the nuclei under consideration. This behavior argues
against a pure two-quasiparticle character for these
structures, and supports their association with octupole
vibrations. The enhancement of the latter at low spin in
this mass region comes as no surprise because of the
presence of pairs of orbitals with A/ = A/ = 3 h near
both the proton and the neutron Fermi surfaces. The
microscopic structure of the octupole phonon is rather
complex and the specific configurations were recently
discussed in detail in Ref 1. It was suggestedl, for
example, that the proton 113/2®/7/2 co"Phng will be
an important component. If so, the shape driving
effects of the ro'13/2 orbital will remain strong and the
nuclear shape associated with the low-spin part of the
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fragmented decay of the negative parity bands observed
at low spin.

negative parity bands may well be similar to the one
associated with the two-quasiproton coniiguration.
Thus, the deformation would be somewhat different
firom that of the vacuum configuration. This, in turn,
would provide a quaUtative explanation for the

A full report of this work was published .

*Argonne National Laboratory and Illinois Institute of Technology, f Argonne National Laboratory and Mississippi
State Universi^, {Purdue University, §Argoime National Laboratory and Vanderbilt University, TJDePaul
University, ||The Niels Bohr Institute, Denmark, ••Argonne National Laboratory and Purdue University Calumet,
ttMississippi State University, JJUniversity of Illinois at Chicago, §§Argorme National Laboratory and University
of Maryland, HTJUniversity of Teimessee-Kiioxville and Washington University-St Louis, |||[University of
Termessee-Knoxville, ***Washington University-St. Louis, ftfArgonne National Laboratory and University of
Oslo, Norway, ttt^rgonne National Laboratory and National Nuclear Data Center, §§§Argoime National
Laboratory and University of Jyvaskyla, Finland
IF. G. Kondev et al, Phys. Rev. C 61,044323 (2000).
2F. G. Kondev et al, Phys. Rev. C 62,044305 (2000).
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d.l6. Shape Competition and Octupole Correlations in Light Even-Even Ft Nuclei
(F. G. Kondev, K. H. Abu Saleem, I. Ahmad, M. P. Carpenter, A. Heinz,
R. V. F. Janssens, T. L. Khoo, T. Lauritsen, C. J. Lister, G. L. Poli, J. Ressler,
D. Seweryniak, I. Wiedenhover, M. Danchev,* T. M. Goon,* D. J. Hartley,*
L. L. Riedinger,* W. C. Ma,t H. Amro,t W. Reviol,t J. A. Cizewski,§ and
M. B. Smith§)
The proximity of the Z = 82 and Af = 82 spherical shell
gaps, along with the presence of the deformation
driving 1113/2 and 1*9/2 orbitals, create a battlefield
for shape competition in light (^4 = 174) 7gPt nuclei.
Indeed, the unusual low-spin interactions observed in
the ground-state bands of "*.l'8pt' were described as
a result of a 'more-deformed' vacuum coniiguration
crossing the initial, less-defonned ground-state
sequence. In addition, negative-parity sidebands were
observed in several light Os, Pt, and Hg even-even
nuclei, where octupole correlations were invoked for
their configurations at lower spins,
In order to
investigate these phenomena iiirther, an exj
performed to populate high-spin states of'
The experiment was performed at ANL with the
ATLAS facihty providing the
Sr beam. Several
reactions were used to produce these very neutrondeficient nuclei, which included '^Mo'**Sr,2p2n)"^Pt,
'^Mo(«^Sr,2p)l"'pt,
»''Mo(8^Sr.2p2n)'"'Pt,
'^Mo(«^Sr,2p)"«Pt,
and
9«Mo<8''Sr,2p2n)"'pt.
Prompt y-rays were detected with the Gammasphere

array, consisting of 101 Ge detectors. A multi-wired
proportional avalanche counter (PPAC) located at the
focal plane of the FMA provided the A/Q information
and the time of arrival of residues. The recoils were
implanted in a double-sided sihcon detector (DSSD),
where subsequent alpha decays were measured.
Correlating these alpha decays with the implanted
residues enable us to associate Y-rays with the proper
recoils. This method is commonly referred to as recoil
decay tagging (RDT).^
The use of Gammasphere allowed for a relatively highstatistic data set to be taken on 172pt as compared with
the previous two studies. ' An Ey x Ey matrix was
created where the gamma rays were correlated with the
alpha decay associated with
Pt.
Coincidence
relationships and measured intensities of the y rays
resolved the discrepancy between the two previous
reports on the ordering of some of the transitions
favoring that of Ref 4. A new collective structure was
also established, which feeds the 4+ level in the
grouiKl-state sequence.

T Hffaw-Tnn Nuclear Phvsic^s R psparnh

A matrix sorted with gamma rays that were correlated
with A = 174 recoils allowed for the grouiul-state band
to be significantly extended ftom / = 14+ (Ref 6) to
24+ in "^Pt. hi addition, three new sidebands were
observed and assigned negative parity based on
systematics in the Pt nuclei. An ^ = 176 mass-gated
matrix enabled the extension of the two known
sidebands 1 as well as estabhshment of a new third
sideband.
b all three of these nuclei, low-spin crossings are
observed in the ground-state bands and are associated

,z6i
with (he crossing of the more-deformed vacuum
configuration. However, the crossing frequency is
found to increase from htoc ~ 0.15 MeV for ^'^Pt, 0.24
MeV for *^'*Pt, and >0.29 MeV for ^^^Pt. This is
likely the result of the deformed prolate minimum
increasing in excitation energy as the nuclei near the N
= S2 spherical shell gap. It is also possible that the
prolate minimum has smaller deformation as the
neutron Fermi is decreased. This latter possibility will
be investigated with the use of a two-band mixing
calculation.

'University of Teimessee-Knoxville, fMississippi State University, {Washington Universi^-St Louis, §Rutgers
University
IG. D. Dracouhs et al, J. Phys. G12, L97 (1986).
2F. G. Kondev et al, Phys. Rev. C 61,044323 (2000).
3E. S. Paul et al, Phys. Rev. C 51, 78 (1995).
4 B . CederwaU et al, Phys. Lett B443, 69 (1998).
5D. Seweryniak et al, Phys. Rev. C 58,2710 (1998).
6G. D. Dracouhs et al., Phys. Rev. C 44, R1246 (1991).

d.17. Spectroscopy of Neutron-Deficient Odd-Mass i''3,i7Spj Nuclei (F, G. Kondev,
K. Abu Saleem,* I. Ahmad, M. Alcorta, H, Amro.f M. P. Carpenter, C. N. Davids,
A. Heinz, R. V. F. Janssens, T. L. Khoo, T, Lauritsen, C, J. Lister, G. L. Poli, J. Ressler,|
D. Seweryniak,|| L Wiedenhover, J. A. Cizewski.J M. Danchev,§ D. J. Hartley,§
W. C. Ma,Tf W. Reviol,** L. L. Riedinger,§ and M. B. SmithJ)
Analysis of the level schemes for *^^Pt and ^^^Pt
covered in last year's Annual Report was completed.
The results were obtained from an extensive set of
measurements using fusion reactions of Sr ions with
Mo and Mo targets. Prompt y rays were detected
with the Gammasphere array in conjunction with the
lecoil-decay tagging technique, af^ mass selection.
The new data clearly estabhsh competing triaxial and
prolate structures in the ^^^Pt (N= 9T) isotope. Their
properties match closely those of
Hg (see the
contribution to this year's Aimual Report), with the
exception that the oblate minimum rises significantly in
energy at Z = 78 and has not been observed. Excited
bands in
Pt, most likely of negative parity, feeding

directly the 7/2- ground state were observed for the first
time, hi addition, we extended the previously known
VI13/2 y^^^^ band^ in spin and we placed the 13/2+
bandhead at 171 keV above the ground state. With two
neutrons less, however, the yrast structure of
Pt (A'' =
95) is dominated by a single Al = 2 band which is
assigned a low-fl '13/2 "^utron configuration. Its
deformation is lower than that found for the
corresponding band in
Pt, as evident from the
systematics of transition energies shown in Fig. 1-47.
The decline in deformation below mid-shell occurs in a
rather smooth way as the neutron number decreases.
This can be partially attributed to the stepwise emptying
of the low-fl 'J 3/2 neutron intruder orbitals.

•Argonne National Laboratory and Illinois Institute of Technology, fArgonne National Laboratory and Mississippi
State University, JRutgers University, §University of Tennessee-Knoxville, IfMississippi State University, ||Argonne
National Laboratory and University of Maryland, ••University of Tennessee-Knoxville and Washington UniversitySt. Louis
iB. CederwaU etal, Z. Phys. A337,283 (1990).
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Fig. 1-47. Systematics of transition ener^es far selected Pt ondAu isotopes.

d.l8. Excited Rotational Bands in the Superdeformed Well of ^'^Hg (T. L. Khoo,
I. Ahmad, M. P, Carpenter, F. Hannachi, R. V. F, Janssens, A. Lopez-Martens*,
T. Lauritsen, A. Korichi,* T. Dossmg.f and B. Herskindf)
Numerous discrete superdeformed (SD) bands were
identified, so that the properties of cold SD states were
well studied. In contrast, there is httle information on
the properties of excited states in the SD minimum. In
the Hg nuclei, we identified ttiat there is strong
collective quasicontinuum E2 peak, which feeds the
yrast SD bands. It is interesting to establish the
collectivity, moments of inertia and rotational spreading
widths of excited states within the SD well. One might
naively expect that the rotational spreading widths of
excited SD bands m i ^ t be larger than those of normaldeformed states because there are two sources, which
contribute to spread the collective strength. In addition
to the interaction among the dense excited SD states by
the residual 2-body interaction, excited SD states can
also couple readily to the hot normal-deformed states

•CSNSM, IN2P3-CNRS. Orsay, France
fNiels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark

on the other side of the barrier separating the two
classes of states.
We constructed gamma-gamma matrices afier setting
pairwise gates on transitions of the yrast SD band in
Tig.
In addition to the square grid of dots
corresponding to the SD lines, three continuous ridges
parallel to the diagonal are seen for the first time in the
feeding of a SD band. The widths of the ridges are very
narrow, <10 keV, immediately indicating very small
spreading widths of the rotational strength. Although
the transitions along the ridge emanate from excited
states, which have complex wavefunctions with many
components, nonetheless states with spins different by
2h are very similar. These excited SD rotational bands
may represent examples of the ergodic bands proposed
by Mottelson.

I
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d.l9. BaF2 Collaboration to Measure High Energy y Rays (T. L. Khoo,
B. B. Back, M. P. Carpenter, P. Collon, A. M. Heinz, D. J. Henderson, D. G. Jenkins,
M. P. Kelly, F. G. Kondev, C. J. Lister, T. O. Pennmgton, R. H. Siemssen,
D. Seweryniak, V. Nanal,* D. J. Hofman,t L Dioszegi,J A. Bracco,§ F. Camera,§
M. Halbert,1f R. Vamer.f K. £isenman,|| P. Heckman,|| J. Seitz,|| M. Thoennessen,||
U, Garg,** B. McClintock,tt R. J. van Swol.tt and S. MitsuokatJ)
We have initiated a program to study ^ e properties of
hot nuclei with well-defined specification of mass, spin
and excitation energy.
This unique study was
performed in a collaboration with participants from
Argoime, Oak Ridge, Michigan State University, Texas
A&M University, Tata Institute for Fundamental
Research, Stony Brook, Notre Dame University, and
INFN Milano. The BaF2 detectors were supplied by
Oak Ridge, Michigan State and Texas A&M. A total of
148 BaF2 crystals were mounted in four packs of 37
detectors centered at angles of ±90 and ±121 degrees
with respect to the beam axis and mounted at the target
position in front of the Fragment Mass Analyzer, see
Fig. 1-48.
The advantage of this arrangement is that it is possible
to uniquely identify the mass of the y-emitting nuclei as
they are detected in the focal plane of the FMA. In
addition, the Argonne-Notre Dame BGO array,
consisting of 50 crystals, was mounted at the target
position, see Fig. 1-49, to provide information on the
total y-ray energy and multiphcity of the final y-ray
cascade to further define the entry distribution in
angular momentum and excitation energy of the fusion
product. For a given decay chaimel at different
bombarding energies, it is thus possible to map out a
wide range of angular momentum region while keeping
the excitation energy above the yrast line similar.

rotated up 600 RPM to avoid melting of the target
material with intense heavy-ion beams. This chamber
also boused a Faraday cup/aperture assembly used for
tuning the beam onto the target position as well as
mounts for two Si monitor detectors and a reset foil. A
photograph of the target region is shown in Fig. 1-49.
Aside from a commissioning experiment needed to
shake down electronics and the data-acquisition system,
five experiments were carried out during 2000. The
physics topics were chosen to study the emission of
high-energy y-rays in different areas of the nuclear
chart and of different ground state shapes. In one study,
we chose three nuclei, namely Sn, Er and Dy to
represent difTerent mass regions likely to be sensitive to
different mechanisms responsible for the broadening of
GDR width.
We selected spherical nuclei, stiff
deformed nuclei and transitional nuclei, with the goal of
studying different physics in one consistent
experimental setup, and with one consistent method of
analysis.
This approach should serve to reduce
experimental systematic differences.
These efforts constitute the most comprehensive
systematic investigation of the GDR spectra from hot
nuclei in exclusive measurements.
Subsequently,
nuclei ranging in mass fit)m ^^Sn to 'Th were
studied. The five experiments are described below in
more detail.

A new target chamber was designed and built It
contains an APEX style target-wheel, which can be
•Argonne Natioial Laboratory and University of Illinois at Chicago, fUniversity of Illinois at Chicago, JSUNY at
Stony Brook, gUniversity of Milan, Italy, IfOak Ridge National Laboratory, ||Michigan State University,
••University of Notre Dame, t t ^ N L Summer Student, J JJAERl Advanced Science Research Center, Tokyo, Japan
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Fig. 1-48. Photograph of the target region showing the four BaF: detector packs, the target chamber and the first
quadrupole magnet of the FMA. Beam enters from the left.

Fig. 1-49. Photograph of the BGO array at the target position. The vertical position of the individual BGO crystals
were for the running configuration adjusted to provide maximal solid angle without shadowing the BaFi detectors.

^62r
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d.20. The GDR Structure in Sn Nuclei from Highly Exclusive Studies (T. L. Khoo,
B. B. Back, M. P. Carpenter, P. Collon, D. J. Hofinan, D. Jenkins, M, P. Kelly,
F. G. Kondev, T. Lauritsen, V. Nanal, T. Pennington, and R. H. Siemssen)
Measurements of GDR y-rays and evaporation residues
produced in Ar +
Ge reactions at bombarding
energies of 125 and 150 MeV leading to the compound
nucleus
Sn were completed. The aim was to
investigate the evolution of the GDR, particularly the
width, at moderate but well defined values of excitation
energy and spin. In a spherical nucleus at zero
temperature the GDR is not split into two components
by deformation. Therefore, it is more straightforward
to investigate the temperature-induced
shape
fiuctuations of away from sphericity. The study is
based on y-rays detected in coincidence with specific
evaporation residues formed largely in '^Ge( Ar,xn)
reactions. Results of this technique will be com[>ared to
those using the y-ray multiphcity technique of Ref 1.
Approximately 140 hours of coincidence data were
collected in two separate experimental runs using the
LEPPEX BaF2 array, FMA, and BGO sum-energy
array.
Several thousand high-energy GDR y-ray
coincidence events were collected at each bombarding
energy.

A principal experimental concern was the energy gain
stability of the 148-element LEPPEX array. Analysis
of systematic energy cahbrations collected periodically
using Y y-rays indicates typical energy gain shifts of
less than 5% for nearly all detectors over the 3-4 day
periods. These shifts may be properly corrected for
using the known Y peak positions.
Preliminary spectra for evaporation residues and y-rays
detected in coincidence with A = 110 residues are
shown in Figures 1-50 and 1-51 for 150-MeV
bombarding energy.
Statistical model calculations
using the CASCADE code indicate that these y-rays
associated with mass A = 110 are emitted primarily
from compound nuclei formed in a spin region centered
around / -45 h with a width of / -15 h. A detailed
analysis of y-ray data for A = 110 at 150 MeV
bombarding energy and A = HI at 125 MeV, which
represent the two widely separated values of initial
compound nucleus angular momentum will be
performed. Botti data sets were measured here witii
good statistical accuracy.

M Mattiuzzi et al, Nucl. Phys. A612,262-278 (1997).

Fig. 1-50. Measured evaporation residue mass spectrum (left) for ^^Ar + ^^Ge at 150 MeV bombarding energy.
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Fig.I-51. Measured y-ray spectrum from Sn and neighboring elements with A = 110 using the LEPPEX array.

d.21. GDR Studies in Exclusively Tagged Er Isotopes (T. L. Khoo, B. B. Back,
M. P. Carpenter, P. Collon, D. J. Hofinan, D. Jenkins, M. P. Kelly, F. G. Kondev,
T, Lauritsen, V. Nanal, T. Pennington, and R. H. Siemssen)
We have measured the h i ^ energy y-rays from ^ ' ^ ^
in coincidence with the evaporation chaimels
(4n,5n,6n). The
Er is a well-deformed nucleus.
With irK^reasing temperature, shape fiuctuations will
appear but the spread will be less than that for
transitional nucleus. There are theoretical predictions
indicating a rapid increase in the width of the GDR at
h i ^ spin. The experiment was carried out using Ar
beamsfix)mATLAS of energy 163 and 187 MeV on a
Sn target. A combination of a target wheel rotation
and beam wobbling was used to prevent target
deterioration due to high beam currents (10 pnA). The
excellent beam timing (< 700 ps) allowed a clean n-y

separation. Different decay channels 4n-6n are clearly
separated in the FMA focal plane. The sum energy and
multiphcity of the y-ray cascade are also measured in
the BGO array. Figure 1-52 shows the y-ray spectra
from the 4n and 6n decay chaimels at Ejjg^j^ = 187
MeV. A preliminary analysis also indicates that there
are differences in the y-ray spectm gated with 4n
channel at the two bombarding energies.
The
experimental spectra will be compared with theoretical
spectra, which originate from the same region of spin
and excitation energy. This same approach will be used
in analysis of the data from hot Sn and Dy nuclides.

T ^paw-Tnn Niinlaar Phvsirs Rpssarrh
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Fig. 1-52. y-renf spectra gated on the 4n (solidpoints) and6 n (open circles) observed in the 187 MeV
Ar +
Sn reaction. Note the difference in shape between the two evaporation channels.

d.22.

Structure of Hot Dy Nuclei as a Function of Spin and Excitation Energy (T. L. Khoo
B. B. Back, M. P. Caipenter, P. Collon, D. J. Hofinan, D. Jenkins, M. P. Kelly,
F. G. Kondev, T. Lauritsen, V. Nanal, T. Pennington, and R. H. Siemssen)

The properties of hot transitional nuclei are particularly
interesting since they undergo a shape transition from
prolate to oblate shapes at relatively low excitation
energies. The near-yrast states in these nuclei exhibit
both collective and single particle properties, which are
associated with deformed and oblate shapes,
respectively.
Mean field-theory predicts a phase
transition from prolate rotation to oblate, aUgned
particle motion with increasing spin.

d.23.

The experiment was carried out using S beam of
E = 140 MeV, 167 MeV on a rotating ^^"^Sn target.
The high-energy gamma-ray spectra in coincidence
with 4n, 5n decay channel was recorded. The y-ray
spectra for the 4n channel at the two bombarding
energies were obtained. Detailed theoretical analysis
using spin-energy dependent strength functions will be
carried out.

Hot GDR in "^Sn (T. L. Khoo, B. B. Back, M. P. Carpenter, D. J. Hofinan,
M. P. Kelly, V. Nanal, T. Pennington, R. H. Siemssen, P. Heckman,*and
M. Thoennessen*)

Experiments were run in the past to measure properties
of the giant dipole resonance (GDR) in Sn isotopes. '
In these experiments the GDR was studied from the ydecays of the full decay cascade. Consequently, the yray spectra contain information on the daughter nuclei

populated at different temperatures in addition to the
nucleus of interest itself.
Thus, to extract the
parameters of the GDR it was necessary to average over
many decay steps.
This procedure introduces
uncertainties, because it requires knowledge of

;2L.
imcertain key parameters. It is because of these
uncertainties that a measurement of the GDR should be
made in such a way as to eliminate averaging over
many decay steps.
In December of 2000, an experiment was performed to
measure the GDR in
Sn. This experiment was
designed to eliminate averaging over many decay steps,
and thus allow for the iirst direct comparison of the hot
GDR with the ground state measurement in the same
nucleus. Consequently, the width and energy of the
GDR will be determined more accurately than in the
past. This measurement required measuring the y-ray
spectrum for the nucleus following one-neutron
evaporation (i.e.
Sn) at the corresponding excitation
energy. Subtracting the 117Sn y-ray spectrum from
Sn will yield the y-ray spectrum ftom the initial
compound nucleus only. This technique was previously
used successfiilly to study ''^Yb (Ref 3).
The "*Sn and
Sn compound nuclei were formed
using the fusion evaporation reactions O +
Mo

T HRaw-Tnn Niir.lpar Phvsins Rpssarrh

and " O + '""MO. We excited the "*Sn nucleus to 85
MeV and the ' " S n nucleus to 71 MeV. This required
beam energies of 95 MeV and 79 MeV respectively.
The
Mo target was approximately 0.5 mg/cm2 thick.
Beam currents of approximately 15 pnA were used.
The experiment ran for a total of five days.
The GDR of the compound nucleus will be extracted by
studying the data collected ftom the expanded LEPPEX
array of BaFj detectors ftom ORNL, MSU, and TAMU.
These data will yield the GDR decay via y rays.
Coincidences with the FMA ensured the formation of
the compound nucleus. In order for the difference
technique to be well-defined, it is necessary to keep the
range of angular momenta the same for the 118Sn and
Sn y-ray spectra. This will be accomplished by
using the data collected from the BGO detectors and/or
making mass cuts on the FMA data.
The analysis of the data fix)m this experiment is
currently underway.

•Michigan State University
lE. Ramakrishnan et al, Phys Rev. Lett 76,2025 (1996).
2M. P. KeUy et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 82,3404 (1999).
3A. Maj etal, Phys. Lett. B291, 385 (1992).

d.24. Hot GDR and Dissipation in "'•Xh (T. L. Khoo, B. B. Back, M. P. Carpenter,
D. J. Hofinan, M. P. Kelly, V. Nanal, T. Pennington, R. H. Siemssen, J. Seitz,*
P. Heckman,* and M. Thoeimessen*)
The experiment was designed to measuie the spin
distribution and GDR sftength fimction of highly
excited ^Th in coincidence with evaporation residues.
Standard statistical model calculations do not predict
any evaporation cross section, but the fission
probability at high excitation energy can be reduced due
to dissipation. In ' * 0 +
Pb fiision reactions
evaporation residue cross sections of ~10 mb were
measured.
The temperature and/or deformation
dependence of the dissipation is still an open question
remaining to be solved.'^'^ The spin distribution
leading to evaporation residues as well as the shape of
the GDR are sensitive measures whether dissipation is
dominated from inside or outside the fission barrier.

The experiment was carried out with a Ca beam on a
810 ng/cm^ '^*Yb target. The beam energies were 256
MeV, 219 MeV and 206 MeV with currents ranging
between 30-70 nA.
The evaporation residue cross section for the Ca
induced reaction was about a factor 200 smaller than
the previously measured O reaction. Thus the GDR
was only measured at 256 MeV. Data for the spin
distribution weie taken at all three energies.
The analysis of this experiment is in progress.

•Michigan State University
1K.-T. Brinkmann etal, Phys. Rev. C 50, 309-316 (1994).
2N. P. Shaw et al, Phys. Rev. C «1,044612 (2000); I. Dioszegi et al, Phys. Rev. C 46, 627 (1992), and references
therein.
3P. Frobrich and 1.1. Gontchar, Phys. Rep. 292,131 (1998).
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d.25. High-Energy Photons from Very Symmetric Reactions: The Giant Dipole
Resonance in Highly Rotating Cold Nuclei (T. L. Khoo, B. B. Back, M. P. Carpenter,
A. M. Heinz, D. J. Hoffman, R. V. F. Janssens, F. G. Kondev, T. Lauritsen,
W. Lopez-Martens, V. Nanal, A. Bracco,* F. Camera,* L Dioszegi,t F. Delia Vedova,*
S. Leoni,* B. Million,* M. Pignanelli,* M. Thoennessen,t R. Vemer,t and O. Wieland*)
Symmetric fusion reactions of two nearly closed shell
medium heavy nuclei have the pecuhar feature of
leading to very cold compound nuclei at high angular
momentum and are expected to be very dissipative and
slow. In addition, reactions of this type were shown to
lead to radiative ilision, namely to the formation of a
composite nucleus deexciting to its ground state
without the evaporation of nucleons. There are two
possible and different mechanisms leading to "radiative
fusion". One consists of the direct capture process in
which an entrance chaimel coniiguration involves the
emission of a single gamma ray populating "directly"
the compound nucleus.
The second mechanism
consists of a two step process, namely the formation of
the compound nucleus by fiision reaction and the 0
nucleon chaimel is one of the possible decay mode
together with particle evaporation with all the p)article
and gamma-decay modes obeying statistical laws.
The investigation of the nature of the "radiative fusion"
process requires the measurement of the population
yields of the different residual channels. The additional
measurement of the energy spectra of the decay

products is expected to provide a more stringent test on
the statistical nature of the process. In particular, fix>m
the study of the high energy y-ray spectra associated
with the different residual nuclei one expects to obtain
information on whether or not these very symmetric
and cold reactions can be described with the same
standard statistical model which was used successfully
to described the more asymmetric and hotter reactions
among heavy ions.
The measurement of high energy y-ray emitted by the
reaction Zr + nf at a bombarding energy of 352
MeV was made. Some preliminary results are shown in
Figs. I-S3 and 1-54. It is interesting to note that the
distribution of the residual nuclei is strongly changed
when a high energy y-ray is detected in coincidence
(see Fig. 1-53). Also the shapes of the high energy
spectra associated to the different residual nucleus
channels are different. These two facts reflect the
different phase space sampled by the high energy y-rays
when cascades leading to different residual nuclei ate
selected. The analysis ofthe data is in progress.

*Universitd degh Studi di Milano and INFN, Italy tMichigan State University, |Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Mass a.u.
Fig. 1-53. Mass spectra observed in the FMA focal plane without (green) and with (black) a coincidence gate on the
BaF2 array.
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Fig. 1-54. y-ray spectra observed in the Zr + Y reaction at 352 MeV in coincidence with the On channel (open
triangles) and In channel (open circles), respectively.

d.26.

A New P h e n o m e n o n in Heavy-Ion Fusion Reactions at V e r y L o w C r o s s Sections
(C. L. Jiang, H. Esbensen, and K. E, Rehm)

Sub-barrier fusion cross sections between heavy ions
were studied extensively since the first observation that
the fusion probabihty can be strongly enhanced
compared to one-dimensional tunneling calculations.
The enhancement can be explained by chaimel-coupling
effects which create a multi-dimensional potential
barrier, resulting in an increased tunneling probabihty.
In most experiments, fusion cross sections were
measured down to the 0.1 - 1 mb region, and for
numerous systems they are successfully described by
coupled-channels calculations. We are interested in
even lower fusion cross sections and want to investigate
whether there are any new phenomena and what are the
reaction mechanisms. A better understanding of the
fusion process at these energies is also important in
connection with other measurements where reactions
with very small fiision probabihties are investigated,
e.g. in the production of superheavy elements.
In order to eliminate the strong energy dependence of
the measured cross sections in low energy hght ion
reactions, people have introduced the so called S-factor,
defined as S{E) = a E exp{2Kr\), where T\ is the

Sommerfeld parameter

At very low energies.

S(E) is oflen nearly independent of the energy, as seen,
for example, in ^He(a,y)'Be (Ref 3) and ^^C + ^^O
(Ref. 4) reactions. At higher energies, log{S{E)) shows
a linear increase towards lower energy which can be
understood fixnn the penetrabih^ through an / = 0
barrier.
For heavier systems, there are only few experiments
that measured fusion cross section below the 0.1 - 1 mb
region. An interesting behavior is observed when we
convert the data into an S-factor. Some results are
shown in Fig. 1-55 as functions of the excitation energy
in the compound nucleus. For ^ Z r + ^^Zr, the S-factor
increases exponentially with decreasing energy, while
for ^ Z r + ^'^^Zr,^^, a "bend-over" is observed, and
in one case ( Zr) there are even indications of some
oscillations at the lowest energies. Up till now, there
are only two other heavy systems which clearly show a
bend-over in the S-factor, namely, ^^O + ^'*'*Sm (Ref
7 ) a n d % i + ^%i(Ref 8).

\ Hfiaw-TnTi NiiclRar Phvsirs Rp.seai

There are eight other systems for which the S-factor
seems to bend over at low energy. • '
They are
collected in Table 1, and some of them are shown in
Fig. 1-55. Table 1 gives the energy Eo and the
associated cross section C(EQ), where the bend-over
takes place in the 5+8 systems mentioned above. It is
worthwhile to point out some interesting features
related to the bend-over:
a) The phenomenon occurs at very low cross sections
(typically ~ 1-100 ^b),where coupled-channels
effect are expected to be small.
b) The energy EO and cross section a(£0) at which
log(S(E)) bends over can be determined quite
accurately.
c) The phenomenon is strongly system dependent

Ji
closed shell nucleus. It is of interest to know the energy
Eo at which the bend-over occurs in other systems, and
what nuclear structure information determines it.
Eventually for heavy systems, the cross section (and
thus S(E)) will vanish when the available energy
becomes less than the energy of the ground state
compound nucleus, while for light systems the cross
section (but not the S(E)) will vanish when the energy
becomes zero.
It is of interest to study this new phenomenon, which so
far lacks a detailed theoretical understanding. We plan
to detennine fusion excitation functions down to the
100 nb region using an efficient method that we
recently developed.
The method consists of
measuring the velocity-distribution of evaporation
residues at zero-degree from which the total angleintegrated cross section can be determined.

All of the systems, for which the bend-over
phenomenon was seen so far, involve at least one
IM. Beckeiman, Rep. Prog. Phys. 51,1047 (1988); R. Vandenbosch, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part Sci. 42,447 (1992).
2s. Hofinann et al, Z. Phys. A358,377 (1997).
3H. Krawinket et al, Zeit Phys. A304,307 (1982).
4 B . Cujic et al., Nucl. Phys. A26«, 461 (1976).
5M. Baranger and E. Vogt, Advances in Nuclear Physics, vol. 4 (Plenum Press. New York, 1968) p. 133-204.
6j. G.Keller era/., Nucl. Phys. A452,173 (1987).
7R. G. Stokstad et al, Phys. Rev. C 21, 2427 (1980).
8M. Beckerman et al, Phys. Rev. C 23,158 (1981) and Phys. Rev. C 25, 837 (1982).
9W. Reisdorf er a/., Nucl. Phys. A444,154 (1985).
IOD. J. Hinde et al. Proceedings ofthe Tours Symposium on Nuclear Physics, Tours, France, 1997; D. J. Hinde et
al, Phys. Rev. C 60,054602 (1999).
1IC. R. Morten et al, Phys. Rev. C 52,243 (1995); C. R. Morten et al, Phys. Rev. C 60,044608 (1999).
12W. Reisdorf c(a/., Nucl. Phys. A438,212 (1985).
13H. Timmer et al., Nucl. Phys. A633,421 (1998).
14L. C. Vaz and J. M. Alexander, Phy. Rep. 69, 373 (1981).
15c. L. Jiang er al, BuU. Am. Phys. Soc. 42,1043 (1997).
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Fig. 1-55. S/E) • exp(-Nn) ploti asJunctions ofthe excitation energy E^^ 2/f'^ compound nucleus for the systems
^Zr + ^^Zr, ^^Zr. ^Zr, ^^Y, ^^O + ^*^Sm. ^^Ni + ^^Ni. and^^F + ^^Pb. The measured cross sections
are from Refs. 6.7,8,11. The parameter No is an arbitrary normalization constant, which is given in the parenthesis.

Table 1: Energies EQ and cross section sigma(Eo) determinedfi'om the bend-over in the S-factor. The
excitation energy of the compound nucleus at Eo and the predicted barrier height BVaz (Ref. 14) are also
shown.
System

£0
MeV

E'CN
MeV

BVaz
mb

a(EO) Ref

MeV
90Zr+90Zr
90Zr+92Zr
90Zr+89Y
160 + 144Sm
58Ni + 58Ni

176.0
171.5
171.1
58.84
93.88

18.7
17.6
19.6
30.2
27.7

191.1
190.4
186.2

0.13
0.014

61.50
101.5

0.29
10.2
0.35

16o + 154Sm
86Kr + 92Mo
86Kr+104Ru
19F + 208Pb
160 + 208Pb
40Ar+144Sm
40Ar+112Sn
40Ca + 90Zr

52.41
158.6
162.5
75.11
70.13
116.6
96.60
94.05

36.0
20.5
22.4
25.0
23.6
25.8
33.5
36.7

60.60
180.3
185.8
85.60
76.62
145.2
121.2
101.7

0.18
0.007
0.0049
0.023
0.39
0.0016
0.0084
0.84

[6]
[6]
[6]

m
[8]
m
[9]
[9]
[11]
[10]
[12]
[12]
[13]
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d.27. Yield Calculations for an Advanced Rare Isotope Accelerator Facility (C. L. Jiang,
B. Back, I. Gomes, A. M. Heinz, J. Nolen, K. E. Rehm, G. Savard, and J.P. Schiffer)
The design of the Rare Isotope Accelerator (RIA)
facihty, requires the calculation of estimates of optimal
yields for a variety of reaction mechanisms over a range
of energies and beam-target combinations.
The yield calculations were refined over the past year
and extended to the level of 10-4 particles/sec, that
might be adequate for some experiments. These
calculations were carried out in the perspective of the
Recommendations of the ISOL Task Force Report to
NSAC^ for a 100 kW, 400 MeV/u accelerator, both for
beams reaccelerated to precise low energies, and for
prompt, fast fiagmentation beams. During the past year
many improvements were implemented in the computer
codes that were developed previously. '
1.

In-Flight Projectile Fragmentation
fi

fi

6

A database for the cross sections calculations
for projectile fragmentation was created using
the Code EPAX4. Recently a new version of
EPAX was published.
This new version,
however, overpredicts the cross sections for
projectile fiagmentation of uranium beams
which were measured in Refs. 6 and 7. By
modifying the phenomenological parameters
used in EPAX for beams of ^ ^ U and ^^hh,
good agreement with the experimental data
was achieved. These modified parameters
were then used in the calculations.
The momentum acceptance of the recoil
separator for fragmentation products is
assumed to be ±9% and ±3% for the reaccelerated beams and the fast beams
respectively. The extraction efficiency of the
gas cell (stopper) was taken as 20% and an
upper limit of 10 particles/sec was assumed,
since it is not known whether higher intensity
1+ beams can be extracted from the gas
stopper. No such upper limit was assumed for
fast projectile fragments.
The influence from secondary reactions was
previously iruluded.
Contributions from
higher order reactions were considered for
higher beam energies. A calculation for the
^ A r + ^Be -> ^^C reaction is shown in Fig. 1-

56.
These contributions are plotted as
functions of the target thickness (dash lines).
The ten thin vertical lines indicate the target
thicknesses that can be used for beam energies
of 100 - 1000 MeV/nucleon respectively,
which are restricted by the momentum
acceptance of the recoil separator (±9%)
mentioned above. The soUd curves represent
the predicted yields including primary,
primary + secondary processes etc., here
attenuation effects are also included. As can
be seen from Fig. 1-56, at 1000 MeV/nucleon
incident energy even third order effects have
to be included. The higher order contributions
have their biggest influence for the most
neutron-rich isotopes. These higher order
effects will be studied experimentally in an
upcoming experiment at GSI.
Spallation (Standard ISOL)
The data base for proton induced spallation
reactions was created using the CERN data
base for Ep^Qton = 600 and 1000 MeV
measurements. In some cases the database
was extended towards the dripline by
extrapolations. The extraction efficiency for
the reaction products in the standard ISOL
method depends very strongly on the chemical
properties and on the lifetime of the isotopes.
We used the parameters of Rudstam et al, 10
for the calculations of the extracted yields.
For cases where no data for lifetimes were
available, the estimates from Ref 11 were
used.
In some cases spallation by heavier nuclei
produces higher yields, e.g. for the case of Fr
isotopes, that are best produced by spallation
of^ ^^^Th
^^^Th with
with ^He
^He beam.
beam. These are included
in the calculations.
Such spallation
calculations have not yet been done
systematically for all isotopes. Compound
nuclear reactions might also be important in
some cases,
but have so far not been
included in the compilation and calculations.
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Fast Neutron Induced Fission

The database for fast neutron induced fission
mechanism was calculated from the Monte Carlo code
LAHET.*^'^ Since calculations of processes with very
small cross sections with this code are quite time
consuming, the data base was extended by
extrapolations.
The extraction efficiency for the
reaction products here is similar to the standard ISOL
method. The corrections for the appropriate extraction
efficiency due to the Ufetime of the isotopes were also
applied.
4.

In-Flight Fission

For in-fhght fission reactions, the database comes from
experiments induced by a 750 MeV/nucleon
U beam
at GSI, and from calculations with the AbrasionAblation Model on the proton rich side of the mass
valley. The cross sections were assumed not to change
appreciably within this energy range. Yields for nuclei
close to the drip lines were obtained by extrapolations.
The acceptance of the recoil separator and the
extraction efficiency were given above.
Resolts
Fig. I-57a-c shows the yields for various Kr isotopes
firoduced at a 100 kW, 400 MeV/nucleon machine,
bitensities for re-accelerated beams produced by
different methods are shown by different colors and

symbols in Fig. I-57a. Yields obtained by extrapolating
experimental data are indicated by open symbols. The
optimal yields obtained for re-accelerated beams by any
one of the different methods is shown in Fig. I-57b.
Fig. I-57c presents the optimal yields that are available
for fast beams ( 200 - 300 MeV/nucleon). On the
neutron rich side the yield at first decreases
exponentially as the neutron number increase, then it
decrease more slowly. This is due to the secondary
reaction contributions but remains to be confirmed.
Similar plots are available for all elements, from helium
to uranium.
Two dimensional contour plots of the yields in the N-Z
plane calculated for RIA (100 kW, 400 MeV/nucleon),
for 1+ ions extracted from the ion source or the gas
stopper cell are shown in Fig. I-58a-b. Fig. I-58a shows
which of the four production mechanisms gives the
optimal yield. It is clear that the in-flight frssion and
two-stop fission mechanisms are very important for the
production of neutron rich nuchdes. The spallation
mechanism provides the strongest beams (up to
10 /sec) especially in the vicinity of the stable
isotopes, while fragmentation can produce any nuclide
iiKlependent of its chemistry. Fig. I-58b shows the
yields in the N-Z plane available for re-accelerated
beams, while Fig. I-58c is the result for high energy
(*150 - 350 MeV/nucleon) beams. These plots extend
to isotopes for which the yield would be on the order of
a few counts per day (10-4 particles/sec). These yieldcalculations are also available on the web.

lISOL Task Force Report to NSAC, November 22, 1999. See http://srfsrv.jlab.org/isol/.
2C. L. Jiang, B. Back, I. Gomes, A. M. Heinz, J. Nolen, K. E. Rehm, G. Savard, and J. P. Schiffer, Physics
Division Annual Report 1999, Argorme National Laboratory, page 11; Physics Division Annual Report 1998,
Argoime National Laboratory, page 13.
3Concept for an Advanced Exotic Beam Facihty Based on ATLAS (1995); Report to Users, ATLAS Facihties,
March, 1999, ANL-ATLAS-99-1.
4K. Summerer, W. Bruchle, D. J. Morrissey, M. Schadel, B. Szweryn, and Y. Weifan. Phys. Rev. C 42,2545
(1990).
5K. Summerer and B. Blank, Phys. Rev. C 61,034607 (2000).
6M. Pfiitzner, Phys. Lett. B444,32-37 (1998).
7A. R. Junghans, DISS. 98-07, March 1998, GSI; A. R. Junghans etal, Nucl. Phys. A629, 635 (1998).
8G. Savard et al. Proposal S258, GSI PAC, December 2000.
9Netscape, ISOL Task Force hiformation, CERN-ISOLDE part; J. Lettry, et al, Nucl. histrum. Methods B126,
138 (1997).
IOG. Rudstam et al. Radio Chimica Acta 49,155 (1990).
1IP. M6Uer et al. At. Data Nucl. Data Tables 66,131 (1997).
12w. Mitag et al, Nucl. Phys. A616, 329 (1997); M. Lewitowicz et al, Phys. Lett. B332,20 (1994).
13R. Alsmiller erfl/.,Nucl. Instrum. Methods A278, 713 (1989).
14c. O. Engehnann, Kemspaltung Relativistischer Uranprojectile und Erzeugung Extrem Neutronenreicher Isotope,
Diss. 98-015,1998, GSI.
15j. J. Gaimard, K, H. Schmidt, Nucl. Phys. A531. 709 (1991); J. Benlliure et al, Nucl. Phys. A660, 87 (1999); T.
Enqvist et al, Nucl. Phys. A658,47 (1999).
16See http://www.phy.anl.gov/ria/index.html.
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Fig. 1-58. Contour plots for optimal yields as a fiinction of N and Z produced at a 100 kW. 400 MeV/nucleon
facility, a: Yields for re-accelerated beams obtained by d^erent production methods are indicated by different
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(150-350 MeV/nucleon) beams. These plots extend to isotopes for which the yield would be on the order of a few
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E. RELATIVISTIC HEAVY ION COLLISIONS
At the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider, RHIC, at Brookhaven National Laboratory, heavy ions
collide at center-of-mass energies an order of magnitude higher than has previously been
available anywhere. At these energies, it is expected that a baryon-free region of extremely high
energy density will remain in the central region after the two colliding nuclei have passed
through each other. It is believed that this situation will be more than sufficient to create a
system of deconfined quarks and gluons - the "Quark Gluon Plasma". After formation, the
plasma should expand and cool before passmg into the normal hadronic phase that, m turn,
expandsfiirtheruntil the hadrons cease to interact with each other ("fi*eezeout"). The important
questions that need to be answered are: what are the durect probes and signatures ofthe plasma
phase, and what identifiable traces of the quark-gluon phase remain in the observed hadronic
final state? At ATLAS, our relativistic heavy ion group is involved in preparatory "fixed target"
experiments at the Brookhaven AGS, and deeply involved in building and operating the
PHOBOS experiment at RHIC.
e.l.

The PHOBOS Experiment at RHIC (B. B. Back, N. George, A. H. Wuosmaa, and the
PHOBOS Collaboration - ANL, BNL, Krakow, NOT. NCU Taiwan. Univ. of Rochester,
XJIC, and Univ. of Maryland)

On June 12, 2000, the RHIC accelerator achieved its
first Au + Au colhsions, marking the beginning of a
new era of relativistic heavy-ion research. Beginning in
June, and throughout the run, which concluded in early
September 2000, the PHOBOS experiment was actively
recording and analyzing data. From early running the
PHOBOS collaboration produced the first pubhcation
reporting measurements from RHIC data, and analyses
of data obtained during the Year 2000 physics run are
now iuUy underway with a number of results released
in preliminary form.
2000 has been a year of
tremendous progress for the entire RHIC program, as
well as the PHOBOS experiment. The current status of
the experiment, data analyses and physics results for
PHOBOS are discussed below.
The PHOBOS experiment focuses on measurements of
hadronic observables for a large sample of events. The
PHOBOS apparatus consists of a 4 n multiplicity
detector and two multi-particle tracking spectrometers
capable of measuring and identifying particles with
very low transverse momenta. The multiplicity detector
provides event-by-event charged particle multiphcity
distributions, which can be used to find interesting
events for study in more detail using the spectrometers.
The multiplicity distributions are interesting in their
own right, and contain information on fluctuations and
correlations, which relate to some of the proposed
signatures of the plasma. The multiphcity distributions
also contain information about the dynamic evolution
ofthe colhsion.

An overall view of the PHOBOS apparatus as it was
installed for the Year 2000 Physics run is shown in Fig.
1-59; several different components are identified. The
apparatus is effectively complete with the exception of
some elements of one of the two tracking-spectrometer
arms.
The fabrication and installation of the
multiphcity and vertex detectors was the responsibility
of the groups at Argonne and UIC. Together, these
systems contain over 22000 channels of sihcon pad
detector.
The Multiphcity detector provides event-by-event
information on the charged particle multiphcity
distributions over ± 5.4 units of pseudo-rapidity (T|),
with complete azimuthal coverage. The multiplicity
measurement (see results below) is made using a
centrally located, 11000 channel "Octagon" array of
sihcon pads supplemented with six 512 channel "Ring"
counters placed up and down the beam pipe. These
detectors measure the energy deposited as a function of
angle with respect to the collision vertex.
The Vertex detector is designed to locate the position of
the interaction vertex on an event-by-event basis. It is
composed of two pairs of planes of silicon pad
detectors, each plane segmented into 2048 chaimels so
that the occupancy is low. Particles emitted from the
collision vertex can be tracked by combining pairs of
hits on the inner and outer Vertex planes such that the
position of the reconstructed interaction point can be
determined to a precision of better than 300 |im.
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Fig. 1-59. Overview ofthe PHOBOS experimental setup for the RHIC year 2000 running period. The top half of the
spectrometer magnet has been removedfor clarity.

Vertices are reconstructed over the entire range of the
RHIC colhsion diamond, nominally corresponding to
± 20 cm about the center ofthe intersection region.

histallation and Testing nf the Complete PHOBOS
Detector

The full PHOBOS Year 2000 detector system was first
installed in Dec. 1999 - Jan. 2000. During this period
the readout and data-acquisition system were evaluated
and cosmic-ray data were obtained in order to
demonstrate the full functionality of the experiment.
Following this evaluation period, the full detector was
removed, and replaced with a limited subset of sihcon
sensors. This step was undertaken due to concerns
about possible radiation damage to the sensitive fi'ontend electronics and silicon detectors. This concern

arose from results of the 1999 RHIC engineering run
where poor beam conditions induced a condition known
as CMOS latch-up in the front-end electronics chips.
For the initial RHIC commissioning phase in 2000, 14
elements of the PHOBOS octagon multiphcity array, 6
elements of one tracking spectrometer arm, one quarter
of the vertex detector, as well as a full complement of
plastic scintillator trigger detectors were installed. A
schematic diagram of the cormnissioning run setup
appears in Fig. 1-60. Despite this limited experimental
arrangement, significant physics results were obtained
from this commissioning run configuration (see below).
Following the first Au + Au colhsions on June 12 at an
energy of.^/SNK = 56 GeV, the RHIC energy was
increased to its full value for the year 2000 run, and
first colhsions atyls^ = 130 GeV were recorded on
June 25. PHOBOS recorded physics data using the
commissioning run setup at this higher energy as well.
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Fig. 1-60. Schematic Diagram of the PHOBOS Year 2000 commissioning run setup (not to scale).
Following the successful conclusion of the
commissioning period, the commissioning run
configuration was removed from the RHIC tuimel and
replaced with the full physics setup. This configuration
consisted of the fiill complement of multipUcity
detectors, including the octagon and ring detectors, one
full tracking spectrometer arm, all detectors in the
vertex firKling arrays, trigger detectors, and the time-offhght detectors.

entire PHOBOS system were taken to monitor the
stabihty of the detectors. The noise, and hence the
response of the detector were remarkably stable, with
observed variations less than 2% throughout this period.
The signal to noise ratio averaged over the entire setup
was approximately 15 to 1. The variations in the
measured gain response for this period were similarly
small. The total fraction of non-functioning channels
was less than 3% out of the total 95000 channels
installed.

Perfnrmance During the Year 2000 RHIC Physics Run
PHOBOS ran throughout the summer of 2000. During
the commissioning period, a total of 6352 collisions
were observed at V^NN ~ ^6 GeV, and 12074
collisions at ^js^n = 130 GeV.
Following the
commissioning phase, during which only 6 of a total of
57 bunches were circulated in the RHIC rings, the beam
intensity was significantly increased, the beam optics
were improved to increase the beam lifetime to as much
as 8 hours, and the full complement of 57 bunches were
injected into RHIC.
At this point, significant
luminosity was achieved at the full colhsion energy of
VSNN = 130 GeV, and ultunately PHOBOS collected
approximately 3.5 M colhsions. Approximately 20% of
these were obtained widi the magnetic field turned off,
and 40% with the magnet nmning at its full field value
of 2 T with positive, and negative polarities,
respectively. A total luminosity of 2.7 |Xb-l was
achieved, as measured with the two Zero-Degree
Calorimeters (ZDCs) installed at PHOBOS. The details
of event selection and triggering are discussed below.
Throughout the entire running period, frequent
measurements of the noise and gain calibration of the

As discussed above, there were some concerns about
possible radiation damage, as well as single-eventupsets, that could affect the performance of the silicon
pad detectors and their Front-end electronics (FEE). A
fast-responding circuit designed to sense the so-called
"latchup" behavior, and protect the FEE chip, was
installed for all sihcon sensors in the experiment. This
latchup protection circuit worieed well during the run,
although only a few instances of this behavior were
observed. At the end of the run, no damage to the
either the detectors or their electronics as a result of
radiation exposure was observed.
During RHIC nmning, events were triggered in
PHOBOS using the two sets of plastic scintillator
counters. Triggers were derived from the timing
characteristics of data from the trigger counters; the
time of arrival of particles in each set of counters was
measured, and for events where this time difference
was less than 38 ns the full data-acquisition system was
triggered. This rather broad time window included
events from background (beam-gas or beam-beamline)
interactions, as well as from true collisions. Events
with a time difference of less than 3 ns were
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Fig. 1-61. PHOBOS triggertimingspectrum, showing collisions at ^5].^^ = 56 GeV.
considered to be good collisions. A timing spectrum
from the first collisions at sJSf^ = 56 GeV appears in
Fig. 1-61; the true colhsions appear near At = 0 ns, and
the impact parameter of the colhsion, as well as the
number of participating nucleons Npart> we analyze the
energy-loss data from the trigger detectors. As most of
the particles passing through the paddle counters are
minimum ionizing, the sum of the energy loss measured
in the patldle counters is a measure of how many
particles are detected. To estimate the centrality, the
response of the paddle counters was studied using a

Monte-Carlo simulation. From the results of the
simulation, we can extract a direct relationship between
the measured paddle sum-energy signals, and the
number of nucleons participating in the collision, as
illustrated in Fig. 1-62. From this determination, we
deduce that the approximate number of nucleons
participating in the collision is Npart = 343 at .y/Sfjjj =
56 GeV, and Npart = 356 at .^/Sfj^ = 130 GeV.
This information was used in the subsequent
physics
analyses
as
described
below.

6000

8000

Energy Depostted In Trigger Counters

Fig. 1-62. (a) Paddle sum-energy spectrum. The shaded area corresponds to the 6% most central collisions, (b)
Yield vs. number of participants from Monte Carlo simulations. The shaded region corresponds to the range
ofparticipants corresponding to the 6% region in (a).
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The position of the collision vertex - the point in space
at which the Au ions actually collide - was deteimined
using particle tracks recorded in the vertex detectors, as
well as in the two particle tracking spectrometers.
Figure 1-63 shows tracks recorded irom a collision
taken during the commissioning run period. All of the
reconstructed tracks point back to the same point in

space within approximately 300 (Un.
For the
cormnissioning period, due to the limited number of
detectors installed, the vertex detectors were not used to
identiiy the vertex.
Once the vertex had been
identified, however, data in the vertex detectors were
used for actual physics measurements (see below).

; Run 3790 Evsnt 37391
^T|

Beam Pipe
Reconstructed tracks

Vertex .
position

Hits in the spectrometer
z* W - ^ ^ Planes in the spectrometer
>.4ii<r

'.am

Fig. 1-63. Event diagram showing reconstructed tracks observed in the PHOBOS commissioning run tracking
spectrometer.
With the fiill physics configuration of PHOBOS, both
of the tracking spectrometers, as well as the fully
installed vertex detectors were used to provide
complementary determinations of the vertex position.
Figure 1-64 shows a vertex identification spectrum fiom
the vertex tracker detectors for a single event at
^ S | ^ = 130 GeV. The histogram shows the
projections of all possible combinations of hits in the
inner, and outer layers of the vertex tracker onto the
nominal beam axis. The sharp spike at z = 0cm, where
z denotes the distance from the center ofthe experiment
along the nominal beam axis, corresponds to the actual
vertex position. The vertex fuiding precision of the
different methods was better than 200 jxm in z. Finally,
Fig. 1-65 shows the distribution of reconstructed
colhsion vertices as a function of z. The cutoff in the
spectrum near z = +20 cm arises from the edge of the
tracking spectrometer acceptance. With the focusing
magnets instrumented m the PHOBOS mteraction
region, the collisions were spread throughout a rather
broad range of z. Most ofthe physics results discussed

below were taken fix)m events with a reconstructed
vertex within 10 to 20 cm of the nominal center of the
apparatus. With improved focusing in 2001 it is
expected that the collision diamond will be much more
closely confined to near z = 0, and a much higher
fraction of triggered events will have vertices within the
optimal zone.
Physics Results from the Year 2000 Phvsics Run

The most straightforward observable quantities from
energetic heavy-ion collisions involve the number and
distribution of the emitted charged particles. These
quantities are of particular interest as they are sensitive
to all processes contributing to particle production, and
serve as measures of the energy, and entropy densities
achieved during the colhsion.
The PHOBOS
experiment has a number of elements designed
to
study
the
charged-particle
multipUcity.
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Fig. 1-64. Vertex identification plotfor one Au+Au collision at 130 GeV.
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Fig. 1-65. Vertex distribution from Au + Au collisions at 130 GeV. A reconstructed vertex in both spectrometer and
vertex detectors is required. The cutoff at z = 20 cm reflects the end ofthe spectrometer acceptance.

The first measurements of charged particle production
ftom relativistic Au + Au collisions at RHIC were
reported from the PHOBOS experiment,* from data
obtained during the commissioning phase of RHIC
running in June 2000. The events were selected as
described above.
The first measurements were
confined to the most central collisions, for particles
emitted in the mid-rapidity region (|TI| < 1). The values
obtained here are particularly sensitive to the initial
energy and entropy densities in the colhsions, as
suggested by Bjorken.^ The pseudo-rapidity density
was determined by counting 'Hracklets" - tracks
measured in the partial spectrometer arm or vertex
detector that cormect either hits in two of the 6
spectrometer planes, or the two vertex detector planes,
with the reconstructed vertex position.
After
corrections are apphed for detector acceptance, and the
effects of secondary particle production and
combinatorial background, the pseudo-rapidity density
dN^,|j/dTi(fTi| < 1) can be determined. For the 6% most
central collisions, the measured values are dNch/dr) =

408 ± 12 (Stat) ± 30 (syst), and 555 ± 12 (stat) ± 35
(syst), at -\/Sfgi^ = 56, and 130 GeV, respectively.
Figure 1-66 shows the measured charged-particle
pseudo-rapidity density at mid rapidity for the 6% of
the most central colhsions, divided by the number of
nucleon pairs participating in the colhsion (Npp = 1/2
Npart).
For comparison, data points from p -p
collisions3 at the ISR, and from Pb + Pb collisions4
from the CERN SPS program are shown. A number of
interesting points can be made. First, the number of
produced charged particles scaled by the number of
participant pahs increases by approximately 30% going
from .^ST,JN = 56 to 130 GeV. Furthermore, compared
to the yield observed from p-p collisions, the charged
particle production is enhanced by nearly 40%, clearly
indicating some collective effects unique to the heavyion system. Finally, the yield per participant pair is
some 70% larger than that observed in lower energy
Pb + Pb colhsions at the SPS, indicating a
corresponding increase in the initial energy density
achieved
in
the
Au +
Au
colhsions.
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A number of theoretical predictions were available for
this observable. The stars joined by the sohd curve in
Fig. 1-66 represent the prediction of the HUING event
generators for dNch/dri at ti = 0. This prediction is in
apparent good agreement with the data. A calculation
using very different physics assumptions including the
effects of parton saturation6, however, predicts very
similar results for dNch/dn('n = 0)- In order to
distinguish between these two models, more detailed
measurements are required. For example, the saturation
and HUING models predict significantly different
centrahty dependences for dNch/dr)- HUING predicts
that dNch/dn scales approximately linearly with Npp,
with particle production arising from a combination of
soft, non-perturbative processes, and hard perturbative
scattering interactions. The saturation model, however,
predicts a roughly constant centrahty dependence.
Limited statistics precluded extraction of the centrahty
dependence of dNch^dii from the commissioning run
data, but it is IK>W possible to study this dependence
with the much more substantial data set obtained from
the Year 2000 physics run.

A similar tracklet analysis was performed for the
VSNN = 130 GeV data obtamed during the 2000
Physics run, using data from the two tracking
spectrometer arms, as well as the fully instrumented
vertex detector. The event selection, as well as the
determination of the number of participating nucleons,
was as described above. Figure 1-67 shows the
preliminary results of this analysis, with the measured
(dNch/dn)/(0.5 X Np^^t) plotted versus the number of
participating nucleons Np^^.
The systematic
uncertainty of approximately 6% was determined by

comparing the results from the different detector
systems. Also plotted are the predictions from the
HUING and saturation models. The data do not support
either of the theoretical predictions, and in fact fall
somewhere in between the two. Still other calculations
based upon either a Glauber description of the
colhsions with particle production described by a
modified wounded nucleon prescription, or by a model
that divides the particle production into a sofl, nonperturbative part which scales by the number of
participants and a hard scattering comp>onent that scales
with the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions, are in
better agreement with the data.
dNfh/dn:
Further information may be obtained by studying the
pseudo-rapidity dependence of dNch^dr).
This
measurement was performed using the multiplicity
detectors that were constructed by the Argonne-UIC
group. This multiplicity measurement is completely
independent of the tracklet analyses described above.
To study dNch'dTi('n), hits in the multiphcity octagon
and ring detectors were analyzed. In order to account
for the occupancy of the detector for events with large
numbers of produced charged particles (where more
than one particle traverses a single pad in the
multiphcity detector) the average occupancy of the
detector for selected bins of centrality and
pseudorapidity were determined by assuming that the
population of any given pad was determined by Poisson
statistics. That assumption was then fit to the measured
number of occupied, and unoccupied pads. The
observed average number of particles going through a
given occupied pad was as large as 1.6 for very central
collisions at mid rapidity.
In order to take
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account of other effects such as secondary particle
production, weak particle decays, and absorption of
low-momentum particles in the beam pipe,
comparisons to the predictions of Monte Carlo
simulations were employed.
The measured
distributions of dNch/dr) at ^SNN = 130 GeV for
several centrahty bins appear in Fig. 1-68, with
histograms that represent the predictions of HIJING.
The observed distributions are, in all cases, wider than
those predicted by HUING. One possibiUty is that the
effects of hadronic rescattering or final-state
interactions may play a role beyond the central plateau
region (|T|| > 2). These effects are not included in
HUING. Some indications that this may be the case
come from a comparison of the data for the most
central bin with the predictions of the AMPT modelS
that includes particle production mechanisms similar
to HUING, but describes the hadronic final state with a
hadronic cascade model. The prediction is in much
better agreement with the data, and further
investigations in this direction would be most
interesting.
Barvon densitv at mid rapidity:
One prediction of the situation achieved in heavy-ion
colhsions at h i ^ y relativistic energies is that the two
nuclei pass through each other, leaving a very hot, but
essentially baryon free, region between them from
which particles and anti-particles are produced. In
order to determine whether this central region is
actually baryon-free, it is useful to study the ratio of
anti-baryons to baryons at mid-rapidity.
If the
participant baryons carried within the colhding
nucleons are indeed swept out of the hot central zone.

then the ratio of the numbers of observed baryons, and
anti-baryons at mid-rapidity should be approximately
unity. Furthermore, this ratio may be related to the
amount of kinetic energy transformed into energy
available for particle production.
The ratio of anti-protons to protons at mid rapidity was
measured in PHOBOS using data from the tracking
spectrometer with the magnet energized to its full field
value of 2T. Tracks were analyzed by first identifying
straight tracks in the 6 spectrometer planes within the
field-free region near the beam pipe. These tracks
were followed into the magnetic field region and then
momentum analyzed by comparing hits in the
remaining spectrometer planes with predetermined
patterns in a look-up table. The particles were
identified by a measurement of their differential
energy loss in the spectrometer planes. Figure 1-69
shows a particle identification spectrum for tracks
corresponding to negatively charged pions, kaons and
protons (p).
In order to address systematic
uncertainties, data obtained with the two magnet
polarities were compared. The different acceptances
for positively and negatively charged species obtained
with the two polarities effectively cancel. The
measured value of p/p was R = 0.54 ± .05(stat) ±
.05(syst). The fact that this ratio is somewhat less than
one implies that the mid-rapidity region is not yet
entirely baryon free. The measured value is, however,
approximately six times larger than that observed
m Pb + Pb collisions at the SPS. The p/p ratio
is expected to more closely approach unity as
the collision energy is increased to V^NN = ^^0 GeV
in
the
RHIC
2001
physics
run.
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Fig. 1-68. Preliminary charged-particle pseudo-rapidity density distiibutions for several different collision
centralities. as measured by PHOBOS for .tjSj^ = 130 GeV collisions (data points). The histograms correspond to
the predictions of HIJING, and the solid curve in (f) represents the predictions of the AMPT model
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Fig. 1-69. Particle identification spectrum showing identified ic", K. and p .
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-8SF.lliptic flow:
When the two colhding Au nuclei overlap, there is
briefly a period of extremely high density and intense
compression within the collision zone.
Pressure
gradients that build up within this region may manifest
themselves in the distributions of emitted charged
particles, or in the distributions of their momenta. The
degree to which this may occur depends upon the
centrahty of the collision, the equation of state of the
nuclear matter, and possibly the properties of the hot
zone left over after the nuclei pass through one another.
For non-central colhsions, the colhsion zone takes on
an azimuthally asymmetric shape, similar to an almond
or a football, with the degree of eccentricity determined
by the degree of overlap. The phenomenon of elhptic
fiow occurs when the asymmetry of this colhsion zone
is reflected in the azimuthal asymmetry of the
distributions of particles or their momenta when
measured with respect to the plane ofthe reaction.
In order to measure elhptic flow in PHOBOS, first the
reaction plane is determined by the usual sub-event
technique, where the azimuthal particle distributions
dNch/d^ for half of the particles is fit to determine a
reaction plane angle <|>Q. Afterwards, the azimuthal
angular distribution with respect to that reaction plane
of the remaining particles is determined. To extract the
elhptic fiow signal, the angular distribution with respect
to the reaction plane is fit to the expression dNch/d(|) =
A(l + V2Cos2*(<|) - ^Q)).
A plot showing the
experimental azimuthal angular distributions at
V^NN = 130 GeV appears in Fig. 1-70 for different
impact parameters. For very central colhsions, there is
httie or no asymmetry in the overlap zone and

consequentiy no discemable flow signal. For peripheral
collisions, however, there is a clear asymmetry
corresponding to a significant flow signal. Preliminary
indications are that the size of the observed flow signal
may be comparable to that which is expected fiom
hydrodynamical calculations.
Status and Schedule
The current status of PHOBOS for 2001 is excellent.
The elements of the experiment not in place for the year
2000 running, specificaUy, the elements of the second
tracking specfrometer arm, are now complete and
awaiting installation at Brookhaven.
Due to the
absence of any observable adverse effects from
radiation damage, the existing detector is immediately
ready to take data once coUisions are achieved in 2001.
Furthermore, the data-acquisition system was upgraded
to improve that data throughput by a factor of
approximately 4.
This upgrade has included
implementation of a Gigabit Ethernet link, additional
processors in the Mercury zero-suppression system, and
an upgrade to the main data acquisition computer. All
of these upgrades are in place and operational.
Beyond 2001, discussions are underway for a possible
upgrade to the PHOBOS apparatus to study the
production of open charm, through the observation of
high momentum electrons arising from D-meson
decays. This upgrade would include the addition of a
high-resolution micro-vertex detector capable of
observing particles emanating from displaced vertices,
and election identification through a combination of
transition-radiation detectors and electto-magnetic
calorimeters.

IB. B. Back et al, Phys. Rev. Lett 85, 3100 (2000).
2j. D. Bjorken, Phys. Rev. D 27,140 (1983).
3F. Abe et al, Phys. Rev. D 41,2330 (1990).
4j. Bachler et al., Nucl. Phys. A661,45 (1999).
5X. N. Wang and M. Gyulassy, Phys. Rev. D 44,3501 (1991).
6K. J. Eskola et al, Nucl. Phys. B570,379 (2000).
7D. Karzheev and M. Nardi, Preprmt nucl-th/0012025.
8Z. Lin et al. Preprint nucl-tii/0011059.
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Fig. 1-70. Preliminary azimuthal distributions of particle measuredfor different collision centralities. The
pronounced asymmetry for peripheral collisions is a clear signature of elliptic flow.
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Studies of Au + Au Collisions at 6,8,10.8 GeV/Nucleon at the AGS
(E917 collaboration: B. B. Back, A. Gillitzer, W. F. Henning, D. J. Hofinan, V. Nanal,
A. Wuosmaa, R. R. Belts,* W. C. Chang,! C. Y. Chi,tt Y. Y. Chu,t J. B. Cumming,t J.
C. Dunlop,§ W. Eldredge,t S. Y. Fung.J R. Ganz,* E. J. Garcia-Solis,|| G. Heintzelman,§
B. Holzman,* J. H. Kang.H E. J. Kim,| S. Y. Kim.t Y. Kwon,1| D. McLeod,*
A. C. Mignerey,|| M. Moulson,tt C. A. Ogilvie,§ R. Pak,** A. Ruangma,|| D. E. Russ,||
R Seto.t P. J. Stankas,|| G. S. F. Stephans,§H. Q. Wang,t F. Wolfs,** H. Xiang,t G.
Xu,t H. B. Yao,§ and C. ZouJ)

IntrodDction
Collisions of Au + Au nuclei at relativistic energies
were studied by the E917 collaboration at the AGS
accelerator at Brookhaven National Laboratory at beam
energies of 6, 8, and 10.8 GeV/nucleon. The purpose of
this experiment was to study the general properties of
the hot fireball produced in these collisions via
measurements of identiiied particle spectra over a wide
angular region. In the analysis, particular interest was
devoted to the analysis and interpretation of both the
proton, pion, kaon, <t>-mesons. A, and their antiparticles.
Several aspects of these studies were
published previously Ref 1,2,3 and will not be
discussed here. Recently, we completed the analysis

and interpretation of the proton spectra (Ref 4) and the
ratio A to p (Ref 5) which will be described below.
Experiment
The experimental arrangement consists of a magnetic
spectrometer which allows for momentum analysis of
particles emerging firom the target. Particle trajectories
are tracked by several multiwire ionization chambers
located both in tiont and behind the magnet. The timeof-flight wall provides particle identification when
combined with the measured particle momentum.
Several beam counters located upstream of the target
provide timing and trajectory information on each t)eam
particle. When combined with the spatial location of

=3S^
the projectile remnant at the Hodoscope it is possible to
determine the orientation of the reaction plane, with
reasonable accuracy. The centrality of the colhsion
(impact parameter) is obtained either by observing the
multipUcity of particles (mostly pions) in the New
MultipUcity Array (NMA) or the total energy of the
projectile remnant in the Zero Degree Calorimeter
(Z«l)-
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as quark de-confinement The observation of large
numbers of baryons at mid-rapidity is indicative of
compression to high baryon density, but the quantitative
estimate of the densities reached during the collision is
only possible via model calculations. However, an
important key to our understanding of this phenomenon
is the availabihty of systematic data on the rapidity
distributions of baryons over a broad range of
conditions, such as beam energy and centrahty.

Proton Spectra - Stopping
Nuclear matter is beheved to be compressed to high
baryon densi^ pg in central coUisions of heavy nuclei
at relativistic energies. In the interaction region of the
colhding nuclei, nucleons undergo colhsions which
reduce their original longitodinal momentum. This loss
of rapidity is an important characteristic of the reaction
mechanism, aiKl is often referred to as stopping.
Relativistic heavy-ion colhsions are unique in the sense
that secondary colhsions of excited baryons are
expected to contribute to the rapidity loss leading to
simultaneous stopping of many nucleons within the
interaction volume. The baryon density reached may
thus be large enough to induce phase transitions, such

In the E917 experiment we studied proton rapidity
distributions from Au + Au coUisions at 6, 8, and 10.8
GeV/nucleon as a function of centrahty. At these
energies, the measured ratio of antiprotons to protons is
very smaU (< 0.03%) and the production of protons
from A-decay contributes less than 5% to the total
yield. The measured protons are therefore expected to
directiy reflect the distribution in rapidity of the initial
baryons (assuming that the neutron rapidity distribution
has a sunilar shape).
The measured rapidity
distributions at all three beam energies are shown in
Fig.1-7L

Fig. 1-71. Proton rapidity distributions for all centrality classes at all three beam energies from Boltzmannfits to
the invariant cross sections. The open symbols are the data reflected about mid-rapidity. The errors are statistical
only. The curves represent double Gaussianfitsto the data (see text), the centroids of which are indicated by the

They exhibit a similar evolution with centrahty and are
clearly bimodal in shape for peripheral coUisions and
change to shapes, which for central collisions may stiU

be bimodal in nature. This suggests that the degree of
stopping in central collisions is not complete, even in
this heavy system.
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Fig. 1-72. Fits to the proton dN/dy distributions for the three most central event classes at 8 GeV/nucleon
illustrating the evolution of shape with centrality. The solid curves are the sums of two individual Gaussians
(dashed curves).

The centrahty dependence of the rapidity density at
each beam energy is shown in Fig. 1-72. The data are
shown relative to the rapidity of the center-of-mass of
the system ycm which equals 1.35, 1.47, and 1.61 for
beam kinetic energies of 6, 8, and 10.8 GeV/nucleon,
respectively. The data points reflected about midrapidity are shown as open symbols. The errors were
calculated fi^un the fitting procedure. The present
values of dN/dy for the most central event class at 10.8
GeV/nucleon are in good agreement with the
previously reported values from the E866
Collaboration.
For each beam energy, a common trend is observed in
the evolution of the shape of the rapidity distributions
as a function of centrahty. For the most peripheral
event class the distribution has a miiumum value of
dN/dy ~ 6 at mid-rapidity. This concave shape persists
to the next most central event class, corresponding to a
centrahty cut of (23-39)%, consistent witii tiie
expectation that most of the particifiant protons reside
at beam rapidities foUowing these relatively peripheral
colhsions. For more central colhsions, the rapidity
distributions become progressively flatter, and begin to
develop a broad maximum at mid-rapidity for all beam
energies. The trend of the data suggests, however, that
for the most central colhsions, the distribution does not
evolve to a single peak centered at mid-rapidity, but
rather is consistent with two components each
displaced from mid-rapidity, or with a set of sources
spread throughout the rapidity range. To qualitatively
emphasize this point, we fit each of the measured
distributions with two Gaussian peaks centered

symmetrically about mid-rapidity. These are shown
superimposed on the data for the three most central
event classes at 8 GeV/nucleon in Fig. 1-72 and clearly
display the trend. This result, somewhat surprisingly,
implies that complete stopping is not achieved at AGS
energies and that the longitudinal rapidity distribution
is a result of transparency.
These distributions thus show a consistent evolution
with increasing energy and centrahty leading to
maximal rapidity loss for the most central coUisions
and the highest energy. This result suggests the
importance of secondary reactions in the heavy-ion
case, contrary to the situation in p + A colhsions.
Nevertheless, the degree of stopping of the incident
baryons is far fiom complete and only afiractionof the
observed protons can be accounted for by the emission
from a stopped isottopically emitting source. The
remainder stUl possess considerable longitudinal
momentum. It is not possible to say unequivocally
from the present data alone whether or not this
corresponds to a situation where the coUiding nuclei
are, to some extent, "transparent", or a fully stopped and
compressed system has re-expanded. However, the
systematic behavior of the centrality dependence of the
shapes of the rapidity distributions suggests,
surprisingly, that the former is the case.
A and p Production
Enhanced antimatter and strangeness production have
both been proposed as signatures of the phase ttansition
to tiie quark-gluon plasma (QGP).
Strange
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antibaryons combine both of these signatures in a single
production channel, and may prove particularly
sensitive to the formation of the QGP. Of particular
interest is the ratio A/p, which reflects the relative
abundance of anti-strange quarits to light antiquarks.
However, both A and p are also produced when the
colhsion is purely hadroiuc. Hadroiuc matter with
sufficient scattering can reach a chemical equihbrium
containing the full spectrum of known hadrons.
Equih'brated chemical models of heavy-ion coUisions
are generaUy able to reproduce the measured ratios of
total yields of particles such as_pions and kaons. Such
models predict values for the A/p ratio in the range
0.15-0.9 at AGS beam energies.^'^*^ A tiiermal model
analysis that accounts for the measured K+/p+ and
K+/K- ratios gives a most probable value of A/ p = 1.
Enhanced antibaryon production may also be produced
by many-body coUisions between pions, e.g. np —> p +
p. The rate of antibaryon production can be estimated
ftom the inverse annihilation p + p —> np. Calculations
indicate that a significant number of both A and p may

come from these processes, but it is not yet clear how to
incorporate these many-body collisions into current
hadronic cascade calculations.
In summary hadronic models predict A/p A/p < 1,
with extreme possibihties on the order of 1.5. Thus the
experimental detection of a A/p ratio significantiy
larger than unity may signal the breakdown of these
hadronic models, and possibly the onset of nonhadronic degrees of freedom in the system. Of
particular interest is the centrality dependence of the
A/p ratio, which may discriminate between the
various models attempting to describe antibaryon
production: QGP, hadronic scattering, and thermal
models.
In experiment E917 we therefore measured the A
and p production rate in Au + Au coUisions at
10.8 AGeV beam energy. The invariant spectra and
yields were measured for both species in central and
peripheral coUisions.
The transverse mass spectra are shown in Fig. 1-73.

Transverse mass, m, (GeV/c )
Fig. 1-73. Invariant spectra as a function of transverse mass for A (solid circles) and p (open circles, multiplied
fy 0.1 for clarity) in three centrality classes. The error bars include 2% point-to-point systematic error. The solid
lines are from the simultaneousfitto the A and p spectra as described in the text.

Since the p spectra have a strong contribution fixim A
decays, it is advantageous to perform a simultaneous fit
to both spectrajn order to obtain the most accurate
measure ofthe A/p-ratio. In a Monte_Carlo study we
found that the spectra of p's from the A decays exhibit
a Boltzmaim shape with an inverse slope, ^hich is
reduced to about 84% of that for the original A and an

mtegrated yield reflectmg th£ 64% branching ratio for
the A -> p"*" decay. The A and p transverse mass
spectra were therefore fit simultaneously using the
functions
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respectively. The parameters obtained firom this fitting
procedure, namely the A yield, dN( A)/dy, the ratio of
A's to directly produced p's, (^/Pdiiect),
the
inverse slope of the A spectrum, T( A ) and the inverse
slope ofthe directly produced p, T(p). Of particular
interest is the A/pdJrect ratio which is found to
-t-0 19
increase fiom 0.26_g'jcin peripheral collisions (12-

These results represent the first direct measurement for
Au-*-Au collisions at AGS energies, but they are in
good agreement with earUer measurements in the
Si + Au system as well as an earlier indirect
estimate obtained by comparing p yields in two
experiments, E864 and E878, with different
acceptance,
as
illustrated
in
Fig.
1-74.
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Fig. 1-74. The A/p-ratio is shown as afiinctionofthe centrality given in terms ofthe percentage ofthe atal
interaction cross section. The E917 data are shown as solid circles with Is statistical error bars for the A/p-ratio.
TheE864/E878 data are shown as most probable values with the 98% confidence level ofthe minimum value
indicated by the lower error bar. Upper limits are not given horizontal bar indicate the bin widths.

At present there is no explanation for the large value of
the A/p-ratio for central events, nor the stiong
centrahty dependence of this quantity.
Two Particle Correlations
Applying the Hanbury-Brown Twiss analysis to
correlation between identical particles is an important

tool for studying the size and possibly the shape of the
hot fireball, from which these particles are emitted,
provided certain conditions are fulfilled.
We are
applying this type of analysis to pairs of 71+71+ and 7i-7Cpaiis from Au - Au colhsions at 6, 8, and
10.8 GeV/nucleon. If sufBcient data are available this
analysis will also be appUed to pion-pairs emitted at
specific azimuthal angular bins relative to the reaction

.(fd-

plane in order to attempt to determine possible nonspherical momenta of the firebaU and/or shadowing
effects of the spectators. Preliminary results firom this
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analysis was pubhshed in conference proceedings,
This work will also constitute the Ph.D. thesis for Burt
Holzman, University of Illinois at Chicago.
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F. F U N D A M E N T A L I N T E R A C T I O N S A N D O T H E R
TOPICS
The nucleus remains one of nature's classic laboratories for studying both the strong and weak
interactions, and is ideal for studying the quantum mechanics of small, but finite, systems. Some
of the ideas and techniques developed for understanding nuclei have found new applications in
understanding the physics of clusters of atoms and in assemblies of atoms constrained by traps.
Similarly, some of the accelerators and detection techniques of nuclear physics have been used
for ultra-sensitive trace element measurement, in Accelerator Mass Spectrometry. We continue
to be interested in finding new avenues where our knowledge and equipment can be applied to
important projects.
f.l.

Specific Heat and Phase Transition in Confined Ionic Systems (J. P. Schiffer)

The study of discrete charges confined in space, such as
ions in an ion trap, shows ordered quasi-crystalline
structuring at low temperatures.
In isotropic
confinement the ions form a spherical cloud whose
radius is determined by the strength of the confining
force and the number of ions, and within, the ions
arrange themselves to be as equally spaced as possible.
For relatively few ions (S 100,000) this results in the
ions forming into concentric shells, and within each
sheU a pattem of equilateral triangles.
For an infinite system of ions (a one-component
plasma, or OCP) the ordering takes a body-centered
cubic form, and the phase transition from Uquid to solid
takes place at a temperature corresponding to
<I^'»ws
kT

173,

q^/aws
173k
where a^g is the Wigner-Seitz radius and k is
Boltzmann's constant The form of ordering in the
finite confined systems is governed by the boundary
conditions that form a spherical (and curved) surface,
and it is not simply related to the body-centered cubic
form for infinite matter.
The energy associated with this phase transition (or
latent heat), and the specific heat, or the amount of
energy it takes to accompUsh a given change in
temperature, were studied. EarUer work investigated

the behavior of the infinite OCP in simulations —
though these quantities had apparently not been
extracted expUcitly. In the finite confined systems, it
appeared fi'om simulations that the formation of shells
was a more gradual process, though it seemed to occur
roughly at the above temperature.
To investigate the specific heat behavior in these finite
systems, simulations were carried out on 1000 and
10,000 ion systems using the method of Molecular
Dynamics, where the Newtonian trajectories of all
particles are foUowed explicitly in small time steps.
The specific heat is then defined as the ratio in the
change in kinetic energy (temperature) of the system
divided by the corresponding change in total energy.
The simulations were carried out starting from a cold
system that was prepared by slowly cooling and
annealing the particles confined under a constant
confining harmonic force,
F = -Kr
while requiring the temperature to be low (0.0003 in the
above units). This system was heated in increments by
adding fixed amounts of energy (scaUng up the thermal
velocity distribution). The simulation then was allowed
to coast for a large number of time steps in the
simulations. The natural unit of time in such a system
is the period corresponding to the plasma frequency —
and this coasting time was typically 2000 time steps, or
about 50 plasma periods. The average kinetic energy
and total energy were then obtained by averaging the
values for the next 8000 time steps (about 200 plasma
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periods). This then was repeated a number of times to
obtain values of specific heat over tiie temperature
range that covered roughly two orders of magnitude,
centered on the transition temperature.
Different
methods were also tried, for instance, using new
velocity distributions for each temperature, or adding
heat repeatedly until a predetermined temperature was
reached and then observing the equihbrium state.
The ratios ofthe changes in total energy to those in the
kinetic energy are shown in Fig. I-7S, indicating an
increase in the ratio at about the temperature of the
expected phase transition. This transition is shown in
more detail in Fig. 1-76 in terms of the specific heat. It
appears that the behavior of the confined ions is very
similar to that ofthe infinite medium. The difference in
the transition temperature was not well determined in
the simulations and different simulations gave

somewhat different results. This is being investigated
further.
Finally, the level of ordering associated with this
transition was also investigated in terms of the
correlation function g(r).
The first peak in the
correlation fimction decreases, and then disappears as
the temperature increases over the transition region —
going over to a smooth behavior characteristic of a
hquid or gas. The height of this first peak in the
correlation function, divided by the height of the first
minimum following it, is plotted in Fig. 1-77. It is clear
that the peak in specific heat is associated with the
phase transition, and that this transition appears to
occur more slowly than in the infinite system, but at
very nearly the same temperature.

20x10'

8

12
16
20
Temperature (1/r)

24

28x10

Fig. 1-75. The potential energy per ion of a system of 10,000 ions is plotted in units of the Coulomb energy between
two adjacent particles. The zero ofthe potential energy, a combination ofthe Coulomb energy and that in the
focusingfield,is chosen such that it is zero at zero temperature. The potential energy increases linearly with
temperature at first, but then shows an anomaly that is associated with the system becoming disordered.
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Fig. 1-76. The specific heat is plottedfor the system of 10,000 ions and compared to thatfrom the literature for
infinite couhmbic matter. The difference in the transition temperature is probably not significant, and depends on
the detailed conditions ofthe simulation.
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Fig. 1-77. The correlation fimctions g(r) are plotted as a function of distance in units ofthe Wigner-Seitz radius
a y^for various values ofthe temperature in the upper part of the figure. The quantity T is the reciprocal
temperature in units ofq2/ay^ The lower part of thefigureshows the ratio ofthe maximum in the correlation
function to the subsequent minimum, as afiinctionofthe parameter T. The point ofthe phase transition for an
infinite plasma atY = 173 is indicated.
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Comparison of Classical Configurations in Two-Dimensional Confinement with
Those of the Quantum-Mechanical System of Quantum Dots (John Schiffer and
David Dean*)

The behavior of quantum dots, magnetic fiux lines
trapped and confined in magnetic fields, shows simple
patterns that were reproduced by fully quantummechanical Hartree-Fock calculations. The classical
system of charges confined to two dimensions, and
within the two dimensions by a harmonic potential
around the origin, was explored using the Molecular
Dynamic simulations that were used to study ordering
phenomena in three-dimensional plasmas.
In the simulations, the particles were started with
random velocities in two dimensions atul then allowed
to move, following Newtonian dynamics, in small time
steps. The velocities of the particles were slowly
reduced until there was no fiulher motion possible.
This procedure was repeated up to 100 times with
different random initial coordinates and velocities, in
order to insure that the minimum reached was not a
false (isomeric) minimum. When more than one
configuration appeared, the one with the lowest energy
was chosen.

The patterns seen in these classical simulations are
remarkably similar to the quantum-dot calculations seen
in Fig. 1-78 for up to 16 particles.
For instance, in both cases, five particles form in a
pentagon in each system while 6 particles form a
pentagon with one in the center,
6 to 8 particles have 1 inside
9 and 10 particles have 2 inside
11 and 12 have 3
13 and 14 have 4
15 has 5
16 has 6
The only noticeable difference is for 10 particles, where
the 2 iimer ones line up in a row with two outer ones in
the classical simulations, while they do not do this for
the quantum dots. The two configurations are close in
energy but the lower energy one was picked in each
case. Since the quantum dot calculation involves
interactions quite different firom the classical Coulomb
force with, for instance, exchange terms in the
interaction, the similarities are rather surprising.

*Oak Ridge National Laboratory

F *

»

• » *

Fig. 1-78. Hie pattern of configurations for quantum dots (left) andfor classical simulations of charges confined in
two dimensions by a harmonic potential (right) are compared.
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A Proposed Method for Measuring the Electric Dipole Moment of the Neutron by a
Large Improvement ofthe Shull Method (T. W. Dombeck,* M. Peshkin, and
G. R. Ringo)

Experiments to measure the electric dipole moment
(EDM) of the neutron by subjecting neutions to an
external magnetic field and observing their spin
precession currentiy find that the EDM vanishes with
an uncertainty of 1 x 10-25 e-cm, that sensitivity being
limited by systematic errors. We are doing feasibihty
studies for a different kind of experiment which will
have completely different, and possibly smaller,
systematic errors. In this new experiment, polarized
neutrons will undergo several thousand Bragg
refiections in a slot cut in a perfect sihcon crystal. At
each reflection, their polarization will be rotated by the
action of the crystalline electric field on the neution's
EDM, and the accumulated rotation will be measured.
The hoped-for improvement in sensitivity rehes upon
the great magnitude of the crystalline electric field,
which are four orders of magiutude stronger than
external electric fields that can be achieved practically
at the Ramsey experiments. This method should be
simpler and less expensive than the interferometric
measurement that we proposed in 19971, but possibly
somewhat less sensitive.

An experiment by Shull and Nathans in which neutrons
were transmitied tiirough a crystal confirmed the
effective crystalline field by observing the stronger
interaction with the neutron's magnetic dipole moment
(MDM). The moving MDM interacts with the electric
field as an effective EDM equal to (v/c) times the
MDM. Our experiment will amphly the affect of the
EDM interaction by having thousands of bounces firom
the crystal while the moving MDM effect will be
suppressed by suitable arrangement in magnetic guide
fields.
Preliminary experiments at the Missouri reactor
encouraged us to try an experiment with greater
sensitivity to the Bragg-angle reflectivity of the perfect
sihcon crystal, which is required to allow several
thousand Bragg reflections without significant loss of
neutrons. Such an experiment was done at the Missouri
reaction in 2000. We were able to get an average
reflectivity of 0.99998 for each of 380 Bragg
reflections. We plan a test of Schwinger scattering
which should lead to a full-scale design that we hope to
try on a higher flux source, possible HIFR at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory.

•Fenni National Accelerator Laboratory
IM. S. Freedman, G. R. Rmgo, and T. W. Dombeck, Nucl. Instrum. Metiiods A396,181 (1997).

f.4.

The Quest for a Detection Method of Natural ^'Ar (Ph. Collon, I. Ahmad,
J. Caggiano, C. L. Jiang, A. Hemz, D. Henderson, R. C. Pardo, K. E. Rehm,
R. Vondrasek, W. S. Broecker,* L. DeWayne Cecil.t Y. El Masri,t W. Kutschera,§
P. Leleux,t M. Paul.l P. Schlosser,* R. H. Scott, and W. M. Smethie, Jr.*)

This program is devoted to developing a viable method
for the measurement of cosmogenic •'^Ar at or below
natural levels (^^Ar/Ar = 8.2 X 10^^)witii Accelerator
Mass Spectrometry (AMS) at ATLAS. A half-hfe of
268 years and its conservative geochemical behavior
make ^^Ar one of the most sought after dating and
tracing tools for oceanography and hydrology. Initial
experiments in 1992 at the ATLAS facihty resulted in a
clear detection of a "^^Ar signal at the natural level.
Though, at the time, the overall low efficiency made

any attempt at measuring natural samples impractical,
this first experiment laid down a sohd base for future
developments. Several improvements in the ECR
source, the development of a gas handling system that
enables us to inject small (> 4 cmj STP) argon gas
samples mto the ECR source and a new detector with
larger vertical aperture, for used in the gas filled Enge
spht-pole spectrograph, encouraged us to continue to
develop this method. The goal of the program is to
demonsti^te tiie feasibility of measuring ^^Ar/^^Ar
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ratios in argon samples for practical apphcations in
oceanography and groundwater hydrology.
The successfiil run in February of 2001 at ATLAS
showed tiiat enriched ('^Ar/Ar = 4.6 X lO'"- see Fig. I79), natural (^^Ar/Ar = 8.2 X 10"^*) and below natural
39Ar levels (^^Ar/Ar = 2.2 X lO"*^- see Fig. 1-80) can
be measured for the first time by AMS. The ^^K.
background which was the major obstacle to these
measurements was found to be contiollable at the ECR
n ion source as well as the detector setup level. In
addition to this, it was possible to measure the ^^Ar/Ar
ratio in 3 ocean water samples collected during the
SAVE (South Atiantic Ventilation Experiment)
sampling trip. These gas samples where extracted from
20 hter of deep ocean water (< 4000 m deptii) taken off

the coast of Brazil. The results firom these samples
where found to be within the expected ranges
determined by J. Rodriguez and H. H. Loosh fi-om the
University of Bern using Low Level Counting on argon
samplesfixunthe same region and depth of ocean'.
At present the natural level •'^Ar samples yield ~8
counts per hour. Expected improvements in the overall
efficiency (e.g. ion source output, further reduction of
the potassium as well as the detection efficiency)
should bring an overall factor of -10 in the coming
runs. Moreover we were able to determine that the
ioruzation efficiency of the gas sample into the •^^Ar^"''
charge state is as high as 2 to 3%, leading to a very low
sample gas consumption rate.

•Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory of Columbia University, Palisades, NY, tUS Geological Survey, Idaho Falls,
ID, JCathohc University of Louvain, Belgium, §University of Wien, Austria, ^Hebrew University of Jerusalem,
Israel
Ij. Rodriguez, Beitraege zur Verteilung von
Ar im Atlantic, Thesis presented to the PhilosophischnaturwissenschaiUichen Fakultaet ofthe Uruversity of Bern, Switzerland, 1993.

350

Energy' (channel)

Fig. 1-79. Measurement of an enriched ^^Ar ^^Ar/Ar = 4.6x 10'^^) sample used to determine the position ofthe
Arpeak measured in the gas-filled split pole spectrograph. Run time 26 min; 830 counts.
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Fig. 1-80. Measurement of an ocean water sample LDEO-191 ^^Ar below natural level; ^^Ar/Ar = 2.2 x la^^).
Run time 10 hours 35 min.
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Ultra-Sensitive Detection of ^^Pu by Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (I. Ahmad,
M. Paul,* D. Berkovits,t and A. Valenta* J)

We are pursuing a program of ultra-high sensitivify
detection of actiiude elements by Accelerator Mass
Spectrometry (AMS). The rare isotope ^ (^1/2 ~
23.4 Myr) was recentiy successfiilly detected in
uranium minerals and standards. ' The case of Pu,
tiw loneest-hved (Ty2 ^ 80 My) actinide after ^^Th
and H I , is particularly interesting. Its presence in
early-solar material was positively inferred fix>m
isotopic anomahes of Xe trapped inside meteorites
(Ref. 3 and references therein) which were shown to
originate in -^^^Pu spontaneous fission. The
Pu
abundance relative to
U at the time of the solar
system formation was established fix)m these isotopic
anomahes to be 0.007 while the ratio of tiieir
production estimated &om r-process models (and
somewhat uncertain within a factor of two) is 0.7 (Ref
4).
The ratio between these relative abundances
possibly originates in a time delay between synthesis
and condensation.
This time delay is, however,
different fi-om that estimated fix)m other short-hved
nuchdes such as ^^Al (Ty2 = 0-72 My) and ^^Ca (0.10
My) whose presence in early-solar material was also
inferred^ firom abundance anomahes ( Mg, "^^K,
respectively).
Different mechanisms and sites of
synthesis are therefore suggested. The presence of
Pu (and other r-process short-hved nuclides) in the
interstellar material has not been observed at this point.
Surprisingly, evidence for presence of hve
Pu in a
rare-earth mineral on Earth was reported but never
confirmed since. A hypothesis that this nuclide could
originate fi^nn extraterrestrial material deposited on

Earth (and later abducted into the mineral) was
considered.
The detection of
Pu by alpha spectrometry is limited
by the long half-hfe, making atom counting by mass
spectrometry more efficient, favored also by the
absence of long-hved isobaric 244 nuchdes.
Accelerator Mass Spectiomctry (AMS) is particularly
discriminative owing to total elimination of molecular
interferences. In order to estimate the efficiency and
sensitivity of an AMS determination of
Pu, we
prepared samples containing 4 X 10
Pu atoms in a
Fe203 matrix and measured the isotopic distribution by
AMS. The samples were made from an iron nitrate
solution (2.4 mg Fe^'S spiked with 40 |iL of a Pu
solution enriched in
Pu (0.37 ng/mL). Pu was
coprecipitated with iron hydroxide and the latter ignited
to Fe203, then pressed in a 1-mm diameter hole of the
cathode holder.
The AMS measurements were
performed at the HUD Pelletion Koffler Accelerator
Laboratory (Israel). PuO- ions were extracted from a
high-intensity Cs sputter ion source.
After foil
stripping in the tandem terminal, '^Pu
ions (A =
240,242,243,244) were successively analyzed and
counted in a TOF-ionization chamber telescope. The
measured isotopic distribution (Fig. 1-81) is in good
agreement with tiie calibrated values. From the count
rate of the measurements, it is established that the
sensitivity limit of the detection is ~1 X 106
Pu
atoms.

-in7-
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•Hebrew University, Jerusalem. Israel, fSoreq NRC, Yavne, Israel, JUniversity of Vienna, Austria
IM. Paul et al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods in Phys. Res. B172, 688 (2000).
2D. Berkovits et al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods in Phys. Res. B172, 372 (2000).
3G. I. Wasserbuig, in Protostars and Planets II, ed. D. C. Back and M. Matthews (Tucson, U. Arizona Press), 703,
(1985).
4B. S. Meyer and D. D. Clayton, Space Sci. Rev. 92,133 (2000).
5T. Lee, D. A. Papanastassiou, and G. J. Wasserburg, Geophys. Res. Lett. 3,109 (1976).
6D. C. Hoffinan, F. O. Lawrence, J. L. Mewherter, and F. M. Rourke, Nature 234,132 (1971).
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G. EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT
The year saw several milestones in equipment development. Gammasphere finished its first
successful campaign in March 2000 and was shipped back to Berkeley to restart operation at the
88" cyclotron on schedule in July. During the move several upgrades were implemented in the
Gammasphere electronics, in addition to the necessMy bi-annual maintenance. After
Gammasphere was removed, a large array of barium fluoride detectors, the ORNIVMSU/Texas
A&M array, was installed and commissioned on the Gammasphere platform at the FMA and was
operating within eight weeks of Gammasphere's departure. The Canadian Penning trap came on
line and madefirst"on-line" mass measurements. Particular emphasis was placed on developing
the "gas catcher" technique, which enhances the efficiency of loading the trap, but also has
become an integral component in the RIA accelerator design. For "in-flight" production of
radioactive beams, a new solenoid was procured which should greatly enhance both the beam
quality and quantity in future. This was a timely move, as the original solenoid malfunctioned,
so an upgrade was needed. A long-platmed upgrade of the FMA was started tn initiating a
procurement of a "split-electrode", which should greatly expand the scope of the device. To
broaden the scope ofthe "proton-emitter" program at the FMA, a series of test experiments was
begun to try to observe short-lived (lO's to lOO's ns) proton emitters. The first position-sensitive
planar gamma-ray detector was delivered which will allow new polarization physics now and
permit developments of designs for the next generation of gamma-ray array, which will have a
"tracking capability".
g.l.

Gammasphere Operations (M. P. Carpenter, C. J. Lister, R. V. F. Janssens, F. Kondev,
T. Lauritsen, D. Seweryniak, and I. Wiedenhover)

On March 14, 2000, Gammasphere completed its cycle
of operations at ATLAS marking two years and two
months of experimental activity. In that time, 100
experiments were performed. Many ofthe nuclei
studied in these investigations lie at or near the proton
drip line as clearly illustrated in Fig. 1-82.
Approximately 1/2 of the Gammasphere experiments
used the Argonne Fragment Mass Analyzer to provide
mass identification of residues. Nearly all of the
experiments performed utilized one or more of the 19
auxihary detectors available for use in tandem with
phere.

The operation of Gammasphere proceeded smoothly
while the device was at ATLAS. For nearly all
experiments, Gammasphere ran with its full
compliments of Ge detectors (101 maximum). Tablet
summarizes the beam on target hours for Gammasphere
while operating at Argonne. A total of 9864 hours of
beam time was available for experimental research.
This represents 72% of the total ATLAS beam time
delivered to the experimental areas for the period
January 15, 1998 to March 15, 2000. In addition, 1224
experimental hours were utilized for Gammasphere
experiments with radioactive sources bringing the total
time of Gammasphere operations at ATLAS to 11088
hours.
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Table 1. Beam on target hours for ATLAS and Gammasphere for the period January 15,1998 to March 15,2000.

ATLAS Hours

Year

FY19981
FY1999
FY20002
Total

4597
6046
3096
13739

GS Hours

% of Beam time

3011
4719
2134
9864

65%
78%
69%
72%

1 ATLAS ran a total of 5749 hours in FY98, including the period GS was not available for experiments.
2For the period Oct. 1,1999 to March 15, 2000.

Gammasphere @ ATLAS : Jan.1998 - Mar. 2000

100

Fig. 1-82. Known chari ofthe nuclides. Black squares represent stable nuclei. Red circles represent nuclei that
have been measured with Gammasphere at ATLAS between January, 1998 and March, 2000.
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Move of Gammasphere to LBNL (M. P, Carpenter, C. J. Lister, R. V. F. Janssens,
F. Kondev.T. Lauritsen, D. Seweryniak, I. Wiedenhover, A. O. Macchiavelli,* and
M. Cromaz*)

On March 14, 2000 at 8:00 AM, Ganunasphere
completed its cycle at ATLAS marking two years and
two months of experimental activity. The dismantling
of Gammasphere in preparation of the move to the 88inch Cyclotron at Lawrence Berkeley National
Lab(»:atory began the following day. Based on the last
move, a goal was set to have Gammasphere ready for
operations at LBNL in four months.
With regards to the move, Argonne took responsibility
for (i) dismantling Gammasphere, (ii) packing and
shipping all equipment to LBNL, and (iii) annealing all

Ge detectors. In addition, repairs were made to both
BGO and Ge detectors before shipment to LBNL. The
most time-consuming portion of these responsibilities
was the annealing of the Ge detectors. With 10 pumpand-bake stations available, the annealing of all Ge
detectors took six weeks. Four separate shipments of
Gammasphere equipment was sent to LBNL by truck.
All equipment was delivered to LBNL by May 31st.
Gammasphere began experiments at the 88-inch
cyclotron in mid-July as planned. A summary of major
milestones for the move can be found in Table 1.

Table 1. Milestones for move of GammaspherefiromANL to LBNL*.
Date

Milestones

Mar. 14

Last Gammasphere experiment at ATLAS ends.

Mar. IS
Mar. 20
Mar. 24
Mar. 24
Apr. 3
Apr. 7
Apr. 11
Apr. 14
Apr. 24
May 2
May 8
May 31
July 7

First detectors removed fi'om the airay.
All detectors removed fiom south hemisphere.
All detectors removed from north hemisphere.
Annealing of Ge detectors begin.
First shipment of equipment to LBNL leaves Argonne.
South-side support structure removedfiromtarget area.
North-side support structure moved from target area.
Truck transporting support structure leaves ANL for LBNL.
Support structure installed in Cave 4C at the 88-inch Cyclotron.
Annealing of all Ge detectors finishes.
Second shipment of equipment to LBNL leaves Argonne.
Third and final shipment of equipment arrives at LBNL.
101 Ge detectors mounted and working in cave 4C at LBNL.

•Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
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Response of Gammasphere to High Energy Gamma Rays (D. Jenkins, C. J. Lister,
and A. O. Macchiavelli*)

Gammasphere is firequently employed as a 47t
colorimeter, using both the germanium and BGO
detectors to measure the gamma-ray fiux from
reactions. When the fiux consists of many low energy
(< 4 MeV) photons, the device's response is well
understood, as it has been measured using radioactive
sources. However, for the exceptional case where the
fiux pattem is harder, consisting of one, or a few
photons of h i ^ energy (> 10 MeV) the response of the
detector is less well determined. As Gammasphere is
increasingly used to study light nuclei, where high
energy radiation is more common, a more extensive
caUbration is important. One application where these
issues are critical is the study of light ion radiative
capture ( C + C for example) where the capture
mechanism always involves at least one gamma ray of
energy > 10 MeV.
We performed a test caUbration experiment using the
B(p,p') and B(p,Y) reaction to produce high energy

gamma rays. The cross section for these processes is
well known, so both relative and absolute efficiency
responses can be determined. Both the germanium and
BGO data were written to tape for analysis, allowing
both germanium and "module" efficiencies to be
mapped. The module "add-back" energy spectrum can
also be studied. Selecting events in which most of the
energy is deposited in germanium (usually when the
germanium is hit first) can result in a module spectrum
which has both reasonable energy resolution (~5%) and
good efficiency for high energy gamma-rays. For the
highest energies, above 15 MeV, the response of
Gammasphere is severely reduced by electronic cutoffs,
both in the germanium electronics, where the transistor
reset preamps saturate on a single pulse, and in the
BGO, when operated at nomial tube voltages.
Analysis is in progress and will lead to a technical
publication.

•Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

g.4.

Development of HpGeDSSD Planar Detectors for the Gamma-Ray Box (GARBO)
(C. J. Lister, T. A. Sienko, F. G, Kondev, D. Seweryniak, T. Lauritsen, M. P. Carpenter,
R. V. F. Janssens. T. L. Khoo D. G. Jenkins, S, M. Fischer,*and B. Phlipst)

The research and development of *'next generation" yray detectors which may lead to more sensitive gammaray experiments in the fiiture continued. The new
detectors need to have all the characteristics of current
gamma ray detectors, but in addition have position
sensitivity, polarization sensitivity, excellent countrate
capabihty, and very good timing characteristics in order
to replace the excellent "Gammasphere", GASP, and
"Euroball" arrays of the current generation. At ANL
we are pursuing planar germanium wafer technologies
which may offer all the required characteristics.
We have worked in collaboration with Perkin-Elmer
(formerly Ortec) to develop the worlds largest planar
detector. The crystal is 90 mm x 90 mm x 20 mm. On
each side it has sixteen 5-mm strips, making a 256-pixel
array. We performed "inbeam" and source tests to
evaluate its characteristics arKl the detector was
returned to Tennessee for further refinement. Many

encouraging measurements were made, including good
position sensitivity and uniformity of response. Figure
1-83 shows the response measured when moving a
collimated source across the detector. The main
shortcoming of the detector was high noise on the
"cold-FET, Boron implanted" side which should have
LEPS-hke resolution, below 1 keV at 122 keV.
Inbeam, the 2'*Mg(^^^Xe,4n)^^^Dy reaction was used
to produce nuclei recoiling into vacuum at v/c > 0.075.
This presents a very stringent test of the position
sensitivity, as excellent Doppler conrection is crucial to
observe y-rays from such a swifl-moving source.
The detector was returned to Ortec for re-etching and
rebuilding in order to remove some mechamcal
shortcomings. A new round of tests will start in May
aiHl "inbeam" experiments are anticipated in June.
Design work started on a new-streamlined cryostat.
Working from the existing mechanical drawings, we are
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developing a more compact geometry for a detector
which could form an element of a large array.

making a Compton camera for locating radioactive
"hotspots".
This project will be pursued in
collaboration with the ANL Technology Division. For
nuclear structure research, many interesting issues
involving position sensitivity and tracking, and
especially for polarization sensitivity, will be explored.

Procurement of a second detector has begun. With two
detectors many interesting technology projects can be
pursued, including imaging of extended sources and
•DePaul University, fNaval Research Laboratory
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fall-off on the Li side was remedied on the second prototype counter.
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Delay-Line Shaping Amplifiers for a Double-Sided Silicon Strip Detector
(C. N. Davids, P. Wilt, and D. Seweryniak)

The double-sided silicon strip detector (DSSD) is used
as an implantation detector behind the focal plane ofthe
FMA. It consists of a silicon wafer 16 X 16 mm2 X
0.06 mm deep, with 48 strips per side, each side
orthogonal to the other. In typical operation a heavy
nuclear reaction residue having an energy of 30-150
MeV has its mass/charge (M/Q) measured at the focal
plane, and is subsequently implanted into one of the
quasi-pixels of the detector. Here a subsequent particle
(proton or alpha) decay of energy 0.5-12 MeV can be
time- and position-coirelated with the M/Q of the
parent nuclide. At ANL each strip is instrumented with
a charge-sensitive preamplifier and 2 Gaussian shaping
amplifiers with shaping time 0.5 \isl. The full-scale

range of the 2 amplifiers are set to 20 MeV for
measuring the decay particle energy and 200 MeV for
measuring the implant energy.
The decay amphfiers are overloaded by the signal from
the implant, and do not recover until approximately 510 us or even longer after the implant, depending on the
degree of overload. Normally this is not a problem for
proton emitters whose half-lives are > 1 ms or so, but
for short-lived emitters, the energy measurement is
disturbed by the fact that the proton signal is riding on
the tail of the implant pulse. What is seen is an energy
shift which increases with decreasing time between
decay and implant event.
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We tested the response of a commercial delay-line
shaping amphfier (Ortec Model 460, delay time 0.5 |Xs)
with respect to overload recovery, and found that
recovery from overload is significantly improved over
the 0.5 )xs Gaussian shaping ampUfiers. The height of a
proton signal occurring as httle as 1.5 |J.s af^r the end
of an implant signal can be easily measured with good
resolution (< 50 keV).

We constructed a prototype delay-line shaping
amplifier using a lumped-constant delay chip, and its
performance equals or exceeds that of the model 460.
After optimizing performance and miniaturization,
about 80 channels will be constructed, in packaging
along the lines ofthe shaping amphfrers in Ref 1.

is. L. Thomas et al, Nucl. Instrum. Methods A288,212 (1990).
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PICA Data-Acquisition Development (B. Nardi, K. Teh, and A. H. Wuosmaa)

A new set of data-acquisition hardware for readout of
experiments at ATLAS is being developed. The
system, called PICA, is conceived as a replacement for
the MSU VME front-end data-acquisition systems
currently in use at ATLAS. The PICA system is built
around an inteUigent CAMAC crate controller module
containing an embedded Intel xS6 microprocessor
running the RealTime Linux (RTLinux) operating
system. Within the CAMAC conttoller, a CAMAC
logic sequencer communicates directly with the x86
processor via the embedded processor's PCI bus. Data
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from the PICA controller in each CAMAC crate in an
experiment are sent via a private Ethernet link to a
separate event builder that consolidates the data for
each event, fills them into event buffers, which are then
sent via Ethernet to data-consumer processes.
Prototype versions of the CAMAC logic sequencer and
PCI communication hardware were built and tested.
The procurement of hardware for production systems is
under way, and it is planned to deploy the first
production modules in mid-2002.

Nuclear Target Development (J. P. Oreene and G. E. Thomas)

The Physics Division operates a target development
laboratory that produces targets arid foils of various
thicknesses and on various substrates, depending on the
requirements, for experiments performed at the ATLAS
and Dynamitron accelerators. The targets are prepared
from both naturally occurring materials and mass
separated stable isotopes that are supplied either in
pure, elemental form or as stable compounds. Targets
are made not only for the Physics Division but also for
other divisions at the Laboratory and occasionally for
other laboratories and universities.
In the past year, numerous targets were fabricated either
as self-supporting foils, on various substrates, or as
"sandwich" targets. Targets produced include Al, Au,
H DB, Be,
D . 12,15U 44n,
rA Cr,
r. °^Cu,
63^... nOp,
'^Ca, Cd,
""Er, 54|-„
^'^Fe,
"Ge, Havar,. _HfO-j,
kapton, L-Vahne
formvar, ^"^G.,
_ - , , ___,._,
_
"
"
'
"
"
58:6^"'
^"''
24.25Mg, 92.98.100j^^^, ^^j^^
mylar ^t^>64^i^ ^OSpb, PbO,
Si, 2930siO2, I'^^-^SOs
^Sm,
^**^Pd, polypropylene ^^«i
122,124s„_ J j ^ ^ liOjg_ j ^ 46yi_ u , V, W, '•'*Yb,
64^Zn and
Zr. Many of these target foils were
fabricated via mechanical rolling using our small
rolling mill.

Gammasphere finished its stay at ATLAS in March
with the majority of this research effort accomplished
using targets and sources fabricated by the Physics
Division Target Laboratory. Over 1000 targets were
prepared in the target laboratory during the two-year
experimental program carried out at ATLAS. Target
requests are now being requested for experiments
beginning at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
The Argorme^SU/ORNL BaFj array was assembled
in the place of Gammasphere. The majority of the
experiments required a rotating target wheel so as to
increase target lifetimes and allow for higher beam
currents. The Gammasphere style target wheel is now
in routine use within the LEPPEX array target chamber.
The target laboratory fabricated approximately 70
targets (mainly target wheels) for the LEPPEX research
effort during this time period.
Experiments were undertaken to explore the realities of
heavy element searches. Intense beams, by necessity,
must be employed, requiring new demands upon target
performance. Target wheels of lead and bismuth as
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well as high melting point lead compouiKls were
prepared for these initial tests. Beam intensities up to
80 pnA were put on target At these intensities the lead
did not exhibit any appreciable Ufetime. An online
target monitoring system needs to be developed.
Calculations were performed in an effort to model the
target behavior. The next step is to return to the large
FMA target wheel. Gas cooling of the targets is also
likely, which in turn will place high demands upon
whatever window materials eventually will be
employed to confine the gas.
Outside of target development, support is being
provided for the production of thin films and foils for
use in various detector systems developed for
experiments at ATLAS.
Several variations of
metallized plastic foils were prepared for use in the
channel plate detector at the FMA. A variety of
windows employed in CPT experiments at the SPS in
Area n were produced. These included windows of Ti,
Ni, Kapton and Havar. Also developed for the SPS II
focal plane was an energy degrader system consisting
of a ladder of various thickness, large area, aluminum
foils, some of which were prepared by mechanical
rolling. One area of considerable importance is the
dbiMty to manufacture and measure the thickness of
large area foils of various kinds. For example, the
preparation of metallized formvar films for the channel
plate detector at the FMA. To accomplish this, we
constructed a new alpha particle energy loss counting
system with a chamber large enough to accommodate
these large foils.
As part of ATLAS support, the target lab routinely
produces carbon stripper foils of 2 |ig/cm2 for use in
the Tandem as well as other thicknesses for additional
stripping throughout the accelerator. Over 1100 carbon
stripper and gold foils of various types were prepared
for ATLAS during this past year. There continues to be
an increase in the preparation of various dilutions of
isotopic source material into a form and shape suitable
for introduction into PIIECR and SNICS sources for the
production of enriched beams at ATLAS. These
included CaO, ^^Fe, FeS, LiF, Mn, ^ ^ ' ^ i , ^^^Sn,
Sr, Ti, ' ^ i 0 2 and Zn. The continuing procurement
of stable and enriched material for ATLAS
consumption and maintenance of isotope inventories for
enriched beam production is being provided by the
target laboratory staff.
The target development laboratory includes state-ofthe-art equipment used for thin-film fabrication. The
available techniques consist of multiple resistive
heating, focused ion beam sputtering, glow-discharge
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plasma deposition, electron beam and electron
bombardment evaporation, electrodeposition and
mechanical rolling. The evaporators are maintained
under high vacuum and each vessel contains a quartzcrystal film-thickness monitor with deposition rate
indicators. Also included are movable shutters, quartzlamp substrate heaters and thermocouple temperature
sensors, allowing for complete process monitoring
during target deposition.
Other auxihary equipment used for target development
includes electrodeposition equipment, a small rolling
mill, an alpha particle counting chamber, inert
atmosphere glove box, laminar flow clean bench, pellet
press, a reduction furnace, and a variety of precision
balances. A turbo-pumped target storage facility is in
operation for maintaining, under high vacuum, those
targets that readily oxidize in air. This system utilizes
computer-controlled circuitry to prevent targets from
exposure to atmosphere during power interruptions. A
second storage system, employing a bank of vacuum
desiccators and connected to a mechanically pumped
manifold, is available for use by individual
experimenters. Similar systems are in operation at
ATLAS just inside the entrance to Target Area II. A
new additional set-up, consisting of two large glass
desiccators evacuated using a small turbo-pump system,
is in operation for long-term material storage. This
allows a separation of material storage from target
storage, hence eliminating repeated exposure when
transferring and retrieving targets.
A low-level radioactive source and target preparation
laboratory exists at a separate location within the
Division that is dedicated to the production of these
sources and targets. Available preparation techniques
iiu:lude multiple resistive heating, employing a
diffusion-pumped vacuum evaporator.
A second,
smaller evaporator system was constructed for close
proximity evaporations of higher activity materials, to
be used as targets as well as radioactive sources. The
small size of this system allows for installation within a
hood. Preparation of actinide targets. Am, Cm and Pu
by electrodeposition is done for Coulomb excitation
studies at ATLAS. Production also continues for
natural and depleted uranium and natural thorium foils
by mechanical rolling, the latter for a Solar Neutron
Detector for the University of Chicago.
Another area of increased research effort is toward
development of radioactive beams for the RIA proposal
and involves neutron producing targets which in turn
induce fission in uranium or a uranium compound
production target
Toward this end, direct
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measurements of the thermal conductivity of uranium
carbide were made using the method of heating by
electron bombardment and measuring the surface
temperature of thin UC2 disks by optical pyrometry.
The uranium carbide sample disks are first prepared by
the reduction of uranium oxide using carbon in a
resistively heated source in the Radioactive Target
Laboratory. Next, the samples are heated by a 10-kV
elecfron beam provided by a mortar source in a vacuum
evaporator in the target lab and the temperature
measured as a fimction of beam current using a twocolor pyrometer. This work is still in progress.
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Support of the efforts involving a high-pressure He gas
stopper cell as a means to capture and ionize reaction
products being pursued by the CPT researchers at SPS
n required foils and gas cell window technologies
previously developed for gas cell production of
secondary beams at ATLAS. Calculations are being
carried out to investigate the range straggling of high
energy heavy ions in a He gas cell following Pb and Be
absorbers for apphcations related to RIA.

Progress at the Canadian Penning Trap Mass Spectrometer (G. Savard,
J. A. Caggiano, A. Heinz, J. Schwartz, D. Seweryniak, G. Sprouse,* J. A. CIark,t
R. C. Barber.t C. Boudreau.J F. Buchinger,! J. E, Crawford,! H. Fukutani,t
S. Gulick4 J. C. Hardy,§ J. K. P. Lee4 R. B. Moore,! K. S. Sharma,t J. Vaz,t
and J. C. Wangt)

The Canadian Perming Trap (CPT) mass spectrometer
is designed to make precise mass measurements on
nuclides with half-lives longer than 50 ms. The
radioactive nuchdes are produced through fusion
evaporation reactions using heavy-ion beams fix)m the
Argonne Tandem Linac Accelerator System (ATLAS).
Once created, the nuchdes of interest are separated
fiiom the beam in an Enge magnetic spectrometer
<^>erated in the gas-filled mode. They are then stopped
in a gas catcher filled with 150 Torr of helium,
extracted and subsequentiy guided to a radio-fr^uency
quadrupole ion trap where they are accumulated before
being transferred to a high-precision Penning trap.
Activities at the CPT spectrometer this year focussed on
increasing the transfer efficiency of ions from the target
to the Penning trap, decreasing the number of
contaminants and performing first on-line mass
measurements on short-hved isotopes.
Efficiency improvements started with the target region
where a recentiy installed rotating target, coupled to the
rotating window assembly, allowed extended operation
at high beam current. A single target now routinely
lasts the fiill duration of a run (typically 4 days) at 0.5
JiA beam currentfix)mATLAS.
Detailed ion optical calculations show that, for most
reactions, the cone of recoil products entering the gasfilled magnet is significantiy increased by scattering in
the gas. As a result there is significant loss in activity
on the spectrometer poles. As a temporary measure we
decided to run the spectrometer without gas for these
reactions as more recoil products are collected at the

focal plane. A permanent solution was identified that
will require the addition of a magnetic triplet at the
entrance of the spectiograph. Ion optical design is
completed and installation of the triplet should take
place during the summer of 2001. This will result in an
acceptance gain of a factor of roughly 3 at the cost of a
loss of resolution which is not detrimental when
operating in the gas-fiUed mode.
The mini beam stop at zero degrees that was installed
last year was also replaced by a series of four beam
stops of various diameter located at the entrance of the
spectrograph. They can be precisely positioned and are
tuned by minimizing the total charge created in the gas
cell system (most of the charge comes from stray beam,
not from radioactive ions).
Within the past year the gas cell diameter was also
increased to roughly 8 cm internally to allow more of
the reaction products to enter the cell. The vacuum
chamber hosting the gas cell and gas cooler was
modified to accept this new cell and allow easier
mechanical ahgnment of the full system. A new
window frame for this larger diameter cell was also
designed. It is an all metal assembly, sealing the
window with an indium seal, and supporting the
window with a thin gold plated tungsten wire grid. A
new extraction cone was also installed with an
increased plate granularity and an improved insulator
design. Higher E>C and RF fields can be used in this
gas cell resuhing in better confinement of the ions. The
various parameters of the cell are now being optimized
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to determine the best operating parameters for various
conditions of illumination by fast ions.
Suppression of stable (and unstable) contaminants is an
important issue for on-line measurements. The steady
improvements of the cleanliness of the gas cooler
system continued with additional purification steps
added in the heUum gas feed system, replacement of the
small roots blower in section 2 by a high-throughput
turbo pump from Alcatel, and addition of an oil-free
booster system in front of the 2000 m3/hr roots blower
in section 1.
The cooler itself saw few modifications.
It is
occasionally operated in "mass selective mode" to
reduce the number of contaminants transferred to the
radio-frequency quadrupole ion trap (Paul trap).
However, because of finite mass resolution, many
masses must be transferred to not reduce at the same
time the intensity of the desired mass. A more selective
method was therefore implemented to further reduce
the contaminants. A 1" square defiection plate system
was installed just prior to the last 90 degree bend in the
transfer line, located below the Paul trap. By placing
the defiection plates as far as possible from the ejection
of ions from the cooler we can separate the different
masses due to their TOF arrival at the plates aruj let just
a narrow mass range go through with a proper
defiection pulse. We successfully limited the masses
transferred through to the Paul trap to approximately 3
amu with the central mass unaffected and the two
neighboring masses reduced by over an order of
magiutude in intensity. The remaiiung contaminants
must be eliminated at the Perming trap.
The ions approaching the Paul trap are first decelerated
before entering the trap through a small aperture in the
bottom endcap. This deceleration electrode is however
now maintained at a potential providing a better
quadrupole potential inside the Paul trap between beam
bunches and is only lowered briefly when a new bunch
of ions is ready to be captured. Thus ions previously

^m^
captured and cooled by the helium buffer gas are kept
in a fairly uniform quadrupole potential and do not
'leak' out due to the influence of the deceleration
voltage on the quadrupole potential where they had
before.
The Penning trap has also seen an added pulsed
deceleration voltage but for a different reason.
Resonances obtamed from the excitation of ions in the
trap are extremely sensitive to field imperfections and it
was found that the deceleration filed penetrated enough
to perturb the resonance when the ions had large
oscillation amplitudes inside the trap. The deceleration
electrode is therefore now held at about 150 volts below
the Penning trap potential to allow ions to enter the
trap, but once they are captured, the electrode is raised
to a voltage consistent with providing an extended
uniform quadrupole potential.
Contaminants present in the Penning trap can be
removed by applying a dipole excitation at large
amphtudes at the reduced cyclotron frequency of the
contaminant
However, with a great number of
contaminants, it is nearly impossible to identify every
single one individually and than remove it. A method
was estabhshed to 'sweep' through a set of frequencies
and remove all contaminants in a given mass range.
Combining the strong single mass cleaning procedure
for the strong contaminants with the 'sweep' procedure
to remove the weaker channels allows sufficient
purification to identify and perform mass measurement
on the remaining selected radioactive isotope.
These new procedures were applied in on-line runs this
year and resulted in mass measurements on the shorthved neutron isotope ^^''Cs produced by a Ni beam
on a natural Cu target. More recentiy, preliminary
measurements on
Ge and
As produced by
bombardment of a ^^C target with a ^ Ni beam were
also obtained. These measurements will be continued
in the coming year and extended to neighbouring
isotopes along the rp-process path.

*0n sabbatical leave from Stony Brook University, tUniversity of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, JMcGill
University, Montreal, Quebec, §Texas A&M University
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H. ASSISTANCE TO GUTSmE USERS OF ATLAS
E. F. Moore
This year has seen a continuation of a large number of outside Users of ATLAS, in part due to the very
active, successful program utilizing Gammasphere, which ran until mid-March 2000. However, there has
been considerable outside User involvement in other experimental programs described elsewhere in this report
Outside Users were involved in about 95% of all experiments performed in fiscal year 2000. Frank Moore
has been available in a user liaison capacity to handle the scheduling of ATLAS experiments, provide
assistance in experiment proposal submission matters, and help facihtate the effective performance of research
at ATLAS by outside scientists. In addition, a large portion ofthe Heavy-Ion in-house scientific staff has
spent time in experiment setup, preparation, and assistance for the many different Gammasphere experiments.
The Program Advisory Committee met three times during the 2000 fiscal year. Program Advisory
Committee meetings were held on October 11-12,1999, March 3-4,2000 and September 22, 2000 to
reeonunend experiments for running time at ATLAS. In FY 2000 the Program Advisory Committee
members were:
Birger Back (Sep-00)
David Balamuth (Oct-99, Mar-OO)
James Beene (Mar-OO, Sep-00)
Jolie Cizewski (Sep-00)
Stuart Freedman (Sep-()0)
Bernard Haas (Oct-99, Mar-OO)
I-Y. Lee (Oct-99, chair)
David Morrissey (Sep-00)
Witek Nazarewicz (Oct-99)
Lee Riedinger (Oct-99, Mar-OO, Sep-00 chair)
Bradley Sherrill (Oct-99, Mar-OO)
Robert Tribble (Oct-99, Mar-OO, Sep-00)
Alan Wuosmaa (Oct-99, Mar-OO, Sep-00)

Argonne National Laboratory
University of Peimsylvania
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Rutgers University
University of California
Institut de Recherches Subatomiques (Strasbourg)
Lawrence Berkley Laboratory
Michigan State University
University of Tennessee
University of Tennessee
Michigan State University
Texas A&M University
Argonne National Laboratory

The PAC reviewed 31 proposals for 155 days of requested running time, 29 proposals for 156 days of running
time, and 29 proposals for 179 days of nmning time at the three meetings, respectively. Ofthe submitted
proposals for the three meetings, the program advisory committee reconmiended acceptance of 56 proposals
for a total of 256 days of running time.
The ATLAS User Executive Committee organized a joint User Group meeting chaired by Jolie Cizewski in
conjunction with the Gammasphere and Berkley 88" Cyclotron User Groups during the October 2000
Division of Nuclear Physics APS meeting held at Williamsburg, VA. Approximately 100 scientists attended
the meeting. The main topics of discussion concerning Argoime were the status of ATLAS, updates on
various experimental programs and issues surrounding Gammasphere. In FY 2000 the ATLAS Executive
Committee consisted of Jolie Cizewski (Rutgers University) as Chairperson, Michael Wiescher (University of
Notre Dame), Partha Chowdhury (U. Mass Lowell), and Gene Sprouse (SUNY at Stony Brook).
A wide variety of experiments were carried out at ATLAS during the last year, with emphasis placed on
utilization of Gammasphere during its tenure at ATLAS. The strength and diversity of the research program
at ATLAS continues to rely heavily on active involvement by universities and other institutions.

a. Experiments Involving Outside Users
All experiments in which outside users directly participated during FY 2000 are listed below. Two
experiments involved no outside users. The spokesperson for each experiment is given in square brackets after
the title, and the collaborators who were present for the experiment are given with their home institution
below each entry.
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(1)

Study ofthe Breakoutfromthe Hot CNO Cycle to the (rp) Process via the "Ne(a,p)''Na Reaction [Rehm]
P. Parker, Yale University; J. Uusitalo, University of Jyvaskyla; R. Siemssen, University of Groningen;
B. Harss, Tu Miinchen; R. Segel, Northwestern University; I. Wiedenhoever, Michigan State University;
F. Borasi, Ludwig Maximilians-Universitat Munchen; A. Sonzogni, Brookhaven National Laboratory;
P. Collon, P. Crotty, J. Greene, A. Heinz, D. Henderson, R. Janssens, C. Jiang, J. Nolen, R. Pardo,
T. Peimington, K. Rehm, J. Schiffer, Argonne National Lab.

(2)

Alpha and Proton Calibration of Microball [Sarantites]
F. Lerma, W. Reviol, D. Sarantites, Washington University; A. Axelsson, M. Weiszflog, Uppsala
University; H. Eberth, T. Steinhardt, Universitat zu Koln; C. Svensson, University of Guelph;
J. Wilson, University of Copenhagen; G. Ball, TRIUMF; R. Austin, R. Duncan, McMaster University;
A. Corina,C. Fahlander, D. Rudolph, Lund University; M. Devlin, Los Alamos National Lab.; R. Clark,
A. Macchiavelli, Lawrence Berkeley National Lab.; S. Fischer, De Paul University; M. Carpenter,
R. Janssens, Argonne National Lab.

(3)

A New Magnetic Rotor: ^"Rn Conversion Coefficients for a Dipole Band in "*Rii [Beausang]
C. Beausang, A, Hecht, J. Novak, Yale University ; I. Birriel, J. Saladin, University of Pittsburgh;
M. Carpenter, R. Janssens, T. Lauritsen, K. Lister, Argonne National Lab.

(4)

Superdeformation, Shell Structure and Neutron-Proton Correlations at A ~ 90, N ~ Z [Cederwall]
E. Ideguchi, D. Sarantites, Washington University; J. Wilson, University of Copenhagen; T. Back,
B. Cederwall, K. Jonsson, W. Klamra, Royal Institute of Technology; N. Johnson, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory; M. Devlin, Los Alamos National Lab.; D. Napoli, Lab. Nazionali di Legnaro;0. Skeppstedt,
Chalmers University of Technology; M. Hausmann, Universitat Gottingen; J. Caggiano, R. Janssens,
D. Seweryniak, Argoime National Lab.

(5)

High-Accuracy Determination ofthe Q-Value of Superallowed 0* to 0* Beta-Emitters with the CPT Mass
Spectrometer [Savard]
J. Clark, J. Fingler, H. Fukutani, K. Shatma, University of Manitoba; G. Sprouse, S.U.N.Y. at Stony
Brook; C. Boudreau, F. Buchinger, A. Cassidy, J. Crawford, S. Gulick, J. Lee, McGill University;
J. Caggiano, P. Collon, A. Heinz, F. Kondev, M. Maier, G. Savard, J. Schwartz, D. Seweryniak,
C. Trempe, J. Vaz, Argoime National Lab.

(6)

K-Shell Excitation of He-Like Ni at Intermediate Energy [Dunford]
S. Cheng, University of Toledo; A. Livingston, University of Notre Dame; P. Mokler, GSI, Darmstadt;
R. Dunford, M. Huang, E. Kanter, K. Rehm, B. Zabransky, Argonne National Lab.

(7)

Band Structure in "Y and Question of T = 0 Pairing [Paul]
D. Sarantites, Washington University; W. Walters, University of Maryland; C. Baktash, S. Paul, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory; C. Fahlander, D. Rudolph, Lund University; M. Caipenter, C. Davids,
R. Janssens, K. Lister, D. Seweryniak, Argoime National Lab.

(8)

Test of a Method to Study Sub-ms Proton and a Emitters [Seweryniak]
J. Ressler, University of Maryland; I. Wiedenhoever, Michigan State University; J. Caggiano,
M. Carpenter, C. Davids, A. Heinz, R. Janssens, T. Khoo, F. Kondev, T. Lauritsen, K. Lister,
D. Seweryniak, Argonne National Lab.

(9)

Ion Iiiadiations of Anisotropic High-Tc Superconductors: Probing Dynamics of Magnetic Vortices [Miller]
D. Hofinan, University of Illinois-Chicago; P. Berghuis, D. Kim, D. Miller, Argonne National Lab.

(10) Approaching the N = Z = 50 Closed Shell: Spectroscopy of ""Sn [Baktash]
D. Sarantites, Washington University; C. BakUsh, M. Lipoglavsek, S. Paul, D. Radford, C. Yu, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory; C. Fahlander, D. Rudolph, Lund University; A. Likar, M. Vencelj, Jozef
Stefan Institute; M. Carpenter, D. Seweryniak, Argonne National Lab.
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(11) Measurement of the "F(p,a)"0 and "F(p,p)"F Reactions [Harss]
P. Parker, Yale University; D. Sarantites, Washington University; R. Siemssen, Univ. of Groningen;
B. Harss, Tu Munchen; R. Segel, Northwestern University; I. Wiedenhoever, Michigan State University:
D. Rudolph, Lund University; M. Paul, Hebrew University of Jerusalem; J. Caggiano, P. Collon,
A. Heinz, R. Janssens, C. Jiang, R. Pardo, K. Rehm, J. Schiffer, Argonne National Lab.
(12) Study of Proton Transfer Reactions in Actinide Nuclei: Spectroscopy Beyond Pu and Cm [Janssens]
D. Cline, C. Wu, University of Rochester; G. Hackman, University of Kansas; I. Wiedenhoever,
Michigan State University; M. Devlin, N. Fotiadis, E. Seabury, Los Alamos National Lab.;
K. Abu Saleem, I. Ahmad, J. Caggiano, M. Carpenter, J. Greene, A. Heinz, R. Janssens, T. Khoo,
F. Kondev, K. Lister, Argoime National Lab.
(13) Measurements of g-Factors in Neutron-Rich Fission Fragments [Smith]
0 . Dorvaux, B. Gall, B. Roux, University Louis Pasteur; J. Onakamni, D. Patel, G. Simpson,
A. Smith, J. Smith, R. Wall, University of Manchester
(14) Decay Properties of Particle-Unbound States in '^e/ll [Borasi]
R. Siemssen, University of Groningen; R. Segel, Northwestern University; I. Wiedenhoever, Michigan
State University; F. Borasi, Ludwig Maximilians-Universitat Munchen; M. Paul, Hebrew University of
Jerusalem; J. Caggiano, P. Collon, J. Greene, A. Heinz, C. Jiang, R. Pardo, K. Rehm, J. Schiffer,
R. Vanswol, A. Wuosmaa, Argoime National Lab.
(15) Patterning of Columnar Defects with Heavy-Ion Lithography in High Temperature Superconductors [Kwok]
A. Petrean, Western Michigan University; R. Olsson, Michigan State University; R. Cojrocaru,
W. Kwok, A. Mazilu, V. Tobos, Argonne National Lab.
(16) Lifetime Measurements and the Identification of New Nuclei Using the "Zn + "Zn Reaction [La Fosse]
D. Sarantites, Washington University; D. Jenkins, N. Kelsall, R. Wadsworth, University of York;
J. Smith, University of Manchester; A. Boston, H. Chantler, P. Choy, E. Paul, University of Liverpool;
C. Chiara, D. Fossan, T. Koike, D. La Fosse, K. Starosta, S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook; R. Janssens,
D. Seweryniak, Argonne National Lab.
(17)

Search for Discrete Energy Proton and Alpha-Particle Decay of Nanosecond Isomers in the ""Sn Region:
Spectroscopy of'°^""Sb, '"•'"Te, and "^'"Sn [Sarantites]
R. Charity, M. Furlotti, W. Reviol, D. Sarantites, L. Sobotka, V. Tomov, Washington University;
1. Wiedenhoever, Michigan State University; D. Rudolph, Lund University; R. Clark, M. Cromaz,
P. Fallon, A. Macchiavelli, Lawrence Berkeley National Lab.; M. Carpenter, D. Seweryniak, Argonne
National Lab.

(18) Gamma Spectroscopy of Neutron-Rich N = 20-28 Nuclei Produced in Deep-Inelastic Heavy-Ion Reactions
[Fomal]
S. Lunardi, G. Viesti, University of Padova; P. Bhattacharyya, C. Constantinescu, P. Daly,
Z. Grabowski, Purdue University; M. Cinausero, Lab. Nazionali di Legnaro; R. Broda, B. Fomal,
W. Krolas, T. Pawlat, J. Wrzesinski, Institute of Nuclear Physics; M. Carpenter, R. Janssens, K. Lister,
D. Seweryniak, Argonne National Lab.
(19) Test of "'Kr Beam Production and Heavy Element Synthesis [Janssens]
I. Wiedenhoever, Michigan SUte University; J. Shergur, University of Maryland; A. Mahmud,
University of Edinburgh; P. Reiter, Ludwig Maximilians-Universitat Miinchen; K. Abu Saleem,
I. Ahmad, J. Caggiano, P. Collon, J. Greene, A. Heinz, W. Henning, R. Janssens, C. Jiang, T. Khoo,
F. Kondev, T. Lauritsen, R. Pardo, T. Pennington, J. Schiffer, D. Seweryniak, Argoime National Lab.
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(20) Exotic Shapes in ' * t d [Qark]
R. Wadsworth, University of York; R. Clark, P. Fallon, G. Lane, M. Stephens, Lawrence Berkeley
National Lab.
(21) Probing the Interplay Between Intrinsic and Collective Motion at the Extremes of Spin, Spin Projection and
Seniority [Kondev]
D. Balabanski, M. Danchev, T. Goon, D. Hartley, O. Zeidan, University of Tennessee; H. El-Masri,
P. Walker, C. Wheldon, University of Surrey; P. Chowdhury, I. Shestakova, University of
Massachusetts, Lowell; D. Cullen, University of Liverpool; G. Sletten, University of Copenhagen;
M. Carpenter, R. Janssens, F. Kondev, K. Lister, Argonne National Lab.
(22) Lifetimes in the (Super)-Deformed (f 7 ^ Intruder Band in the N = Z Nucleus "Ar [Svensson]
D. Sarantites, Washington University; C. Svensson, University of Guelph; G. Ball, TRIUMF;
D. Appelbe, R. Austin, McMaster University; R. Clark, M. Cromaz, A. Macchiavelli, Lawrence
Berkeley National Lab.; M. Carpenter, R. Janssens, Argonne National Lab.
(23)

Spectroscopy ofthe N = Z - 2 Nucleus ' ^ r [Gairett]
E. Tavukcu, North Carolina State Univ.; D. Appelbe, J. Cameron, McMaster University; P. Garrett, Los
Alamos National Lab.; R. Bauer, J. Becker, L. Bernstein, W. Younes, Lawrence Livermore National
Lab.; D. Wamer, Daresbury Laboratory; M. Carpenter, R. Janssens, K. Lister, D. Seweryniak, Argonne
National Lab.

(24)

Study of "'Np via "Unsafe" Coulomb Excitation: The Role of Proton Excitation in Octupole Correlations
[Janssens]
I. Wiedenhoever, Michigan State University; K. Abu Saleem, 1. Ahmad, J. Caggiano, M. Carpenter,
J. Greene, A. Heinz, R. Janssens, T. Khoo, F. Kondev, T. Lauritsen, K. Lister, D. Seweryniak, Argonne
National Lab.

(25) Identification of Exctied SUtes in the N = Z + 2 Nucleus "°»Xe^ Using Recoil a-Decay Tagging [Smith]
W. Reviol, D. Sarantites, Washington University; R. Wadsworth, A. Wilson, University of York;
J. Shergur, University of Maryland; A. Fletcher, J. Lisle, D. Patel, J. Smith, University of Manchester;
A. Boston, H. Chantler, E. Paul, University of Liverpool; C. Chiara, D. Fossan, T. Koike, D. La Fosse,
K. Starosta, S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook; D. Seweryniak, M. Carpenter, Argonne National Lab.
(26) Response of CMOS VLSI Preamplifiers to Ionizing Radiation [Wuosmaa]
D. Hofinan, University of Illinois-Chicago; B. Back, R. Betts, A. Wuosmaa, Argonne National Lab.
(27) Coupled Particle-Particle and Particle-Gamma Angular Correlation Measurements in '^C + '^C Inelastic
Scattering [Wuosmaa]
D. Hoftnan, R. Nouieer, University of Illinois-Chicago; I. Wiedenhoever, Michigan State University;
B. Back, R. Janssens, A. Wuosmaa, Argonne National Lab.
(28)

Study ofExcited States in'He [Rehm]
R. Siemssen, University of Groningen; I. Wiedenhoever, Michigan State University; J. Caggiano,
P. Collon, J. Greene, A. Heinz, D. Henderson, R. Janssens, C. Jiang, F. Kondev, R. Pardo,
T. Pennington, K. Rehm, J. Schiffer, Argonne National Lab.

(29) A Recoil-Gated Plunger Lifetime Measurement of "*Pb with Gammasphere and the FMA [Dewald]
J. Cooper, Yale University; A. Dewald, R. Peusquens, B. Saha, Universitat zu Kohi; U. Garg, S. Zhu,
University of Notre Dame; A. Oros-Peusquens, I. Wiedenhoever, Michigan State University; C. Barton,
Qark University; M. Carpenter, A. Heinz, F. Kondev, Argonne National Lab.
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(30) A Study of '^C + ' ^ Radiative Capture [Lister]
B. Fulton, University of York; R. Nouieer, University of Illinois- Chicago; M. Freer, University of
Birmingham; I. Wiedenhoever, Michigan State University; R. Betts, J. Caggiano, M. Carpenter,
A. Heinz, R. Janssens, T. Khoo. F. Kondev, K. Lister, D. Seweryiuak, A. Wuosmaa, Argonne
National Lab.
(31) High-Spin States in '*'Hg and '"Hg: Signature-Dependent Prolate-Oblate Interaction Strengtiis and
Microscopic Structure ofthe Shape-Coexisting States [Lane]
P. Fallon, G. Lane, Lawrence Berkeley National Lab.; A. Byrne, G. Dracoulis, Australian National
University; M. Carpenter, R. Janssens, F. Kondev, D. Seweryiuak, Argoime National Lab.
(32) Proton and Neutron Excitations Relevant to Shape Co-Existence in the A~180 Region [Carpenter]
W. Reviol, Washington University; M. Danchev, D. Hartiey, University of Tennessee; J. Cizewski,
M. Smith, Rutgers Uruversity; H. Amro, W. Ma, Mississippi State University; I. Wiedenhoever,
Michigan State University; G. Lane, Lawrence Berkeley National Lab.; M. Carpenter, C. Davids,
A. Heinz, R. Janssens, T. Khoo, F. Kondev, T. Lauritsen, K. Lister, Argonne National Lab.
(33) Spectroscopy ofthe N = Z Nucleus '^Sr [Fischer]
D. Sarantites, Washington University; D. Jenkins, University of York; D. Balamuth, University of
Peimsylvarua; J. Ressler, J. Shergur, Uruversity of Maryland; J. Durell, University of Manchester;
S. Fischer, De Paul University; M. Carpenter, D. Henderson, T. Pennington, D. Seweryniak, Argonne
National Lab.
(34) Detector Test with Au Beam [Sarantites]
D. Sarantites, W. Reviol, Washington University
(33) Proton Emission Studies of Spherical and H i ^ y Deformed Odd-Odd Nuclei Produced with a ^"Kr Beam
[Davids]
J. Ressler, J. Shergur, W. Walters, University of Maryland; T. Davinson, A. Mahmud, K. Schmidt,
P. Woods, University of Edinburgh; A. Sonzogni, Brookhaven National Laboratory; C. Davids,
A. Heinz, D. Seweryniak, Argoime National Lab.
(36) Proton Decay of Highly Deformed La Isotopes [Davids]
W. Walters, University of Maryland; J. Uusitalo, University of Jyvaskyla; A. Mahmud, K. Schmidt,
P. Woods, University of Edinburgh; G. Poli, Ospedali Riuniti di Bergamo; M. Smith, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory; A. Sonzogni, Brookhaven National Laboratory; C. Davids, A. Heinz,
D. Seweryniak, Argonne National Lab.
(37) Investigation of Vortex Physics: Phase Transitions, Dynamics and Weak Links [Kwok]
L. Paulius, Western Michigan University; G. Karapctrov, W. Kwok, A. Mazilu, Argoime National Lab.
(38) Test of HpGeDSSD Planar Detector [Lister]
D. Jenkins, University of York; T. Sienko, Purdue University; B. Phlips, Naval Research Laboratory;
S. Fischer, De Paul University; M. Carpenter, R. Janssens, T. Khoo, F. Kondev, K. Lister, D. Nisius,
D. Seweryniak, Argoime National Lab.
(39) BaF2 Array Testing and In-Beam CaUbration [Hofinan]
D. Hofinan, University of Illinois-Chicago; V. Nanal, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research;
I. Dioszegi, S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook; K. Eisenman, P. Heckman, J. Seitz, M. Thoennessen, Michigan
State University; F. Camera, F. Delia Vedova, University of Milan; B. Back, M. Carpenter, A. Heinz,
T. Khoo, F. Kondev, B. McClintock, S. Mitsouka, R. Vanswol, Argonne National Lab.
(40) Measurement of **ri Nucleosynthesis by y and Atom Counting [Paul]
S. Hui, Purdue University; J. Goerres, M. Wiescher, University of Noti-e Dame; M. Paul, Hebrew
University of Jerusalem; I. Ahmad, J. Caggiano, P. Collon, J. Greene, A. Heinz, D. Henderson,
R. Janssens, C. Jiang, T. Pennington, K. Rehm, G. Savard, R. Vondrasek, Argonne National Lab.
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(41) Study of Backward Angle a Scattering on "Ti [Rehm]
R. Siemssen, University of Groningen; M. Paul, Hebrew University of Jemsalem; I. Ahmad,
J. Caggiano, P. Collon, J. Greene, A. Heinz, R. Janssens, C. Jiang, R. Pardo, K. Rehm, J. Schiffer,
R. Vanswol, A. Wuosmaa, Argonne National Lab.
(42) Test of Evaporation Residue Counters [Reviol]
M. Furlotti, W. Reviol, S. Ryu, D. Sarantites, Washington University; D. Seweryniak, Argonne
National Lab.
(43) Measurement of **Ti(a,p)*'V Cross Sections at Low Energies [Sonzogni]
R. Siemssen, University of Groningen; R. Segel, Northwestern University; M. Paul, Hebrew University
of Jerusalem; A. Sonzogni, Brookhaven National Laboratory; J. Caggiano, P. Collon, C. Davids,
A. Heinz, D. Henderson, R, Janssens, R. Pardo, T. Pennington, K. Rehm, J. Schiffer, D. Seweryniak,
G. Zinkann, Argonne National Lab.
(44) Test of a Method to Study Sub-ms Proton and a Emitters [Seweryniak]
W. Reviol, D. Sarantites, Washington University; M. Carpenter, A. Heinz, R. Janssens, D. Seweryniak,
Argonne National Lab.
(45) Low-Spin Levels in Light Odd-Mass Sn Nuchdes Populated in the Decay of Sb Nuclides [J. Ressler]
J. Ressler, J. Shergur, W. Walters, University of Maryland; D. Brenner, Clark University;
K. Abu Saleem, C. Davids, A. Heinz, D. Seweryniak, Argonne National Lab.
(46) Productionof Shell-Stabilized Heavy Nuclei Using Cold Symmetric Reactions [Sonzogni]
J. Uusitalo, University of Jyvaskyla; J. Cizewski, Rutgers University; G. Poli,
Ospedali Riuniti di Bergamo; M. Smith, Oak Ridge National Laboratory; P. Reiter,
Ludwig Maximilians-Universitat Miinchen; A. Sonzogni, Brookhaven National Laboratory; I. Ahmad,
C. Davids, J. Greene, A. Heinz, T. Khoo, F. Kondev, T. Lauritsen, K. Lister, D. Seweryniak,
R. Vanswol, Argonne National Lab.
(47) Hot GDR and Dissipation in ^"Th [Seitz]
D. Jenkins, University of York; D. Hofinan, University of Illinois-Chicago; R. Siemssen, University of
Groningen; V. Nanal, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research; K. Eisenman, P. Heckman, J. Seitz,
M. Thoennessen, Michigan State University; B. Back, T. Khoo, F. Kondev, B. McClintock,R. Vanswol,
Argonne National Lab.
(48) Highly Selective Studies of the GDR in Hot Nuclei [Hofinan]
D. Hofinan, University of Illinois-Chicago; V. Nanal, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research;
L Dioszegi, S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook; K. Eisenman, P. Heckman, J. Seitz, M. Thoennessen, Michigan
State University; B. Back, M. Carpenter, A. Heinz, T. Khoo, F. Kondev, B. McClintock, S. Mitsouka,
R. Vanswol, Argonne National Lab.
(49) Highly Selective Studies of the GDR in Hot Nuclei [Hofinan]
D. Jenkins, University of York; D. Hofinan, University of Illinois-Chicago; R. Siemssen, University of
Groningen; V. Nanal, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research; P. Heckman, M. Thoennessen, Michigan
State University; B. Back, M. Carpenter, D. Henderson, M. Kelly, T. Khoo, F. Kondev, Argonne
National Lab.
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Outside Users of ATLAS During the Period October 1,1999 September 30,2000

This list includes all outside Users who were an experiment spokesperson (a), alternate spokesperson (b),
student (*) or collaborator actually present at ATLAS for an experiment An additional 25 Users listed as
collaborators on the various experiment proposals were not at ATLAS in person, and thus are not represented
in the list below.
(1)

Argonne National Lab. (non-Physics)
P. Berghuis
b H. Claus
R. Cojrocaru
b K.Gray
M. Huang
b G. Kaiapetrov
D.Kim
a W. Kwok
* A. Mazilu
a D. Miller
V. Tobos

(2)

AustraUan National University
A. Byrne
G. Ihacoulis

(3)

Brookhaven National Laboratory
a A. Sonzogni
J. Stanskas

(4)

Chalmers University of Technology
(Sweden)
b 0. Skeppstedt

(5)

Clark University
• C. Barton
D. Brenner

(6)

Daresbury Laboratory (UK)
D. Warner

(7)

De Paul University
a S. Fischer

(8)

GSI, Darmstadt (Germany)
* M. Maier
P. Mokler
T. Stohlker

(11) Jozef Stefan Institute (Slovenia)
A. Likar
•
M.Vencelj
(12) Lab. Nazionali di Legnaro (Italy)
M. Cinausero
D. Napoli
(13) Lawrence Beikeley National Lab.
a R. Clark
M. Cromaz
P. Fallon
a G. Lane
b A. Macchiavelli
M. Stephens
b D. Ward
F. Stephens
(14) Lawrence Livermore National Lab.
R.Bauer
J. Becker
L. Bernstein
a P. Ganett
W. Younes
(15) Los Alamos National Lab.
b M. Devlin
N. Fotiadis
E. Seabury
(16)

(9)

Hebrew University of Jerusalem (Israel)
a M. Paul

(10) Institute of Nuclear Physics (Poland)
R. Broda
a B. Fomal
W. Krolas
T. Pawlat
J. Wrzesinski

Ludwig Maximilians-Universitat
Miinchen (Germany)
a F. Borasi
P. Reiter

(17) Lund University (Sweden)
C. Fahlander
D. Rudolph
(18) McGill University
• C. Boudreau
F. Buchinger
• A. Cassidy
J. Crawford
S. Gulick
J.Lee
C. Trempe
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(19) McMaster University
D. Appelbe
• R. Austin
b J. Cameron
R. Duncan

(29)

(20) Michigan State University
K. Eisenman
* P. Heckman
• R. Olsson
A. Oros-Peusquens
• J. Seitz
b M. Thoennessen
I. Wiedenhoever
T. Glasmacher

(30) Rutgers University
J. Cizewski
M. Smith

(21) Mississippi State University
H. Amro
W. Ma

(31)

Royal Institute of Technology (Sweden)
* T. Biick
a B. Cederwall
* K. Jonsson
W. Klamra

S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook
• C. Chiara
I. Dioszegi
b D. Fossan
• T. Koike
ab D. La Fosse
G. Sprouse
K. Starosta

(22) Naval Research Laboratory
B. Phlips

(32) Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
(India)
V. Nanal

(23) North Carolina State University
* E. Tavukcu

(33) TRIUMF
G. BaU

(24) Northwestern University
R. Segel

(34) Tu Munich (Germany)
• B. Harss

(25) Oak Ridge National Laboratory
ab C. Baktash
M. Halbert
N. Johnson
M. Lipoglavsek
a S. Paul
D. Radford
M. Smith
R, Vamer
C.Yu

(35) Universitat zu Koln (Germany)
a A. Dewald
H. Eberth
R. Peusquens
» B. Saha
• T. Steinhardt

(26) Ospedali Riuniti di Beigamo (Italy)
G. PoU
(27) Purdue University
P. Bhattacharyya
* C. Constantinescu
P. Daly
Z. Grabowski
(28) Purdue University, Calumet
T. Sienko
R. Kaye
B. Truett

(36) Universite Louis Pasteur (France)
O. Dorvaux
B. GaU
B. Roux
(3 7) University of Birmingham (UK)
M. Freer
B. Fulton
(38) University of Copenhagen (Demnaik)
G. Sletten
b J. WUson
(39) University of Edinburgh (Scotland)
T. Davinson
* A. Mahmud
K. Schmidt
b P.Woods
(40) University of Groningen (Netherlands)
R. Siemssen
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(41) University of Guelph
a C. Svensson
(42) University of Illinois-Chicago
a D. Hofinan
R. Nouieer
(43) University of Jyvaskyla (Finland)
J. Uusitalo
(44) University of Kansas
G. Hackman
(45) University of Liverpool (UK)
• A. Boston
• H. Chantler
• P. Choy
D. Cullen
E. Paul
C. Wheldon
(46) University of Manchester (UK)
• A. Fletcher
J. Lilley
J. Lisle
• J. Onakanmi
• D. Patel
• G. Simpson
a A. Smith
a J. Smith
•
R.Wall
J. DureU
S. J. Freeman
B. J. Varley
(47) University of Manitoba
• J. Clark
• J. Fingler
• H. Fukutani
b K. Shaima
(48) University of Maryland
• J. Ressler
• J. Shergur
W. Walters

-121(51) University of Notre Dame
U. Garg
J. Gorres
A. Livingston
* A. Teymurazan
M. Wiescher
• I. Zartova
• S. Zhu
A. Aprahamian
(52) University of Padova (Italy)
S. Lunardi
G. Viesti
(53) University of Pennsylvania
b D. Balamuth
(54) University of Pittsburgh
• I. Biniel
J. Saladin
(55) University of Rochester
D. Cline
C.Wu
(56) University of Surrey (UK)
• H. El-Masri
P.Walker
(57) University of Tennessee
D. Balabanski
* M. Danchev
• T. Goon
D. Hartley
• O. Zeidan
(58) University of Toledo
S.Cheng
(59) University of York (UK)
B. Fulton
D. Jenkins
• N. Kelsall
R. Wadsworth
A. Wilson

(49) University of Massachusetts, Lowell
P. Chowdhury
• I. Shestakova

(60

Uppsala University (Sweden)
* A. Axelsson
M. Weiszflog

(50) University of Milan (Italy)
F. Camera
F. Delia Vedova
A. Bracco

(61) University of Vienna (Austria)
W. Kutschera
(62) Vanderbih University
A. Ramayya

-122(63) Washington University
R. Charity
• M. Furlotti
E. Ideguchi
• F. Lerma
ab W. Reviol
S.Ryu
ab D. Sarantites
L. Sobotka
V. Tomov
(64) Western Kentucky University
• S.Hui
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(65) Western Michigan University
L. Paulius
* A. Petrean
(66) Yale University
C. Beausang
• J. Cooper
• A. Hecht
b R. Krucken
• J. Novak
P. Paiker
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n . OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF ATLAS
OVERVIEW
This section reports on the operation of the Argonne Tandem Linear Accelerator
System (ATLAS) as a national user facility and related accelerator physics R&D
projects. ATLAS is used for basic research in nuclear and atomic physics, and
occasionally for other areas of research and development, such as material
science. C)ver half of the beam time is allocated to experiments for which the
spokesperson is an outside user. Recent ATLAS operating performance and
related development projects are described in the next section. ATLAS personnel
are also involved in developing technology in support of a future advanced
facility for beams of short-lived nuclei based on ATLAS. Projects related to the
exotic beam facility are described in Section III.
ATLAS operates on a seven-day-per-week schedule but may change to 5-day
operation in 2001 due to funding limitations. The research program at ATLAS
with Gammasphere ended on March 14, 2000 after 26 months of operation.
During that time ATLAS provided over 6000 hours per year of available beam
time, 69% for Gammasphere. For FY2000, ATLAS provided beams from
twenty-seven different isotopes. Statistics about beam hours and users are given
in Table U-l. At the end ofthe Gammasphere research program, ATLAS entered
a six-week maintenance period .
ATLAS continued to provide a range of radioactive species with intensities
generally in the range of 10^ to 10* particles per second. This year 7% of all
beam-time went to radioactive beams. Beams of long-lived (Tin > 2 hours)
species produced at other facilities and placed in the ATLAS tandem ion source
and beams of short-lived species produced in-flight by mverse-kinematics
reactions have been developed at ATLAS. See the Heavy-Ion Research section
for a summary of recent physics results from experiments using radioactive
beams.
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Table H-l. SUMMARY of ATLAS EXPERIMENTS and USER STATISTICS
F Y 2000
(actual)
Ream Use for Research (hrl
Nuclear Physics
Atomic Physics
Accelerator R & D
Other

F Y 2001*
(extrap.)

4832

4495

3450

82
109

70
70

50
100

422
Total

Number of Experiments
Receiving Beam
Number of Scientists
Participating in Research
Institutions Represented
Universities (U.S.A.)
DOE National Laboratories
Other
Usage of Beam Time (%)
In-House Staff
Universities (U.S.A.)
Other DOE National Laboratories
Other Institutions
Total

F Y 2002*
(pred.)

5M

mi

5460

5200

3900

51

45

40

236

190

150

25
5
35

18
4
19

12
5
15

45
23
14

47
40
0
13
100%

35
40
10
15
100%

_ja
100%

*Assumes cutting back to 5-days/week operations on June 1, 2001 and continuing through
FY2002.

A. OPERATION OF THE ACCELERATOR
(R.C. Paido, D. Bamett, J. Bogaty, B. E. Clifft, S. Daley, A. Deriy, G. Gribbon, R. Jenkins,
A. Krupa, E. Lindert, S. McDonald, F. H. Munson, Jr., D. R. Phillips, D. Quock, A. Ruthenberg,
R.H. Scott, J. R. Specht, P. Strickhom, R. C. Vondrasek, G. P. Zinkann)
a.l.

Operations Summary

During the first half of FY20(X), physics with
Gammasphere continued to play a dominant role in the
research program at ATLAS. The last scheduled
Gammasphere experiment at ATLAS stopped at 08:00
March 13, 2000 ending a 26 month running period with
Gammasphere. During the first half of FY2000, a total
of 2134 beam hours were provided to Gammasphere

corresponding to 69% of the available time during that
period. Operational rehabiUty for all of FY2000 was
94.7%, the best ever achieved at ATLAS although some
creative rescheduling figured prominently in that
performance when a tandem accelerator charging-chain
broke. The total facihty performance for FY2000, in
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which ATLAS provided a total of 5460 hours of beam
available for research, is tabulated in Table II-1.
The facilify performance for FY2000, measured by total
available research hours, was somewhat less than
achieved during the past two fiscal years due to an
extended six-week maintenance period in April and
May. Major repairs to the cryogenic system and
significant resonator maintenance were undertaken
during that period along with a wide variety of
preventive maintenance tasks and other facility
improvements. Many of these improvements and
modifications are discussed in separate sections below.
ATLAS provided a total of 27 difTerent isotopes for
research in FY2000 covering the mass range from
protons to uranium. The distribution of species is
shown in Figure II-l. The demand for these isotopes
continued to be quite uniform over the entire mass
range with no single species accounting for more than
10.7% of all beam time during the year. Only 32% of
all beam time was for isotopes heavier than ^ ^ i ,
similar to our experience in FY1999.
The tandem injector was used for beam delivery 24% of
the scheduled time. The tandem plays an important role
in the ongoing radioactive beam program at ATLAS
today. It is used for the acceleration of long-lived
isotopes made at other facilities such as '^F, ^ ^ i , and
**Ti. The development of these beams has been
described in past annual reports.
Very little
maintenance effort has been expended on the tandem in
recent years. Over the past two years three different
incidents occurred in which a portion of one of the
charging chains broke.
These chains have long
exceeded their expected Ufetime and were finally
replaced this year. Not only has that solved the chain
reliability problem, but the voltage holding capabihty
and voltage stability has markedly improved for the
tandem.
The in-flight radioactive beam program received a
setback this year with the coil failure of the 2.5 Tesla
soletK>id used immediately after the production target to
maximize the capture of the produced radioactive
beams and refocus those ions for final transport to the
spectrogr^h target station. A new 6 -Tesla solenoid
has been ordered and delivery is anticipated in early
2001. Tlie in-fhght radioactive beam program will
begin again with the installation ofthe new solenoid.

-'?''To support the program in long-lived radioactive
beams, a new hot laboratory was created using a room
previously used for off-line developments of negativeion sputter sources. The new laboratory contains two
HEPA vented hoods and a glove box for rebuilding the
SNICS ion sources which have become activated from
acceleration of beams of long-lived radioactive species.
The facility will also be available for other activity
involved in the Division's research program involving
radioactive sources.
The ECR-I ion source was decommissioned to begin an
upgrade in April 2000. Reassembly of a new and
improved ECR-I source was completed in September
2000. First beam was achieved in October and the
source is expected to be quickly returned to normal
operation. Early performance looks excellent.
The upgrade of ATLAS experimental area II was
completed this year. A full implementation of the
radiation interlock system (ARIS) is now in place for
that area containing both the CPT/Spectrograph target
station and a 65"-diameter scattering chamber, the only
other station remaining in Area II. The controls for all
the beamline elements to the CPT/Spectrograph have
also now been incorporated into the ATLAS control
system.
A significant new research initiative to search for superheavy elements has been initiated at ATLAS. To be
successful, this program will need to have available
extremely high currents of heavy-ion beams such as
**Kr and ^*Fe.
Initial efforts to develop and
demonstrate the necessary capabilities were started this
year. In test runs, beam currents of 1330 pnA *^Kr
were accelerated through the PU linac and studies ofthe
linac performance and stability were made. Currents of
up to 330 pnA at 450 MeV were also provided to the
FMA target station for studies related to target
reliabihty, beam background and detector performance.
These efforts are discussed elsewhere in this annual
report. Based on the observed performance of the
accelerator system in these tests, the ATLAS facility
appears immediately capable of providing Kr beam
currents in excess of 650 pnA on target. In order to
accomplish this, some changes will be required in the
ATLAS radiation safety rules and hardware. Efforts
toward providing these high-intensity beams for superheavy element searches will continue in the coming
year.
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Sr-84 (2.97%)
Kr.86 (2.60%)
Kr.a7(1.11%)Zr-64(2.23%)—

H (2.60%)
-Ho-3(1.11%)
r-Ll-7(1.85%)
C-12 (4,,08%)
0-16/F-17~ (2.23%)
Ne-20 (4.27%)
Si-28 (2.97%)
S-32 (2.97%)
Ar-36(1.e5%)

Ni-60(9.64%)Ar-W (9.64)

Ni-58 (11.13%)
Fe-54 (4.45%)
Ti.44'' (4.82%)

Ca-40 (5.56%)
Ca-48 (8.64%)

Figure II-l. Distribution of beam time by isotope provided by ATLAS in FY2000. A total of 27 different isotopes
were provided to the research program. Radioactive beams of' F and **Ti comprised 7% of all beamtimein
FY2000.

B. DEVELOPMENTS RELATED TO ATLAS
b.l. Status of the 14-GHz ECR Ion Source (ECR-H) (R. Vondrasek and R. H. Scott)
During the ECR-I upgrade, ECR-II was responsible for
the production of all beams accelerated with the PII
injector. The main production technique continued to
be a gas feed followed by the high-temperature oven
and then the sputter technique. This year the oven was
used to produce beams of **Ca, **Ni, **Sr, '"Sn, ' " A U ,
and Bi. The sputter technique was used for beams of
"Si,'%and"*U.
As was described in the previous status report,
difficulties were encountered when using the sputter
technique with magnetic materials. Due to the smaller
port sizes of ECR-II some of the sputtered material
would bridge the gap between the sample and the
plasma chamber wall and cause a short Several
attempts were made to eliminate this problem but the
geometry of the source does not allow sufficient
clearance for reliable, long-term operation. The three

materials in question (Fe, Ni, Co) can all be produced
frY)m the high-temperature oven without performance
being affected and the development of the sputter
technique for these elements is no longer a priority.
Source performance was enhanced with the addition of
high power waveguides for the 14-GHz transmitter.
Previous to this change, at an RF power of 1.0 kW, the
reflected RF power would be approximately 10% ofthe
forward power. With the new waveguides in place, this
reflected power has been reduced to 4% under the same
operating conditions. The lower reflected power means
that more power is reaching the plasma hence allowing
higher beam currents at the same forward power. It has
also reduced the thermal load on the waveguides which
results in better long-term stability of the RF power and
hence the beam current.
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Development work took place in preparation for a ^He
AMS experiment The normal extraction aperture,
which is 8.0 mm in diameter, was replaced with a 1.0mm aperture. The source was then run in a highpressure mode in order to maximize the throughput of
the sample gas. The normal operating pressure of the
source is in the 10"^ Torr range. In this configuration
stable operation was achieved with a pressure of 10'^
Torr using helium as the source gas. Due to the h i ^
beam output and the high flow rate of the sample gas,
this hi^-pressure mode of operation allows very low
sample concentrations to be measured in a timely
fashion.

b.2.

As part ofthe solid materials development program, an
off-line chamber was estabhshed using parts recovered
from the ECR-I upgrade. This chamber will be utilized
to test new ovens and characterize material behavior
before introduction in the ion source. It consists of a
20" diameter chamber pumped with a 760 1/s turbo
pump. There are feed-throughs for thermocouples,
cooling water, power, and vacuum gauging. This
chamber will be first utilized to test a new hightemperature oven which is designed to achieve 2000
°C. If the off-line tests are successful, the oven will be
tested on-line in ECR-II with an appropriate material
(i.e. - UO2, Pt, CaO, Mo, Ru)

Upgrade of the A T L A S ECR-I Ion S o u r c e (D. P. Moehs, R. H. Scott, R. Vondrasek,
R, C. Pardo)

Renovation ofthe original two-stage 10-GHz ECRIS at
ATLAS, is now complete following six months of
construction. Disassembly of the original source,
which began operations in 1987, started in April 2000
and its conversion into a new single-stage source
started. The new source design includes a large
magnetic-field gradient, aluminum plasma chamber and
biased disk following modem ECRIS design concepts.
The solenoid coils from the original source were reused
to form the new magnetic mirror. Iron yokes were
manufactured to encase these coils and great care was

taken in assembling the new coils to insure that they
were coaxial and properly aligned with the extraction
beam line. At a current of 400 A, models predicted a
minimum axial B-field of 3 kG with injection and
extraction mirror ratios of 4.4 and 2.9 respectively.
Hall probe measurements ofthe axial B-field, shown in
Figure n-2, proved to be in good agreement with the
predicted values.
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Fig. II-3. The hexapolefieldprofile modeled near the surface ofthe plasma chamber. One quarter ofthe magnet
configuration is shown with pole tips at 30 and 90 degrees and gaps between the magnet bars at 0 and 60 degrees.

A new aluminum plasma chamber was also
manufactured to house the hexapole magnets and
provides additional secondary electrons to the plasma.
The NdFeB hexapole magnets producing the high
radial-gradient magnetic field were initially loaded into
the plasma chamber in May. Measurements of the
hexapole field were within 13% of the designed Bfields of 9.3 kG along the poles and 5.7 kG along at the
plasma chamber wall 4 cm in radius. Figure 11-3 shows
the predicted B-field as function of angle at the plasma
chamber wall. During operation, cooling of the
magnets is provided by flowing water through the walls
of the plasma chamber direcUy around the magnet bars,
which are encased in austenitic stainless steel. Water
leaks in an aluminum weld slowed down progress and
eventually a second chamber had to be built. Mounting

of the plasma chamber and surrounding vacuum tank
took place in late August following vacuum testing of
the O-rings seals between the two components. Testing
of the surrounding personnel and equipment interlock
systems, including water flow, high voltage isolation,
lead wall position and X-ray detection were completed
and approved by the safety committee late in
September. The first plasma in the new source was
obtained on October 10. The source is operating well
and its performance continues to improve as it outgases
and cleans itself. It has afrcady exceeded the best '^O^
beam
current
obtained
from
the
original
ECR-I by a factor of roughly 2.5, achieving
140 euA using the biased disk. A typical oxygen
charge state spectrum is shown in Figure II-4.
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bJ. Vibration Damper (A. Facco*, G. P. Zinkann, and K. W. Shepard)
The results of the first vibration damper installation
were reported in the FY 1999 Annual Report. At that
time we stated plans for the installation of a second
vibration damper in an II class interdigital resonator.
In April 2000 we had a maintenance period where,
among other tasks, we installed the second vibration
damper in the II (p= 0.008) resonator, the first

resonator in the PII linac. During this scheduled
maintenance time we had sufficient time to measure the
characteristics of the mechanical vibration modes.
Figures II-5 and 11-6 show the decay times of the
mechanical oscillations and the frequency spectrum
with and without the damper.
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Figure II-S. Mechanical vibration decay time for the II resonator without the vibration damper installed (a) and
with the vibration damper installed (b).
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The final result for the II damper was a reduction in the
vibration level of 32.5%. This reduction relates
proportionaUy to an equivalent reduction of the power
dissipated by the fast tuner device. It also means that
the tuning window can be reduced by the same factor.
This will result in a reduction of the phase wobble and
the related energy spread induced in the beam.

During this maintenance period, we also reduced the
tuning window of the 12 resonator that received the
original vibration damper installed in FY1999. Prior to
the tuning window reduction measurements of the
energy spread of the beam were made. Now that the
tuning window has been reduced we will repeat this
measurement and compare the results.

* INFN- Laboratori NazionaU di Legnaro,via Romea 4,1-35020 Legnaro (Padova) Italy

b.4. pn Injection Bunching System (R,C. Pardo, J.M. Bogaty, B.E. Clifft)
A new bunching system for injecting into the PII-Linac
system has been under development and is nearing final
operational status. The new system consists of a new,
four-harmonic 12.125 MHz buncher system located in
much closer proximity to the PII linac than the original
buncher design, a new traveling-wave chopper, and an
existing 24.25 MHz spiral buncher located near the
entrance to the PII-Linac. The new configuration uses
the harmonic buncher to create a virtual time-waist
downstream of the spiral buncher. The spiral buncher
then creates a real time waist near the first PII-Linac
resonator. Because this bunching scenario produces a
poGo-ly bunched beam at the chopper location, a new
traveling-wave chopper is necessary to remove the
unbuncbed beam components before acceleration in
PH. The previously used sine-wave buncher produces
significant emittance growth in the beam under these
conditions.

Benefits of the new system include better bunching for
high current beams and better matching into the PIILinac than for the previous system. A second benefit is
that only one harmonic buncher is needed for PII rather
than separate bunchers for each source as required for
the ori^nal geometry.
A benefit of this new geometry, not appreciated prior
to testing, is the much improved capture efficiency into
the main bunch bucket. As high as 75% transmission
through pn has been achieved with the new bunching
system. The virtual waste optics also results in less
than 5% ofthe unbunched beam being captured into the
sateUite bucket ofthe 24 MHz spiral buncher.
The traveling-wave chopper has been demonstrated at
both 6 and 12 MHz operation, but full operation at 12
MHz continues to be only a goal. Good progress has
been made and we are hopeful this last component of
the system will be operational in the next few months.
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b.5. ATLAS Control System (F. H. Munson, D. Quock, K. Eder)
At the core of the ATLAS control system's real time
activities is Vsystem, which is a networked process
control software and real time database offered by Vista
Control Systems Inc. It is estimated that Vsystem
comprises 25 percent of all software written for the
ATLAS control system. Previous versions of Vsystem
were based solely on the VMS operating system
running on the VAX/Alpha platforms utilizing the
DECnet protocol for networking.
The most recent version of Vsystem has been ported to
operating systems such as Windows NT/2000, Linux,
Unix, and others, allowing for the use of additional
platforms including Intel based machines. The network
protocol used by the new Vsystem version is the more
popular TCP/IP. An upgrade to this most recent version
of Vsystem was accomplished during this reporting
period. The upgrade provides the first step to providing
distributed I/O processing, which will bring the ATLAS

control system more in line with present day control
system designs.
PCs that provide accelerator control and monitoring in
locations other than the main control room have been
using a 1980's PC flavor ofthe DOS operating system,
the DECnet network protocol, and outdated X-windows
server software. These systems were upgraded to the
current Windows NT version operating system, the
TCP/IP network protocol, and the latest X-windows
server software. To enhance this upgrade, Windows NT
primary and backup domain controllers have been
installed, which also function as the control system's
domain name servers.
A control system intranet and home page have been
established. Using a standard WEB browser, the home
page can be activated providing the user with easy
access to data stored in the control system's Oracle Rdb
relational database.

b.6. ATLAS Cryogenic System (J. R. Specht, S. W. MacDonald, and R. C. Jenkins)
The major cryogeruc maintenance activity this year was
the replacement of the 80K absorbers in the 2800E
Uquid helium refrigerator. Near continuous operation
for about eighteen years caused the absorbers to
become plugged with fine charcoal dust.
This
condition severely limited normal operation of the
refrigerator. ATLAS was shut down for a six week
planned maintenance period during which time the
refrigerator was cut apart and the absorbers replaced.
During this shutdown period, many other maintenance
activities were performed.

completed in less than one week.
The original
compressor failed after 62,000 hours of operation.
ATLAS operation was not affected because several
smaller stand-by compressors could be operated as
needed.
Vacuum insulated hoses were installed on LN2 lines
from the ATLAS and some of the booster cryostats.
These new lines replaced foam insulated lines that
would freeze, become stiff and brittle, and their
insulation would break if moved while cold. This has
vastly reduced condensation and ice problems.

The replacement of one of the three screw compressors
for the 2800W liquid helium refiigerator by a spare was

b.7. New Solenoid for the In-Flight Production of Radioactive Beams at ATLAS (R.C.
Pardo, CL. Jiang, K.E. Rehm, J. Specht, B. Zabransky, P. Collon, J. Cagiano, A. Heinz)
The superconducting solenoid located immediately
downstream of the production gas cell for in-flight
produced radioactive beams such as " F , ^'Na, and *B
failed last year after a quench during a '^F experiment
The purpose of this solenoid is to refocus the rapidly
diverging secondary beams and maximize their
transmission through the rest of the beam transport
system to the spectrograph target station. Without this
focusing element the available beam is reduced by over

a factor of 1000 effectively ending the in-flight program
at ATLAS. This failed solenoid had been adapted to
our use from another discontinued program and was
only marginally adequate for this application since its
maximum field was less than 3 Tesla.
A new solenoid with a maximum field of 6 Tesla and
effective length of 0.65m was ordered to replace the
failed unit. Delivery is anticipated in early 2001 at
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-n^which time our in-flight program will restart The
improved field of the new solenoid will improve
transmission of the more rigid beams of interest in our

program and will be operated in a more reliable range
for the new solenoid.

b.8. Multiple Charge-State Acceleration of Uranium in ATLAS. (P. Ostromouv, R. C. Pardo,
K. W. Shepard, and G. Zinkann)
Simultaneous acceleration of multiple charge-state
uranium beams is planned for RIA to maximize the
accelerator efficiency and achieve the highest |x)ssible
beam current on the production target. Although there
have been a few experiments demonstrating the
feasibihty of such a concept, there is presently no
facihty where multiple charge-state beam acceleration
is used to increase the beam current. Therefore in order
to demonstrate the concept, we have accelerated a
multiple charge-state uranium beam in the existing
ATLAS heavy-ion linac, and carefully measured the
accelerated beam parameters for comparison with the
results of numerical simulations.
The acceleration of multiple charge-state uranium
beams has been observed at the ATLAS 'booster' as
part of the 'itormal* uranium beam configuration.
However, the multiple charge states have been
considered parasitic. Therefore systematic studies of all
the accelerated charge states were not performed and
accelerator parameters were not chosen to optimize the
acceleration ofthe other charge states.
The "*U*" beam from the ATLAS ECR-H ion source
was accelerated to 286 MeV (*1.2 MeV/u) in tiie
Injector Linac, and stripped in a 75 p.g/cm^ carbon foil
0.5 m before the 'Booster' linac as shown in Fig. 11-7.
The beam energy was carefiilly measured by a resonant
time-of-flight (TOF) system. The ATLAS Booster was
tuned using a **Ni^ 'guide' beam fmm the ATLAS
tandem injector whose velocity was matched to that of
the stripped ^^*u*^* and which has a similar charge-tomass ratio. The synchronous phase for ^ " L T " was
chosen to be -30°. Therefore the synchronous phase,
q>G, required for the guide beam is given by
158-38
^ , 1
(pG = - arccos| j - ^ cos(-30*') 1

-27''

The synchronous phase in all 24 cavities of the booster
is set by an auto-scan procedure using a silicon detector
for beam energy measurements. Tutting of the focusing
fields to get 100% transmission was accomphshed with

the guide beam prior to switching to the uranium nuxed
beam.
After optimizing the Booster linac and 40^-bend tune
with the ^^i"^ guide beam, the stripped uranium beam
was injected into the Booster. Magnet slits were used
to cleanly select only the 38+ beam after the bending
magnets and the uranium injection phase was matched
to the guide beam's phase empirically based on
maximum transmission through the system. Further
tuning of the bunching system and last PII resonator
made small adjustments to the uranium beam energy to
better match the guide beam's velocity. After this
tuning process, a 91% transmission of the multiple
charge-state uranium beam was achieved. The
transmission improved to 94% when a 10 mm aperture
was inserted upstream of the stripping target. Figure II8 compares the intensity distribution of the mixture of
multiple charge-state uranium beams accelerated in the
the booster to the measured stripping distribution for
the unaccelerated uranium. The difference in the
distributions is caused mainly by poorer transmission of
lower charge states through the booster. Also, some
discrepancy can be expected due to slightly different
tuning of unaccelerated and accelerated beams and
collimator sUts in the 40° bend region.
The individual charge states then were analyzed in the
40° bend region and sent to the ATLAS beam
diagnostics area. The parameters of each selected
charge state that were measured included: transverse
emittance, beam average energy, and beam energy
spread.
Finally, the multi-charged uranium beam was stripped
for the second time at the exit ofthe Booster and "*U^^'
was selected. The same beam parameter measurements
were performed and the beam was further accelerated in
the last section of ATLAS. Certainly, tiie use of multicharged uranium beam on the second stripper increased
the intensity of double-stripped "^LT^' beam. The
double-stripped "*U*" was accelerated up to 1400
MeV and used for a scheduled experiment at ATLAS.
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b.9. Superconducting Cavity Development for ATLAS
We completed construction of two 97-MHz niobium
spUt-ring assemblies, which were successfully tested
and are currentiy operating in ATLAS. Construction
was carried out entirely through commercial vendors,
rather than the Argonne shops.
The successful
completion of these split-rings helps to establish a costeffective commercial means of producing niobium
drift-tube cavities.
We are in the process of designing and constructing
three different niobium quarter-wave cavities to serve
as (a) spare parts for the critical front-end of the
ATLAS pn, (b) a replacement for the existing beta 0.06
rebuncher cavity for ATLAS, and (c) a replacement for

the beta O.I re-buncher for ATLAS. The cavities that
will be replaced can be used in the existing ATLAS
linac, while the new cavities provide an opportunity to
update and improve the design of cavities for this
valocity range.
Tooling, dies, and niobium are
currentiy being procurred for these cavities.
The superconducting RF surface preparation room was
also upgraded this year. An automated bufferedchemical-polish setup has been instaUed, as well as a
high-ressure water-rinse system. These are described in
more detail in Section III of this report.

|n. R&D Related to a Future Rare Isotope Accelerator Facility
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R «& D RELATED TO A FUTURE RARE ISOTOPE
ACCELERATOR FACILITY

OVERVIEW
The Rare Isotope Accelerator (RIA), a next-generation facility for basic research in
nuclear physics, is a high priority for construction in the United States by the
Department of Energy. The overall concept for RIA was developed during 1999 by
the ISOL Task Force, a sub-committee of the Nuclear Science Advisory Committee
(NSAC). A preliminary cost analysis of the RIA project was developed jointly by
Argoime National Laboratory and the National Superconducting Cyclotron
Laboratory of Michigan State IJniversity. The costs were reviewed by another subcommittee of NSAC in January, 2001. Based on this analysis and review the
estimated construction cost (TEC) for RIA is $644M in year 2001 dollars. It is
possible that construction of RIA could begin in 2004 following various preliminary
decisions and site selection. In the meantime, to prepare for construction on this
time scale it is essential to continue a vigorous R&D program for RIA. This section
is a progress report on the RIA R&D efforts at Argonne.
The RIA R&D topics addressed at Argonne during the year 2000 fall under four
main categories: Superconducting Linac Technology, RIA Beam Dynamics, Rare
Isotope Production and Separation Technology, and Rare Isotope Beam
Diagnostics, sections A-D below.
We have continued to develop and improve the baseline design for the RIA driver
hnac and also for the RIA post-accelerator. Although specific developments are
discussed in subsections of this chapter, we note particularly the following
accomplishments:
•

Changes in the baseline design for the RIA driver linac were
implemented in order to utilize the SC elliptical-cell cavities already
developed for the SNS driver linac. This required numerous changes
consequent to the shift in fi^quency for the elliptical cell cavities from
700 MHz to 805 MHz, all of which were generally accepted by a multilaboratory RIA Driver study group in a meeting organized by Argonne,
and held at O'Hare on June 1-2,2000.
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•

Numerous improvements in the design of the injector section of the
driver linac were initiated to enable the use of two charge states directly
ftom the ECR source, which effectively doubles the beam current
available for uranium

•

The design ofthe low charge state injector for the RIB hnac was updated
to provide for the post-acceleration of singly-charged beams as heavy as
uranium.

•

Preliminary designs were developed for the six SC drift-tube cavity
types and two cryomodule types required for the RIA driver and postaccelerator in sufftcient detail to provide a solid basis for cost estimation.

•

An experiment was successfully carried out at ATLAS to demonstrate
the viability ofthe multiple-charge-state mode now proposed for the RIA
driver linac.

Several R&D projects for RIA related to isotope production and separation are
being pursued. Three of these projects utilize liquid-lithium technology adapted
flx)m developments previously carried out for the controlled thermonuclear fiision
program. These projects are a hybrid beryllium/lithium target for use at the NSCL
at MSU, a windowless flowing hthium target for use with 100-kW uranium beams
at RIA, and a flowing thin lithium film to be used as an ion beam stripper in the
driver linac of RIA.
Other topics related to rare isotope beam production include fiirther testing and
development of the fast gas catcher technology, experiments to validate the
simulations of two-step/neutron-generator production schemes, and Monte Carlo
difiusion/efllision modeUng of conventional ISOL-type target geometries.

p . R&D Related to a Future Rare Isotope Accelerator Facilitv
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SUPERCONDUCTING LINAC TECHNOLOGY

a.l. Drift-Tube Cavity Development (K. W. Shepard, Michael Kelly, and Mark Kedzie)
We have designed a group of six accelerating structures
for the drift-tube section of the RIA driver linac which
cover the velocity range from .02c to .Sc. The
structures, shown schematically in Fig m - I , operate at
frequencies from 57.5 to 345 MHz. Structures 1
throu^ 4 are similar in parameters to existing
superconducting heavy-ion accelerating structures. The
two-cell lollipop and spoke loaded structures, numbers 5
and 6 respectively, are in a lesser-explored region of
frequency and velocity, so that they are being prototyped
first. Figure III-2 shows aluminum models for these
cavities which were used to verify numerical
simulations and to provide an accurate frequency
determination for the final niobium design. Tooling for
these prototypes is under construction.
The prototype spoke cavity performance has bem
significantiy improved using our new high-pressure
waterrinse (see Sec. a.2.). We were able to operate the

0

§)

prototype cw at accelerating fields substantially higher
than the design goal for RIA, 5 MV/m.
We have successfully welded niobium to stainless steel,
using a thin transition section of vanadium. Although
further development is needed (and in progress), this
technique will probably permit eliminating the use of
explosively-bonded composite materials and simplify
fabrication of niobium drift-tube cavities with integral
stainless-steel housings.
A 340-350 MHz, 5 kW amphfier, the construction of
which was supervised by the Institute for Nuclear
Research in Moscow, has been commissioned and is
being used in development and testing of niobium
cavities for RIA. The use of this amphfier has greatiy
facilitated the conditioning of the ANL 350 MHz
single-cell prototype spoke cavity to field levels well
above the design value of 5 MV/m.

<^

Figure III-l. Six superconducting cavities for the RIA driver linac. Cavities 1 through 3 operate at 57.5 MHz and
cover a velocity range from .02c to Ic. Cavity 4 operates at 115 MHz and up to 0.2c. Cavity 5 operates at 172.5
MHz and up to 0.35c. Cavity 6 at 345 MHz and to velocities above 0.5c.
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Figure III-2. Aluminum models ofthe 172 MHz lollipop cavity and 345 MHz spolx cavity being developed for the
RIA driver linac.

a.2. Surface Preparation Lab Upgrades (K. W. Shepard, Mark Kedzie and Michael Kelly)
All of the niobium drifr-tube superconducting cavities
developed to date at ATLAS have been processed by
electropolishing. Many of the cavities currentiy being
developed are of geometries that do not permit
electropolishing, and must be processed using a buffered
chemical polish (BCP) technique. This technique
requires tranferring many gallons of a concentrated nitric
- hydroflouric acid mixture in or out of a cavity in time
period of ^ i c a l l y 30 seconds. We have finished the
construction of a BCP facility, and following a recent
review of all safety issues, have been authorized for

operation. Initial tests will be with the prototype spoke
cavities being developed for RIA.
A sysem for performing high-pressure (up to 2500 psi)
high-purity water rinsing of superconducting cavities
has been designed and built (see Fig. 111-3). The system
removes sub-micron size particulates from the interior
surfaces of niobium cavities, improving performance
by reducing electron-loading at high field levels.
In iiutial tests, performance of the single-cell
prototype spoke cavity was substantially enhanced.
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Figure III-3. The business end ofthe 2S00-psi high-pressure water rinsing system being set up on the prototype
350-MHz spoke cavity.

aJ. Drift-Tube Cryomodule Design - (K. W. Shepard, Harold Russell, R. Luther*)
A design for a 'box' cryomodule for QWR and forit-type
cavities was developed by updating and cost-optimizing
the cryomodule design used for the ATLAS positive ion
injector (PU). A detailed cost estimate of the updated
design performed by a potential vendor was used for the
recent Harrison comntittce cost review of the RIA
project.
Two alternative designs for a round cryomodule to
house the spoke and lollipop type cavities for RIA have
been developed.
The first design incorporated a
MeyerTool&MFG.

monolithic liquid helium container which enclosed 8
cavities, a cooled 'strong-back' for mechanical
aUgnment, and as many as 4 focussing solenoids. The
second design was based on several of the best features
of the present ATLAS cryostats, i.e., independentiyjacketed cavities mounted in a common vacuum for
cryostat and beam. Detailed vendor cost estimates
indicate the second design to be about 1/3 less costly to
fabricate. The second design also appears to be more
straightforward to install and maintain.
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a.4. Coupler and Tuner Development (B. Rusnak*, K. W. Shepard)
A major cost item for a RIA driver linac will be the RF
systems required to control the phase ofthe RF fields in
the individual superconducting cavities. The cost of the
required RF system could be substantially reduced by
using a reactive tuiung device such as the PIN diode

tuners currentiy used on the ATLAS accelerator. A
project has been started to extend the frequency range of
such tuners from tiie present 97 MHz of ATLAS to 3 50
MHz,and possibly beyond, for use in the RIA driver.

•Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

a.5. RIA Cryogenics (J, R. Specht)
A spreadsheet was developed tabulating the cryogenic
demands for all the superconducting elements of the
RIA accelerator. A fiow diagram was then developed for
each of the four types of cryogenic elements. From this
spreadsheet, the fiow diagram, and a physical layout of
the cryogenic elements, a distribution system was
developed to provide the required cryogens to the loads.
Because the RIA facility will use many different
si4>erconducting resonator types operating at difTerent
frequencies, the temperature of the resonators and heat
shields is not consistent for all types. The distribution
system developed consists of two coaxial vacuum
insulated lines (supply and return) running the length of
the linacs. For the supply lines, the inner tube will
provide 4.6K 3 bar He for resonator and magnet
cooling. The outer concentric tubes will provide heatshield or v e x coohng (35K @ 5 bar He or 80K @ 3
bar LNj ). The return coaxial lines' center tube will
reUim eitiier 4.6K He @ 1.2 bar or 0.03 bar. Its outer
concentric tubes will return either 50K @ 5 bar He or
80K Nj. Using the CEBAF line dimensions, a few
pressure drop calculations were made to verify their

suitability. Some of the lines will need to be made
larger to keep the pressure drops within reason because
of the long lengths and increased mass flow
requirements of RIA.
Since only the heat of vaporization is used in the LN2
cryostat circuits, only about half of the available
enthalpy is used. This is very inefficient and creates
water condensation and ice problems. At RIA the
returning cold N2 gas from the cryostats will be used in
the helium refrigerator's pre-cooler. This will solve
two problems.
It removes the ice and water
condensation problems at the cryostats and uses the rest
ofthe available enthalpy saving operating cost.
Because the RIA linacs will operate at variable energies,
the cryo-plant must be able to be turned down in order
to save operating costs. A refrigeration system was
developed to meet these requirements.
A tabulation of the cryogenic requirements for RIA are
shown below.

Medium

Min Load
(W)

Max Load
(W)

Refrigerator
Cap. (W)

4.4

He

1500

3700

5,000

35

2.0

He

600

5,600

8,600

50

LOAD

Temp
(K)

Low p Cavities
Magnets, Bunchers
High P Cavities

Margin

(%)

High P heat shields

35

He

10,000

10,000

15,000

50

Magnet Leads

4.4

He

lOg/s

lOg/s

15g/s

50

Low P Heat Shields,
v e x etc

80

N,

120gal/hr

480gal/hr

Cost estimates were then prepared based on the information gained above. Vendors were contacted to help assure our
estimates were reasonable.
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RIA BEAM DYNAMICS

b.l. Multiple-Charge Dynamics (K.W. Shepard, P.N. Ostroumov, A.A. Kolomiets'*)
The principal requirements for the RIA driver accelerator
are that it be capable of producing beams of any ion,
including uranium, at energies of 400 MeV/nucleon and
a total beam power of at least 100 kW. A conceptual
design for such a driver linac has been developed, the
major elements of which are shown in Fig. ni-4. The
beam energies shown in Fig. III-4 are for the benchmark
uranium beam. Except for the injector RFQ, the entire
linac is based on superconducting (SC) accelerating
structures, which not only enable cost-effective cw
ECR
RFQ Low-p Section

9.3 MeV/kj

p6=0.81

Stripper.
Medium-p Section

12keV/ki168keVAi

400MeV/U

operation, but also have numerous additional advantages
for this apphcation. Superconducting ion linacs are
configured as an array of short superconducting cavities,
each with independently controllable rf phase.
Independent phasing allows the velocity profile to be
varied: the linac can be tuned to provide higher energies
for the Ughter ions. For example, the reference design
linac can be tuned to provide a uranium beam at an
energy of 403 MeV/nucleon and can be re-tuned to
provide a proton beam at 899 MeV.

V

K

'^^VBean
High-p Section
P„=0.61

80.3 MeVAi

P<,= 0.49

Figure III-4. Elements of the proposed RIA driver linac.

To obtain such broad velocity acceptance, the
accelerating cavities are necessarily short, allowing the
linac to be configured with ample transverse focussing.
Also, since SC structures provide high accelerating
gradients, strong longitudinal focussing can be obtained
by operating in a phase-focussing mode. We assume a
synchronous phase of -30° in the first two
superconducting sections, which can be reduced to -25°
in the high-p section. In this configuration the SC
linac provides very strong focussing, insuring that both
transveise and longitudinal acceptances are very large.
For example, the longitudinal and the transverse
acceptance of high-p section is ~150 times larger than
the input beam emittance, which is determined by the
ion source and injector RFQ.
Such an immense margin for emittance growth makes
possible a novel operating mode for the linac, in which
the beam contains multiple charge-states. By simultan-

eously accelerating several of the multiple charge states
resulting from stripping the beam, a much higher
portion of the stripped beam can be utilized. The
increase in efficiency not only provides a substantial
increase in the available beam current, but also enables
the use of multiple strippers, reducing the size of the
linac required for 400 MeV/nucleon beams. A third
benefit of using multiple charge states is a reduction in
the amount of beam dumped during charge-state
selection at the stripping points: this in turn reduces
shielding requirements.
Full 3D numerical simulations show such operation to
be straightforward, entailing a modest increase of
longitudinal and transverse emittance, which remains
well within the linac acceptance. Also, it should be
noted that the feasibihty of multiple charge state beam
acceleration has been experimentally established in a
series of tests with the existing SC ion accelerator

'Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Moscow, Russia.
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ATLAS. For our benchmark design, taking uranium as
an example, between the first stripper (9.3 MeV/u) and
second stripper (80.3 MeV/u) the beam has an average
charge state q,= 71. In this region we can accelerate 5
charge states, which encompass 70% of the incident
beam. After the second shipper, 96% of the beam is in
four charge states neighbouring q)=89, all of which can
be accelerated to the end of linac. In addition to this
enhancement of stripper efficiency, a recent study has

shown it possible to accept two charge states of
uraiuum ions from the ECR ion source, additionally
doubling the available uranium beam power. By
accelerating multiple-charge-state beams of the heavier
ions, the available beam current can be increased by as
much as a factor of eight Using these techniques, the
RIA driver can produce intense beams of virtually any
stable ion using present-day ECR ion sources.

b . l . Demonstration of Simultaneous Acceleration of Multiply C h a r g e d Ions Through a
Superconducting Linac (P.N. Ostroumov, R.C. Pardo, G.P. Zinkann, K.W. Shepard
and J.A. Nolen)
An acceleration of heavy ions at different charge states
simultaneously has been proposed and developed. This
concept can enhance the utility of high-intensity linacs
for heavy ions, where the ions may have to be stripped
repeatedly to make optimal use of accelerating fields.
Such linacs are being considered for major facihties for
nuclear physics research. For example, accelerating on
the orderof a few times 10'^ uranium nuclei per second
to 400 MeV/u will require two or three stages of
stripping. If only one charge state were accepted after
each stripping, the intensity at each stage would be

reduced by a factor of ~5. A scheme where essentially
all the charge states can be accelerated saves -80% of
the beam thus providing up to two order of magnitude
more beam at the desired final energy.
A test of this concept with uranium beams was
performed at the 50-MV SC linear accelerator at
Argonne National Laboratory (the ATLAS accelerator).
The details of this test, which demonstrated the viability
of this concept for RIA, are reported in the ATLAS
section (n.b.2).

b.3. Two-charge State Driver Injector (P.N. Ostroumov, V.N. Aseev*, A.A. Kolomiets''^)
The front end of the RIA driver linac consists of an
ECR ion source, a low energy beam transport (LEBT),
a multi-haimoiuc buncher, a 57.5 MHz RFQ, and,
finally, a medium energy beam transport (MEBT) which
matches beam into the superconducting linac. We have
designed the front end of the driver linac which is
capable to accept and simultaneously accelerate two
charge states of uraiuum from an ECR ion source. This
mode of operation increases the beam current available
for the heaviest ions by a factor of two. The LEBT is
designed to select and separate the required ion species
and to bunch and match either one or two charge states
into the following RFQ structure. The first portion of
the LEBT is an achromatic bending-magnet section for
charge-to-mass analysis and selection. For the heaviest
ions, such as uranium ions, the transport system must
deliver to the first buncher a two-charge-state beam with
similar Twiss parameters for both charge states. The
reference charge state for the design of the LEBT, RFQ
and MEBT is 28.5. The RFQ injector is designed to

accelerate any beam from protons to uranium to a
velocity v/c = 0.01893 at tiie exit of tiie RFQ. The
ECR is placed on a high voltage platform. The voltage
Vo= 100 kV is adequate to avoid space charge effects in
the LEBT and RFQ and to keep the RFQ length to less
than 4 m. A simplified layout of the second part of the
LEBT is shown in Fig. ni-5. This part of die LEBT
solves the following tasks: a) Beam bunching by a
four-harmonic extemal buncher BI (the fundamental
frequency is 28.75 MHz); b) Velocity equalization of
two different charge states by the buncher B2, operating
at 28.75 MHz; c) Charge-insensitive transverse focusing
of the 2-charge state beam and matching to the RFQ
acceptance by the electrostatic quadmpoles Q1-Q8. The
voltages of the multi-harmonic buncher have been
optimised, together with the RFQ parameters, in order
to obtain a total efficiency above 80%, while
minimizing the longitudinal emittance for each charge
state. The second buncher is used to equalize the
velocities of the 2 charge states (see Fig. Ill-5c). The

'Institute for Nuclear research, Moscow, Russia.
Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Moscow, Russia
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primary design goal for the RFQ is to estabhsh a low
output emittance so that the acceleration of multiplecharge-state beams through the rest ofthe linac becomes
straightforward. We perforaied full 3D simulations of a
two-charge-state uranium beam includmg space charge
forces in the LEBT and RFQ, reaUstic distributions of
all electric and magnetic fields along the whole
prestripper linac, and the effects of errors, evaluated for
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several design options for the prestripper linac. The
results indicate that it is possible to accelerate two
charge states while keeping emittance growth within
tolerable limits. The use of a two-charge state beam is a
powerful tool to double the total beam power produced
by the heavy ion driver linac.

Figure III-5. Longitudinal phase space plots of two-charge state beam along the LEBT, a) output ofthe multiharmonic buncher, b) at the entrance of second buncher, c) after the second buncher. d) at the entrance ofthe RFQ.

b.4. Layout of a Magnetic Optical System for Transport and Matching of MultipleCharge-State Heavy-Ion Beams (V. A. Aseev,* J. A. Nolen, P. N. Ostroumov, M. Portillo)
The construction of a hig^-intensity heavy-ion Unac for
uranium beams up to 400 MeV/nucleon requires the use
of at least two stripping foils to keep the linac total
voltage limited to about 1.4 GV. The proposed Rare
Isotope Accelerator (RIA) Driver Linac is designed to
transport beams of multiple charge states following the
stripper foils to keep beam intensity high. In order to
avoid beam losses in the high-energy section of the
Driver Linac the low-intensity unwanted charge states
must be carefully separated and dumped. The beam
transport system following the stripping foil must
provide simultaneous matching of selected charge states
to the six-dimensional acceptance of the following SRF
linac. This magnetic transport system (MTS) requires
dipole magnets and a rebuncher in order to provide a
proper transformation of the 6-dimensional beam
emittance. The system must have a dispersive area,
effectively operating as a spectrometer. In the region of
maximum dispersion, the unwanted charge states are
removed by horizontal beam coUimation. We have
designed such systems for both stripping areas of the
driver Unac, at 9.3 MeV/u and 80 MeV/u. Several
options for MTS design can satisfy the above

requirements. The options chosen seem to best satisfy
the overall architectural requirements of the linac. For
example, after the first stripper, it is convenient to
transversely shift the linac beam axis: the MTS
incorporates two 45 degree bends to provide a 4.5 m
shift. After the second stripper it is economical to bend
the beam through 180°, since such a bend greatly
shortens the overall length of the linac tunnel. The
180° bend provides for high-dispersion regions in the
MTS which enable separation of low intensity charge
states and cleaning or scraping of any beam halo.
The layout of tiie MTS following die second stripper is
shown in Fig. 111-6. For uranium beams, charge states q
= 88, 89, 90, 91, and 92 will continue on through the
system. Ion trajectory length in this system is
independent of the initial beam parameters. For
simplicity of design, we assume the beam matrix of the
second moments must be the same at the entrance and
exit ofthe system. The reproduction ofthe second order
moments ofthe beam in the longitudinal phase space is
provided for by the rf cavity. All bunches of diffierent
charge state must arrive at the rf cavity at the same time
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(at the same phase of the rf field). This means that the
MTS must have the same path length for all charge
states in the initial portion, up to the re-buncher, and
also, separately, in the output portion firom the
rebuncher on. At the final stage ofthe MTS design, the
higher order terms must be included and corrected as

necessary. For this final design stage, numerical
simulations of the beam through the MTS were
performed including the rebuncher and assuming
realistic, non-zero irutial omittances in all phase planes.
Figure III-7 shows transverse cross-section of multiplecharge state beam at high dispersion area.

*Institute for Nuclear Research, Moscow, Russia
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FigureIII-7. Beam cross section at the entrance
of quadrupole lens Qy

b.5.. Preliminary Design ofthe Driver Linac Switchyard (J. Nolen, P. N. Ostroumov, S. Kim*)
Rf deflection of heavy ions beams in RIA Facihty is a
unique task due to the large beam emittances of the
multiple charge state beams. Rf separators and dc
septum magnets are requu^ in the beam switchyard that
the RIA facility will use for beam distribution to
several targets. The most severe condition for operation
of the separator will be with multiple-charge-state
uranium beam beams. These beams will have largest
transveise and longitudinal emittance of any RIA
beams. Total momentum spread of the uranium beam
exiting the driver linac may be as high as 0.4% due to
the effect of phase and amphtude errors of the
accelerating field as well as due to the multiplicity of
charges. For similar reasons phase width of the uranium
bunches may be as much as -20° at 805 MHz. The
relatively large momentum spread will lead to rapid
beam debunching. For example, the bunch length will
double over a drift distance of 15 m. The use of high
frequency rf separators can produce large enuttance
growth due to the wide bunch width inside the rf
separator. A lowfrequencyrf deflector is appropriate for
deflection of heavy ion beams. The deflector design can
'Advanced Photon Source, ANL

be based on an H-type rf cavity. Figure III-8 shows a
general view of such an rf cavity designed by MAFIA.
The fundamental frequency of the bunch sequence is
determined by the multiharmonic buncher at the Front
End of the driver linac. In two-charge state operation
mode all four harmonics are applied and bunch
repetition rate will be 57.5 MHz. In a single charge
state mode only three harmonics of the multi-harmonic
buncher will be used and bunch repetition rate is still
57.5 MHz. Therefore the rf deflector can operate al 115
MHz allowing to split beam intensity to two halves.
The length of the electrode is chosen to provide phase
slippage 180° inside the cavity for uranium beam. This
condition eliminates any effect of fringmg fields on
uranium beam but produces negligible momentum
spread for lighter ions because of higher velocity and
smaller phase shift of lighter ion beams. A room
temperature rf cavity operating at 115 MHz can provide
a maximum electric field on the surface ~20 MV/m in
CW mode. We have conservatively designed for a
maximum electric field ~6 MV/m between the electrode.
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Figure III-8. MAFIA simulatiuons of the H-type cavity for formation of 115 MHz transverse deflecting
electric field between the electrodes (red plates on the figure). The arrows represent magnetic field flow.
The cylindrical envelope ofthe cavity is cut to open an internal view.

Table m-I: Basic parameters ofthe rf deflector for the RIA switchyard.
Maximum electric field
Effective length
Defiecting angle
Characteristic resistance according the MAFIA sunulations
Required rf power (twice of MAFIA prediction)

6 MV/m
1.0 m
± 2 mrad
3M0hm
11 kW
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b.6. Low-Charge-State Injector Beam Dynamics (P. N. Ostroumov, A. A. Kolomiets*)
The design goal for the rare isotope beam (RIB) linac is
to accelerate heavy ions in the mass range from 6 to
240. , starting with the ions at charge state I^ We
have designed the injector section of the RIB linac
capable to boost an ion beam velocity to the value
acceptable by a SC linac. The injector of the RIB linac
contains three sections of normally-conducting RFQ.
Options for gas stripping with a He cell will be
provided at two locations. The output of the first
section is at 7 keV/u, and the beams of 66 < mass <
133 will be charge-stripped at this point. Whether
stripped or not, ions of any mass and charge state,
including mass 240 at charge state 1^ will be further
accelerated by the next section of the 12 MHz RFQ to
an energy of 20 keV/u. At this point the beams of mass
> 132 will be stripped. Providing two different options
for non-equilibrium gas stripping ensures a high
efficiency of operation over the full mass range,
including mass 240 (see Fig. III-9). The third section of
RFQ will operate at 24.25 MHz and accelerate the ions,
now at a charge state q/m > 1/66, to an energy of 62
keV/u for injection into the superconducting linac. The
multi-haimonic buncher, both 12 MHz RFQ sections,
and both He gas-stripper cells will be placed on a 380
kV open-air variable-voltage platform. Placing these
elements on a variable voltage platform allows
operation with a fixed constant velocity profile for the
full mass range of ions, including uranium. Light ions
will be accelerated, on exiting the HV platform, above
the input matched velocity of the following groundpotential RFQ. To achieve velocity matching for these

ions, a buncher with effective voltage *'60 kV is
required.
The RFQ should operate at as low a frequency as is
practicable to maximize the transverse focusing
strength. As has been demonstrated at ANL the splitcoaxial RFQ geometry is appropriate for operation at 12
MHz. The RFQ is designed for a minimum charge to
mass ratio of 1/240: ions of hi^er charge state are
accommodated by simply scaling both the platform
voltage and the RFQ rf voltage to match. The basic
design parameters of three RFQ sections are shown in
Table lE-II. The acceleration of very low masses may
require operation at rf voltages below the linear region
of the drive amplifiers, and additional low power rf
ampUfiers may be required in order to properly stabilize
phase and amphtude of the accelerating fields.
Numerical simulations of the beam dynamics through
the entire chain of RFQ sections have been performed.
The proposed design achieves longitudinal emittance as
low as 0.2 71 keV/u-nsec for 80% of CW beam entering
the buncher. A preliminary study shows that beam
matching between the RFQ sections, including
stripping, is straightforward, and can be achieved
without appreciable emittance growth in either the
transverse or the longitudinal phase planes. Several rf
bunchers are required for the matching purpose.
Transverse focusing in the transitions can be done with
either electrostatic quadrupoles or SC solenoids. Beam
dynamics simulations of each section of the RIB linac
injector, using reaUstic fields, does not show
appreciable emittance growth m any section.

'Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Moscow, Russia
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Tablelll-II Basic Parameters of the RIB linacRFQs.
Operatingfrequency(MHz)
Charge to mass ratio
Input energY (keV/u)
Output energy (keV/u)
Inter-vane voltage (kV)
Average distance between opposite electrodes (mm)
Maximum electric field (kV/cm)
Modulation
Synchronous phase (dee)
Length (m)
Transverse normalized acceptance (n-mm-mrad)

100

?%

flO

12.125
1/240

12.125
1/240

24.25
1/66

2.0
7.0
92
18
128
1.3 + 1.9
-25
2
0.4

7.0
20.0
92
18
128
1.9 + 2.3
-25
4.7
0.3

20.0
61.7
92
18
128
1.3 + 2.3
-25
4.25
0.56
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Figure III-9. Helium stripping efficiency for the proposed RIB injector section.
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b.7. Singly-Charged Heavy-Ion Beam Studies on a 12-MHZ RFQ
(M. P. KeUy, P, N. Ostroumov, K. W. Shepard, B. E. Clifft, and M. Kedzie)
This series of tests successfully completes
development of the only existing cw normal
conducting RFQ at this low frequency capable of
accelerating 1* ions over the entire mass range. The
RFQ was designed for use in the entrance section of
a RIB linac for the RIA (Rare Isotope Accelerator)
project .

widths of a few nanoseconds at the entrance permit
detailed tests of the RFQ acceptance and emittance
properties. Measured "^Xe and "Kr energies at the
RFQ exit are in agreement with model calculations.
The long term thermal stabihty of the RFQ at the
highest inter-vane voltages (-100 kV) was also
explored.

Detailed experimental measurements of singlycharged '^^Xe and "Kr beams accelerated through
the RFQ for stable inter-vane voltages up to 90 kV
have been performed. As part of an injector to a
RIB linac the RFQ would accelerate low energy,
low charge-to-mass ratio ion beams with high
efficiency (ie. CW operation) while simultaneously
introducing negUgible transverse or longitudinal
emittance growth. We have presented results of a
series of measurements using '^^e and "Kr

A typical time-versus-energy spectrum showing
bunches spaced by 160 ns centered at the expected
energy of 1 MeV is shown in Figure III-10, top
panel. The energy width is dominated by the
detector resolution as these low energies. The
bottom panel is the time projection indicating
bunch widths -15 nanoseconds. Accelerated beam
energies and the behavior of the RFQ as a function
of vane voltage and the injected bunch phase are all
in agreement with simulations.

beams ranging in energy fi'om 220 to 450 keV
injected into the RFQ using die ANL 4 MV
Dynamitron and a recentiy added RF chopper used
to simulate pre-bunched beams. SmaU beam chop

This RFQ after refitting with new copper vane tips
modulated for masses up to uranium and including
direct water cooling will be entirely suitable for use
in the entrance section of a RIB linac for RIA.

'The US RIA Project, G. Savard, 2001 Particle Acclerator Conference, June 18-22, (2001).
^Singly-Charged Heavy-Ion Beam Studies on a 12 MHz RFQ, M.P. Kelly, P.N. Ostroumov,
K.W. Shepard,B.E. Clifft, M. Kedzie, 2001 Particle Acclerator Conference, June 18-22, (2001).
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Figure III-IO. Time-of-flight versus energy (top) and thetimeprojection (bottom) for accelerated 84Kr at
the RFQ exit. The energy spread is dominated by the resolution ofthe detector for these energies.
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C.

RARE ISOTOPE BEAM PRODUCTION AND SEPARATION
TECHNOLOGY

cl. Development of a Large Accelerated Gas-Cell System for the Collection of Fast
Recoiling Radioactive Ions (G. Savard, C. Boudreau*, J. Schwartz, J. Caggiano, J. Clarkt,
H. Fukutanit, J- Greene, M. Maier*, T. Pennington, D. Seweryniak, K.S. Sharmat, B.
Zabransky)
A large gas cell system was lirst developed at ATLAS
in 1998 for the injection of radioactive ions into the
CPT mass spectrometer. It used a large high-purity
helium gas volume where fast reaction products
separated by the area n gas filled spectrometer were
stopped and tbermalized as l-*- ions before being
extracted by a combination of gas flow and E>C and RF
electric fields. We proposed at that time that this
technique could be extended to the stopping of
fiagmentation products and led to an important new
production mechanism for the proposed RIA facility.
We have continued R&D on this technique and are now
in the process of developing a full-scale prototype of the
RIA gas cell system.
The initial development work performed this year
involved construction of a new quarter size cell with
similar length to diameter ratio as the envisaged RIA
gas cell. This cell was equipped with a new RFfocusing extraction region capable of operating at higher
pressure and of a design scalable to the full scale RIA
system (see Fig. ni-ll). This cell, with an inner
diameter of about 8 cm and a length of roughly 27 cm,
uses only UHV materials. It was installed at the focal
plane of the Enge spectrograph in area II. It is separated
from the spectrograph vacuum chamber by an all metal
1.9 mg/cm' HAVAR window sealed by indium rings
and supported by a gold coated tungsten wire grid. The
cell is filled with ultra-high purity helium gas fed by an
all stainless steel gas system, with the gas purified by a
Monotorr purifier (SAES getters Inc.) preceded by a
standard cold trap. This cell fits into the existing gas
cooler vacuum chamber which was modified to inaease
the space available and ease alignment ofthe cell to the
gas cooler. The gas cooler was also improved with a
clean pump replacing the small roots blower pumping
section 2 and improved diagnostics for ions (counting
andmass selectivity) andradioactivity.
A number of systematic studies have been undertaken
with the gas cell system, looking at the effect of
mipurities in the gas, gas flow conditions, transmission

through the cooler system, efficiency variation with DC
andRF parameters inside the cell, etc ... While these
studies are still ongoing, a few conclusions can aheady
be drawn. The most important conclusion is that the
effect of impurities in the gas reduces significantly as
the field gradient inside the cell is increased. It appears
that the long-range attraction of the ions and impurities
does not succeed in bringing together ion and impurity
molecules in the presence of the constant collisions
which the molecule must undergo to "follow" the ion
being dragged in the helium gas. Similarly, the adducts
of ion plus helium which are weakly bound are not
observed when the electric field becomes significant.
Under optimal conditions we find no sign of activity at
masses other than those of the radioactive ions being
produced.
In the on-line studies, we have created radioactive
species and brought them into the cell together with a
fraction of the primary beam. This fraction can be
varied, although coarsely, by putting different size beam
stops at zero degrees or changing other parameters in the
reaction or Enge operation. While these studies are still
very coarse, we observe saturation effects in the cell
which occur at a rate consistent with that we predicted
for the point where charge accumulation in the cell will
shield the electric field applied. This number is therefore
consistent also, when scaled to a cell ofthe size required
for RIA, with the roughly 10' ions per second limit we
expect to be able to handle with this approach at RIA
and which was used for the RIA yield calculations using
this extraction system. These studies are clearly very
important and to be able to perform them under more
controlled conditions we are modifying the Enge
spectrograph with the addition of a magnetic triplet and
a velocity filter before the dipole magnet This will give
us the ability to continuously vary the amount of
primary beam going into the cell for a given amount of
radioactive species. With the diagnostics provided by the
transmission PPAC installed last year we wiU then be
able to pursue these studies much more quantitatively
and with spatial resolution inside the cell.
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The next step in the gas cell evolution is a full scale
RIA gas cell prototype. A cost efficient design for this
cell has been worked out. It will have a stopping length
of 0.S atmosphere-meter of helium and uses a modified
RF extraction region capable of providing higher
focusing RF fields. This higher-field extraction structure
was tested on-line at ATLAS and performed according to
specifications. Construction of this new cell is planned
to be completed by the fall of 2001 and will be tested
first at ATLAS before being moved to the FRS
fragment separator at GSI for a full-RIA-energy test
The initial tests at ATLAS will allow us to fully
characterize the cell, using the fact that low energy
radioactive beams can be stopped at well-defined
positions (ofthe raderof a cm diameter) inside the cell.
With pulsed beams from ATLAS, the efHciency and
time delay in the cell will be studied as a fimction of the
position where the radioactive ions are stopped inside
the cell. This will allow to optimize the DC field
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geometry to eluninate possible "dead" regions in the
cell. Beam time has been approved by the ATLAS PAC
for these studies. At the beginning of 2002, the cell
will be moved to GSI to be installed behind the FRS
fragment separator to operate under conditions similar to
those expected at ItlA. A nine laboratory collaboration
was put together and submitted a proposal to the GSI
PAC (proposal S258, spokesperson G. Savard) to study
the important aspect of the operation of a gas cell
behind a fragment separator, spanning the spectrum
from the slowing down of fast heavy ions, to the energy
monochromation of the fragment beam to reduce the
range straggling, to the final stopping in the cell and
extraction. The proposal was reviewed at the December
2000 PAC meeting at GSI and received a large
allocation of beam time to pursue this experiment.
Initial studies will be performed in the year 2001 and
gas cell tests at the high energy should occur in the
following year.

•McGill University
tUniversity of Manitoba

JGSI

Figure III-ll. Photograph ofthe conical electi^es in the extraction region ofthe second-generation fast gas catcher
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c.2. Liquid Lithium Films for Ion Stripping (J. A. Nolen, C. B. Reed,* A. Hassanein,t
M. Portillo, J. H. NoremJ)
The RIA Driver Linac design is optimized for
accelerating high power uranium beams starting from an
ECR ion source at charge state 29. To keep the total
linac accelerating voltage relatively low (1.4 GV) two
stripping stages are assumed, the first at -9 MeV/u and
the second at -80 MeV/u for uranium ions. For the
final design goal of 400 kW of uranium beam at 400
MeV/u, the beam current at the first stripper location
will be -5 particle microamperes. The stripper foil
thickness required for this beam is in the range 200-400
micrograms/cm2. Uranium beams at this intensity will
rapidly damage carbon foils even if they are mounted on
a large rotating wheel. At this energy, lower atomic
number materials such as beryllium or lithium yield
hi^er average charge states and produce less angular
scatting than carbon. Hence, we are considering the use
of a flowing thin film of liquid lithium at this first

stripper location. The technology is similar to that
being developed for the thick windowless fragmentation
target for the high energy uranium beams, except the
thickness must be ~5 micrometers rather than -2 cm.
Calculations indicate that with a 1 -mm diameter beam
spot on the fihn the power density is -15 kW/cm2, but
the lithium temperature rise is only ~30 K at a linear
velocity of 10 m/s for the lithium. We are currently
designing a test facility to house a prototype nozzle to
experimentally demonstrate the possibility of producing
the required thin and stable liquid lithium film in the
required thickness range. A simplified sketch of the
concept is shown in Fig. 111-12. A liquid lithium
stripper can also be used at the second stripper position
where a much thicker film can be used and the energy
loss is much lower.

•Technology Development Division, ANL
t&iergy Technology Division, ANL
{High Energy Physics Division, ANL

Lithium out

Fig. III-12. A simplified sketch ofthe liquid lithium film ion beam stripper concept.
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Liquid Lithium for High Power Density Fragmentation Targets (J. A. Nolen,
C. B. Reed,* and A. Hassanein,t D. J. Morrissey, J J. H. Ottarson,{
andB. M. Sherrill,{)

Wmdowless liquid lithium targets for in-flight
Segmentation or fission of high-power heavy-ion beams
are being developed for the U.S. RIA project. With
uranium beam power of 100 kW and a beam-spot
diameter of 1 mm, the power density in the target is
over 1 MW/cm3. Thermal analysis for this example
indicates a very low peak temperature for the lithium
when flowing at a linear velocity of 10 m/s. A vacuum
test chamber is under construction at Argonne at an
existing liquid lithium facility (ALEX) to demonstrate a
2-cm diameter windowless target. As a first step
towards using liquid lithiimi target technology at a
nuclear physics fragmentation facility, a lower power
target is being designed and constructed for use at the
NSCL. This target will use beryllium windows with

flowing lithium. The lithium is part of the target as
well as the cooling medium. It is designed for beams
between oxygen and calcium with beam power above 3
kW. The tapered beryllium windows are each 1-mm
thick for the calcium beams and 7-mm thick for the
oxygen beams. The lithium is 5-mm thick. This gives
an overall target thickness ranging firom about 0.7
g/cm2 to 3 g/cm2 which is adjusted by moving the
target vertically. A drawing of the final design for this
tapered, hybrid Be/Li target is shown in Fig. III-13.
The prototype system will be constructed following
design and safety reviews. It will be first checked out at
the ANL/ALEX facility and then moved for use with
the A1900 fragment separator at the MSU/NSCL.

•Technology Development Division, ANL, fEnergy Technology Division, ANL,
{Michigan State University
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Fig. 111-13. Drawing ofthe hybrid lithium/beryllium target with an overall thickness range from 0.7 g/cm2 to 3
g/cm2. The target body is beryllium and the lithium flows through the 5-mm thick channel (The drawing is
dimensioned in inches.)
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Optimization Of ISOL Targets Based On Monte-Carlo Simulations Of Ion Release
Curves (Brahim Mustapha and Jerry A. Nolen)

Studying nuclear structure at the limits of the chart of
nuclides, especially near the proton and neutron driplines, requires high intensity radioactive beams not
available at existing facilities. Since the most exotic
nuclei have the shortest half-lives, the time from
production to extraction (release) from the ion-source,
called "delay time", has to be the shortest possible. The
release process involves the transport of produced nuclei
first through the target material (diffusion) then through
the target chamber and ioniser (effusion). The aim of
this woric is first, to identify the dominant process in
the release of a given isotope and second, to reduce the
delay time in order to increase the efficiency of ISOLtargets to increase the intensities of rare isotope beams.

The delay time is a function of the radionuchde species,
target material, geometry, and the experimental
conditions.
In this work, we are interested in
optimizing the target geometry for a faster release. This
concerns mainly, the thickness, shape and arrangements
of the target material inside the target chamber. For
this purpose, we are using a Monte-Carlo calculation
where the geometry is implemented using Geant-4.
Produced particles are followed individually from
production to release. The delay time is computed event
by event. All processes involved: diffusion, effusion
and decay are included to obtain the overall release
curve.

Description ofthe Calculation
Since the shape and dimensions of the target could help
in making the release faster, it is very important to be
able to choose the target geometry in order to minimize
the delay time. Using the power of the tool kit Geant4 , it is possible to implement any comphcated 3Dgeometry and modify it easily. The diffusion and
effusion processes are treated separately. The diffusion
is treated analytically using the Kirchner formula , a
solution of Fick's equation. The formula gives the
probability for a particle to dif&se out of the target foil
at a time t. The diffusion is characterized by the time
t j =—— at which about 70% of particles have left the
target material, dis the thickness ofthe target foils and
D is the diffusion coefficient, a function of
particle/target properties and the temperature. The
formula is randomized to generate the diffusion time tjjevent by event.
For the effusion, a special routine has been written and
added to the list of physics processes of Geant-4. This
new process considers the thermal motion (Maxwell

motion) of a particle inside the target volume and treats
its collisions with the encountered sur&ces. At each
collision, the particle sticks to the surface (adsorption,
Frenkel-equation ) is reemitted (desorption) to the target
volume in a direction obeying the cosine distribution
(Knudsen Law ). The calculation is stopped when the
particle leaves the ioniser. For each event, the total
path length and the number of colhsions with the
surface are computed. They are used respectively to
determine the flight time and the total sticking time.
The effusion time, t^r is the sum of the flight and
sticking times.
The total delay time is then obtained by adding the
diffusion and effusion times: fjy + t^j-. At this stage,
we have the delay tune distribution before decay.
To consider the decay of nuclei while diffusing and
effusing through the target and obtain the final release
curve, the decay factor: exp {-X.t) is applied to the
distribution of delay times.

RIST Target Simulation
The Radioactive Ion Source Test (RIST) target^ was
designed and constructed at Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory, UK and tested at ISOLDE-CERN*^ The
target is a 20-cm-long, 2-cm diameter tantalum tube

filled with 25M-thick discs (3600 discs total). Discs
have holes in the middle to let particles effuse through
the target to a coimection tube then to the ioniser.
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Ionizer

Coimecting Tube
Target Chamber

Fig. III-14. Geometry ofthe RIST target showing the path of one particle from production to release.

Earlier analysis of the release curves obtained with the
RIST target at ISOLDE were presented in' and*. The
present effort is to simulate this target with a detailed 3D model using the Geant-4 tool kit described above.
The simulation is performed for the experimental
conditions at ISOLDE to study the release of Li at a
temperature of 1950° C. Theresult ofthe simulation is
compared to the data in order to identify the dominant
process in the release.
The result of the effusion part shows that particles
collide more than 2 x 10 times with the target surface
and travel 240 m on the average before exiting the
ionsier. This conesponds to an average flight time of
95 ms. The sticking time and the diffusion coefScient
(diffijsion time) are free parameters to fit the data.
Figure III-14 illustrates the target geometry and the
effusion path of a single atom.
A good fit was obtained for a sticking time per collision
tg = 0ns (or < ins) and any value of the diffusion
coefficient D <, 10" cm /s. For example, using D of
10~ cm /s gives exactiy the same release curve as D of
10
cm^/s after re-normalizing.
This lack of
sensitivity ofthe release curve to the value of D beyond
an upper limit D^ - 10"' cm /s is due to the fact that
the absolute normalization ofthe data is unknown. The

lifetime of Li is too short to determine D without
supplemental information from a longer-lived isotope
(see below).
Considering D of 10' cm /s, we notice that a better fit
of the release curve can be obtained by adding a faster
diffusion component, representing only 3% of events,
with D = 5 X 10" cm /s. This fast component may be
due to hot spots in the target or an enhancement of the
release during the very short beam pulse. The relative
amount ofthe required fast component is less for shorter
main components; e.g. it is only 1% for D of 10"
cm^/s. The calculated delay curve which corresponds to
either of these cases is shown in Fig. Ill-15.
To better determine D, release data from stable isotopes
measured over a longer time interval can be used.
Using the value D = 10"* cm^/s obtained for the closest
stable isotope 'Li by R. Bennett et al , we estimated
the release efficiency ofthe target for Li to be about
8% which is mainly due to the very long diffusion time
T J = 63.3 s compared to the *Li half life T j / j = 0.84
s. To increase the efficiency of the target we may use
thiimer discs. The simulation of the same target with
2.5 n discs results in an efficiency of about 65%, eight
times more than the first configuration. This proves
that by choosing the target geometry, it is possible to
improve its efficiency in order to produce higher
intensity radioactive beams and beams of very rare
isotopes.

i ^
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Fig. ni-15. Best fit of'Li release curve, obtained with a sticking time <lns and two diffitsion components: l%fast
with D = 5x 10'^ cm^/s and 99% slow with D <, 10'^ cm^/s.

Conclusion and Future Plans
A general method for simulating release curves for
ISOL targets has been developed. It is based on a
standard analytical treatment of the diffusion of
radioisotopes from the target material and a general
Monte Carlo treatment of the effusion process from the
target area to the ion source. Detailed 3-dimensional
geometries for the effusion process are modeled by the
C++ code Geant-4, and the ions are tracked via a new
physics subroutine written for this code package. The
linuting elements for the difliision/efliision processes
can be identified by this simulation model, leading to
predictions for improvements in extraction times and

overall efficiencies of the ISOL method. The Monte
Carlo calculations for the RIST target geometry are
time consuming on present Linux-based PC systems.
The present calculations each took up to a week running
as background jobs on a cluster of 10 such PC's. To
speed up the process of optimizing ISOL target designs,
we are planning to implement parallel processing for
the Geant-4 package using the MPI method. This will
pemut such calculations to be carried out effectively on
large parallel-processor computers such as the ANL
512-processor "Chiba-City" Linux cluster and/or the
NERSC computers at LBNL.

Geant4 home page; http://geant4.web.cem.ch/geant4/.
^R. Kirchner, NIMB 70 (1992) 186.
^R. Kirchner et al, NIM A 247 (1986) 265.
M. Knudsen Arm. d. Phys. 48 (1915) 1113 (in German) and "Introduction to the Kinetic Theory of Gases" by
Sir J. James (Cambridge University Press 1940).
' j . R. J. Bennett et al, NIM B 126 (1997) 117.
' p . V. Drumm et al, NIM B 126 (1997) 121.
' C . J. Denshamet al, NIM B 126 (1997) 154.
J. R. J. Bennett, Proceedings of RNB 2000.
' J . R. J. Beimett, private communication.
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Design Layout of an Isobar Separator for Purifying Beams of Rare Isotopes
(M. Portillo, J, A. Nolen, T. A. Barlow)

An important feature of the RIA facility is the filtering
out of unwanted isotopes species from beams of rare
isotopes obtained from ISOL sources. Much of this
contamination is expected to stem &om isobars of
similar m/q or from mass tails of species whose
intensities are very large compared to the isotope of
interest Simulations of a dual-potential mass separator
have been carried out in designing a system that can
purify such beams while maintaining
high
transmission. The design goal is to obtain 5 MeV
mass separation at A=100, which is equivalent to a
mass resolving power of m/Am ^ 20,000. For such
high mass resolutions it Is necessary to minimize
distortions caused by higher (nder aberration from the
elements and the energy spread ofthe ions.
A solution based on magnetic separation at two energies
is shown in Fig. 111-16, where the beam is decelerated to
in the second section to 90% of its incident energy.
The beam enters the first section at point A at 100 keV
and a lOn mm-mr emittance with an aspect ratio of xml
ym =lmm/8mm. The energy spread of the beam is
taken to be ±10 eV relative to the reference particle.
Two magnetic sectors of 60° bend with a radius of 2.5
m are paired in mirror symmetry with a multipole
between them. Despite a mass dispersion of (x,6m)=23
m provided at point C, the masses are not resolved due

to the energy spread, as shown by the inset plot. By
decelerating the beam and then bending in the opposite
direction at the same dipole field strength, it is possible
to obtain an achromatic solution. The resulting mass
distribution is also shown on the inset to demonstrate
that the energy spread effect is eliminated to first order
by the time the beam exits at point F. The beam is
then accelerated back to its original potential.
The calculations were carried out using the COSY
INFINITY code sytem which utilizes differential
algebraic techniques. The deceleration section assumes
two immersion lenses with optimization of the
potential at each gap to provide the necessary telescopic
focusing. Fifth order calculations were sufficient for
determining the necessary multipole strengths to
minimize aberrations.
The plots in the inset have been obtained from
simulations where phase space distributions of Gaussian
character were assumed. The result is that for two
masses separated in mass by m/Am =1/20,000 one
expects a cross contamination of about 5% when 96%
ofthe desired mass is accepted. Furthermore, impurities
introduced by scattering of ions by residual gases should
be largely eliminated by this multistage method.

ACCEL->Mi

-i

0
X (mm)

Fig. III-16. Layout of dial-potential spectmmeter. The separation is split into multiple sections to obtain
achnomaic focusing. The inset shows a plot of the bean tistribution (t points CandF.
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Validation of Two-Step Target Simulations (M. Portillo, J. Nolen, I. Gomes,
V. N. Panteleev*, D.V. Fedorov*, A.E. Barzakh*. V. I, Beznosjuk*, F.V. Moroz*,
S.Yu. Orlov*, Yu. M. Volkov*)

The two-step reaction process for the production of rare
isotopes in ISOL (Isotope Separation On Line) targets
offers some advantages over the one-step configuration.
In the one-step, a primary beam of high-energy
particles, such as protons, directly impinges on the
target Most if not all, of the power is then dissipated
directly into the target. Estimates on the amount of
production necessary for an intense rare isotope facility
require that that at least 100 ^A of protons at energies
ranging from 0.5 to 1 GeV be du^cted on target.
Studies in the past have predicted that conventional
targets will not be able to sustain the type of power
densities imposed under target conditions required for
releasing rare isotopes. The two-step geometry is
proposed to produce intense yields of neutron-rich
fission fragments while keeping the primary beam
power out of the uranium target.
The present
experiment was designed to test the Monte Carlo
simulation of the production rates with a simplified 2step geometry.
Especially in the case of producing neutron deficient
isotopes, issues of target lifetimes and reliability require
that alternative methods of production be considered.
Others have proposed that for the case of neufron rich
isotopes, it may be necessary to consider neutroninduced fission by fast neutrons on uranium instead of
direct protons. The efficient production of fast neutrons
on a primary target could be used to produce a sufficient
amount of neutron flux to make the so called two-step
production method a better alternative. These two
competing methods of production will be compared by
measured and simulated production yields in the Rb and
Cs mass region.
* IRIS, Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute

The experiment was conducted at the IRIS facility at
Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute. The apparatus
used allowed an immediate switching between a onestep and two-step mechanism setup for ease in
comparing the final results. The relative measurements
obtained from this ISOL configuration offers a direct
comparison between the two processes.
Monte Carlo calculations conducted at Argoime
National Laboratory were used to interpret the results in
more detail. They apply nuclear cascade models for
predicting the production yields in each of the two
configurations. Release curves were measured in order
to characterize the efficiency of the IRIS target/ion
source with a UCJC target that was developed at the
PNPI facility. Thesemeasurements were used to unfold
the actual production yields at the target from the
measured count rates at the exit of the mass separator
system.
Measuring the ratio of the yields between the direct and
indirect setup can be compared directly with the ratios
predicted by the Monte Carlo simulations since the
release efficiencies cancel out. The results obtained at
both mass regions are shown in Fig. Ill-17 where (a) is
for the neutron rich Rb mass region and (b) for the Cs.
The agreement with the experimental results lends
support to the nuclear model, which in tum predicts that
neutron induced fission is a viable production
mechanism. The Monte Carlo simulations have been
used in the design of future high power targets based on
the two-step method.

m
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D. RARE ISOTOPE BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
d.l. Design and Test of a Beam Profile Monitoring Device for Low-Intensity
Radioactive Beams (P. N. Ostroumov, P. Billquist, M. Portillo and W. Q. Shen)
Development efforts have gone into the construction
and performance testing of a device that can be used to
provide snap shot images of the beam profile for very
low intensities beams, such as those expected to be
handled with the rare-isotope accelerator. Beam position
and intensity analysis are among the most critical tools
in tuning beams through linear accelerators and play a
key role in the acceleration process. With the advent of
a pepper pot plate, this system can be used to extract
transverse emittance information of the beam for both
the x-x' and y-y' phase space planes, simultaneously.
Conventional diagnostic devices used in heavy ion
accelerators for this purpose generally require at least
10* times more intensity than is expected for rare
isotope beams to extract such information at the low
energy regime CW<10keV/u). At higher energies,
particle detectors can be implemented, however, most of

them require extra features to obtain spatial information
and hfetime sensitive to the destructive energy deposited
by the beam. The device tested here was designed with
these factors taken into consideration.
A lay-out of the measurement device is illustrated in
Fig. in-18. The beam come in from the left and will
pass through any necessary slits or apertures, such as
the pepper pot plate. The beam of particles impinge on
a plate acting as a conversion surface to convert the
energy deposited by the particles into relatively slow
secondary electrons. This is essentially a stage of
amphfying the amount of charge induced by the incident
ion, since each ion can on average produce about 3 to
10 secondary electrons per ion, depending on the
particles incident velocity and Z, and the

CID Camera
Vacuum Window
Coherent F^eroptk:
Phosphor Screen
Ijtlcroohahnel Ptatee
Secondary Bectrons
- - Grid
Thin Aluminum Foil
Vacuum Housing
U = -500 KV

Figure III-18. Simplified layout ofthe device for measurement of transverse emittance and density distribution of
low intensity radioactive beams.

chemical composition of the surface. The conversion
surface is at 45 degrees relative to the beam's optic axis
and is made of a flat piece of aluminum foil which is
under negative high voltage up to -15 kV. The
secondary electrons are accelerated through a ~10 kV

potential with a grid that is parallel to the conversion
surface to minimize the divergence of the emitted
electrons. The accelerated secondary electrons strike a
region of a microchannel plate facing parallel to the
conversion surface. Along with another similar MCP
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lying right behind the first, the signal from the
secondary electrons can be amphfied by as much as a
factor of 10^ times. The pulse of electrons generated at
the back of the MCP are then accelerated throu^ a 4
kV potential over a 5 mm even spacing between the
MCP sur&ce and an aluminum coated phosphor screen.
The light emitted by the excitations induced by the
accelerated electrons and the phosphor screen are then
transported through sections of rods made of tightly
packed optic fibers. The light signals arrive at a 2-D
airay of light sensitive detectors, known as the charged
integrating device (CID). The position on the CID at
which the light signal arrives is directly related to the
position where the particle initiating the signal strikes
on the conversion surface.
The conversion surface hanpfrx)ma linear feed through
device and may be moved to the top of the vacuum
vessel to allow the beam to pass. Figure HI-19(a) has a
photograph of the outside of the vacuum vessel to
illustrate the position ofthe pepper pot feed throu^ and
the position of the detection system located 30 cm
behind it. Figure III-19(b) has a photograph of the
inside ofthe vacuum vessel illustrating the back ofthe
conversion surface as it is pulled half-way out. A
partial view ofthe front ofthe MCP can be seen.
Recent tests with **Kr'* ions from the Dynamitron
accelerator have shown that a beam 3.6 keV/u or 12
keV/u can be well resolved down to an intensity of
about 10* pps. A normalized intensity distribution is
plotted along the horizontal and vertical dimensions of
the conversion surface as illustrated in Fig. III-20. The
beam was attenuated with fine mesh grids while the
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pepper pot plate was out ofthe way. A 1.4% efficient
channeltron detector was used to monitor the intensity
ofthe beam from a position farther up-stream from the
detection system. The image from the CID has been
processes with an 8-bit resolution ADC which can
acquire up to 30 frames per second. A bitmap image of
a single snap shot is illustrated in Fig. III-20.
At present the detection device has shown promising
results for processing images of low intensity beam
profiles. In fact, as is seen from Fig. 111-21 a location
of individual ion can be monitored. It indicates that the
device is applicable in full range of RIB beam
intensities from several particles per second to 10" pps.
Improvements to the data acquisition system are
underway to process the data and acquire emittance
profiles from the pepper pot grid. At this point it has
been proven that such a device is sensitive to low
energy beams. At higher incident energies the particles
produce sufficient amount of secondary electrons on the
conversion surface, making it efficient for beams up to
~10 MeV/u. Thus, this device should be well suited for
the entire spectrum of particle energies expected for
accelerated rare isotope beams. Since the MCP plates
are highly insensitive to gamma radiation and the
distance to the conversion surface is over 8 cm, this
detection system is expected to be sufficiently immune
to radioactive decay of the implanted particles. For
higher energy particles, the foil may even be thin
enough to allow full penetration, which further favors
this configuration.
Future tests are intended to
characterize these features, and allow further
assessments.
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Aluminum Foil
"Pepper pot"
Feed Through

I
FoU
Feed Through

Figure III-19. Side view ofthe detector on Dynamitron beam line (photo in the left) and internal view ofthe
aluminum foil and microchannel plate (photo in the right).

FigureIII-20. Beam density distribution in transverse plane.
Foil voltage is -11 kV. Beam intensity is -10" pps.

FigureIlI-21. Low intensity krypton (2-10* pps)
beam image as is seen on PC screen. Beam
size is -4x3 mm-mm.
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IV. MEDIUM-ENERGY NUCLEAR PHYSICS
RESEARCH
OVERVIEW
in order to test otir understanding ofthe structure of hadrons and the structure of
nuclei within the framework of quantum chromodynamics, the medium-energy
research program in the Argoime Physics Division emphasizes study of nucleons
and nuclei on a relatively short distance scale. In particular, related physics topics
are examined at both the quark and hadronic levels in order to understand the nonperturbative nature of strong interactions. Because the electromagnetic
interaction provides an accurate, well-understood probe of these phenomena,
primary emphasis is placed on experiments involving electron scattering, real
photons and Drell-Yan processes.
The electron beams of the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
(TJNAF) are ideally suited for studies of nuclei at hadronic scales and represent
one center ofthe experimental program. Staff members led in the construction of
experimental facilities, serve as spokespersons or co-spokepersons for 12
experiments and are actively involved in several others. The group constructed
the broad-purpose Short Orbit Spectrometer which forms half of the coincidence
spectrometer pair that is the base experimental equipment in Hall C. We continue
to upgrade the SOS detector package and improve the understanding of the
spectrometer optics and acceptance. Argonne led the first experiment to be
carried out at TJNAF in FY1996 and has completed nine other experiments. In
FYI999 measurements were made with a 5.5 GeV electron beam to extend our
results on the d(Y,p)n and (e,e'p) reactions to higher scales. An experiment was
also completed to measure the ratio of the longitudinal to transverse inelastic
electron scattering response in the resonance region. We also measured kaon
electroproduction on targets of ^He and ^He to study the reaction mechanism of
electroproduction of hypemuclei and to search for bound X-hypemuclear states.
Now these experiments are undergoing analysis. Also, during the past year, the
group prepared to measure the TT/K* ratio in high-energy photodisintegration of
3ie deuteron in Hall A at TJNAF.
The fu^t results from TJNAF build upon previous ANL experiments at Stanford
Linear Accelerator Center (SLAG), MIT-Bates and Saclay (ALS). For the first
time, forward-backward angle measurements of the (e,e'p) reaction have been
used to perform longitudinal-transverse separations ofthe proton spectral function
at high momentum transfers. Exclusive deuteron photodisintegration experiments
have established that this reaction obeys quark-counting-rule scaling arguments at
large transverse momenta. The extension of this work to 5.5 GeV indicates that
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the forward-angle deuteron photodisintegration cross section is consistent with the
quark counting rules. In addition, polarization measurements for exclusive
deuteron photodisintegration indicate a remarkable departure from the mesonnucleon picture. Measurements of kaon production on hydrogen, deuterium, ^He
and '*He provide important information on the basic strangeness production
mechanisms, the poorly known low energy hyperon-nucleon interaction and the
electromagnetic form factor of the K'*'. Pion production measurements on
hydrogen, deuterium, ^He and *He will determine the charge form factor of the
pion and measure the change in the pion field in the nuclear medium. Since the
pion contains valence antiquarks, these measurements complement our highenergy Drell-Yan measurements of the antiquark distributions in nucleons and
nuclei. Results of new measurements of inclusive electron scattering in the
resonance region provide evidence for the concept of semi-local duality in
relating averaged resonance and deep inelastic scattering yields.
HERMES, a broadly based North American-European collaboration is studying
the spin structure of the nucleon using internal polarized targets in the HERA
storage ring at DESY. Deep inelastic scattering has been measured with polarized
electrons on polarized hydrogen, deuterium and ^He. Argonne has concentrated
on the hadron particle identification of HERMES, a unique capability compared
to other spin structure experiments. In 1999 and under Argonne leadership, the
dual-radiator ring imaging Cerenkov counter (RICH) was brought into operation
at the design specifications to provide complete hadron identification in the
experiment. The RICH has been operating routinely since its installation. This
will allow HERMES to make decisive measurements of the flavor dependence of
the spin distributions. HERMES made the first direct measurement of the spin
dependence of the glue in the photoproduction of pairs of high transverse
momenta pions. The HERMES experiment is also making significant advances in
unpolarized deep-inelastic scattering physics with its coincident hadron detection.
Argonne scientists have extended the physics program in studies of exclusive
vector meson production in polarized-beam-polarized-target measurements and
also measurements on nuclear targets. Clear evidence is seen on the nuclear
targets for the effect of coherence in the production mechanism. An unexpected
strong nuclear dependence ofthe ratio of longitudinal to transverse deep inelastic
scattering cross sections has been observed at low x and Q^. This was explored
fiirther in a TJNAF experiment during 2000.
Recently, a single-spin asymmetry in the azimuthal distribution of i:* was
observed from a longitudinally polarized proton target. This new resuh will
render transversity measurements feasible at HERMES. In addition, HERMES
observed the deeply virtual Compton scattering process which is an important tool
for investigating the structure ofthe proton.
Measurements of high mass virtual photon production in high-energy protoninduced reactions have determined the flavor dependence of the sea of antiquarks
in the nucleon. These measurements give insight into the origin of the nucleon
sea. In the same experiment, the nuclear dependence of the Drell-Yan process
and the nuclear dependence of the production of heavy quark resonances such as
the J/\|i and T have been determined. The Drell-Yan results demonstrate that the
energy loss of quarks in the nuclear medium is significantly less than theoretical
expectations. The heavy vector meson results provide constraints on the gluon
distributions of nucleons and nuclei and a significant baseline for attempts to use
heavy vector meson production as a signal of the formation of the quark-gluon
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plasma in relativistic heavy-ion experiments. A new initiative is underway to
continue these measurements with much higher luminosity at the FNAL Main
Injector.
The technology of laser atom traps provides a unique environment for the study of
nuclear and atomic systems and represents a new thrust for the group. Initially
the efforts focus on developing high efficiency and high sensitivity trapping
techniques for the isotope analysis of noble gases. The isotope Krypton-81 was
detected at natural (10"'^) abundance and the technique was demonstrated to be
free of contamination fiom other isotopes and elements. This atom trace analysis
(ATTA) technique provides a new approach to such diverse problems as dating
old ground water or mapping out the atmospheric concentration of fission
products. Work has begun on aralying ATTA to the detection of '''Ca. As a
necessary step in this direction, ''''Ca was successfiilly trapped. In addition, the
charge radius of ^He is being investigated.

A. SUBNUCLEONIC EFFECTS IN NUCLEI
a.l.

New Measurement of (GE/GM) For the Proton (J. Arrington, F. Dohrmann,
D. Gaskell, D. F. Geesaman, K. Hafidi, R. J. Holt, H. E. Jackson, D. H. Potterveld,
P. E. Reimer, K. Wijesooriya, and B. Zeldman, and the EOl-OOl Collaboration)

The structure of the proton is a matter of universal
interest in nuclear and particle physics. Charge and
current
distributions
are
obtained
through
measurements of the electric and magnetic form factors,
GE(CF)and G M ( Q ^ ) - These form factors can be
separated by measuring elastic electron-proton
scattering at two or more values of the virtual photon
polarization parameter e (i.e. by performing
Rosenbluth global tits to these measurements indicated
that the form factors were consistent with the dipole
form, and that the ratio of G E toGjn was consistent
with unity. However these measurements are difficult at
large values of Q^ where the cross section is dominated
by the magnetic form ftctor, and while none of the
experiments were inconsistent with a constant value of
Gg/Gn^, the agreement between the experiments was
rather poor (as shown in Fig. IV-1).
Recent measurements at Jefferson Laboratory' used a
polarization transfer measurement to extract GE/G^J at
large values of Q^. They found that the ratio of
H G£/G)y( was unity at low Q^, but fell linearly with
increasing Q^, reaching a value of 0.6 at Q^ = 3 GeV^.

While this new technique can reach higher values of Q
and is less prone to systematic uncertainties than the
Rosenbluth separation, the discrepancy between the two
techniques must be understood before we can be
comfortable accepting the results of either set of
experiments,
Experiment EOl-OOl will perform a Rosenbluth
separation to measure G)g/G]y( at Q = 1.4, 3.2, and 4.9
GeV^, but will use a different experimental technique
that will reduce the uncertainty compared to previous
measurements. To measure at two different values of e,
data must be taken at different beam energies and
different election scattering angles. In order to extract
the small contribution firom Gg' the uncertainty in the
ratio of high-£ to low-e data must be extremely small.
Uncertainties in the accumulated beam charge, target
density, and scattering kinematics are some of the most
significant sources of uncertainty in the previous
measurements. To reduce the dependence on beam
charge and target density, we will make simultaneous
measurements at the desired (hirii) Q value and a low
Q^ normalization point (0.5 GeV ).

-J^^
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, along with projected uncertainties for this experiment. The hollow

points represent the results from Rosenbluth separation experiments, while the solid stars represent the recent Hall
A polarization transfer measurement.

Because the value of Gg/Gi^ at low Q^ is relatively
well known, and because ttw kinematics chosen make
the low Q^ measurement insensitive to the photon
polarization, we can use the low Q^ point to correct for
any error m the beam charge and target thickness
measurements.
Hie other difference in this
measurement is that we will detect the struck proton,
rather than the scattered electron. This significantly
reduces the sensitivi^ to the scattering angle for the
forward angle electron scattering (large angle proton
scattering) where it is a significant contribution to the
uncertainty. It also increases the cross section for
backwards angle electrons (forwards angle protons),
where the cross section becomes a limiting factors in
the electron measurement. Hie proton also has the
advantage that the radiative corrections are both smaller
than in the election case, and less dependent on e.
'M. K. Jones et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 1398 (2000).
h. Arrington, R. E. Segel et al., Jlab Experiment EOl-OOl.

Finally, because the proton momentum is fixed for a
given Q , the detected particle is at the same
momentum for both the forward and backward angle
measurements, reducing the uncertain^ fi-om any
momentum-dependent corrections to the cross section.
The experiment was approved for 10 days of beam
time in Hall A at Jefferson Lab. The uncertainty in
the extraction of the ratio depends on the value
of CJ£/GJ^.
Assuming form factor scaling
(Gg/Gj^i = 1 at all Qy, the uncertainty on the ratio is
2.1% at Q^ = 1.4 GeV^ 4.2% at 3.2 GeV^, and 9.7% at
4.9 GeV . This experiment will differentiate between
the existing Rosenbluth data and the new polarization
transfer results up to Q = 5 GeV and will give the
most precise measurement of Gg/Gj^ at moderate Q^.
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The Energy Dependence of Nucleon Propagation in Nuclei as Measured in the
(e,e*p) Reaction (D. F. Geesaman, J. Arrington, K. Bailey, W. J. CXjmmings,
D. DeSchepper, R, Holt, H. E. Jackson, C. Jones, S. Kaufinan, T. O'Neill,
D. Potterveld, J. Reinhold, J. P, Schiffer, and B, Zeidman, and the E91-013
and £94-139 Collaborations)

ANL led the first experiment to be carried out at
TJNAF in 1995-1996. This experiment built upon
earlier ANL work at MIT and SLAC using the ('e,e'p^
reaction to study the propagation of 0.35-3.3 GeV
protons through nuclear material and the reaction
mechanism in the quasifiee region. Measurements
were made atQ^ values of 0.64, 1.3, 1.8 and 3.3 GeV^.
At Q^ of 0.64 and 1.8 GeV^ data were taken at two
values of the virtual photon polarization to examine the
separate contributions of longitudinal and transverse
photon exchange. The statistics, kinematic coverage
and experimental precision significantly exceed those
of previous measurements. These data provide precise
measurements of nuclear transparency as well as a
broad survey of nuclear spectral functions ftom recoil
momentum of 0 to 300 MeV and missing energy of 0 to
150 MeV.
Radiatively corrected spectral functions have been
extracted for each target and momentum transfer.
These spectral fimctions suggest that the widths of
deeply bound hole states in Fe and Au may be
somewhat larger than had been expected. Separated
longitudinal and transverse spectral functions were
extracted for missing momenta fix)m 0 to 80 MeV at
two Q^ values. At Q^ =1.8 GeV^, the longitudinal and

transverse spectral functions of the s-shell and p-shell
knockout strength are consistent with each other.
However, at Q^ of 0.6 GeV^, there is a substantial
excess of transverse strength compared to the
longitudinal strength in the missing energy region from
30-50 MeV. Similar results are observed for iron and
gold. The missing energy and nucleus dependence
suggest that meson exchange mechanisms are important
for the transverse strength, especially at the lower Q^.
The longitudinal strength is observed to extend to the
highest missing energies measured signaling the effects
of short-range correlations.
Additional measurements were made in 1999,
significantly extending the momentum transfer
coverage of the nuclear transparency measurement.
Data were taken on deuterium, carbon, and iron up to
Q = 8.0 GeV . Figure IV-2 shows the measured
transparency for both JLab experiments, as well as
previous measurements from MIT-Bates and SLAC.
The JLab data extends somewhat higher in ( ^ than the
previous SLAC measurements, with significantiy
smaller uncertainties. Ihese new results mle out large
color transparency eifects at these values of momentum
transfer.
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Q^(GeV)^
Figure IV-2. Nuclear transparency from JLab experiments E91-003 and E94-139 (solid symbols), along with
previous measurements from SLAC and Bates (hollow symbols). Data is shown for deuterium (stars), carbon
(squares), iron (circles), and gold (triangles).
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Measurements of J{=a 2,/<TJ in the Nucleon Resonance Region (J. Arrington,
D. F. Geesaman, T. G. O'Neill, and D. Potterveld, and the E99-119 Collaboration)

A great deal of our understanding of the quark structure
of the nucleon comes from inclusive electron scattering.
However, most of the measurements focus on the deep
inelastic region.
High precision cross section
measurements in the resonance region, combined with a
separation of the longitudinal (G/,) and transverse
( G j ) components, will substantially improve the
global description of electroproduction at moderate to
high Q and large Bjorken-jc.
While the ratio
R = CL/OJ has been measured up to high Q^ for elastic
and deep inelastic scattering, there exist few

a.4.

measurements of J2 in the resonance region at moderate
or high momentum transfers.
In 1999, experiment £94-110 was run in Hall C at
Jefferson Lab. The experiment made a precision
measurement of .^ in the resonance region, up to
Q^ = 4.5 GeV^. This new data should reduce the
uncertainty in R from greater than 100% to
approximately 10%. There is also an additional
approved experiment to extend duahty studies to
Q 2 = 7.5 GeV^.

Measurement of Proton Polarization in Neutral Pion Photoproduction
(R. J. Hoh. C. Schulte, and K. Wijesooriya and the Hall A Collaboration)

There are two tests of perturbative Quantum
Chromodynamics (pQCD) in exclusive nuclear
reactions: i) whether the reaction obeys the constituent
counting rules, and ii) whether hadron helici^ is
conserved. Existing cross section data for H(Y,iC^n

reaction exhibit an energy dependence near 9 = 90°
consistent with asymptotic scaUng for photon energies
above 2 GeV. However, attempts to observe Hadron
Helicity Conservation (HHC) are beheved to be
obscured by the presence of Landshoff amplitudes

n/
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which appear in hadron-hadron collisions but not in
photo reactions. The H(Y,p)7i reaction is an excellent
candidate for testing HHC not only because it has no
Landshoff corrections, but also it involves a relatively
small number of constituents and only two helicity
amplitudes.
Jefferson Lab experiment E94-012, measured spin
observables both across much of the resonance region
(Ey » 0.8-2.0 GeV), and up to much higher energies
(Ey = 4.8 GeV) at center of mass angles between 45**
and 120**.
The induced polarization, Py and
polarization transfer coefficients, Cx and Cz were

a.5.

JJ2;
measured for the 7p —> pjio reaction using a circularly
polarized bremsstrahlung beam and the Hall A focal
plane polarimeter in the hadron spectrometer. The
electron spectrometer was used to tag the electron from
the ep elastic scattering to veto the elastics. The
preliminary results for the induced polarization, Py at
856 MeV photon energy agree well with the available
world data and also agrees qualitatively with the SAID
prediction.
There are no data available for the
polarization transfer observables for this reaction prior
to this experiment.

Two-Body Photodisintegration ofthe Deuteron Up to 5.5 GeV (R. J. Holt,
J. Arrington, D. F, Geesaman, H. E. Jackson, T. O'Neill, D. H. Potterveld,
E. C. Schulte, and B. Zeidman, and the E96-003 Collaboration)

The overall goal of experiment E96-003 is to map out
the transition regionfix>ma nucleon-meson picture of
deuteron photodisintegration to the quark-gluon picture.
High energy two-body breakup of the deuteron is an
excellent means to probe quark effects in nuclear
reactions smce the energy transfer to the constituents is
large. Previous experiments at JLab were limited to 4.0
GeV. Although these experiments found evidence for
scaling at reaction angles near 90°, no evidence for
scaling was found at forward angles. The objective of
E96-003 is to extend the cross section measurements
for the d(7,p)n reaction up to a photon energy of 5.5
GeV at forward angles as a test for scaling at the
forward angles. The HMS in Hall C was used to detect

photoprotons which emerged fix)m a Uquid deuterium
target that was irradiated by bremsstrahlung photons.
Relatively large momentum transfer to the constituents
can be obtained in exclusive photonuclear reactions at
photon energies of a few GeV, because the absorbed
photon delivers all of its energy to the constituents.
One signature of a QCD effect in the d(y,p)n reaction is
a scaling behavior, for example, the constituent
counting
rule
behavior.
For
deuteron
photodisintegration yd —> pn process, the constituent
counting rule^ predicts:

dt
*R. J. Holt, Phys. Rev. C 41,2400 (1990).
^S. J. Brodsky and G. R. Farrar, Phys. Rev. Lett. 31,1153 (1973); G. P. Lepage and S. J. Brodsky, Phys. Rev. D. 22,
2157 (1980); V. Matveev et al, Nuovo Cimento Lett 7,719 (1973),
^C. Bochna et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 81,4576 (1998).
^J. Arends et al, Nucl. Phys. A 412, 509 (1984); J. E. Belz et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 74,646 (1995); R. Ching and C.
Schaerf, Phys. Rev. 141,1320 (1966); R. Crawford era/., Nucl. Phys. A603, 281 (1996);P. Dougane/a/.,Z.Phys.
A 276, 55 (1976); H. Myers et al, Phys. Rev. 121,630 (1961); J. Napolitano et al, Phys. Rev. Utt. 61,2530
(1988);
S. J. Freedman et al., Phys. Rev. C 48,1864 (1993).
^T.-S. H. Lee, Argonne National Laboratory Report No. PHY-5253-TH-88; T.-S.H. Lee, in Proceedings ofthe
International Conference on Medium and High Energy Nuclear Physics. Taipei, Taiwan. iP^^ (Worid Scientific,
Smgapore, 1988), p. 563.
^L. L. Frankfurt et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 3045 (2000).
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This behavior has been observed at large angles, Ben =
70 and 90° as shown in Figure IV-3. Here, s"''<j/dt is
plotted as a function of £Y . The new results shown as
the diamonds in the figure are from experiment E96003. These results indicate the first evidence for
scaling at the forward angles and the highest energies.
At 53° it appears that scaling sets in at photon energy of
about 3 GeV, whereas at 37° there is the suggestion of
scaling at 4 GeV. Because of the relatively large error
limits and the relatively small energy region of the

10 r — I
1
'
U b E96-003
8 _- •X JPrevious
Data
6 - »JLabEe8-012

experiment, scaling cannot be claimed conclusively.
An additional experiment which goes to higher energy
would be necessary to confirm this surprising result.
The quark rescattering model at the highest energy and
especially at Bcm =53° is not in good agreement with
the new data. Nevertheless, evidence for scaling at all
the angles suggests that the GeV region is a "transition
region" between meson-exchange models and pQCD.
The experiment was completed, the data were analyzed
and a manuscript is being prepared.
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Figure IV-3. Data for deuteron photodisintegration as afiinctionofthe photon energy atfour reaction angles. The
darkened diamonds represent the E96-003 data. The darkened triangles represent the JLab E89-012 data. The
crosses are all the other existing data.'' The solid line is a traditional meson-exchange calculation, and the shaded
area is the quark rescattering model^ These models have an absolute normalization. For the first time, evidence
for scaling is observed at the forward reaction angles.
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Measurement of Proton Polarization in Deuteron Photodisintegration
(R. J. Holt, E. C. Schulte, and K. Wijesooriya and the Hall A Collaboration)

There are two distinct classes of calculations to describe
nuclear reactions. Hie Meson Exchange Calculations
(MEC) that worit. very well in low energies and the
perturbative Quantum Chromodynamic (pQCD)
calculations that are expected to work well at very high
energies. The main goal of this experiment is to see the
^plicability of these models in the intermediate energy
regime, or to study the transition fix>m the meson
baiyon picture to the quark gluon picture.
Cross section data for the d(7,p)n reaction at O^^^j = 90°
and photon energies above 1 GeV exhibit an s-ii scaling
behavior that is consistent with MEC, pQCD and a
nonperturbative QCD model. For this reason, we now
provide a stringent test of these competing pictures of
deuteron photodisintegration. Hall A, Jefferson Lab
experiment E89-019 used polarized electrons with a 6%
thick Cu radiator on 15 cm thick LD2 target and used
the high resolution hadron spectrometer to detect the

recoiling proton. A Focal Plane polarimeter was used
to determine the proton polarizations at the focal plane
in addition to the standard detector package. Three
polarization observables were measured: Induced
polarization (py), and the two polarization transfer
observables, C^ and C^ for photon energies 0.5 GeV to
2.5 GeV.
As shown by the data in Fig. IV-4(a), the induced
polarization, Py vanishes above 1 GeV contrary to
MEC, in which resonances lead to large polarizations
showing a breakdown of the meson-baryon picture, but
agreeing well with the pQCD prediction. However,
polarization transfer C^ [see Fig. IV-4(b)] does not
vanish above 1 GeV, inconsistent with the hadron
helicity conservation expected from the pQCD picture,
suggesting that the underlying picture in the
intermediate energies is neither a MEC or pQCD, but
rather a nonperturbative quari^ picture.
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Figure IV-4: Polarization observables measured in deuteron photodisintegration at Wcm = 90°. Induced
polarization, Py (polarization transfer, Cx) in a (b).
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Angular Distribution of the yd -^ pn Reaction (R. J. Holt, E. C. Schulte, and
K. Wijesooriya, and the E99-008 Collaboration)

The overall goal of experiment E99-008 is to determine
the mechanism which governs photoreactions in the
GeV energy region. If the incoming photon couples to
a quark, then one would expect the angular
distribution for the d(Y,p)n reaction to be symmetric
about 90°. However, if the photon couples to a
nucleon, then one would expect • that the differential
cross section in the forward direction to be substantially
larger than in the backward direction.
Previous

measurements extend only to a photon energy of 1.6
GeV. The previous data are consistent with the mesonnucleon picture rather than the quark-gluon models.
For the present experiment, the angular distribution was
measured ftom Gem =30° to 153° at photon energies
between 0.8 and 2.5 GeV. The high resolution
spectrometer in Hall A was used to detect photoprotons
which emerged from a liquid deuterium target that was
irradiated by bremsstrahlung photons. Presently, the
data are being analyzed.

'S. J. Brodsky and J. R. Killer, Phys. Rev. C 28,475 1983.
^ . - S . H. Lee, Argonne National Laboratory Report No. PHY-5253-TH-88; T.-S.H. Lee, in Proceedings ofthe
International Conference on Medium and High Energy Nuclear Physics, Taipei. Taiwan, 1988 (World Scientific,
Singapore, 1988),p.563.
^S. I. Nagomyi, Yu. A. Kasatkin, and LK. Kirichenko, Sov. J. Nucl. Phys. 55,189 (1992).
*S. J. Freedman et al, Phys. Rev. C 48,1864 (1993).
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High Energy Pion Photoproduction From the Proton and Deuteron
(R. J. Holt, J. Arrington. K. Bailey, P. E. Reimer, F. Dohrmann, K. Hafidi. T. O'Connor,
E. C. Schulte, and K. Wijesooriya, and the E94-104 Collaboration)

The goal of experiment E94-104 is to determine the
mechanism that governs high -energy photoreactions by
focusing on photopion production from the nucleon.
The central objective of the experiment is to measure
the nVic* ratio from the deuterium target. The
prediction of the meson exchange model would give a
ratio near unity at 0cm - ^ ° i while quark models can
deviate substantially from this value. Another objective
of the experiment is to measure the angular distribution
as a function of energy for the Tp-wt^n and the Tfn-MC'p

reactions. The experiment is in progress in Hall A at
this time. The photon energies will range between 1.17
and S.6 GeV and data will be taken for angles near Bcm
= 90°. The high resolution spectrometer (HRS) in Hall
A is used to detect photopions which emerge from a
liquid hydrogen and deuterium targets that is irradiated
by bremsstrahlung photons. We expect that the data
collection phase of the experiment to be completed by
April 2001.

^T.-S. H. Lee, priv. comm. (2001).

a.9.

A Study of Longitudinal Charged-Pion Electroproduction in D, ^He, and ^He
(H. E. Jackson, J. Arrington, K. Bailey, D. DeSchepper, D. Gaskell, D. F. Geesaman,
B. Mueller, T. G. O'Neill, D. H. Potterveld. J. Reinhold, and B. Zeidman, and the
E91-003 Collaboration)

According to the simplest models of the nucleonnucleon force, pion-exchange currents in nuclei should
give rise to a mass-dependent enhancement of the
nuclear pion charge distribution. Longitudinal pion
electroin'oduction should be sensitive to nuclear pion
currents because of the dominance of the pion-pole
process for charged-pion emission in the direction of
the virtual photon. If current conceptions of pionexchange currents in nuclei are correct, longitudinal
elecfroproducticm will be suppressed at lower
momentum transfers and enhanced at higher
momentum transfers.
These currents should also
manifest themselves in quaik-antiquark distribution
functions as observed in deep-inelastic scattering (DIS)
on nuclei. However, analysis of paiton distribution
functions shows no evidence for any mass
enhancements of sea quarks. Recent data from EhellYan studies which probe directly the quark-antiquark
sea, show no mass dependence. These results suggest
that a reformulation of pion-exchange models of the
medium- and short-range properties of nuclear forces
may be required. In an attempt to probe exchange
currents directly, we have carried out a series of
measurements of single-charged-pion electroproduction
on the proton, deuteron, and He at TJNAF. Hie goal
is to measure the longitudinal cross section in parallel
kinematics by means of a Rosenbluth separation, and to

search for target-mass dependent effects. The results
from these measurements should provide insight into
the absence of any enhancement of sea quark
distributions in nuclei as measured in DIS.
The experiment, E91-003, was approved for an initial
phase of 500 hours to make measurements at two
kinematic configurations for four targets, H, H, He,
and He. Because the shakedown and commissioning
of the Hall C cryogenic target proved much more
difficult than anticipated, only a portion of this program
was completed, but enough data was obtained with ^H
and ^He to provide a useful examination of the mass
dependence of the longitudinal cross sections. The
measurements were carried out at Jefferson Lab in
February-April 1998 using the Hall C facility. 0.845 to
3.245 GeV electrons were scattered from high-density
cryo-targets. The scattered electtons were observed in
the High Momentum Spectrometer in coincidence with
pions observed in a short orbit spectrometer. The
kinematic conditions correspond to momentum
transfers for which, in one case, the electroproduction is
expected to be quenched (Kjt « 0.200 GeV/c), and a
second, in which according to the standard pionexchange model of nuclear forces, one expects a
substantial enhancement (Kn = 0.400 GeV/c).
Measurements were made at kinematics corresponding
to two virtual photon polarizations for each momentum
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ai^
transfer in order to use the data to carry out a
Rosenbluth separation of the transverse and
longitudinal cross sections.
The general features of the deuterium and ^He pion
spectra in missing mass, are typical of quasifree
scattering. The forward angle electroproduction cross
section integrated over missing mass,

a ( Q j , W o , 0 c m ) =a„.odcl(QS, Wo,0cm)

X (date)/(SIMC).
The resulting extracted cross section ratios are shown in
Fig. IV-5.
Within the precision of the measurements there is no
indication of multinucleon contributions.
The
measured values of the d ratios cluster around one, with
the exception ofthe point for ^He at 0.197 GeV. There
is no evidence in these data for a measurable
enhancement of da^/dHj^ in either target.
The
quenching observed in earlier measurements on the
deuteron at kn = 0.2 GeV is present in the deuteron
data for W = 1.6 GeV and appears stronger in ^He, i.e.
~ 0.6. Qualitatively, these data are consistent with
conclusions drawn from earUer work on DIS. There is
no experimental evidence for a measurable pion excess.
The absence of a measurable excess presents a major
challenge to the conventional model of nuclear forces.
Work on several fronts is necessary to make further
progress in attacking this problem.
A precise
interpretation of the results presented here will require
detailed theoretical estimates of the contributions
expected from the exchange currents in the deuteron
and ^He.

Jrv[d2at/dMdn7i + £ d^Oj/dMdllnldM
provides the most direct basis for comparing quasifree
electroproduction with production on the free nucleon.
The ratio of this cross section to that of the proton is a
robust indicator of any mass dependence.
Measurements of absolute cross sections are not
necessary, and to first order, corrections for decay-inflight cancel in the ratio. To extract this quantity, the
experimental measured coincidence yield is simulated
in a Monte Carlo calculation (SIMC) using a realistic
model of the experiment. The effects of specfrometer
response, radiation, nucleon Fermi motion, and
kinematic variation of the primary nucleon cross
section are included in the simulation.
The
measured data are compared with the simulation.
The input data are refined and the process iterated
until the best fit is obtained.
The extracted
experimental cross section is then defined as
1.6
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a.lO. Pion Electroproduction from H2 and D2 at W = 1.95 GeV (H. E. Jackson,
J. Arrington, D. Gaskell. and B. Mueller, and the E93-021 Collaboration)
The pion as the lightest meson, is an ideal system for
studying the transition between the non-perturbative
and perturbative regions of QCD. Experimental results
for the value of the pion form factor, (F,J, at moderate
and high Q have large experimental uncertainties.
Experiment E93-021 measured the H(e,e'7C )n reaction
at TJNAF for Q^ values fixim 0.6-1.6 (GeV)^.
Nfeasurements of charged production on the deuteron
were also made in the same kinematics to provide
additional information on the reaction mechanism. The
n^/n ratio is sensitive to contributions to the cross
section which are unrelated to F^
The forward
longitudinal response in this process is dominated by
the pole process and therefore sensitive to the pion form
factor. Using the two magnetic specfrometers of Hall C

and elecfron energies between 2.4 and 4.0 GeV, data for
the proton and the deuteron were taken for central
values of Q^ of 0.6, 0.75, 1.0, and 1.6 (GeV/c)^ at a
central value of the invariant mass W of 1.95 GeV.
Separated longitudinal and transverse sfructure
functions were measured by means of Rosenbluth
separations. New values for the pion charge form
factor were extracted from the longitudinal cross
section by using a recently developed Regge model.
The results indicate that the pion form factor in this
region is higher than previously assumed and follows a
monopole form factor corresponding to the charge
radius of 0.662 fm.

a.ll. Measurement ofthe Structure Function ofthe Pion (R.J. Holt, P.E. Reimer,
and K. Wijesooriya)
The light mesons have a central role in nucleon and in
nuclear structure. The masses of the lightest hadrons,
the mesons, are believed to arise from spontaneous
chiral symmetry breaking. The pion, being the lightest
meson, is particularly interesting not only because of its
importance in chiral perturbation theory, but also
because of its importance in explaining the quark sea in
the nucleon and the nuclear force in nuclei.
Until recently, the pion structure function was only
studied via np Drell-Yan scattering.
New
measurements at very low momentum fraction, x, have
been made with semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering
through the process ep —> e'NX. In this reaction, the

virtual photon scatters off of the pion in the
|jc"''n> or 7| C p> or Fock components of the proton and
the intact nucleon is detected, as illustrated in
Fig. IV-6.
Studies are underway of the feasibility of making such
measurements at Jefferson Lab using a 6-GeV incident
elecfron beam using the RAPGAP^ Monte Carlo
program. Early results show that the relatively high
luminosity which can be achieved at Jefferson Lab will
enable the pion structure to be measured, over a limited
range in x. Additional investigations are being made of
this reaction using an upgraded 11-GeV electron beam
at Jefferson Lab and using a future eA collider.

*C. Adloff cf al (HI CoUaboration), Eur. Phys. J. C 6, 587 (1999).
^H. Jung, Comp. Phys. Commun. 86,147 (1995).
^R. J. Holt and P. E. Reimer, Proc. Ofthe Second Woritshop on the Polarized Elecfron Ion Collider, MIT (2000).

Figure IV-6. Deep inelastic scattering from the pion cloud surrounding a proton.
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a.12. Electroproduction of Kaons and Light Hypemuclei (J. Arrington, K. Bailey,
F. Dohrmann, D. F. Geesaman, K. Hafidi, H. E. Jackson, B. Mueller, T. G. O'Neill,
D. Potterveld, P. Reimer, B. Zeidman, and E91-016 Collaboration)
JefTeison Lab experiment E91-016, "Electroproduction
of Kaons and Light Hypemuclei" is a study of quasi&ee
production of Kaons on targets of H, D, He, and He
at an incident electron energy of 3.245 GeV. For H and
D targets, data were also obtained at E^ =2.445 GeV.
The scattered electron and emergent K^ were detected
in coincidence with the use of the HMS and SOS
spectrometers, respectively, in Hall C.
Angular
distributions for the (e,e'K^Y reactions were measured
at forward angles with respect to the virtual photon for

Q'' = 0.37, and 0.5 GeV''. Particle identiiication
utilizing time-of-flight detectors together with Aerogel
Cerenkov detectors yields clean missing mass spectra,
e.g. Report ANL/99-12, Fig rV-7, and allows
subtraction of random backgrounds. The experiment
was run in two time periods. The H and D targets were
studied over a period of months near the end of CY
1996 while the balance of the experiment, namely the
^'^He targets were investigated during the last few
months of CY 1999.
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Figure IV-7. Missing mass spectrum for D(e,e'K^) near threshold. The lines show Monte Carlo simulations with
several K-Nfinal state interactions as well as pure quasifree production.

The fundamental interaction being studied is
N(e,e'K*)Y where Y is either a A or £ and N represents
a nucleon. For the H target, the flnal state can only be a
A or L, but for heavier targets, there is relative motion
between the nucleons in the target that results in
broadening of the peaks. Although it is possible to

separate A and £ contributions for the D target where
the Fermi broadening is less than the mass difference
between the hyperons, the larger Fermi momenta in the
He targets results in greater dependence upon Monte
Carlo simulations to extract the various contributions.
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Near the threshold for A production in the missing mass
spectrum for D, i.e. the region of low relative
momentum in the residual hyperon-neutron system, the
interaction of A with spectator nucleon leads to an
increase of the observed yield relative to pure quasifree
production. This final-state-interaction, FSI, has been
modeled with three different A-nucleon potentials; the
results are shown in Fig. IV-7. Two of these potentials
describe the data reasonably well despite significant
differences in parameterizations so that it is not possible
to distinguish them at this time. It is evident, however,
that the reaction is sensitive to FSI and a common
feature of these potentials is a calculated scattering
length of —1.6 fin. Application of the same models to
the £-N final-state-interaction results in improved
agreement with the shape of the spectrum in the region
between the quasi-firee peaks; the apparent relative
strength of the FSI to quasi-free being -7 times greater
than for A-N.

Indeed, in Fig. rV-8, there is a clear excess above the
quasi-free yield near threshold, but finlher calculations
are required before it will be possible to extract a
reliable cross section for the production ofthe bound Ap-n nucleus, i.e. the hyper-triton, that is known to have
a binding energy of-130 keV. The A-N FSI will also
contribute near threshold. The bound state is quite
evident in the data for He where a state is bound by -1
MeV.
Extraction of cross sections is complicated by the
rapidly growing number of final state configurations
that must be included in the Monte Carlo simulations
with increasing mass. As is seen in Fig IV-8, the
present agreement between Monte Carlo simulations
and data is not, as yet, satisfactory. Currentiy, this
makes it quite difficult to determine whether bound IT
hypemuclear states are indeed observed. There are
suggestions of peaks that may exist, but considerably
more work is required before definitive answers are
available. The present data set provides a highstatistics study of the mass dependence of Kaon
electroproduction on light nuclei. Students from
Hampton Universi^ and the University of Pennsylvania
have utilized data from E91-016 for their Ph.D. Theses.

Because of the greater binding and larger Fermi
momenta in He and He, the quasi-free A and £ peaks
overlap considerably, complicating the separation of
contributions from the various final configurations.
While there is no bound A-nucleon state, for ^' He
targets, bound hypemuclear states are known to exist.

^J. Cha, Ph.D. Thesis, Hampton University, Oct. 2000 (unpublished).
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a.l3. Measurements of Inclusive Cross Section in the Nucleon Resonance Region
(J. Arrington, D. F. Geesaman, R. Holt, T. G. O'Neill, and D. Pottei^eld, and the
EOO-002 and EOO-116 Collaborations)
A series of measurements of inclusive electron
scattering in the resonance region was performed
during in Hall C at Jefferson Lab during 1995 and 1996
running. Data were obtained firom both hydrogen and
deuterium allowing extraction of the resonance
production cross section finm both the proton and the
neutron. The cross sections were measured for
momentum transfers between 0.5 and 5.0 (GeV/c) . An
observed scaling relationship between resonance
electroproduction and deep inelastic scattering, termed
local duality, is generating interest recentiy. First
observed by Bloom and Oilman, this duality suggests a
common origin for both kinematic regimes. Local
duahty was observed both for the entire region and
locally in the vicinity of each prominent resonance. In
addition, the structure functions measured appear to be
insensitive to sea quarics, giving a scaling curve that
represents the valence quaik distribution ofthe nucleon.
Theoretical models indicate that both the longitudinal
and the transverse structure functions should maiufest
Bloom-Oilman duahty, but previous experiments that
separated the longitudinal and transverse components
did not have the precision necessary to study duahty.
There are additional approved experiments to extend
duahty studies to higher Q^, and to study dually in
semi-inclusive pion production. These experiments
will improve our understanding of duality in inclusive
scattering and other reactions. Another approved
experiment will to make additional measurements of
the proton structure function at low x and Q^, to
examine the valence sensitivity of the data and the low
Q^ evolution ofthe structure functions.
*I. Niculescu et al., Phys. Jtev. Lett 85,1186 (2000).
^I. Niculescu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett 85,1182 (2000).

The observation of duality implies that the resonance
cross sections can be related to the nucleon (or nuclear)
structure fimctions. This means that it may be possible
to measure the structure functions at large values of x
by taking data at moderate Q^ (^ ^ ^ resonance region),
rather than going to very high Q where the cross
sections limit the measurements. We have tested this
idea by combining data from these resonance region
measurement, an jc>l measurement at Jefferson Lab,
and SLAC measurements. By taking data in the
resonance region and averaging over a range in Q , we
can attempt to extract the structure function in the
scaling limit, and then compare this to direct
measurement in the DIS region. The same can be done
in nuclei, where the Fermi motion on the nucleons
performs the necessary averaging. Figure IV-9 shows
the ratio of the cross sections for iron and deuterium
measured far below tiie DIS region (Q^ < 4 GeV^,
1.3 < W < 2.8), and see results consistent with
measurements of the EMC effect in DIS kinematics
(Q^ ^ 5 GeV^, W^ > 4 OeV^). These tests indicate tiiat
duahty may be a powerful way to access high x nucleon
and nuclear structure, especially as we go to higher
beam energies than used in these test cases (4 GeV and
below). Results of these studies have been shown at
workshops examining the potential of Jefferson Lab at
higher energies, and are being written up for
publication. Duahty studies and the use of duality to
access high-jc structure make are a significant piece of
the physics program for the proposed Jefferson Lab
energy upgrade.
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a.l4. Measurements of the Nuclear Dependence of R = Cx^/Of at Low Q^
(J. Arrington, D. F. Geesaman. T. G. O'Neill, and D. Potterveld. and the E99-118
Collaboration)
Inclusive electron scattering is a well understood probe
of the partonic structure of nucleons and nuclei. Deep
inelastic scattering has been used to make precise
measurements of nuclear structure fimctions over a
wide range in jc and Q . The ratio R=C5L/OJhas
been measured reasonably well in deep inelastic
scattering at moderate and high ( ^ using hydrogen and
deuterium targets. However, R is still one of the most
poorly understood quantities measured in deep inelastic
scattering and few measurements exist at low Q or for
nuclear targets. Existing data at moderate to large
values of (^ rule out significant nuclear effects in R.
However, evidence for substantial A-dependent effects
has been recentiy reported by tiie HERMES
collaboration at low x and (^. While HERMES cannot
directiy measure R (which requires data at multiple

beam energies), they do measure the ratio of R^ to
Rf) . They see a significant deviation from unity in the
ratio of KiHei^D and Kj^/Kf) for JC < 0.05 and
Q^ S 2.0.
Jefferson Lab Experiment E99-119 is a direct
measurement ofR at low x (down to JC = 0.02) and low
Q^ (down to 0.07 (OeV/c)^). Data were taken on
hydrogen, deuterium, aluminum, copper, and gold
targets. The hydrogen data will significantiy improve
the measurement of R at low Cr for the proton, while
the data on nuclear targets will be used to examine the
nuclear dependence of J? in the region where the
HERMES experiments has seen the A-dependence.
Experiment E99-119 was run in July of 2000, and
the
analysis
of
the
data
is
underway.
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a.15. A Precise Measurement ofthe Nuclear Dependence of Structure Functions in
Light Nuclei (J. Arrington, F. Dohrmann, D. Gaskell, D. F. Geesaman, K. Hafidi,
R. J, Holt, H. E. Jackson, D. H. Potterveld, P. E. Reimer, and B. Zeidman,
and the EOO-101 Collaboration)
A great deal of effort has gone into attempting to
understand the nuclear dependence of the F2 structure
fimction. The EMC collaboration first measured the
difference between the stiiicture function of heavy
nuclei and deuterium, indicating a modification of the
quaric. distributions in the nuclear environment. They
observed a suppression of the structure fimction in
heavy nuclei at large values of x (corresponding to large
quark momenta), and an enhancement at low x values.
This behavior was termed the 'EMC effect' and has
since been measured by several other experiments.
Almost all of the existing data is for heavy nuclei
(A > 8). The ratio of F2 for the heavy nucleus to F2
for the deuteron has the same shape for all nuclei, and
only the ma^tude of the enhancement and suppression
depends on the nucleus. Many attempts have been
made to explain the EMC effect, but none can fiilly
reproduce the observed modifications, and there is still
no consensus on which effect or combination (if any)
explains the data.

Experiment EOO-101 will measure tiie EMC effect for
He and He. The current data caimot distinguish
between an A dependence and a density dependence of
the effect. By measuring the EMC effect for light
nuclei ( H e and He) we will extend the range of nuclei
for which precision data exists (Fig. IV-10). Because
He has an anomalously large density for a light
nucleus, it is the most sensitive test to determine if the
EMC effect scales with A or with nuclear density.
More importantiy, we will take precision data that can
be compared to exact few body calculations. If the
EMC effect is caused by few nucleon interactions, the
universal shape in heavy nuclei may be a result of a
saturation of the effect, and the shape may be different
in few-body nuclei. An v4-dependence of the shape of
the EMC effect will provide new information we can
use to test the proposed explanations ofthe EMC effect.
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Finally, a measurement of A > 4 nuclei will provide a
way to test models of nuclear effects in tight nuclei.
Models of the nuclear effects in deuterium and He
must be used to extract information on neutron
structure, so we need to be able to test and evaluate
these models. A high precision measurement including
hydrogen, deuterium, helium-3, and heUum-4 will give

-J&l^

a single set of data that can be used to evaluate these
models in several light nuclei, and help quantify tiie
model dependence of the neutron structure functions
inferred from measurements on deuterium and
helium-3. A proposal to perform these studies was
approved and awarded 10 days of beam time.

*J. Arrington et al, JLab Experiment EOO-101.

a.l6. HERMES, Measurements of Spin-Structure Functions and Semi-Inclusive
Asymmetries for the Proton and Neutron at HERA (J. Arrington, H. E. Jackson,
R J. Holt, T. G. O'Neill, D. H. Potterveld, P. E. Reimer, D. DeSchepper and K. Hafidi,
and collaborators at 33 other institutions)
HERMES, HERA Measurement of Spin, is a second
generation experiment to study the spin stmcture of the
nucleon by using polarized internal gas targets in tiie
HERA 30 GeV electi:on storage ring. Since 1995, the
experiment has provided fimdamental new insights into
the structure of the nucleon and how it is affected by
the nuclear medium. The uiuque capabihties of the
experiment have produced data that were not possible
with previous measurements at SLAC, CERN, and
Fermilab. The collaboration has collected and analyzed
milUons of deep-inelastic scattering events using
longitudinally polarized electrons and positrons
incident on longitudinally polarized internal gas targets
of H, H, and He, as well as thicker unpolarized gas
targets. These data together with large sets of photoproduction events have yielded several results that were
unexpected and are provoking new work, both
theoretical and experimental.
The primary goal of HERMES is the study of the spin
structure of the nucleon. Spin asymmetries have been
measured using polarized targets of hydrogen,
deuterium, and He. Analysis of the inclusive and
semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering data from these
unique undiluted targets has resulted in the world's
most precise determination to date of the separate
contributions of the up, down and sea quaiks to the
nucleon. Further dramatic improvements are expected
fixnn the data recently recorded. One of the surprises
yielded by the experiment was a negative polarization
asymmeti^ (though with large statistical uncertainty) in
the cross section for photo-production of pairs of
hadrons with high transverse momenta, providing the

first direct indication of a positive gluon spin
contribution to the nucleon. Again, recent and future
data will much improve the statistical precision.
Another exciting new result is the observation of a
single-spin asymmetry in the azimuthal distribution of
positive pions detected in coincidence with the deepinelastic scattering of positrons fix)m a longitudinally
polarized proton target
While the theoretical
interpretation of this result is under vigorous
development, it seems clear that the effect can be
explained only by a particular chiral-odd iragmentation
function that promises to make feasible at HERMES the
first measurement of tiansversi^, tiie only remaining
unmeasured one of the three most fundamental (leading
twist) fiavour-sets of parton distribution functions.
Finally, the most recent and exciting new result fix)m
HERMES is the first measurement of a lepton-beam
spin asymmetry in the azimuthal distribution of
detected photons in Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering
(DVCS). Interference with tiie indistinguishable but
well-understood Bethe-Heitier process fortuitously
gives rise to a rich variety of such asymmetries, which
will continue to emerge from HERMES data. DVCS is
considered to be the most reliable of the various hard
exclusive processes that constrain the generaUzed or
'skewed' parton distributions, which are now tiie
subject of mtense theoretical development as, e.g., they
embody information about orbital angular momenta of
partons.
The HERMES physics reach extends well beyond
nucleon spin sti-ucture. The large momentum and solid
angle acceptance of the HERMES spectrometer have
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opened a much broader range of physics topics to
explore, and have truly resulted in a tool for the general
study of photon-hadron interactions. Focusing its
unique capabiUties on specific applications of deepinelastic scattering (DIS), HERMES has performed a
measurement of the flavor asymmetry between up and
down quarks in the nucleon sea, several studies of
firagmentation of up and down quarks to pions,
measurement ofthe DIS and resonance contributions to
the generalized Oerasimov-Drell-Heam integral for
both the proton and neutron, ' a measurement of the
spin transfer from virtual photons to A hyperons,
measurements of the effect of the nuclear environment
on the hadronization process to study its time
development, and recentiy the observation at small Q^
of a surprisingly large difference in the effects of the
nuclear medium on the transverse and longitudinal DIS
cross sections. (Here -Q = q is the square of the
invariant mass of the exchanged virtual photon, a
measure of the resolution of the probe.) This latter
discovery can be interpreted as evidence for nuclear
enhancement of mesonic fields, and has inspired further
work both at HERMES and elsewhere. A broad
program of measurements involving diffractive vector
meson production is also underway with basic studies
in p , <t>, (0, and JA|/ production, as well as the
determination of photon—>vector-meson spin density
matrix elements through the analysis of the angular
distribution of the decay products.
The p semiexclusive cross section has been found to have a large
and unexpected spin dependence.
The study of
diffractive p production in nuclei has led to the
observation of a hfetime (coherence length) effect on
the iiutial-state nuclear interactions of the virtual quark
pair that represent the hadronic structure of the photon,
and will lead to new limits on the magnitude of color
transparency effects.
Some of these results are

HERMES has a broad physics program and has a
scientific impact on an impressive number of
fundamental questions about tiie strong interaction.
HERMES is playing an important role in the worldwide
experimental investigation of (JCD.

discussed in more detail below, and references may be
found at the end of this report. It is evident that

In the sections which follow a number of recent results
of particular interest are discussed.

The experiment is technically sound. The means to
produce and measure high beam polarization and high
target polarization are well understood.
The
spectrometer and its instrumentation have been
carefully modeled and operate rehably and in an
understandable fashion. Data analysis software and
computational power are now at an advanced stage,
allowing the collaboration to produce results in a timely
fashion. Furthermore, a vigorous upgrade program has
continued to enhance the capabilities of the
spectrometer. The gas threshold Cerenkov detector was
replaced by a dual-radiator ring-imaging Cerenkov
(RICH) detector to identify pions, kaons, and protons
over nearly the entire momentum acceptance, and both
a new iron wall and the iron of the spectrometer magnet
were instrumented to improve the acceptance and
identification of h i ^ energy muons from charm decay.
Finally, preparations are being made for the installation
in the first months of 2001 of two new rings of silicon
strip detectors just downstream of the target, primarily
to enhance the detection of A decay products. As will
be discussed below, the combination of all these new
detectors opens the door to new exciting measurements.
This extraordinary and unique facihty represents the
investment of nearly a thousand man-years and 40
MDM, from over 33 institutes from 10 countries in
Europe, Asia and North America. Nevertheless, in
comparison with other experiments and laboratories, it
is highly cost-effective witii respect to its productivity
and potential.

1.1 Inclusive Measurements of the Proton Spin structure Function
Now after many years of work , a series of inclusive
scattering experiments at SLAC and CERN as well as
HERMES has precisely determined the spin structure
fimcticms of both the proton and neutron, g|'(x) and
g"(x) over a range in Bj<t>rken x from approximately
0.001 to *0.8, using various beams, targets and

spectrometers. Results of the measurement of the
inclusive spin dependent asymmetry from HERMES,
SLAC, and CERN/SMC are shown in Fig. IV-11 where
the extracted polarized structure fimction gfCx) ofthe
proton is plotted.*^
All three data sets are in
remarkable agreement, tiius demonstrating tiiat the
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experimental unceitainties are well understood. As the
SMC data have an average Q that is about a factor of 3
to 10 larger than those of the SLAC and the HERMES
measurements, the Q^ dependence of the asymmetry
gj / F| is revealed to be small. Such data have strongly

confirmed the earUer EMC result and extended the
range and precision of the knowledge of g j , which
provides a strong constraint for all models and
parameterizations ofthe polarized quark distributions.
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Flavor decomposition of quark polarization

Information fixim inclusive scattering is inherentiy
limited by the domination of scattering from up quarks,
since the cross sections scale as the square of the
electric charge, which is twice as large for up quarks as
for down or sti^nge quarks.
Also, quarks and
antiquaiks of the same flavour obviously produce
identical effects. To distinguish the contributions of the
quaric flavors and in particular of the sea quarks, it is
necessary to use other types of experimental
information. In semi-inclusive scattering, a leading
hadron is detected in coincidence with the deepinelastic scattering of a lepton. The essential principle
behind this method is the likelihood of the leading
hadron to 'contain' the quaric originally struck by the
virtual photon from the lepton. Scattering asymmetries
with various leading hadrons in the final state can be
analyzed to detennine the fi'actional contributions of the
various quark flavors to the nucleon spin.
Witii the addition of tiie RICH detector to tiie HERMES
spectrometer in 1998, the experiment has an

unprecedented abihty to directiy determine the
polarization of the various quark flavor components of
the nucleon by measuring semi-inclusive asymmetries
with identifled leading pions and kaons, in contrast to
existing analyses in which the hadronic species were
not separated. This lack of separation led to a lack of
sensitivity as well as a greater dependence on
fragmentation models. Even without hadronic species
identification, up quark dominance in DIS has allowed
a rather precise determination of Au(xJ by HERMES,
using data from the polarized He and H targets. The
same analysis applied to the deuterium data acquired in
1999/2000 will allow a determination of both Au and
Ad with a precision limited only by systematic
uncertainties. The additional capabiUty of identiiying
pions and kaons will essentially allow us to separate the
contribution ofthe light sea components A u and Ad
from tiiat ofthe strange quark sea As (assumed equal to
A?). Figure IV-12a displays tiie projected accuracy of
the HERMES determination from the integrated
luminosity on deuterium up to the 2000 shutdown.
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contributions, with accuracies that are only systematic
in the integral of the hght sea quark distribution
A u ^ + A u + A d „ +Ad and 0.03 (statistical) in the
strange sea (As + A ? ) .

calculated with parameterizations of Ref. 15. Figure
IV-12b shows the online determination of the
asymmetry for positive hadrons from this data set
Integrated over the measured region, we should be able
to make the first separation of the hght and strange sea
~i
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Figure IV-12. a) Predictions showing the expected accuracy ofthe kaon asymmetry used to determine As for the
data recorded up to the end of 2000. B) Illusti-ation ofthe dramatic improvement in quality ofsemi-inclusive data
from the 1999-2000 HERMES data set—asymmetries for positive hadrons.
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13 Gluon polarization
A measurement of the polarization of the gluons in the
nucleon is of central importance to understanding the
orgin of the spin of the nucleon. A promising prospect
is a direct measurement of ^G{x) using scattering
processes in which the gluon enters in leading order.
Such a lepto-production process is photon-gluon fusion
(PGF). Experimental signatures of this process are
chaim production and the production of jets (hadrons)
with high transverse momentum. Both of these signals
have been successfiilly exploited at higher energy in
measurements of the unpolarized gluon structure
function. Such measurements are centiral goals of tiie
COMPASS experiment'^ at CERN and of ttie RHICSPIN groups in tiie experiments STAR and PHENIX.'^
At HERMES the spin asymmetry in the polarized
photo-production of pairs of hadrons with opposite
charge and high transverse momentum has been
studied.
Under certain kinematical conditions, this
signal is dominated by PGF, which has a strong
negative polarization analyzing power.

GcV/c, the asymmetry is found to be A\\ = -0.28 ±
0.12 (stat) ± 0.02 (sys). This negative value is in
contrast to the positive asymmetries typically measured
in deep-inelastic scattering from protons, and in the
absence of any background process known to give a
negative asymmetry, indicates a significant positive
gluon polarization. When these data are interpreted in a
LO QCD model implemented in tiie PYTHIA Monte
Carlo generator, a value for AG(x)/G(x) of 0.41 ± 0.18
± 0.03 has been determined at <Xcj > = 0.17. This
result is compared in Fig. IV-13b with several
phenomenological LO QCD fits to the data on
gl (x,Q^). No contribution from model uncertainty is
included - it requires further study. This information
on the gluon polarization from HERMES at relatively
low energies was unanticipated.
The 1999/2000
polarized deuteron data sample is now being examined
for a similar asymmetry. The expected ratio of PGF to
background is different and the statistical precision of
the entire data set will improve considerably. A
statistical improvement by a factor of almost 2 is
expected already from the 1999/2000 data, as shown by
the inner error bars in Fig. IV-I3b.

Figure IV-13a presents the measured asymmetry for the
highest tisnsverse momenta accessible at HERMES.
For h^ h" pairs witii p^^ > 1.5 GeV/c and Pj^ > 1.0
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1.4 The transversity distribution: a new window on the proton
The complete description of the parton distributions of
the nucleon in leading twist (leading order in AQCD )
requires three sets of distributions: the unpolarized
distributions contained in Fj(x), the hehcity
distributions contained in gi (x) and the stillunmeasured transversity distributions 5q(x), whose
structure fimction will here be denoted as hi(x).
Physically, one may think of transversity as the
distribution of quarks polarized parallel to the nucleon
spin minus the distribution of quarks polarized
antiparallel to the nucleon spin, in analogy to the
longitudinal case of gi except that now the polarization
of the nucleon is transverse to its (infinite) momentum,
rather than parallel. In a non-relativistic quark model,
this is just a simple rotation, and in &ct such models
predict hi = g i .
However, non-relativistic quark
models predict g^. / g v ~ 5/3, in confiict with reaUty
( 6 A ^8v =1.26).
Hence differences between
h | and gi can be expected from relativistic effects in
the quaik bound state.
A leading-twist fiagmentation function that couples
convenientiy with transversity is known as the Collins
fiinction,
which is sensitive to the transverse
polarization of the struck quark. Until recentiy, httie
was known of how large this Collins function might be.

Transversity is expected to have typically large effects
in semi-inclusive measurements on a transversely
polarized target, but no such effect has yet been clearly
seen. Much smaller transversity-related effects based
on the same Collins fragmentation fimction are
expected with a longitudinally polarized target. Using
such a target, HERMES has recentiy reported tiie first
observation of a single-spin asymmetry in the azimuthal
distribution of hadrons detected in coincidence with
deep-inelastic lepton scattering (see Fig. IV-14).^ The
sinusoidal target-related spin asymmetry corresponds to
an analyzing power of 0.022 ± 0.005 (stat) ± 0.003
(sys) for positive pions, and is consistent with zero for
negative pions. It has been found that these data are
consistent with models for the relevant disdibution
functions together with a model for the Collins
fiagmentation function that is also consistent with a
preliminary value for this function from Z -> 2-jet
decay.
Hence it appears that the Collins
fiagmentation function is responsible for the effect and
has a substantial value, thus opening the way to future
measurements of transversity using transversely
polarized targets. The proposed measurement of hi at
HERMES would yield a fimdamentally new type of
information about nucleon structure, as did the first
measurements
of
¥\ and gi
decades
ago.
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1.5 Measurements with unpolarized targets-Hadron formation times
HERMES has an active program in measurements with
unpolarized targets which addresses a range of topics in
photon-hadron interactions. As an example, HERMES
has measured the charged pion fiagmentation fimctions
for up and down quarks frY)m the nucleon, and their
attenuation in a nuclear environment. By embedding
the fiagmentation process in the nuclear medium, one
can study the time propagation of the hadron formation
process. The attenuation of hadrons, which is measured
as a function of the energy transfer v and the hadron
energy fiaction z = E^/v, can be related to the formation
length (or time) of the hadron, or can be compared
directiy to model calculations describing the interaction
of a color string with the surrounding medium. In fact,
such data can also be used to derive empirical values
for the hadron formation time and the energy loss of a
quaric propagating in the medium. These quantities are
of considerable theoretical and experimental interest,
as it is possible to apply the same concepts in the
description of the Drell-Yan process and heavy-ion
colhsions.

Preliminary HERMES results for the attenuation ratio
of pion production in nitrogen compared to deuterium
are shown in Fig. IV-15a. The observed effect
increases with decreasing energy transfer v, and also at
large 2 as observed here for the first time. These
precise data can distinguish between different models
describing fiagmentation in a nuclear environment. As
the RICH had not been installed at that time, no
definitive distinction could be made between formation
times of pions, kaons and protons.
However,
comparison of results from negative hadrons with those
of positive ones that receive a substantial contribution
from protons suggest that proton formation times are
longer than those of pions. It is very desirable to obtain
more data for separate hadrons in the future, as the
possible mass dependence of the formation time is a
distinctive feature of the available models. It is also
important to carry out the analysis on 2 or 3 different
nuclei in order to ensure that the resulting formation
times are independent of A, as expected. The projected
accuracies of the ratios for kaons and pions together
with the required running times for '^N, """Ar, ""Kr and
"'Xe are shown in Fig. IV-15b.

'K. Ackerstaff et al., Phys. Lett B 464,123 (1999).
^A. Airapetian et al., DESY 99-071; Phys. Rev. Lett. 84,2584 (2000).
^A. Airapetian et al, DESY 99-149; Phys. Rev. Utt. 84,4047 (2000).
^K. Ackerstaff ef a/., Nucl. Insti:. and Metii. A 417,230 (1998).
^K. Ackerstaff gffl/., Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 5519 (1998).
^K. Ackerstaff e^ a/., Phys. Lett B 444, 531, (1998).
^A. Airapetian et al, DESY 00-096, hep-ex/0008037.
^A. Airapetian effl/.,DESY 99-151, hep-ex/9911017.
K. Ackerstaff er al., DESY 99-150, Phys. Lett. B 475,386 (2000).
'^A. Ahapetian et al, hep-ex/0004023, accepted by Eur. Phys. J. C
* *K.Ackerstaff et al, DESY 99-199, hep-ex/0002016.
^^F. Meissner, Proceeduigs of tiie 7'" hitemational Workshop on Deep Inelastic Scatttering and QCD, Zeuthen,
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a.l7. A Dual Radiator Ring Imaging Cerenkov Counter for HERMES (H. E. Jackson,
K. G. Bailey, D. M. DeSchepper, T. P. O'Connor, T. G. O'Neill, and D. H. Potterveld,
and the HERMES CoUoration)
Unambigous identificatioii of pions, kaons, and protons
is essential for the HERMES experiment, a study ofthe
spin structure of the nucleon earned out using the
HERA accelerator at DESY, Hamburg. The HERMES
program emphasizes measurements of semi-inclusive
deep-inelastic scattering. Previously, limited particle
identification was provided by means of threshold
Cerenkov counters. Recently, these counters were
replaced with dual-radiator ring-imaging Cerenkov
counters (RICH) which employ a new technology. The
detectors were designed and built by a collaboration of

8 institutions, led by Argonne (Argonne, BARI,
CalTech, Frascati,Gent, Rome, Tokyo, and Zuethen).
They provide particle identification for pions, kaons,
and protons in the momentum range from 2 to 15 GeV,
which is essential to these studies. The instrument uses
two radiators, C4F10, a heavy fluorocarbon gas, and a
wall of silica aerogel tiles. The use of aerogel in a
RICH detector has only recently become possible as a
result of the development of clear, large, homogeneous
and hydrophobic aerogel. A lightweight mirror was
constructed using a newly perfected technique to make
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resin-coated carbon-fiber surfaces of optical quality.
The photon detector consists of 1934 photomultipher
tubes (PMT) for each detector half, held in a soft steel
matrix to provide shielding against the residual freld of
the main spectrometer magnet.
For a fiilly relativistic particle, a typical ring pattem on
the focal plane consists of a small irmer ring generated
by photons from the gas and a larger concentric ring
generated by photons from the aerogel. The radii ofthe
rings correspond to the specific angles at which the
Cerenkov photons are emitted along the particle tracks.
The Cerenkov angles produced by the the combination
of the aerogel and gas radiators for tracks
corresponding to pions, kaons, and protons are plotted
in Fig. lV-16 together with a scatter plot of angles
actually measured for particles tiransversing the

4

^1S9=
HERMES spectrometer. This plot demonstrates the
essential features of the system which provide the
particle identification.
The HERMES RICH has been operating routinely as
part of the experiment since its installation. Its
operation has been stable and rehable for more than two
years. The single photon angular resolution for ideal
tracks is close to the expected values. The particle
identifrcation based on inverse ray-ti'acing has been
implemented and its likelihood analysis has been
optimized.
More elaborate particle identification
procedures are under development. The performance
has met the design goals. Hadron identification by the
RICH detector will be a crucial feature of the analysis
of current and future HERMES data.
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Figure IV-16. The Cerenkov angle 6 versus hadron momentumfor the aerogel and C4I10 gos radiators.
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a.l8. An Exploration of the Antiquark Sea of the Proton Using Drell-Yan Scattering
(D. F. Geesaman, S. B. Kaufman, N. Makins, B. A. Mueller, and P. E. Reimer and the
FNAL E866/NuSea collaboration)
While it is not required by any fimdamental symmetry,
it has - until recentiy - been widely assumed that
distributions of anti-down (d) and anti-up (i7) quaiks
in the proton sea were identical. This assumption was
based on the behef the the proton's sea arose
perturbatively from gluon spUtting into quark-antiquark pairs. Since the mass difference between the up
and down quarks is small, equal numbers of up and
dovm pairs should result. Recent evidence from Deep
Inelastic Scattering (DIS), however, showed that there
is an integral difTerence between the anti-up and antidown distributions. To flirtiier explore this difference,
the Fermilab 866/NuSea experiment measured the ratio
of d / u as a function of the momentum carried by the
stinick quaik, x. Data were collected in 1996-1997
using the Meson East Spectrometer at Fermilab by
measuring Drell-Yan produced muon pairs produced by
bombarding 800 GeV protons on hydrogen and
deuterium targets.
Measurements of the nuclear
dependence of J/\^. V and Drell-Yan production were
made using Be, Fe and W targets were also made.
The fiill analysis of the hydrogen and deuterium data is
now complete. From the ratio of deuterium to

hydrogen Drell-Yan cross sections, the ratio d / u and
the difference d—u have been extracted.
This
revealed a striking, jc-dependent asynmietry in the
proton's anti-quark sea, which was not expected. The
flavor difference is a pure flavor non-singlet quantity:
its integral is Q independent and its Q evolution, at
leading order, does not depend on the gluon
distributions in the proton. The large differences seen
in Fig. IV-17 must be non-perturbative in nature.
Several approaches have been suggested to produce this
difference, which include 1) hardonic model so the
meson cloud of the nucleon, 2) chiral quarks models
which couple mesons directiy to the constituent
quarks, and 3) instanton models.
These are
illustrated by the curves in Fig. IV-17.
Absolute Drell-Yan cross sections are also being
extracted from the hydrogen and deuterium data. To
next-to-leading order in <Xs, this cross section is easily
calculated and can be compared directiy with data.
While the ratio was sensitive to the relative strength of
the different flavors of anti-quarks, the absolute cross
section is sensitive to the total strength of the anti-quark
sea, d + u .

iFNAL E866/NuSea CoUaboration, J. C. Peng et al, Phys. Rev. D 58,092004 (1998); FNAL E866/NuSea
Collaboration, R, S. Towell et al in preparation; N. N. Nikolaev et al, Phys. Rev. D 60,014004 (1999).
2A. Szczurek et al, J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part Phys. 22, 1741 (1996); P. V. PobyUtsa et al. Phys. Rev.D 59,034024
(1999).
3A. E. Dorokhov and N. I. Kochelev, Phys. Lett B 259, 335 (1991); Phys. Lett. B 304,167 (1993).
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FigureIV-17. The x-dependence of the difference x(d—u) of the proton at a mass scale of 7.353 GeV. The
curves represent several model calculations as described in the text.

a.l9. Nuclear Dependence of Lepton Pair Production: Parton Energy Loss, Shadowing
and J/\|/ and \/ Suppression (D. F. Geesaman, S. B. Kaufman, N. Makins,
B. A. Mueller, P. E. Reimer and the FNAL E866/NuSea Collaboration)
Through comparisons of production cross sections from
nuclear targets, we can deduce information about the
behavior of quarks in a strongly interacting
enviroimient and leam how nuclear size affects the
production processes. FNAL E866/NuSea collected
Drell-Yan, J/y and Y d^*^ asmg BeryUium, Iron and
Tungsten targets.
One phenomena studied was nuclear shadowing.
Shadowing, although not well understood, is seen and
well parameterized from Deep Inelastic Scattering
e}q)eriments. It is also expected to be present in DrellYan lepton pan: production. By comparing the DrellYan yields from nuclear targets we were able to
confirm that shadowing in Drell-Yan quantitatively
matches predictions based on shadowing in DIS. In the
Drell-Yan process, the colored initial-state quarks
interact strongly as they pass through the nucleus.
After tiie interaction, the final state muons, however, do
not interact significantiy in the nuclear medium. This,

combined with the abiUty to quantitatively correct for
nuclear shadowing, makes Drell-Yan an ideal tool for
the study of quark energy loss in the initial state. Using
the same data, corrected for shadowing, very tight
limits were place on the energy loss of partons traveling
through cold nuclear matter.
Althou^ not well explained, the rate of production of
the JA/ and 1/ is diminished in nuclear targets relative
to the same process with a proton target. Using nuclear
targets, E866/NuSea is studying this suppression as a
function of the kinematics variables Feynman-jc (Xjr)
and transverse momentum.
One significant
observation, as shown in Fig. IV-18, is a difference in
suppression of the JAj/ and V at low values of XF ,
where the x/ is suppressed more than the J/^\f. This
affect might be attributable to the absorption of the cc
pair in the nucleus before hadronization. Other effects,
such as shadowing, also play important roles in the
observed suppression.
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Figure IV-18. Nuclear suppression of\f and \|/' production parameterized in terms of a. where O A = 0 p ^
^A' ^p represent the production cross section on a nucleartargetand a free proton, respectively.
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Production of T and J/\\f from SOO-GeV Protons Incident on D2 and H2 Targets
(D.F. Geesaman, S.B. Kaufman, N. Makins, B.A. Mueller, P.E. Reimer and the FNAL
E866/NuSea Collaboration)

Although the primary motivation for E866 was to detect
dimuon events generated in Drell-Yan reactions, the
detector is sensitive to any process which produces
pairs of muons. One such process is heavy quark vector
meson production. T and J/y particles are produced
when partons from the beam and target aimihilate and
form a virtual gluon which then hadronizes into a heavy
resonance state. The virtual gluon which produce the
restmance can be generated by the atmihilation of either
a quaik/antiquark pair or a pair of gluons. Resonance
production is therefore sensitive to both the quark and
gluon distributions within the beam and target. J/>|f
production is beheved to occur dominantiy via gluongluon fusion, while T production is thought to have
contributions from both gluon-gluon fusion and quarkantiquaik annihilation. Because the gluon distribution
for the proton and neutron are thought be the same, the
per nucleon J/y production cross section is expected to
be the same for hydrogen and deuterium. The T
production ratio, on the other hand, is expected to be
larger than unity since u > 17'' for the values of
fractional momentum,
E866/NuSea.

x,

probed

by

FNAL

The E866 hydrogen and deuterium data samples
contain approximately 30 thousand T and 1 million J/y
events. The cross sections values, extracted by fitting
the mass spectra of the data, can be compared to
predictions based on models and parton distributions
available in the literature. Color evaporation model
(CEM) calculations have been performed for both JA|/
and T production from H2 and D2. Although tiie
CEM model is extremely simple and cannot predict the
absolute value of the cross sections, the x-Feynman
shape is reproduced by the CEM calculation. Further,
the unknown scale factor in the CEM calculations
cancels when the D2 / H 2 per-nucleon ratio is
calculated. The extracted cross section ratio, a /2a ,
for JAj/ and Y production are shown in Fig. IV-19. The
JAjf ratio is close to unity, which is consistent with
expectations assuming gluon fusion production. The T
ratio is also consistent with unity, which is in
disagreement with the CEM calculation when eitiier the
MRST or CTEQ5M parton distribution functions
(PDFs) are used. The deviation from tiie prediction
may indicate that tiie PDFs underestimate tiie hard
gluon (x « 0.25) distribution in the proton.
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Figure IV-19. The data points show the ratio of cross sections for T and JA^ production from deuterium and
hydrogen. The curves correspond to color evaporation model calculations using several different parameterizations
for the nucleon parion distributions.
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Polarization Measurements of T and y Production in Proton-Nucleus Collisions
(D. F. Geesaman, S. B. Kaufinan, N. Makins, B. A. Mueller, and P. E. Reimer and the
FNAL E866/NuSea Collaboration)

Despite QCD's overwhelming success in describing
many aspects of the strong interaction, an adequate
description of quarkonia production is still lacking, due,
in part, to its non-perturbative nature. Various models
of quarkonia production have been proposed, including
the Color Octet model, and these models make
predictions for polarization in quarkonia production.
Due to the clean signature provided by their lepton pair
decay mode, the T and y meson families provide an
important system in which to study this. FNAL
E866/NuSea has measured the polarization of
quarkonia in the \|> and T families.
In data from FNAL E866, the Y(1S) is seen to exhibit
only a slight polarization, and that only at large xFeynman (XF) or large transverse momenta (pr).
The observed T(1S) signal, however contains not only
direct production of Vs but also T's produced indirectly

through decays of higher mass bb states. Due to their
higher masses, there exist fewer states which can feed
the T(2S) and (3S) states, so their polarization better
reflects the polarization inherent in the production
mechanism.
FNAL E866/NuSea observes near
complete transverse polarization in these two states
(unresolved) as shown in Fig. IV-20.
In the Y family, the observed J/ys show only a slight
polarization, which changes from transverse to
longitudinal as a function of XF . Once again, however,
the polarization signal from direct production is diluted
by feed down from other cc states. Data on the
polarization of the y is currently under analysis. While
statistics are limited, so that the functional dependence
cannot be determined, this state has the advantage that
the entire signal is from direct production.
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Figure IV-20. The observed polarization ofY(lS) and unresolved X(2S) and T(3S) production as a function of a)
Xf and (b) pT . A value ofo. = 1 represents complete transverse polarization, while (J, = 0 is unpolarized. The
Drell-Yan polarization is also shown, which is expected to be completely transversely polarized.
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Lepton Pair Production with 120-GeV Protons to Extend the Measurement of d/u
in the Nucleon (D. F. Geesaman, R. J. Holt, D. H. Potterveld, P. E. Reimer,
L. D. Isenhower,* M. E, Sadler,* C.N, Brown.f G.T. Garvey.J M. J. Leitch^
P. L. McGaughey.t J.-C. Peng,t R. Gilman,§ C. Glashausser,§ X. Jiang,§ R. Ransome,§
S. Strauch,§ C. A. Gagliardi,! R E. Tribble.t M. A. Vasiliev,11 and D. D. Koetke||)

The measurement by the Fennilab 866/NuSca
Experiment revealed an unexpected dependence of the
d / u ratio on the momentum fraction of the stnick
quarit, x. For JC > 0.19 the antiquark asymmetry began
to decline, returning to a completely symmetric sea near
the highest values of x accessible to the experiment - a
striking difference from what was expected based on
parameterizations available prior to the 866/NuSea
measurement. A significant extension of the x-range
can be achieved with a higher-intensity, lower-energy
beam, making this a study ideally suited for a "slow
extraction" beam from the 120 GeV Fermilab main
injector. The expected statistical errors which could be
obtained from such a measurement are shown in Fig.
IV-21.

After a favorably received letter-of-intent, a full
proposal for this measurement was submitted to
Fermilab in the spring of 1999. At that time, the
Femiilab decided not to commit to a fixed target
program based on a slow extraction because of its effect
on the collider luminosity and the time scales of the
other experiments which were proposed for this type of
beam. The collaboration was encouraged to submit a
proposal in the spring of 2001 when the impact of a
fixed target program will be reconsidered.
The
collaboration intends to resubmit a new proposal at this
time, and we are actively working toward this end.

•Abilene Christian University; tFernii National Accelerator Laboratory; JLos Alamos National Laboratory;
§Rutgers University; ^ e x a s A&M University; ||Valparaiso University
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Fig. IV-21. Expected statistical precision for the proposed experiment (error bars with solid circles) arbitrarily
plotted at a ratio of 1.0. Systematic errors are estimated to be less than 1%. Also shown are the Fermilab
E866/NuSea results (open circles) for the x-depentience ofthe ratio of Drell-Yan cross sections from deuterium and
hydrogen.
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B. ATOM TRAP TRACE ANALYSIS
b.l.

Building a Practical ATTA system for "Kr-Dating (K. Bailey, C. Y. Chen, X. Du,
Y. M. Li, Z.-T. Lu, T. P. O'Connor, L. Young,* and G. Winklerf)

We are improving our atom-counting system with the
goal of realizing "'Kr-dating of ancient groundwater
and polar ice. Our system is based on Atom Trap Trace
Analysis (ATIA), a new method of ultrasensitive
trace-isotope analysis. ATTA has been used to count
individual "Kr (t.^ = 10.8 yr) and "Kr (Ua = 2 x 10* yr)
atoms present in a natural krypton gas sample with
isotopic abundances in the range of 10" and 10''^
respectively. The counting efficiency demonstrated in
1999 was 2 x 10'^. For practical applications, such as
"Kr-dating of ancient groundwater or polar ice, a much
higher efficiency (10''-10') is required.
In 2000, we implemented several improvements to the
atomic beam system for an increased counting
efficiency and counting rate. A RP-driven discharge is
used to produce a beam of metastable krypton atoms at
the 5s[3/2]2 level with the angular flux density of
4 X 10" s'sr' and the most-probable velocity of 290
m/s, while consuming 7 x lO'^krypton atoms/s (see Fig.

IV-22). When operated in a gas-recirculation mode, the
consumption is reduced to 2 x 10" krypton atoms/s
with the same atomic-beam output. By combining this
new recirculating source with the atom counter, we
expect to improve the counting rate by one order of
magnitude, and the counting efficiency by two orders of
magnitude.
Further improvements to sample
recirculation ate being developed, which should result
in an even greater increase in counting efficiency.
We have also replaced the Ti:Sapphire ring laser system
with an airay of diode lasers. The diode laser system
offers long-term stability while requiring less
maintenance. A new fiequency control system is under
construction. When completed, the system will be able
to switch every minute between counting ^'Kr and
counting reference Kr isotopes, thereby allowing the
cancellation of some common-mode systematic errors
in the measurements of isotopic abundance.

•Chemistry Division, ANL; +University of Vieima, Vienna, Austria
'C.Y. Chen et al. Science 286,1139 (1999).
^C.Y. Chen et al. Rev. Sci. Instr. 72,271 (2001).
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Figure IV-22. Schematic ofthe RF-driven discharge source and the diagnostics setiip. Kr gas flows through a
discharge region that fills the inside of a glass tube. The discharge is driven by a coaxial RF resonator. For
recirculation, the gas in the intermediate chamber is pumped back to the source chamber. The atomic beam flux
and velocity distribution are determined using laser spectroscopy techniques.
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Atom Trap Trace Analysis of *'Ca (K. Bailey, X. Du. Y. M . Li, Z.-T. Lu,
T. P. O'Connor, and L. Young*)

Calcium is an essential element in both biological and
geological objects. In particular, its presence in human
bones has motivated us to develop a *'Ca (tj/j = 103 kyr)
analyzer, based on the new Atom Trap Trace Analysis
(ATTA) method,^ for important apphcations in biomedical research and archaeology. For archaeological
dating, an analyzer is required to detect ^'Ca in natural
bone samples at the isotopic abundance level of 10'*.
The task is much easier for bio-medical applications
since the isotopic abundance of artificially introduced
*'Ca can be as high as 10"'.
In 2000, we have built an atom-trap system (Fig. IV23), and succeeded in trapping and detecting all stable

calcium isotopes (Fig. IV-24).
The demonstrated
capture rate ofthe abundant ^Ca (isotopic abundance =
96.94%) was 3 x 10'" s"' and the capture efficiency was
approximately 1 x 10^. These performance parameters
are already sufficient for the analyses of'*'Ca in natural
bone samples. For example, a 10% measurement
would require 3 days and a calcium sample of about 10
mg. At present, we are developing the capabihty of
detecting a single trapped atom, which is a necessary
step towards the analysis of *'Ca. We are also
improving the source design and incorporating a
transverse cooling scheme for an increased counting
rate and counting efficiency.

•Chemistry Division, ANL
^C.Y. Chen etal.. Science 286,1139 (1999).
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Figure IV-23. A schematic ofthe atomic beam system. A collimated beam ofCa atoms is produced by a heated
oven. Atoms are then slowed down in a Zeeman slower and captitred by a magneto-optical trap. The fluorescence
ofthe trapped atoms is measured, based on which the number of trapped atoms is deduced.
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Figure IV-24. Thefluorescencesignal fiom laser trapped calcium atoms. Atoms of different isotopes are trapped at
different laserfrequencies due to isotope shifts. The detector used here is set in photo-current mode. Its gain is 50
times higher when tletecting the least abundant ^^Ca (0.004%) than the gain used in detecting other Ca isotopes. In
order to detect *'Ca, a different detector, set in photon-counting mode, will be used in place ofthe current detector.

b.3.

Measuring the Charge Radius of'He (Z.-T. Lu, K. E. Rehm, K. Bailey,
J. A. Caggiano, P. Collon, X. Du, A. M. Heinz, R. V. F. Janssens, C.-L. Jiang, Y. M. Li,
T. P. O'Connor, R. C. Pardo, J. P. Schiffer, and M. Paul*)

The neutron-rich 'He (t,,, = 807 ms) nucleus consists of
a 'He-Uke core and two halo neutrons bound by less
than 1 MeV. Such low binding in a light nucleus offers
a unique opportunity to compare the properties of such
a nucleus with the "Nuclear Standard Model," the first
successfiil attempt to calculate nuclear properties from
the interactions between free nucleons for A > 4. 'He is
expected to differ fi'om ^He in charge radius, partly
because the motion of the center of mass of the core
with respect to the halo nucleons. A precision
measurement of the charge radius will probe the
wavefunction of this nucleus. The Quantum-MonteCarlo calculations, based on the Argonne VI8 TwoNucleon and the Illinois Three-Nucleon Potential, have
enabled a precise prediction of the charge radius of 'He
(1.89 ± O.OI fin). The proposed measurement would
test this theory in a region away from nuclear stability.

We propose to determine the charge radius of 'He by
measuring the atomic isotope shift of the 2"'S|-2-'P2
transition between 'He and 'He. If the isotope shift is
measured to a precision of 10%, or -100 kHz, then the
charge radius of 'He can be deteimined to 2%. Since
'He atoms are short-lived and are available only in
small numbers, we propose to use the ATTA method
and perform precision laser spectroscopy on trapped
metastable 'He atoms.
As a test, we obtained
spectroscopy with the ATTA method on the rare "Kr
(isotopic abundance - 1 x 10"") atoms at a flow rate of
1 x 10' "Kr/s.^
We plan to produce and extract neutral 'He atoms at
ATLAS. In this scheme, 'He atoms are produced via the
'Be('Li, 'He)'°B reaction in a thick beryllium target that
can be heated to 1300C. The 'He atoms themialize in
and then diffuse out of the heated target as neutral

TV, Mediiim-Fnergy Nuclear Phvsics Re.search
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atoms. With an energy-averaged cross section of 1 mb
and a beam intensity of 500 pnA, one calculates a
production yield of 10^ *He /s.

and extraction of *He atoms have been approved by an
ATLAS PAC and are scheduled to run in early 2001.
Meanwhile, a laser laboratory that consists of an optical
table and all the amenities to meet safety requirements
has been estabhshed. A diode laser and an optical
system for the laser spectroscopy of hehum atoms is
under development.

In 2000, A target and extraction system has been
designed, and the construction of this system is
currently underway. Experiments to test the production

•Hebrew University
^B.S. Pudhner, V.R. Pandharipande, J. Carlson, S. C. Pieper, and R. B. Wiringa, Phys. Rev. C 56,1720 (1997).
^C.Y. Chen etal. Science286,1139 (1999).

b.4.

Feasibility Study for Atomic Parity Violation Measurements in the Hydrogen
Isotopes (R. J. Holt, D. H. Beck,* J. G. Eden.* Z. Lu.* E. Thorsland.* J. White,*
and L.-B. Wang*)

Atomic parity violation experiments can provide a
very sensitive test of the standard model.
Measurements for the hydrogen isotopes are highly
desirable because of the relative simpUcity of the
theoretical calculations. One of the central limitations
of previous experiments to measure parity violation for
the hydrogen atom is the use of &st (500 eV)
metastable hydrogen beams. These fast atoms traveling
in a magnetic field induce a motional electric field
which leads to a large systematic error. The goal of this
feasibihty study is to determine whether an intense
thermal beam of metastable hydrogen atoms can be
•Universi^ of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
^C. S. Wood et al. Science 275,1759 1997.

produced using recent advances in VUV laser
technology. Thus far, a beam of more than 10
metastable H atoms/s has been produced by two-photon
excitation. This result represents an advance of four
orders of magnitude for optical production of
metastable H atoms. An advance of at least two more
ordeis of magnitude would be necessary for an atomic
parity violation experiment. Work is continuing in
collaboration with the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign to detennine whether a substantial increase
in the yield can be produced.
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V. THEORETICAL PHYSICS
OVERVIEW
IlieoTetical research in the Physics Division addresses a tooad range of problems
involving the structure and dynamics of hadrons and nuclei. There is a strong
emphasis on comparison to data from Argonne's ATLAS facility, TJNAF, and
other laboratories around the world. Our work includes the modeling and
application of quantum chromodynamics to light- and heavy-hadron structure at
zero temperature and density, and at the extremes of temperature and density
appropriate to the early universe, neutron stars, and upcoming RHIC and LHC
experiments. We develop reaction theories for meson and nucleon-resonance
production experiments at JLab, and for medium effects on mesons and
resonances in nuclei and dense matter relevant to RHIC. We construct realistic
two- and three-nucleon potentials that give accurate fits to NN elastic scattering
data and trinucleon properties, and use them in detailed many-body calculations
of light nuclei, closed-shell nuclei, nuclear matter and neutron stars, and in a
variety of astrophysically important electroweak reactions. Our nuclear structure
and reaction studies include coupled-channels calculations of heavy-ion reactions
near the Coulomb barrier, and calculations of observables in breakup reactions of
nuclei far ftom stability. We also study high-spin superdeformation, spectroscopy
ofthe heaviest elements (A > 250), and nuclear structure near the proton-drip line.
Additional research is made in atomic physics, neutron physics, quantum
computing and fundamental quantum mechanics. Several of our projects involve
major numerical simulations using the massively parallel computer systems at
Argonne and NERSC.
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A. NUCLEAR DYNAMICS WITH SUBNUCLEONIC DEGREES OF FREEDOM
The objective of this research program is to investigate the role of quark-gluon degrees of
freedom in hadrons, and the role of mesons and nucleon resonance degrees offreedomin nuclei.
At the level of quark-gluon degrees offreedom,the Dyson-Schwinger equations (DSEs) provide
a Poincar6 covariant, nonperturbative method for studying QCD in the continuum. The
existence of symmetry preserving truncations makes possible 3ie exploration of phenomena such
as: confmement, dynamical chiral symmetry breaking, and bound state structure and interactions.
In addition, they provide a generating tool for perturbation theory and hence yield modelindependent results for the ultraviolet behavior of strong interaction observables. This means
that model applications link physical pocesses to the long-range interaction in QCD, which is
poorly understood and whose elucidation is a key goal of contemporary experimental programs.
The last year has seen many successful applications. For example, we calculated the valencequark momentum-distribution in the pion and demonstrated that quark confmement, as exhibited
in the momentum-space extent ofthe pion's Bethe-Salpeter amplitude, is observable in the largex behavior of the distribution. We found that the related phenomenon of dynamical chiral
symmetry breaking magnifies, by a factor of at least 40, the contribution from current-quark
electric dipole moments (EDMs) to the neutron's EDM, which makes this observable an even
more severe constraint on extensions of the standard model. We explored the embedding of
aspects of QCD in a quantum Vlasov equation and showed that plasma oscillations in the preequilibrium stage of quark gluon plasma formation can signal their presence via observable
ejects on the thermal dilepton spectrum.
At the level of mesons and nucleon resonance degrees of freedom, a dynamical approach was
developed to describe itN and yN reactions, and used to explore the structure of nucleon
resonances using the recent data from TJNAF, MIT-Bates, LEGS, and other electron facilities
around the world. From the investigation of pion production, it was found that the deformation
of the A is mainly due to the pion cloud and the extracted yN -> A form factors are consistent
with the predictions from constituent quark models. In the investigation of the production of
vector mesons and kaons, the importance of coupled-channel effects was demonstrated and some
higher mass nucleon resonances were identified. Efforts were made to resolve some longstanding problems in pion-nucleus scattering by using the nuclear wave functions from quantum
Monte Carlo calculations at Argoime. We also continued our investigation of compressed
strange matter and have started an investigation of J/4' propagation in the pion system, aimed at
addressing some questions related to the datafromRHIC.
a.l.

K ^ JOT and a Light Scalar Meson (J. C. R. Bloch, C. D. Roberts, S. M. Schmidt,
M. A. Ivanov,* and T. Mizutanif)

We explored the Al = 1/2 rule and the fundamental CP
violating gauge: E7E in K -> rai transitions using the
Dyson-Schwinger equations. Exploiting the feature
that QCD penguin operators direct Kg transitions
through 0** intermediate states, we find an explanation
of the enhancement of I = 0 K -» TOT transitions in the
contribution of a light o-meson, m„ •= 0.5 GeV. This

mechanism also affects E7E providing a significant
enhancement. The study shows that the effect of this ameson should be understood before any conclusions
can be drawn about non-Standard-Model effects in
parity violating K-decays. An article describing this

•BLIP, JINR, Dubna, Russia; fVirginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA
• J. C. R. Bloch, C D. Roberts, S. M. Schmidt, M. A. Ivanov, and T. Mizutani, Phys. Rev. C 62,025206 (2000).
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Selected Nucleon Form Factors and a Composite Scalar Diquark
(J. C. R. Bloch, C. D. Roberts, and S. M. Schmidt)

As an apphcation and test of our quadc-plus-scalardiquazk nucleon model, we calculated a wide range of
leptonic and nonleptonic nucleon form iactois:
pseudoscalar, isoscalar- and isovector-vector, axialvector and scalar. The last yields the nucleon c-term
and on-shell <j-nucleon coupling. The calculated fonn
factors are soft and there is no sign that this is a modeldependent result; the couplings are generally in good
agreement with experiment and other determinations.
Elements in the dressed-quark-axial-vector vertex that

are not constramed by the Ward-Takahashi identity
contribute -20% to the magnitude of g^. We anticipate
a contribution of similar magnitude from the axialvector diquark correlation, hitherto omitted.
The
calculation of the nucleon a-term is particularly
interesting because it illustrates the only method that
allows an unambiguous ofT-shell extrapolation in the
estimation of meson-nucleon fonn factors. An article
describing this work has been published.

*J. C. R. Bloch, C. D. Roberts, and S. M. Schmidt, Phys. Rev. C 61,065207 (2000).

aJ .

Temperature-Dependence of Pseudoscalar and Scalar Correlations
(C. D, Roberts, S. M. Schmidt. P. Maris.* and P. C. Tandy*)

In order to elucidate hadronic signals of quaik-gluon
plasma fonnaticm we solved the inhomogeneous
pseudoscalar and scalar Bethe-Salpeter equations using
a renormalization-group-improved
rainbow-ladder
truncation. The solutions exhibit bound state poles
below and above Tc, the critical temperature for chiral
symmetry restoration, i.e., the bound states persist into
the quarif^-gluon plasma. Above Tc the bound state
amphtudes are identical, as are the positions and
residues of the pseudoscalar and scalar poles in the
vertices, so these composites are identical in the

absence of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking. We
found that in the chiral limit the Tio —> 77 coupling
vanishes at Tc, as do f,c nig and g^^. Furthennore, for
hght current-quark masses the 2n decay channel of the
isoscalar-scalar meson remains open until very near Tc,
and the widths of the dominant pion decay modes
remain significant in the vicinity of the crossover.
Therefore one cannot expect to identify the quark-gluon
plasma via a marked increase in the a-meson lifetime.
An article describing this research has been pubhshed.

*Kent State University
C. D. Roberts, S. M. Schmidt, P. Maris, and P. C. Tandy, Phys. Rev. C 63,025202 (2001).

a.4.

Temperature, Chemical Potential and the p-Meson (C. D. Roberts and
S. M, Schmidt)

Nonperturbative Dyson-Schwinger equation (DSE)
studies provide a means of exploring deconfinement,
chiral-symmetiy restoration, and hadron properties at
nonzero temperature, T, and chemical potential, ft.
Using a simple DSE-model we found that there is a line
in the (^,7)-plane along which the p-meson mass
retains its vacuum value. This feature is tied to a longstanding DSE prediction that the dressed-quaric mass-

function is strongly momentum-dependent in the
in&ared domam; i.e., momenta less than 1 GeV. We
proposed that this momentum-dependence should be
incorporated in quantum Vlasov equation studies of
quark-gluon plasma formation and equilibration, and
indicated how that might proceed.
An article
describing this work has been published.

*C. D. Roberts and S. M. Schmidt, Proc. of the International Workshop XXVIII on Gross Properties of Nuclei and
Nuclear Excitations, edited by M. Buballa, W. Norenbcig, B.-J. Schaefer and J. Wambach (GSI mbH, Dannstadt
2000), pp. 185-191.
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Dyson-Schwinger Equations: Density, Temperature and Continuum Strong
QCD (C, D. Roberts and S. M. Schmidt)

Continuum strong QCD is the apphcation of models
and continuum quantum field theory to the study of
phenomena in hadronic physics, which includes; e.g.,
the spectrum of QCD bound states and their
interactions, and the transition to, and properties of, a
quaric-gluon plasma. We prepared a review article that
provides a contemporary perspective, couched
primarily in terms of the Dyson-Schwinger equations
but also making comparisons with other approaches and
models. Our discourse provided a practitioners* guide to
features of the Dyson-Schwinger equations (such as
confinement and dynamical chiral symmetry breaking)
and canvassed phenomenological applications to light
meson and baryon properties in cold, sparse QCD. This
]m)vided the foundation for an extension of our review

to hot, dense (JCD, which is probed via the introduction
of the intensive thermodynamic variables: chemical
potential and temperature.
We described order
parameters whose evolution signals deconfinement and
chiral-symmetry restoration, and chronicled their use in
demarcating the quark-gluon plasma phase boundary
and characterizing the plasma's properties. Hadron
traits change in an equilibrated plasma.
We
exemplified this and discussed putative signals of the
effects. Finally, since plasma formation is not an
equilibrium process, we discussed recent developments
in kinetic theory and its application to describing the
evolution from a relativistic heavy-ion collision to an
equilibrated quark gluon plasma. Our review has been
published.

C. D. Roberts and S. M. Schmidt, Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 45. S1-S103 (2000).

a.6.

Valence-Quark Distributions In the Pion (M. B. Hecht, C. D. Roberts, and
S. M. Schmidt)

The cross section for deep inelastic lepton-hadron
scattering can be interpreted in terms ofthe momentumfraction probabihty distributions of quadcs and gluons
in the hadronic target, and since the pion is a two-body
bound state with only u- and ^-valence-quarks it is, in
some respects, the simplest hadron and therefore
represents the least comphcated, nontrivial system for
which these distribution functions can be calculated.
The DSEs provide an approach well-suited to the study
of pion observables because a chiral symmetry
preserving truncation scheme exists and therefore they
easily capture the dichotomous bound-state/Goldstonemode character of the pion. We calculated the pion's
valence-quark
momentum-fraction
probabihty
distribution using a Dyson-Schwinger equation model
and found that valence-quarks with an active mass of

0.30 GeV carry 71% of the pion's momentum at a
resolving scale ^0=0.54 GeV=l/(0.37 fm). The shape
of our calculated distribution is characteristic of a
strongly bound system and, evolved from qo to q=2
GeV, it yields first, second and third moments in
agreement with lattice and phenomenological estimates,
and valence-quarks carrying 49% of the pion's
momentum.
Nevertheless, there is a pointwise
difference between our calculated distribution and the
form used hitherto in parametrizing pion data but, from
the information currently available, its origin does not
appear to he in model details. Indeed, it may be
attributable to the restricted function space used thus far
in parametrizing pion data. An article describing this
work has been published.

M. B. Hecht, C. D. Roberts, and S. M. Schmidt, Phys. Rev. C 63,025213 (2001).
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Contemporary Applications of Dyson-Schwinger Equations (M. B. Hecht,
C. D. Roberts and S. M. Schmidt)

The contemporary application of DSEs is well
illustrated by the calculation of pseudoscalar meson
masses and the study of nucleon observables. For the
former, we showed that a direct solution of the
appropriate Bethe-Salp)eter equations, combined with
the knowledge provided by a DSE-derived modelindepeiKlent mass-formula, predicts the current-quarkmass-depeiKlence of pseudoscalar meson masses
recently measured in lattice-C^CD simulations.
Importantly our analysis also provides an intuitive
understanding, relating the evolution to a large value of

the vacuum and in-hadron quark condensates. For the
latter, we showed that a Poincare covariant Fadde'ev
equation, which describes a baryon as a composite of a
dressed quark and nonpointlike, dressed scalar and
axial-vector diquarks, provides an internally consistent
picture of the nucleon and A. Furthermore, our
preliminary study indicated that the Ji-loop correction to
the calculated nucleon mass is small. This, perhaps
surprising, result is the subject of ongoing research. An
article describing this has been submitted for
publication.

M. B. Hecht, C. D. Roberts, and S. M. Schmidt, submitted to the Proceedings of the 4th Intemational Conference
on Quaik Confinement and the Hadron Spectrum, 3-8 July 2000, Vienna, Austria.

a.8.

Diquarks and Density (M. B . Hecht, C. D. Roberts, and S. M. Schmidt)

A diquark is a bosonic quark-quark correlation, which
is necessarily colored in all but 2-color QCD (QC2D).
Therefore, in the presence of color-confinement,
diquarits carmot be directly observed in an N^ ^ 3 color
gauge theory's spectrum. Nevertheless, evidence is
accumulating, e.g., via Fadde'ev equation studies,
which suggests that confined diquark correlations play
an important role in hadronic spectroscopy and
interactions. The significance of diquarks in those
apphcations motivates a study of the possibihty that
dense hadronic matter may exhibit diquark
condensation, i.e., quark-quaric pairing promoted by a
quark chemical potential.
To explore this we
introduced a Gorkov-Nambu-like gap equation for
QCD and apphed it to QC2D and, in two quahtatively

different truncations, to QCD itself Among other
interesting features, we demonstrated that QCjD with
massive fermions undergoes a second-order transition
to a superfluid phase when the chemical potential
exceeds m,/2. In the QCD application we illustrated
that the o: = - ( ^ / ' ^ ^ ^ 0 phase, which determines the
properties of the strong-interaction's mass spectrum at
zero temperature and chemical potential, is unstable
with respect to the superfluid phase when the chemical
potential exceeds = 2a, and that at this point the
diquark gap is large, = a/2. This superfluid phase
survives to temperatures greater than that expected in
the core of compact stars. An article describing this
work has been submitted for publication.

TM. B. Hecht, C. D. Roberts, ai»d S. M. Schmidt, submitted to the Proceedings of Physics of Neutron Star Interiors,
ECT*, Trento, Italy, June-July 2000, eds. D. Blaschke, N. K. Glendenning and A. Sedrakian.
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a.9.

Pair Creation and Plasma Oscillations (M. B. Hecht, C. D. Roberts,
S, M. Schmidt, A. V. Prozorkevich,* and D. V. Vinnik*)

Ultra-relativistic heavy-ion colhsions (URHICs) are
very complicated processes and their understanding
requires a microscopic modeling of all stages: the
formation, evolution and hadronization of a stronglycoupled plasma. With RHIC now operatmg it is
imperative to develop a microscopic understanding of
URHICs, including their iu>n-equilibrium aspects. In
response to this challenge we studied particle creation
in strong fields in the presence of thermalizing
coUisions. Our quantum kinetic equation involved a
non-Markovian source term and a relaxation time
approximation to the colUsion term, and the sfrong
electric background field was determined by coupling-

in Maxwell's equation and solving the whole system
self-consistently. Plasma oscillations are an almost
inevitable outcome of this treatment. We found that the
plasma firequency depends on at least three quantities:
the field strength, the relaxation time and the mass
distribution of the produced particles. In addition, we
observed that incorporating a sttongly momentumdependent dressed-parton mass, which is an essential
feature of QCD, can have a significant impact on the
evolution of the plasma. In particular it promotes
plasma oscillations. An article describing this work has
been submitted for pubhcation.

•Saratov State University, Armenia
^A. V. Prozorkevich, D. V. Virmik, S. M. Schmidt, M. B. Hecht and C. D. Roberts, submitted to the Proceedings of
Quark Matter in Astro- and Particlephysics, University of Rostock, Germany, 27-29 November 2000, eds. D.
Blaschke, G. Burau and S. M. Schmidt

a.lO. Neutron Electric Dipole Moment: Constituent-Dressing and Compositeness
(M. B. Hecht, C. D. Roberts, and S. M. Schmidt)
The action for any local quantum field theory is
invariant under the transformation generated by the
anti-unitary operator CPT, which is the product of the
inversions: C, charge conjugation, P, parity
transformation, and T, time reversal. The decay of the
CP-odd eigenstato K^, into a CP-even 2n final state
demonstrates that the product of only C and P is not a
good symmetry ofthe standard model. This entails that
time reversal invariance must also be violated and that
too has been observed in detailed studies of the neutral
kaon system. It has long been kru)wn that the
possession of an electric dipole moment (EDM) by a
spin-1/2 particle would signal the violation of timereversal invariance. (The existence of a dipole moment
signals a spherically asymmetric distribution of charge.)
Any such effect is likely small, given the observed
magnitude of CP and T violation in the neutral kaon
system, and this makes neutral particles the obvious
subject for experiments, the existence of an electric
monopole charge would overwhelm most signals of the
dipole strength. It is therefore natural to focus on the

neutron, which is the simplest spin-1/2 neutral system
in nature. Attempts to measure the neutron's EDM, d„,
have a long history and currently yield the upper bound:
\dj[ < 6.3 X 10"^^ e cm (90% C.L.). This has proven to
be an effective constraint on attempts to extend the
standard model and to assist in this we have calculated
d„ using a well-constrained Ansatz for the nucleon's
Poincar^ covariant Fadde'ev amphtude. We found that
the momentum-dependent quark dressing amplifies the
contribution from the current-quarks' EDMs, and that
dressed-quaric confinement and binding make
distinguishable the effect ofthe two CP and T violating
interactions: iYs^pvCPi-P2)*'and Y5(p,+P2)ji, where
PI and pz are the current-quarks' momenta. In addition,
our calculation showed that the value of \d„\ obtained
using the current-quark EDMs generated by a minimal
three Higgs doublet model of spontaneous CP violation
is perilously close to the experimental upper bound, i.e.,
that the so-called Wemberg model is almost excluded
by this bound. An article describing our work has been
submitted for pubhcation.
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a.ll. Plasma Production and Thermalization in a Strong Field (M. B. Hecht,
C. D. Roberts, S. M. Schmidt, D. V. Vinnik.* A. V. Prozorkevich.t
S. A. Smolyansky.t and V. ToneevJ)
We have extended and improved the colhsion term in
our quantum Vlasov equation, and reanalyzed aspects
of the formation and equihbration of a quark-gluon
plasma (QGP). In addition, since leptons do riot
participate in the strong interactions that equihbrate the
QGP, we calculated the thermal dilepton spectrum
produced by the evolving plasma. We again found that
field-current feedback generates plasma oscillations in
all thermodynamic observables. The oscillations were
also evident in the production rate of thermal dileptons.

While the time evolution of that rate may not be
measurable, the plasma oscillations also acted to
significantly enhance the time integrated rate, which is
easily accessible. This effect was marked by a sharp
increase in the dilepton yield once the energy-density
per parton became large enough to generate a highfrequency and large-amplitude plasma oscillation,
which could survive the effect of damping for a
significant time after the moment of impact. An article
describing this work has been submitted for pubhcation.

•University of Rostock, Germany fSaiatov State University, Armenia; tBLTP, JINR, Dubna, Russia

a.12.

Axial-Vector Diquarks in the Baryon (M. B. Hecht, C. D. Roberts and
S. M. Schmidt)

We have shown that a product Ansatz for the nucleon's
Fadde'ev amphtude using only a scalar- diquark
provides a good description of leptonic and nonleptonic
couplings and form factors, with some notable
exceptions, e.g., < ^ S > , g*. Properly incorporating
the lower component of the nucleon's spinor helps
somewhat in addressing these exceptions. However,
discrepancies remain artd we anticipate that their
amehoration requires the inclusion of axial-vector

diquark correlations. Furthermore, without axial-vector
diquark correlations one carmot describe the A
resonance, and the N —» A transition is an important
probe of hadron structure and models, e.g., resonant
quadrupole strength in this transition can be interpreted
as a signal of nucleon deformation. Hence we are
working on improving the Ansatz by including these
quahtatively important correlations.

a.l3. J/^ Suppression as a Signal of Quark Gluon Plasma Formation
(M. B. Hecht, C. D. Roberts, S. M. Schmidt, and D. B. Blaschke*)
We have developed a successful approach to describing
heavy-meson observables at zero temperature. That
makes possible a rehable extrapolation into the domain
of rwnzero temperature, which is relevant to the
program at RHIC. The suppression of the J/H*
production cross section has been touted as a unique
signal for quaric-gluon plasma formation, and such a
suppression has been observed at CERN, We propose
to study JfV production in the expectation that
additional insight will follow from the DysonSchwinger equations' capacity to unify nonperturbative
aspects of hght- and heavy-meson observables via a
microscopic description using QCD's elementary
•Univeraity of Rostock, Germany

excitations. Our initial focus is the T-dependence of
1/4* break-up by hadronic co-movers; i.e., the
substructure induced T-dependence of the interactions
with other mesons in the medium that dissociates the
J/H*. These processes are likely to be affected by the
dramatic T-dependence of the dressed-hght-quark mass
function in the neighborhood of the QGP phase
boundary and a possible T-dependent reduction in the
mass of the open-charm final states. Our goal is to
elucidate the mechanisms involved and the fidelity of
J/4' suppression as a signal of quark gluon plasma
formation.

^m^
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a.l4. Valence-Quark Distributions in the Nucleon (M. B. Hecht, C. D. Roberts,
S. M. Schmidt, J. C. R. Bloch*)
The pion provides the simplest dieoretical subject for a
calculation of the valeiKe-quark distribution function.
However, pion targets are not readily available for
experiment and the most rehable measurements of
quark distribution fimctions have been performed on
nucleon targets. We are therefore extending the
approach we developed for the pion in order to employ
it in a calculation of the nucleon's valence-quark
distribution. The target nucleon is again represented by
our phenomenologically successfiil scalar-diquark
product Ansatz for its Fadde'ev amphtude. Our study

will provide the first reaUstic, Poincar6 covariant
calculation of this observable. It will make possible the
drawing of a cormection between deep-inelastic
scattering measurements and the '*sofr physics"
wrapped up in nucleon structure. For example, it will
provide a means of testing the vaUdity and importance
of diquark clustering in the nucleon, and the relation
between the d/u-ratio at large-.ic and confinement, as it is
exhibited in the momentum-space extent of the
Fadde'ev amplitude.

•University of Tubingen, Geimany

a.l5. Dynamical Study ofthe N* Excitation in N(e,e'7C) Reactions (T.-S. H. Lee
and T. Sato*)
The dynamical model we developed has been applied
to pion elecfroproduction reactions on the nucleon. It is
found that the model can describe, to a very large
extent, the recent data on p(e,e*n'^) reactions from
Jefferson Lab and MIT-Bates, as shown in Fig. V-1.
The magnetic dipole (Ml), electric dipole (E2), and
Coulomb (C2) strengths of the 7N ^ A transition have
been extracted. It is found that the C2/M1 ratio drops
significantly with Q^ and reaches about -14%) at Q^ = 4
{GeV/cf, while the E2/M1 ratio remains close to the
value — 3 % at the Q^ = 0 photon point. The extracted
*Osaka University, Japan
'T. Sato and T.-S. H. Lee, Phys. Rev. C 54,2660 (1996).

Ml transition form factor drops faster than the usual
dipole form factor of the proton, as shown in Fig. V-2.
We also find that the nonresonant interactions can dress
the ' ^ - • A vertex to significantly enhance its strength at
low Q^, but much less at high Q^. Predictions are
presented for fiiture experimental test.
A paper
describing our results has been submitted for
pubhcation. We have now extended the model to
investigate N* excitations in Pn and Sn channels. The
main task is to include the coupling with TmN channels.

V, TTipnretiral Pliv.«iirs
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Fig. V-1. The predicted p(e,e 'v,') differential cross sections at invariant mass W=1235 MeV, Q' = 2.8 (GeV/c) are
compared with the JLab data.
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Q^[(GeV/c)^]
Fig. V-2. The ratio between the Ml form factor of the yN ~¥ A transition and the proton d^jole form factor GD. The
solid (dotted) curve is the ratio for the dressed (bare) Ml form factor.

a.l6. Nucleon Resonances in o) Photoproduction (T.-S. H. Lee, Yongseok Oh,*
and Alexander I. Titovf)
The role of the nucleon resonances (N*) in (o photoproduction is investigated by using the resonance parameters
predicted by Capstick and Roberts.' In contrast with the previous investigations based on the SU(6) x 0(3) limit of
the constituent quarts, model, the employed N* —> " ^ and N* —> coN amplitudes include the configuration mixing
effects due to the residual quark-quark interactions. The contributions from the nucleon resonances are found to be
significant relative to the nonresonant amphtudes in changing the differential cross sections at large scattering
angles. This is shown in Fig. V-3. We suggest that a crucial tost of our predictions can be made by measuring the
parity asynmnetry and beam-target double asymmetry at forward scattering angles. The dominant contributions are
found to be fix)m Nl/2*(1910), a missing resonance, and N3/2"(1960) which is identified as the Di3(2080) of the
Particle Data Group. Our predictions are illustrated in Fig. V-4. A paper describing our results has been submitted
for pubhcation.
*Academia Sinica, Taiwan; tJINR, Dubna, Russia
'S. Capstick and C. D. Roberts, Phys. Rev. D 46.2864 (1992); 49.4570 (1994).
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Fig. V-3. Differential cross sections for the ^ -* pto retiction tts afiinctionof jtj at different energies: Ej = (a) 1.23,
(b) 1.45, (c) 1.68, and (d) 1.92 GeV. The solid and dotted curves are calculated respectively with and without
including N* effects.

2.0
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Fig. V-4. Beam-target asymmetry c S atS = Oas a function of invariant mass W.
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a.l7. Coupled-channel Approach for K^A Photoproduction (T.-S. H. Lee,
Wen-Tai Chiang,* F. Tabakin,* and B. Saghaif)
We study kaon photoproduction on nucleons in a
coupled-channel (CC) approach. A general method to
include multi-step final-state interactions of strangeness
electro-magnetic production is developed, and then
apphed numerically to investigate the 7p —> K*A
process. In addition to direct K'^A production, we
incorporate both n'^p and Ti^n pion-nucleon chaimels
into our CC approach. Cross sections are calculated

and compared to recent data from SAPHIR, with
emphasis on the CC effects. We show that the CC
effects due to the nN charmels are significant at the
level of inducing 20% changes on total cross sections;
thereby demonstrating the need to include icN coupledchaimels
to
correctly
describe
strangeness
electromagnetic production. A paper describing our
results is being prepared for publication.

•University of Pittsburgh; tCEA-Saclay, Fiance

a.l8. Meson-exchange itN Models in Three-dimensional Bethe-Salpeter
Formulation (T.-S. H. Lee, Cheng-Tsung Hung.* and Shin Nan Yangt)
Pion-nucleon scattering is investigated by using several
three-dimensional reduction schemes of the BetheSalpeter equation for a model Lagrangian involving n,
N, A, p, and a fields. It is found that all of the resulting
meson-exchange models give similar good descriptions
of the TiN scattering data up to 400 MeV. However,
they have significant differences in describing the TiNN
and TiNA form factors and the TiN off-shell t-matrix

elements. We show that these differences can be best
distinguished by investigating the near-threshold pion
production from nucleon-nucleon colhsions and pion
photoproduction on the nucleon. The consequences of
using these models to investigate various pion-nucleus
reactions are also discussed. A paper describing our
results has been submitted for publication

*Chung-Hua Institute of Technology, Taiwan, fNational Taiwan University

a.19. <t)-N Bound State (T.-S. H. Lee. H. Gao,* and V. Marinov*)
It has been suggested that the QCD van der Walls
interaction, mediated by multi-gluon exchange, is
dominant when the interacting two-color singlet
hadrons have no common quarks. We have found that
such a (^CD van der Walls force is strong enough to
bind a 0 meson onto a nucleon inside a nucleus to form
a bound state. The direct experimental signature for
•MTT. Cambridge, MA

such an exotic state is proposed in the case of subthreshold <ti meson photo-production from nuclear
target. Our results for a '^C target are shown in Fig. V5. The predicted rates indicate the feasibihty of such an
experiment at JLab. A paper describing our results has
been submitted for publication.
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a.20.

Compressed Nuclei With A's and Hyperons (T.-S. H. Lee, Mahmoud A. Hasan,* and
James P. Varyf)

To interpret the data from relativistic heavy-ion
colhsions, we are continuing our effort to investigate
compressed nuclei with A's and hyperons. The ground
state properties of '*'Zr, '"*Sn, and '^^Sn at equihbrium
and at large amphtude-compression have been
investigated within the framework of the constrained
spherical Hartree-Fock (CSHF) approximation. We use
a reahstic effective baryon-baryon Hamiltonian that
includes the N-N, the N-A and the A-A interactions.
We specifically investigate the sensitivity to the sizes of
the nucleon and A model spaces. At equihbrium, we
find no case of mixing between nucleons and A's in our
largest model space of eight major nucleon shells plus
sixteen A orbitals. On the contrary, there is mixing in
Zr, and '^^Sn in the smaller model space of seven
major nucleon shells plus eight A orbitals. Expanding
the nucleon model space has a larger effect on reducing
the static compression modulus and softening the
nuclear equation-of-state than increasing the number of
the A states. Most of the excitation energy dehvered to

the system during compression is employed by the two
nuclei with a neufron excess (i.e., '**Zr, ^'^Sn) to create
the massive A resonances. On the other hand, in the
'"Sn nucleus, most of the excitation energy goes to a
simple reduction in the binding, suggesting a
suppressed role for the A states. Under extreme
compression, at a density (2-3) times the normal
nuclear density, the excitation of nucleons to A's
increases sharply up to 10% of the total number of
constituents.
At finite excitation energy under
compression, the number of A excitations is not
dependent on the number of A-states over the range
studied. The A-excitation results are consistent with
heavy-ion colhsion data, and suggest an important
mean-field mechanism for sub-threshold pion
production in particle-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus
colhsions. A paper describing our results has been
submitted for publication. We are currently extending
the approach to include hyperons in the calculation of
compressed nuclei.

*AppUed Science University, Amman, Jordan; tlowa State University, Ames, lA
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a.21. Medium Effects on J/^* Propagation (T.-S. H. Lee, Yongseok Oh,* and
Su Houng Lee*)
It has been suggested that one ofthe possible signatures
of a quaik-gluon plasma (C^P) is the suppression of
1/4^ production. This can be verified unambiguously
only when the propagation of J/4' in hadron matter can
be accurately calculated theoretically. In this work, we
investigate J/4' propagation in a meson system which
could result fix>m the hadronization of a ( ^ P . The
starting point of our investigation is a recently
developed model for describing J/4'-7i and J/4'-p
scattering. Medium effects on the mass of the J/4' are

calculated by mtegrating the predicted J/4'-;t and
J/4'-p scattering amplitudes over the distribution
functions of n and p. In contrast with previous work,
we will be able to predict not only the imaginary part of
the mass, which is related to the dissociation of the J/4'
by n and p, but also the real part which is essential in
understanding the mass shift of the J/4' spectrum. The
medium effects on J/4'-j[ and J/4'-p amplitudes will
also be included in the calculations.

•Yonsei University, Japan
Yongseok Oh, Taesoo Song, and Su Houng Lee, Yonsei University preprint nucl-th/0010064 (2000).

a.22. Dynamical Test of Constituent Quark Models with TCN Reactions
(T.-S. H Lee, T. Yoshimoto,* T. Sato,* and M. Arimaf)
A dynamical approach is developed to predict icN
amplitudes up to W = 2 GeV. With the parameters
constrained by the A(1232) excitation, we have shown
scattering amphtudes starting fix>m constituent quark
that the TCN scattering in S| i channel caimot be
models. The first step is to apply a variational method
described by constituent quark models based on the
to solve the three-quark bound state problem. The
one-gluon-exchange (OGE) or one-meson-exchange
resulting wave functions are used to calculate the N* -^
iiN, TiN. TcA vertex functions by assuming that the TC and (OME) mechanisms. It is found that the data seem to
favor the spin-spin interaction due to one-mesonyy mesons couple directly to quarks. These vertex
exchange and the tensor interaction due to one-gluonfunctions and the predicted baryon bare masses then
exchange. A phenomenological quark-quark potential
define a Hamiltonian for icN reactions. We apply a
has been constructed to reproduce the Sn amphtude. A
unitary transformation method to derive fixtm the
paper describing our results has been pubhshed.'
constructed Hamiltonian a multi-chaimel and multiresonance reaction model for predicting TCN scattering
•Osaka University, Japan., fOsaka City University, Japan
^T. Yoshimoto, T. Sato, M. Arima, and T.-S. H. Lee, Phys. Rev. C 61,065201 (2000).
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aJ3. Quantum Monte Carlo Calculations of Pion Scattering from Light Nuclei
(T.-S. H. Lee, R. B. Wiringa, and C. Fasano*)
With the development of quantum Monte Carlo
methods, it is now possible to evaluate transition
densities for the low-lying states of light nuclei. By
making use of the stiong isospin-dependence of pionnucleon interaction, we have shown that the predicted
relative importance between the neutron and proton
transition densities are consistent with the data of pion
scattering ftom 'Li and 'Li at energies near the A
resonance. The calculations have been performed by
using Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation. The
predicted cross sections for 'Li are compared with the

data in Fig. V-6.. These results and the results for 'Li
have provided a micioscopic understanding of the
enhancement factors for quadrupole excitations, which
were needed to describe pion inelastic scattering within
the nuclear shell model. Our results have been
published.' We are now extending this investigation to
test the predictions ftom quantum Monte Carlo
calculations for other light p-shell nuclei. With realistic
transition densities, many long-standing problems in nnucleus scattering will also be investigated.

*Monmouth College, IL
'T.-S. H. Lee and R. B. Wiringa, Phys. Rev. C 63,014006 (2001),
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Fig. V-6. Differential cross sections for (!Li(K,n) and iLi(ii.n') scattering at pion energies E„ - 100,180, 240 MeV.
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a.24. Two Nucleon Correlations in Meson Scattering From ^^O (B. Mihaila and
T.-S. H. Lee)
It has been speculated ^at the properties of mesons, in
particular the vector mesons, can be modified by the
nuclear medium.
This has motivated some
experimental efforts at JLab. To interpret forthcoming
data, it is necessary to develop a microscopic
description of meson propagation in nuclei. Within the
multiple scattering theory, this can be achieved by
calculating the meson-nucleus optical potential in terms
of meson-nucleon scattering amphtudes and nuclear
wave functions.
With the correlation functions

generated fix>m the coupled cluster [exp(s)] method,'
we are investigating this problem by considering meson
scattering from '*0. Our current focus is on the twonucleon correlation effects in the double scattering
term, which plays an important role in determining the
meson absorption by nuclei, but is poorly understood.
The results will be tested against extensive pion
scattering data. Predictions will be made for the
propagation of vector mesons in nuclei.

' B . MihaUa and J. Heisenberg, Phys. Rev. C 59,1440 (1999); 61,054309 (2000).

a.25. Relativistic Quantum Dynamics of Many-Body Systems (F. Coester and
W, N, Polyzou*)
Relativistic quantum dynamics requires a unitary
representation of the Poincar^ group on a Hilbert space
of states. The dynamics of many-body systems must
satisfy cluster separabihty requirements. An effective
realization is based on an auxihary Hilbert space
endowed with a unitary representation of the fourdimensional Euchdean group. A self-adjoint unitary
involution operator provides a Poincar6-invariant
indefinite inner product. A Euchdean-invariant Green
operator specifies the dynamics and the Pomcar6invariant semi-definite iimer product of the subspace of

physical states. In this framework two-body Green
operators are sufficient to determine many-body Green
functions satisfying cluster separabihty. This approach
should be useful in bridging the gap between
Hamiltonian
particle
dynamics
based
on
phenomenological mass operators on one hand and
those inspired by quantum field theory on the other. An
article on this work will be published by World
Scientifrc in "Advances in Quantum Many-Body
Theory".

•University of Iowa

aJ6. Null-Plane Dynamics of Elastic Electron Deuteron Scattering (F. Coester and
W.N. Polyzou*)
It is an inescapable feature of relativistic Hamiltonian
dynamics that single-particle current density operators
are covariant only under the kinematic subgroup. Nullplane dynamics has the unique feature that, like Galilei
covariant dynamics, it allows a consistent impulse
approximation, provided the momentum transfer is in
the null plane.
"Model-independent" interaction
currents are introduced by the requirements of
rotational covariance. They depend on the angle

between the null vector and the transverse polarization
vector used in the computation of form factors. We
find that the null-plane impulse approximation provides
significantly better agreement with the deuteron data
than the Galilei-covariant impulse approximation.
Covariant meson-exchange currents can be added
consistendy in this firamework.
A quantitative
investigation meson-exchange currents is in progress.

•University of Iowa
R. B. Wiringa V. G. J. Stoks and R. SchiaviUa, Phys. Rev. 51,38 (1995).
"^F. Coester and D.O. Riska, Ann. Phys. 234,141 (1994).
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B. NUCLEAR FORCES AND NUCLEAR SYSTEMS
The goal of this program is to achieve a description of nuclear systems ranging in size fi-om the
deuteron and triton to nuclear matter and neutron stars using a single parameterization of the
nuclear forces. Aspects of our program include both the construction of two- and three-nucleon
potentials and the development of many-body techniques for computing nuclear properties with
these interactions. Detailed quantitative, computationally-intensive studies are essential parts of
this program.
(Juantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations of light (A < 10) nuclei with realistic interactions
have been the main focus of our recent efforts. Our nonrelativistic Hamihonian contains the
accurate Argonne Vig two-nucleon (NN) potential, which includes charge-independencebreaking terms, and either the venerable Urbana IX three-nucleon (3N) potential, or one of
several new Illinois NNN models. The QMC calculations include both variational (VMC) and
Green's function (GFMC) methods. We begin with the construction of variational trial functions
based on sums of single-particle determinants with the correct total quantum numbers, and then
act on them with products of two- and three-body correlation operators. Energy expectation
values are evaluated with Metropolis Monte Carlo integration and parameters in the trial
functions are varied to minimize die energy. These optimized variational wave functions then
can be used to study other nuclear properties. They also serve as a starting point for the GFMC
calculations, which systematically remove higher excited-state components from the trial wave
functions by a propagation in imaginary time.
We are currently studying all A < 10 nuclei with experimentally known bound state or resonance
energies, including some 55(30) excited states in VMC (GFMC). These are the first and only
calculations treating A > 6 nuclei directly with realistic NN and NNN interactions. In GFMC
calculations, with the new Illinois NNN models, we can reproduce most of the experimental
ground- and excited-state energies within 0.5 MeV. The VMC calculations, including two-body
charge and current operators, are being used to study weak decays of A=6-8 nuclei and for
various (e.e'p) and (e.e'n) reactions. They are also being used to obtain astrophysically
interesting cross sections, such as 2H(d,7)^Li and ^He(a,y,)'^Be. Finally, we are also studying the
properties of neutron drops with the goal of providing additional constraints for the construction
of Skyrme interactions that ate used in the modeling of neutron-rich nuclei in neutron star crusts.
In addition, a new effort using the coupled cluster [exp(s)] method was initiated this year. The
coupled cluster method is being used to study nuclei in the '^C-'^O range, using the same
realistic Hamiltonian as the quantum Monte Carlo calculations. There will be an opportunity to
study some systems, such as ^He and neutron drops, by both methods, providing a useful check
on accuracy. We also are able to compare both methods with results of traditional shell model
calculations. Finally, studies of hypemuclei are also continuing, particularly the changesymmetry-breaking on AN interactions.

,21£^
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Quantum Monte Carlo Calculations of Light p-shell Nuclei (S. C. Pieper,
K. Varga, R. B. Wiringa, J. Carlson,* and V. R. Pandharipandet)

Since the early 1990s, we have been studying the
ground and low-lying excited states of hght p-shell
nuclei as A-body problems with reahstic nucleonnucleon (NN) and three-nucleon (NNN) interactions
using advanced quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC)
methods. Our preferred Hamiltonian has been the
Argonne V|g NN potential, which gives an excellent fit
to elastic NN scattering data and the deuteron energy,
and the Urbana DC NNN potential, which was fit to
trinucleon energies and the saturation density of nuclear
matter. Recently, we have investigated more general
NNN potentials, as described in the next section. The
QMC methods include both variational Monte Carlo
(VMC), which gives an initial approximate solution to
the many-body Schrodinger equation, and the Green's
fimction Monte Carlo (GFMC), which systematically
improves on the VMC starting point and produces
binding energies that are accurate to within 2%. This
year our calculations have been extended to A=9,10
nuclei.
The VMC calculations begin with the construction of
an antisymmetric Jastrow trial function that includes
single-particle orbits coupled to the desired JM values
of the state of interest, as well as pah and triplet spatial
correlations. It is then acted on by a symmetrized
product of two-body spin, isospin, tensor, and spin-orbit
correlation operators, induced by the NN potential, and
three-body correlation operators for the NNN potential.
The wave fimctions are diagonalized in the small basis
of different Jastrow spatial symmetry components to
project out higher excited states with the same quantum
numbers. A major advance this year was to automate
the construction of the different p-shell orbital
combinations, which by A=10 have many spatial and
spin-isospin symmetries that can contribute.
In the GFMC calculations, we operate on a version of
the VMC trial function with the imaginary time
propagator, exp[-(H'-Eo)T], where H' is a simphfied
Hamiltonian, Eo is an estunate of the eigenvalue, and t
is the imaginary time. The excited-state components of
the trial function will then be damped out for large T,
leaving the exact lowest eigenfunction with the
quantum numbers of the input variational wave

function. The expectation value of H is computed for a
sequence of increasing values of t to determine the
convergence. Our H' contains the reprojected vg part of
the NN potential and the full NNN potential. The small
correction H-H' is computed perturbatively. The manybody propagator is written as a symmetrized product of
exact two-body propagators, with the NNN potential
treated in lowest order.
In previous years we have made significant
improvements in the GFMC algorithms, especially in
solving the feimion sign problem for nuclear systems.
A major paper detailing the constrained path algorithm,
and our results up to A=8 nuclei, was published during
the year. As of the beginning of this year, the method
and program has been stable and we have concentrated
on extending the calculations to larger nuclei and on
developing new models of the NNN potential. The
computer resources (both CPU time and memory)
required for these calculations increase exponentially
with the number of nucleons. Therefore progress to
bigger nuclei usually requires a new generation of
computers.
Two new parallel computers became available to us
during this year. We obtained a large amount of early
friendly user time on the 256-node IBM SP (each node
is a dual-processor RS6000) at NERSC. This was used
to make the first GFMC calculations of A=9 nuclei.
Usmg all 512 CPUs, sustained speeds of 100 GFLOPS
were obtained. Then the 256-node Linux computer
(each node is a dual processor SOO-MHz Pentium-3) in
Argoime's Mathematics and Computer Science Division
became available. Although this machine is slower
than the NERSC IBM SP, much more tune was
available on it and we used it for the first A=10
calculations. Preliminary results from the A=9 and 10
calculations are that the NNN potentials discussed in
the next section continue to give generally good
predictions of the binding energies, although there is
somewhat increased dispersion between the various
models that have been made. We do not anticipate
quickly going beyond 10 nucleons, but in the next few
years A=12 should be attaiiwble.

•Los Alamos National Laboratory; tUniversity of Illinois, Urbana
'R. B. Wiringa, Steven C. Pieper, J. Carlson, and V. R. Pandharipande, Phys. Rev. C 62,014001 (2000).
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Studies of Three-Nucleon Interactions in Nuclear Systems (S. C. Pieper,
R. B. Wiringa, V. R. Pandharipande*, D. G. Ravenhall,* and J. Carlsonf)

Our GFMC calculations of nuclei wi& 3 ^ A £ 8 using
the Hamiltonian consisting of the Argonne vis twonucleon (NN) and Urbana DC three-nucleon (NNN)
potentials have shown that this Hamiltonian underbinds
p-shell nuclei by 0.8 MeV in ^Li to 5 MeV m *He. The
eiTor increases with both A and |N-Z[. In the last few
years, we have been constructing improved "Illinois"
models for the NNN potential.
Our approach is to use theoretical guidance to suggest
the structure of new terms, but to consider the coupling
constants and short-range shapes of the potential to be
adjustable.
This is in the same spirit as the
development of realistic NN potentials. We have
considered a number of new terms. We find that new
potential terms are often not perturbative, i.e., an
expectation value of the new term using the GFMC
wave function fixtm just Argonne V|g and Urbana DC
may be misleading. Thus each new term must be added
to the GFMC propagator and a new GFMC calculation
made. Furthermore, as the strength of the new term is
adjusted, the propagations must be repeated.
The dominant term ofthe Urbana potential is the FujitaMiyazawa (FM) two-pion term with intermediate
excitation of one nucleon to a A. We have now studied
three-pion ring terms containing one and two A
excitations. These are repulsive in s-shell nuclei and
attractive in p-shell nuclei and correct the overall loss

of binding energy with respect to both A and |N-Z|.
The Tucson-Melbourne potential contains the FM term
and a two-pion term arising from s-wave TIN scattering;
we have also considered a corrected s-wave term.
The FM terms in the Urbana NNN potentials and the
new models that we first constructed have coupling
constants that are about 1/2 the value suggested by sofi
pion physics. We have also made a model that has the
stronger coupling constant; this required a significantly
softer cutoff parameter (normally we use the same
cutoff as is used in the NN potential). Most of the
models have the two-pion s-wave term with the strength
preferred by chiral perturbation theory, but one of the
models omits this term. In all five Illinois models have
been developed with various strengths for the four
potential terms. All of them give excellent fits to the 3
< A 5 8 binding energies- the rms errors are < 500 keV.
However, there is more dispersion in the quahty of fit
to the 9- and 10-body nuclei. Preliminary calculations
of nuclear matter with these potentials also show
significant differences between the models. Figure V-7
compares GFMC values of ground and excited state
energies for Argonne vig with no NNN potential and
one of the new Illinois models to experimental values.
One sees the very important contributions made by the
NNN potential to the p-shell binding energies, and the
generally very good resulting agreement with the data.

•University of Illinois, Urbana, fLos Alamos National Laboratory
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Fig. V-7. GFMC energies for A=4-10 nuclei usingthe Argonne v^^NN potential by itself and with oneof several
new Illinois NNN potentials, compared to experiment.
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Radiative Capture Reactions for Astrophysical Applications (K. M. Nollen,
R. B. Wiringa, and R. SchiaviUa*)

Radiative capture reactions play a major role in many
astrophysical
processes,
including
primordial
nucleosynthesis and stellar evolution. We have used
the many-body variational Monte Carlo wave functions
discussed above to study several capture reactions
involving light p-shell nuclei. The first project was to
obtain the low-energy cross section for H(a,Y) Li,
which is the primary source of Li in the big bang.
While H, He, He, and Li are dominant nuclei
synthesized in the big bang, trace amounts of Li
should also have been made. Astronomical searches
are being made in an attempt to detect primordial Li,
but results are ambiguous at present. The cross section
at keV energies is sufficiently small that direct
laboratory measurements have only established an
upper bound, while the analysis of indirect experiments
is problematic.

We evaluate the appropriate matrix elements (primarily
El and E2) between the T-i ground state and a
coirelated a+d pair, which is then folded with a
continuum a+d wave function obtained from one of the
suitable optical potentials found in the literature. The
problem factorizes into a one-dimensional energydependent integral and a multi-dimensional energyindependent kernel. The latter is over the coordinates
of all the particles and requires significant computation,
but it needs to be evaluated only once for any given
partial wave. The outer integral, over the a+d
separation, can then be evaluated for any number of
energies at little additional cost.
An important
ingredient in the calculation was the development of a
new variational wave function for the Li ground state
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which has the correct a+d cluster structure at long
ranges.

state or the 1/2- excited state, and experimental
branching ratios are also available.

Our result, calculated with the VMC wave functions for
the Argonne v^g + Urbana EX Hamiltonian, is shown in
Fig.V-8 for two different choices of the a+d optical
potential, where it is compared to the experimental data.
The reaction is a mixture of El and E2 contributions,
with E2 dominating finm just below the 3* resonance to
beyond 3 MeV. However, the El contribution, which
comes about as a relativistic center-of-energy term,
dominates at the low energies (20-200 keV) which are
important for the big bang. An important advantage of
this work is the abihty to evaluate small terms like this
in a fiilly correlated many-body wave function. A
paper describing this work has been accepted for
pubhcation in Physical Review C.

Again, exterruU optical potentials for the 4+3 scattering
wave fimctions were taken from the hterature.
However, for these cases, there was a significantly
greater variation in the results depending on which
optical potential was used. The best led to a Li Sfactor in good agreement with the data, although the
branchmg ratio was low, while the Be S-factor is a few
% below the lowest data, but with a better branching
ratio. In all cases, the energy dependence of the results
was very good.

The second project was to study the H(a,Y) Li and
He(a,y) Be capture reactions, which both contribute
to primordial nucleosynthesis, while the latter is also
important for solar neutrino production.
These
reactions can be measured in the laboratory at the low
energies of interest, but absolute normalizations are
difficult to control and the S-factor for Be has a ±20%
experimental uncertainty. In both of these reactions,
the captures can take place to either the 3/2- ground

This latter work was the University of Chicago Ph.D.
thesis for Ken NoUett, and has been submitted to
Physical Review C. The calculations can be improved
in the future by: 1) using the more accurate GFMC
wave fimctions for the ground states, particularly the pshell nuclei; 2) using the better Illinois three-nucleon
potentials discussed above instead of the Urbana IX,
which shghtly underbinds the p-shell nuclei; and 3)
using GFMC techniques to develop consistent
a+cluster scattering states from the bare interactions
instead of relying on an optical potential. It should also
be possible to extend these calculations in the near
future to additional reactions of interest such as
•^Be(p,Y)^B.

*TJNAF and Old Dominion University
' K . M. Nollett, R. B. Wiringa, and R. SchiaviUa, Phys. Rev. C 63,024003 (2001).

1000-

-c.m. (MeV)
Fig. VS.. The total s-factor for a+d radiative captiire calculated for two different optical potentials with the
AV18/UIX nuclear wave fimctions, compared to experimental data.
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Microscopic Calculation of A = 6-8 Weak Decays (R. B. Wiringa,
S. C. Pieper, and R. SchiaviUa*)

Irutial quantum Monte Carlo calculations have been
made for the weak decays of He, Be, He, Li, and
B. Variational wave functions were obtained for our
standard Hamiltonian containing the Argoime vjg twonucleon potential and the Urbana DC three-nucleon
potential. Consistent^two-body axial current operators
tuned to reproduce H p-decay are included in the
evaluations.
Our calculated Gamov-Teller (GT) matrix element for
^He(p-)^i is about right, while those for ^Be(£)^Li
and Be(e) Li* are 5% too low, compared to
experiment. The two-body axial current contributes
only a 1% increase in A=6 and 3% in A = 7. The
7

7

branching ratio Li*/ Li is 10.2% compared to the
experimental 10.5%. We are currently studying the
sensitivity of these results to changes in the variational
wave fimction, and have started to evaluate mixed
estimates with the more precise GFMC wave functions
and use the new Illinois three-nucleon potentials. At
present, the status of these ab initio calculations of A =
6-7 weak decays looks quite satisfactory.

The situation for A=8 weak decays is much more
difficult While the A=6~7 decays are between states
of predominantly the same spatial symmetry, the Li
and B decays involve transitions from the 2 f31]
ground states to the 2"'"[4] first excited state of Be,
which is in fact a fairly broad resonance.
The impulse approximation gives only 39yo of the
experimental GT matrix element; the two-body axial
current is relatively more important here, but only
boosts our result to 43%. The He(p-) Li decay
proceeds from the 0 [22] ground state to several 1 [31]
excited states. Again, we get less than 50% of the
measured GT matrix element to the lowest Li state;
however, in the He decays, the experimental data is
less complete. We will be investigating altemate
variational wave functions and computing GFMC
mixed estimates in the near future. However, these
suppressed A=8 decays will probably require additional
physics input to reach a satis&ctory state.

*TJNAF and Old Dominion University
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Coupled Cluster Expansion Approach to Calculating Ground State
Properties of Closed Shell Nuclei in the p-Shell (Bogdan Mihaila and
Jochen Heisenberg*)

We investigate the ground state properties of closed
shell nuclei in the p-shell using the coupled-cluster
expansion [exp(s)] method. We solve the many-body
Scroedinger equation with a nonrelativistic Hamiltonian
based on the Argonne V|g two-nucleon interaction,
supplemented with the Urbana DC three nucleon
interaction. In this fi^mework we extend our previous
•University of New Hampshire

results for the ground state of O, to the calculation of
^^C, ^^C and ^^O. The calculation results involve the
binding energies of the above nuclei, together with the
one- and two-body densities in the ground state. The
densities allow for the microscopic calculation of
electron scattering structure functions and corrections
for the center-of-mass motion.
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Coupled Cluster Calculation for Single Particle States and the Magnetic
Form Factor (Bogdan Mihaila and Jochen Heisenberg*)

We exteiKl the coupled-cluster expansion formalism to
the calculation of ground state and excited Yrast states
of single-hole nuclei. The approach is based on the
prior knowledge of ground state correlations of a
related spherically symmetric, double-closed-shell
nucleus. As such, we infer the properties of B, C

and N, based on our previous calculations for the
ground states of C, O, and O, respectively. We
calculate the elastic magnetic form factors for N and
C, and compare with the existing electron scattering
experimental data.

•University of New Hampshire

b.7.

Meson Exchange EfTects in p-Shell Nuclei (Bogdan Mihaila and
Jochen Heisenberg*)

The modeling of the large momentum behavior of
magnetic and electric form factors as obtained via
electron scattering experiments on p-shell nuclear
targets is a long standing problem in theoretical nuclear
physics. Here one has to entangle effects of the nuclear
interaction, nuclear correlations, meson-exchange
contributions and relativistic effects. At this stage of
the project we seek to accurately calculate the meson-

exchange charge and current density contributions
using the nuclear correlations obtained via the coupledcluster method together with a nonrelativistic
Hamiltonian with reahstic nuclear interactions. We
compare various models available today, and
investigate the importance of having a reahstic mesonexchange model consistent with the NN interaction
model.

*University of New Hampshire

b.8.

Comparison of M l and E L Properties for Light Ip-shell Nuclei (D. Kurath)

Recently Monte Carlo calculations with a reahstic
Hamiltonian have produced energy spectra in close
agreement with experimental observations. Previously
a Ip shell model had been fitted to low-lying energy
levels to derive an effective two-body interaction
together with single particle levels with respect to ^He.
The resultant wave fimctions can be used to derive
electromagnetic proi>erties for these nuclei.
The choice of interactions for the Monte Carlo case is
the Argonne v,g 2-body interaction plus the IlIinois2

(IL2) 3-body interaction as used in (jreen's Function
(GFMC) calculations. For the shell model we use the
(6-16 2B) interaction of Cohen and Kurath (CK). For
the magnetic dipole cases no effects of mesonic
currents are included and free nucleon values are used
for the neutrons and protons. In the case of E2
transitions the shell model calculations include effective
charges ep=1.4e and e„=0.4e to represent deformation
not included in the Ip space. In Table 1, Ml moments
of ground states are compared to experiments.

;22^
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Table V-1. Magnetic Moments in Nuclear Magnetons
NUCLEUSs

h.i
\i
'Be
»Li
*B
»U

'c
'Be
»B

J

EXP

IL2

CK

1
1.5
L5
2
2
L5
1.5
1.5
1.5

0.822
3^56
-1.398
1.6S3
1.036
3.439
-1.391
-1.178

0.817
2.86
-1.07
0.91
1.65
2.5
4.8
-1.14
2.92

0.833
3.170
-1.289
1.556
1.095
3.375
-1.483
-1.268
3.082

-

The isoscalar contribution is represented by balf the sum of the moments of mirror nuclei while l/(2*t2) times the
difference gives the isovector contribution.

Table V-2. Isoscalar and Isovector Contributions

MASS
7
8
9
9

ISOSCALAR
EXP

T
1/2
1
3/2
1/2

0.929
1.344
1.024

-

IL2

ISOVECTOR
CK
EXP

IL2

0.895
1.280
0.850
0.890

0.940
1.326
0.946
0.907

-3.93
+0.37
-1.10
+4.06

The isoscalar contributions are quite similar in all three
rows, but the isovector contributions in the IL2 case are
considerably different in the first three rows. Mesonic
contributions can affect these isovector teims, but it is
then puzzling why they do not seem necessary in the
shell model cases.

-4.654
-0.309
-1.610

-

NUCLEUS

J

EXP

IL2

CK

"Li
'Li
'Be

1
3/2
3/2
2
2
3/2
3/2
3/2
3/2
3

-0.083
-4.02

-0.32
-3.61
-6.10
+3.19
+6.43
-2.71
-8.68
+8.52
+8.74
+9.53

-1.33
-3.76
-5.28
+2.92
+4.38
-4.02
-3.75
+4.58
+3.32
+8.65

•»B

_

+3.20
+6.6
-2.74

..
..

+5.29
+8.47

-4.459
-0.230
-1.619
+4.350

Electric multipole operators are sensitive to radial
distributions, and the shell model is given effective
charges for neutrons and protons which are however
fixed at ep=1.4e and eu=0.4n for all nuclei here,
together with <r^> = 7.06 fm^

Table V-3. Electric Quadrupole Moments m Units of e-fin

!"
^
^
?^
>
»B

CK
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On the whole the IL2 values are much closer to
experiment, reflecting the ability of the Monte Carlo
calculations to give the effect of binding energy on the
radial functions.

Finally, we present some E2 and E4 properties of *Be
as given by IL2 and CK compared to the results of a
rotational model. In this model ^Be is represented by a
K=0 rotational band and all transitions are related by
Clebsch-Gordan coefScients to intrinsic E2 or E4
moments.

Table V-4. E2 and E4 Properties of °Be for the ROT Model Q20 = 8.5 efin'^ and
Q40 = 39 e-fin^
ROT

IL2

CK

BE2(2->0)
BE2(4->2)
<EQ>(J=2)
<EQ>(J=4)

14.5
20.6
-7.7
-9.8

14.8
18.2
-7.6
-9.8

14.2
12.7
-7.9
-9.6

BE4(4->0)
<E4>(J=2)
<E4>(J=4)

169
1.9
4.9

166
2.5
4.9

Thus Be is calculated to be a good rotational nucleus.

b.9.

Studies of Hypemuclei (A. R. Bodmer. Q. N. Usmani, and Rita Sinha*)

We are continuing our studies of hypemuclei. In
particular, we are revisiting the mass ~4 hypemuclei,
A Hand A He, with respect to the A-nucleon (AN)
charge-symmetry-breaking interaction. Some time ago
we studied this question using central nucleon-nucleon

(NN) potentials and found that the AN chargesymmetry-breaking potential was effectively spinindependent. We intend using reahstic NN potentials
which include non-central components, and threenucleon potentials which could modify this conclusion.

*Universiti Putra Malaysia

b.IO. Neutron-Proton Density Differences in Nuclei (A. R. Bodmer and Q. N. Usmani*)
We are studying the neutron and proton densities in
nuclei in a local density approach. Our emphasis is on
the density difference whose behavior we can
effectively separate out fiom that of the total density.
In particular, in addition to the dependence on the
neutron excess which is explicit, we have identified the
density dependence of the symmetry - energy density
*Universiti Putra Malaysia

as the main determinant of the difference between the
neutron and proton densities. This is consistent with a
very old result obtained by one of us (ARB). The
surface symmetry energy can also be explicitly
identified and is closely related to the neutron-proton
density difference. This work is actively in progress.

-?^6-
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C. NUCLEAR STRUCTURE AND HEAVY-ION REACTIONS
This research focuses on nuclear structure in unusual regimes: nuclei far from stability, and
superdeformed nuclei at high spin. We also study heavy-ion reactions near the Coulomb barrier.
Much of this work is closely tied to experiments performed at ATLAS and at radioactive beam
facilities.
Our studies of drip-line nuclei focus on breakup reactions, induced by the Coulomb and nuclear
fields from a target nucleus. A critical issue is to develop a realistic description of the breakup
mechanisms as a necessary tool for extracting nuclear structure properties of drip-line nuclei.
We have developed a numerical technique to calculate the time evolution of the wave function
for the relative motion of a halo nucleon and a core nucleus in the time-dependent fields from a
target nucleus. We have used this technique to test the much simpler eikonal approximation,
which is commonly used to calculate the nuclear induced breakup.
We have completed the analyses of *B Coulomb dissociation experiments and extracted the lowenergy El strength. From this we infer an S-factor for the radiative proton capture on ^Be that is
consistent with direct capture measurements. The consistency demonstrates that the Coulomb
dissociation method is a viable technique, which is particularly useful in cases where direct
capture measurements are difficult.
Our studies of the proton decay from nuclei beyond the proton drip-line is based on a coupledchannels technique. We have developed an efficient and reliable method to calculate the
extremely narrow decay widths of interest. We have applied our methods to the decay from
deformed nuclei, based on a particle-rotor Hamiltonian model. The results we obtain for the
total decay width and the branching ratio to the 2"*" excited state ofthe daughter nucleus are quite
encottfaging in comparison to measurements for '"Eu. We have also applied our method to
near-spherical nuclei, using a particle-vibration Hamiltonian model.
Our studies of superdeformation at both low and high spins address the issue of possible new
regions of superdeformation and hyperdeformation. Special emphasis is being put on the study
of fission barriers at high spin as this is crucial for Ae possible production of very extended
nuclei. Other areas of interest are the structures of heavy elements and superheavy elements,
proton radioactivity, nuclear structure in the neutron deficient Pb region and neutron-proton
pairing near the N=Z line. The techniques that we use to study these problems are: 1) the
Strutinsky method coupled with a deformed Woods-Saxon, mean field, 2) self-consistent mean
field calculations using the Gogny interaction, and 3) many-body wavefimctionswhere meanfield approaches are inadequate.
Much of this work is computer intensive and we have adapted many of our codes to exploit the
massively parallel IBM SP and Chiba computer systems at Argonne. By parallelizing our codes,
we are able to study nuclei as a function of angular momentum in a four-dimensional shape
space using the Strutinsky method with cranking. We have studied nuclides with masses ranging
from A~80 to A~200 with this approach. The calculations suggest several nuclides that are
promising candidates for finding superdeformed and hyperdeformed shapes.
By exploiting the parallelization features of these computer systems, we have been able to speed
up each iteration in our many-body variational code by a factor of five. This has allowed us to
make detailed studies of the nuclides in the neutron-poor Pb region. Our calculations, in
conjunction with studies by J. L. Egido and L.M. Robledo, suggest the existence of many lowlying 0"^ excited states in this region. Experimental searches for these states are being carried
out.
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Together with I. Ahmad, we have completed analyses of spectroscopic studies in ^^*Fm and
25'Cf The single-particle level spacings and pairing interaction strengths obtained from these
analyses will be useful for studies of energy surfaces in superheavy elements. Many of the
defoimed orbitals seen in these nuclides have large components of the spherical levels near the
Fermi level of superheavy elements.
c.l.

Coupled-channels Treatment of Deformed Proton Emitters (H. Esbensen
and C. N. Davids)

We have developed a numerical techiuque to calculate
the wave lunction and decay width of proton decaying
states in heavy, deformed nuclei. We adopt a particlerotor model, with a proton interacting with a deformed,
even-even core nucleus. The wave function 4*1 of a
decaying state is expanded on the channel-spin wave
fimctions [|lj>|R>]i, where a single-particle orbit llj> is
coupled to a rotational state jR> of the core nucleus to
form the total spin I of the decaying state.

=I-^DiJ>lR>],
The radial wave functions ^jtif) are calculated in a
coupled-channels approach. For the extremely narrow
widths of interest (= 10"^** MeV), the asymptotic
boundary conditions can be expressed in terms of
irregular Coulomb wave functions as (t*ijR(r) =
N|jitG|(kRr), where hkR is the momentum of the emitted
proton. The amphtude N^R determines the associated
partial decay width, Y\^= h ka/m |NijRp.
One difRculty in calculating the wave function of a
decaying state is to include the influence of the longranged Coulomb quadrupole interaction. We have
overcome this problem simply by solving the coupled
equations inside the nuclear interaction region and then
estimating the influence of the long-ranged Coulomb
couplings to first order using a Green's function

technique. We find that this method converges quite
rapidly.
We have used our methods to analyze the proton decay
from the 3/2* ground state of '""Eu, which has been
measured at ATLAS, both to the ground state and to the
2* excited state of the daughter nucleus '^°Sm. The
decay to the ground state involves the emission of a d3/2
proton orbit. This component of the decaying state is
small. The dominant component is a ds/2 orbit, which is
coupled to the 2* state of the core. We find that the
branching ratio of the two observed decay modes is
very sensitive to deformation in the spin-orbit force.
Moreover, we are able to reproduce the measurement^
with a spin-orbit strength that is commonly used in this
mass region.
We also apphed our methods to analyze the proton
decay fix)m the 7/2' ground state of '*'HO. We find in
this case a decay width that is 3 times smaller than has
been measured.^
We ascribe the discrepancy to
Coriolis mixing, which is quite strong in this case. In
fact, we obtain a much more realistic decay width in the
adiabatic limit, where the rotational energy of the core
is set to zero and Coriohs mixing vanishes. In order to
obtain a reahstic result in the full coupled-channels
treatment, one would need to attenuate Coriohs mixing,
for example, by implementing the effect of pairing.
This work has been pubhshed.'

'H. Esbensen and C. N. Davids, Phys. Rev. C 63,014315 (2001).
^A. A. Sonzogni etal Phys. Rev. Lett. 83,1116 (1999).
^C. N. Davids et al., Phys. Rev. Lett 80,1849 (1998).
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Vibrational Interpretation of Spherical and Near-Spherical Proton Emitters
(C. N. Davids and H. Esbensen)

There has been a recent observation of fine structure in
the proton decay of '*^Tm.' The ground-state and fme
structure groups have ei»ergies of 1.728 MeV and 1.404
NfcV, respectively, yielding an excitation energy of
0.326 MeV for the first 2* state in the daughter nucleus
'**Er. The 2* branching ratio is 12%. If this were a
defonned nucleus, it would imply a deformation of ^2 "
0.18, but calculations in the adiabatic limit for these
conditions cannot reproduce either the half-hfe or the
branching ratio, for states near the Fermi surface having
1/2 < J < 11/2.

modified our coupled-channels formalism^ to include
vibrational couplings in the single-particle Hamiltonian,
along with spherical Coulomb and spin-orbit terms.
The calculations are done to first order in the
vibrational parameter Oo, which can be related
empirically to the excitation energy ofthe 2* state. We
use the same optical potential parameters as were used
in Ref. 2. Assuming a total spin of 11/2" we obtain
remaricable agreement with both the total and the partial
proton decay widths of '"^Tm, as well as for the decay
widths of other spherical proton emitters.

This suggests that another approach be tried, namely, to
consider the daughter nucleus to be vibrational in
nature, rather than peimanentiy deformed. We have

We have begun to extend the calculations to include
pairing, using the BCS formalism. This allows a more
reahstic spectroscopic factor to be calculated.

*K. Rykaczewski, presented at NS2000, E. Lansing, MI, August 2000.
2H. Esbensen and C. N. Davids, Phys. Rev. C 63,014315 (2001).

cJ.

Accuracy of Eikonal Model of Fragmentation Reactions (H. Esbensen and
G. F. Bertsch*)

A wide variety of reaction models have been developed
and apphed to analyze breakup reactions of halo nuclei
at intermediate and high energies. A convenient model
of the nuclear induced breakup is the eikonal
approximation which is well justified at high energies.
Many fragmentation experiments have been performed
in the energy range of 20-60 MeV per nucleon. It is
therefore of interest to see how accurate the eikonal
approximation is in this energy range and at which
energy it becomes unreliable.
We have tested the eikonal approximation by
comparing it to solutions of the time-dependent
Schroedinger equation, where we numerically foUow
the time evolution of the wave function for the relative
motion of a halo nucleon and a core nucleus, under the
influence of the nuclear field from a target nucleus. We
take ' 'Be as a typical example and use standard optical
potentials to describe the interaction with the target.

We compare the one-neutron removal probabilities that
we obtain from the two methods, and also the two
separate components from stripping and diffraction
dissociation.
We first tested our numerical techniques by comparing
the results at 400 MeV per nucleon on a '^C target. We
found that the eikonal approximation reproduced both
the stripping and diffraction dissociation probabilities
of the fhll dynamical calculation to better than 2%.
Next, we calculated the breakup probabilities as
functions of the beam energy. A typical set of results is
illustrated in Fig. V-9 for an impact parameter of 8 frn.
The sohd curve is the ratio of the one-neutron removal
probabihty that we obtain in the eikonal approximation
and in the fiill calculation, respectively. It is seen that
the eikonal approximation gets worse as the energy is
reduced to 20 MeV per nucleon, where the discrepancy
is 25%.

' P>ivsif^^
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Fig. V-9. Ratios of Be—^ Be + n breakup probabilities, obtained in the eikonal approximation and the timedependent Schroedinger equation at an impact parameter ofSfm on a C target, are shown as functions ofthe
beam energy. The solid curve is the ratio ofthe total one-neutron removal probabilities. The results for stripping
(x) and diffraction dissociation (o) are connected by dashed lines.

In Fig. V-9 we also show the same ratios for stripping
(x) and diffraction dissociation (o). It is seen that the
two components behave in a similar way down to 20
MeV per nucleon, although the stripping component is
sUghtiy better predicted by the eikonal approximation.
*INT, University of Washington, Seattie

Below 20 MeV per nucleon, however, both components
are poorly described by the eikonal approximation. We
intend to investigate the target dependence and also to
compare the final state momentum distributions that the
two approaches predict. This work is in progress.
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Analyses of "B Coulomb Dissociation Experiments (H. Esbensen, B. Davids,*
and others*)

We have completed our analyses of "B Coulomb
dissociation experiments. In the latest experiment,' the
momenta of the emitted proton and the ^Be fragment
were recorded in coincidence, which allowed us to
construct the decay-energy spectrum of the Coulomb
excited ' B . The experiment was performed at 83 MeV
per nucleon, and the data were analyzed for ^B
scattering angles that are less than 1.8°, which
corresponds to impact parameters larger 30 frn. The
large beam energy and small scattering angles were
chosen in order to reduce the contributions from E2
transititms and nuclear induced breakup.
We have previously deduced the E2 strength of ^B from
measurements of the asymmetry in the longitudinal
momentum distributions of ^Be fragments.^ From the

deduced E2 strength, and also the known Ml strength,
we estimate that El transitions dominate our measured
decay-energy spectrum by more than 90%, except for
relative energies below 130 keV and a narrow energy
range around the Ml resonance. Using first-order
perturbation theory we could then extract the El
strength by fitting the measured decay-energy
spectrum. Using detailed balance we could finally infer
the S-factor for the radiative proton capture on 'Be.
The best fit in the relative energy range of 130-400 keV
yielded an S-factor of 17.8 +1.4/-1.2 eV b, whereas a fit
up to 2 MeV gave a shghUy higher S-factor of 19.1
+1.5/-1.8 eV b. The data and the two fits are shown in
Fig. V-10. Our results for the S-factor are consistent
with a direct capture measurement^ (18.4 ± 2.2 eVb).
This woric has been accepted for pubhcation.'

'Michigan State University, E. Lansing
' B . Davids et al, Phys. Rev. Lett (in press, 2001).
^B. Davids et al, Phys. Rev. Lett 81, 2209 (1998).
^B. W. Fihppone et al, Phys. Rev. C 28,2222 (1983).
140
o Data
— 19.1 eV b (best-fit to 2 MeV)
—17.8 eV b (best-m to 400 keV)
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Fig.V-10. Measured cross section for the Coulomb dissociation of 83 MeV/nucleon BonPbwith Bscattering
angles ^ 1.8°. Only relative errors are shown. Also depicted are the best-fitfirst-order perturbation theory
calculations for the data between 130 keV and 2 MeV, andfor the data between 130 keV and 400 keV, convoluted
with the experimental resultion. The data point at64keVwas excludedfrom the fit because of a large E2
contribution.
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Giant Resonances in Exotic Nuclei (H. Esbensen and H. Sagawa*)

We discuss characteristic features of Giant Dipole
(GDR) and Giant Quadrupole (GQR) Resonances in
nuclei far from stabihty.' Experimental studies have so
far focused on determining the dipole strength of hght
halo nuclei. By measuring the decay-energy spectrum
produced in Coulomb dissociation experiments, it has
been possible to extract a large dipole sfrength near
threshold in halo nuclei such as ^He, ^He, "Li, "Be,
'^C, and ^B. An interesting question is whether a large
dipole strength exists near threshold in skin nuclei, or
whether it only appears at higher excitation energies, as
it usually does in stable nuclei. Smce the experimental
information about skin nuclei is very limited, it is useful
to see what the self-consistent Hartree-Fock and RPA
calculations predict.
The low-lying dipole response of halo nuclei is usually
calculated as the independent-particle response of the
valence nucleon(s) to the dipole operator associated
with Coulomb dissociation. In RPA calculations, the
basic mechanism which may deplete the low-lying
dipole strength is a strong coupling (residual
interaction) to the isovector GDR. This coupling is
sfrong if there is a large spatial overlap between the
densities of the valence and the core nucleons. Only if
the two densities are well separated in space, as they are
in halo nuclei, will the low-lying dipole sfrength

survive in the isovector channel. In stable and in skin
nuclei, on the other hand, the spatial separation of the
two densities is less dramatic, and the residual
interaction will push the threshold sfrength to higher
excitation energies in the isovector chaimel. This is
indeed the result that has been obtained in RPA
calculations, for example, for the unstable nuclei ^'*Ca
and ***Ca.^ The experimental implications are that
Coulomb dissociation cross sections of skin nuclei will
be modest compared to those observed for halo nuclei.
A somewhat surprising feature of the RPA calculations
is that a large dipole strength is predicted at lower
excitation energies (below 10 MeV) in the isoscalar
channel, namely, as a compression mode.
This
excitation mode can be populated by nuclear
interactions with a target nucleus but it remains to be
seen how important it is.
The isoscalar quadrupole response of skin nuclei is
predicted to be much broader than in stable nuclei, and
a substantial sfrength is predicted below the peak of the
isoscalar GQR. The isovector quadrupole strength is
spread over a wide range of excitation energies, both in
skin and stable nuclei. This work has been accepted for
publication.'

•University of Aizu, Japan
'H. Sagawa and H. Esbensen, Nucl. Phys. A, in press.
^I. Hamamoto, H. Sagawa, and X. Z. Zhang, Phys. Rev. C 57,1064 (1998).

C.6.

Many-Body Wave Functions (R. R. Chasman)

We are continuing the development of many-body
variational wave functions that put pairing and particlehole two-body interactions on an equal footing. The
variational parameters are calculated with an iteration
procedure. The complexity of the wave functions
depends only on the number of levels included in the
valence space, but does not depend on the number of
nucleons in the system. In these wave functions, we
conserve particle number and parity strictly, projecting
states of good particle number and parity before
carrying out the variational calculations. We have
added a cranking term to the many-body Hamiltonian
and modified the projection procedure to get states of
good signature before variation. This allows us to study
pairing collapse as a function of angular momentum.

We have also extended the program to calculate
specfroscopic factors involved in proton decay. This is
useful for studies of nuclides near the proton drip hne.
By using residual mteraction strengths (e.g. the
quadrupole interaction stisngth or pairing interaction
strength) as generator coordinates, one gets many
different wave fimctions, each having a different
expectation value for the relevant interaction mode.
Such wave functions are particularly usefijl when one is
deahng with a situation in which a configuration
mteraction treataient is needed. This is particularly true
for an adequate ti^atment of pairing at high spin as well
as for instances in which the single-particle level
density is low. Because the same basis states are used
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fimctions, it is possible to calculate overlaps and
interaction matrix elements for the many-body wave
functions obtained from different values of the
generator coordinates (which are not in general
orthogonal) easily. The valence space can contain a
very large number of single-particle basis states, when
there are constants of motion that can be used to break
the levels up into groups.
Wave fimctions of this sort become more realistic as the
size of each of the groups is increased. To increase this
size, we have parallelized our code to run on the SP
computer system. We have also modified our codes to
handle arbitrary two-body matrix elements. This latter
feature allows us to include coulomb matrix elements
easily. Together with J.L. Egido and L.M. Robledo, we

c.7.

have developed subroutines for calculating Gogny
interaction matrix elements and coulomb matrix
elements for this many-body code.
In the past year, we have made a major speedup in the
nmning times associated with each iteration of a given
case by improvements in the parallelization of our code.
We found that one of the subroutines could be
profitably broken up and distributed among several
processors, leading to speedups of a factor of roughly
2.5, for subgroups contaiiung 7 levels, in spite of the
increased overhead associated with the additional input
and output. We anticipate that the speedups will be
even larger for subgroups containing more levels.
Increasing the size of the subgroups will allow us to get
yet more realistic descriptions of nuclear properties.

Very Extended Shapes in Nuclei (R.R. Chasman)

In the past few years, large computer resources have
become available on the massively parallel processor
IBM SP system at Argoime, in addition to the resources
provided by NERSC. We have parallelized the code
used to calculate single-particle spectra to exploit the
SP system and have devoted a large part of our efforts
to calculating energy surface in a four-dimensional
sh^e space that includes reflection asymmetric shapes.
We study the nuclear energy sur&ces as a function of
mass, charge, shape and angular momentum, using the
Strutinsky method. In this approach, one makes
quantum corrections to a smooth Uquid-drop behavior
using the calculated single-particle energy levels. In
earher studies, we found that it is often not sufficient to
use only quadrupole and hexadecapole deformations to
describe very extended reflection-symmetric nuclear
shapes. When we added a necking degree of freedom,
we found previously unknown miruma. These minima
are characterized by very extended capsule-shaped
nuclei with axis ratios of 2.2:1 in the A=180 mass
region. We have now added octopole deformation to
this shape space. The inclusion of these two degrees of
freedom to our shape space substantially increases our
abihty to describe nuclear shapes compared to a typical
shape space consisting only of quadrupole and
hexadecapole deformations. As parity is no longer a
good quantum number when octupole deformation is
included, the size of the matrices that we diagonalize is
doubled. In a typical calculation, we diagonalize
matrices that are 600 x 600. Several thousand such
diagonalizations are needed to determine energy
surfaces.

There remains a need to tost calculated fission barriers
and to generally understand nuclear properties at the
highest spins. Using the four-dimensional deformation
space described above, we have analyzed the high-spin
energy surfaces of the N=86 isotones going from Sn
(Z=50) to Dy (Z=66). There is a high-spin
superdeformed minimum in all of these nuclides
(-1.85:1 axis ratio) that becomes yrast at high spin.
These shapes are well known experimentally in the Dy
region.
We find that as the proton number decreases from Z=66
to Z=50, the fission barrier increases by roughly 10
MeV at a given angular momentum.
The
superdeformed minimum associated with N=86 is
present for both Sn and Dy. This result suggests that
we can extend the study of nuclear properties at
extreme deformations to a new regime of angular
momenta, with the availabihty of radioactive nuclear
beam fiicihties. A preliminary version of this work has
been published.
We have extended our high-spin Strutinsky
calculations^ to nuclei in the A=100 mass region.
Many of the very extended minima that we find will be
accessible witii projectiles produced at an exotic beam
facility. However, our calculations show very extended
minima in nuchdes in the vicinity of
Cd tiiat are
accessible using existing facilities. Recent experiments,
inspired by these calculations, show a superdeformed
rotational band in
Cd.

-2S^-

Several odd-parity excited states have been found in the
superdeformed minima of the Hg region. Because of
their low excitation energies, it had been thought that
these states are very collective. Making use of a
particle-number-conserving treatment of pairing, we
found that one can calculate the excitation energies of
these states quite well as simple broken-pair
excitations; using conventional pairing force sfrengths

and the single-particle levels that were obtained when
superdeformation in this mass region was first
predicted. The transition matrix elements connecting
these excited states to the superdeformed yrast band
remain to be explained.
We are analyzing nuchdes in the region 70 < A <100,
searching for very extended minima.

^R.R. Chasman, Workshop on the Science for an Advanced ISOL Facihty, p. 69 (1997)
^R.R. Chasman, ANL preprint PHY-9018-TH-98.
^R.R. Chasman, Phys. Rev. Lett. 80,4610(1998).
''R.R. Chasman Phys. Lett. B 219,227 (1989).
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Single-Particle States in the Heaviest Elements (I. Ahmad and R. R. Chasman)

The search for superheavy elements has been a major
theme of nuclear structure research for the past twenty
years. Theoretical predictions of the stabihty of
superheavy elements depend crucially on the singleparticle energy level spacings in the vicinity of 114
protons and 184 neutrons. Our approach is to leam as
much as possible about these levels from spectroscopic
studies of nuchdes in the A=250 region. This is
possible because there are members of the relevant
spherical multiplets that drop rapidly in energy with
increasing deformation, and are fairly close to the
ground state in the sfrongly deformed nuchdes near
A=250. The orbitals that are important for fixing the
shell corrections near N=184 are the h,,/2, jiw and kn^
spherical states. For each of these spherical orbitals,
there is a corresponding deformed orbital whose energy
in the A=250 region is quite sensitive to one of these
spherical states, e. g. the l/2-[761] orbital that has
already been identified in
Cf is quite sensitive to the
energy of the spherical j^/j orbital. The position of the
1/2 [880] defoimed orbital is very sensitive to the
single particle enorgy of the k,7^ spherical state. We
have calculated signatures for the low-lying states in
2JiCf and the calculated energies and sigikatures are in
good agreement with the experimentally observed (d,p)
spectrum. We expect to see the high spin states in a
(a. He) transfer reaction. As a
Cf target is not
available, we have studied the high spin states in
'Cm, which is an isotone of ^^^Cf. The (a,''He)
experiment has been carried out and two high spin
peaks have been observed at -1.6 and 1.9 MeV. These
peaks are candidates for tiie 1/2+ [880] band.
Additional coincidence studies will be needed to make
a definitive assignment. This study is published.

Using the Strutinsky method, we found that we could
get very good agreement with the known low-lying
levels in
Cf using a Woods-Saxon potential. We
have used the potential parameters generated from this
fit to study the stabihty of superheavy elements. To
detennine potential parameters for protons in the heavy
elements, we utilized data from our spectroscopic
studies of
Md. These studies show the l/2-[521]
orbital to lie above tiie 7/2-[514] orbital, but tiie
magnitude of the energy difference is not known.
Determining the potential in this way, we extrapolate
directiy to the superheavy element region. As the usual
zero-point correction to mass estimates is questionable
in that it treats only the quadrupole deformation mode,
we replaced this correction in our mass estimates by a
teim that depends quadratically on the sum of the
proton and neutron shell corrections. This correction is
easy to evaluate and gives quite reasonable corrections
where masses are known.
Using the potential
parameters derived from the heaviest elements for
which there is detailed specfroscopic information, we
find that our calculated hfetimes are sufficientiy long so
as to be able to observe elements at least through
Z=120.
In our analysis, we have assumed that the 1/2-1521]
orbital hes just above the 7/2-[514] orbital in
Md.
In feet, this level spacing is not yet known. Our
estimates of superheavy element stabiUty will be
affected by the experimental value of tiiis level spacing.
We hope to determine tiiis spacing through
experimental studies, and thereby refme our estimates
of superheavy element hfetimes. Another important
feature in determining tiie binding energy of
superheavy elements is the magnitode of the pairing
interaction strength.
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We have recentiy completed a study of excited states
^ m , which is the heaviest nucleus in which
excited non-rotational states have been observed. We
have used the 1=7 negative parity state at 1426 KeV in
this nuchde to adjust the proton-pairing interaction
strength. Our calculated spectrum for other proton
broken-pair states is in good agreement with those that
have been observed, and we predict many other such
states between 1 and 2 MeV. Pinning down the protonpairing strength, in the heaviest nuchde where there is
sufficient data to do so, improves the rehabihty of
predictions of the stabihty and structure of yet heavier
elements.

Additionally, we have studied the decay of
Md 1
determine low-lying single-particle state assignments in
Fm and
Es. Through studies such as these, we
hope to get an accurate picture of nuclear structure on
both sides of the deformed neutron single-particle gap
at N=152 and the deformed proton gap at Z=100,
We have completed an analysis of excited states in
Cf populated in the alpha decay of ^^^Fm. This
allowed us to characterize several single-particle and
vibrational states beyond the N=162 deformed gap.

'I. Ahmad et al, Nucl. Phys. 646,175 (1999).
^R. R. Chasman and L Ahmad, Phys. Lett B 392,255 (1997).
h. Ahmad, R.R. Chasman and P.R. Fields Phys. Rev. C61,044301 (2000)
\ Ahmad et al., Phys. Rev. C 62,064302 (2000).

C.9.

Studies of Nuclear Energy Surfaces (R.R. Chasman , J. L. Egido and
L.M. Robledo)

This collaborative research program is focused on the
study of nuclear energy surfaces, with an emphasis on
very deformed shapes using several complementary
methods: 1) the Strutinsky method, 2) Hartree-FockBogoUubov calculations using the Gogny interaction,
and 3) many-body variational wave functions that we
have described above. * ' Our strategy is to identify
phenomena and nuchdes of interest using the Strutinsky
method and to study the most interesting cases with the
HFB and many-body approaches.
The latter
approaches include many-body effects and describe
these features more accurately.
The great advantage of the Strutinsky method is that
one can study the energy surfaces of many nuchdes
(-300) with a single set of calculations. Although the
HFB and many-body (MB) calculations are quite time
consuming relative to the Strutinsky calculations, they
have many advantages. For the studies of the Pb
isotopes described below, they have the advantage that
configuration interaction effects can be easily
incorporated into the calculations. In this way, we deal
directiy with the issue of insuring the orthogonahty of
states that have the same spins and parities.
The iKutxon deficient nuclides (N<110) in the Pb
region have states that are characterized by three
distinct sh^)es: spherical, prolate and oblate. In the
oblate and prolate minima, there are low-lying singleparticle states derived from spherical states on both

sides ofthe Z=82 single-particle gap. Although this gap
is roughly 4 MeV, there are states within a few hundred
keV of ground in the neutron deficient T1(Z=81) and
Bi(Z=83) isotopes that would be at ~ 4 MeV excitation,
in the simplest single-particle picture. Our approach is
to determine the nuclear wave function as a function of
quadrupole moment, letting other deformation modes
(e.g. P4 and P6) vary freely. Using both the HFB and
MB methods, we find three low-lying state in the
results. In both the HFB and MB calculations, the three
separate low-energy 0 states persist after the
configuration interaction is taken into account. These
are the first calculations that give a 0 oblate state in
^ , in agreement with the experimental observation
of two 0^ excited states in this nuclide. In Fig. V-11,
we show the results obtained with the Gogny
interaction. Both calculations also predict an as yet
unobserved 0"*" state in ^ ^ ^ b . Investigations are under
way to search for this state.
Proton emission has been observed in the hght Pb
nuclei. It seems that one might hope to use this
phenomenon to extract some interesting spectroscopic
data on nuclear shapes and orbitals in much the same
way that one gets spectroscopic information through
single-nucleon transfer reactions such as (d,p) and (d,t)
reactions. In order to explore this possibility, we have
developed a treatment of proton-emission spectroscopic
factors using the MB wave fimctions. In the case that
we have studied ( Bi > Tb), the energetics ofthe
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reaction are such that only the ground state is
populated. We calculate a very small spectroscopic
factor for the proton decay to the ground state. The
small spectroscopic factor is largely due to the shape
difference between the deformed decaying state in '"Bi

and the ground state of
Pb, which is spherical. To
understand this spectroscopic factor, it is necessary to
have good wave functions for the initial and final states.
A systematic study of this region should provide us
with improved wave functions.

*Universidad Autonoma de Madrid
'R. R. Chasman and L. M. Robledo, Phys. Lett. B 351,18 (1995).
^J. L. Egido, L. M. Robledo, and R. R. Chasman, Phys. Lett. B 393,13 (1997).
L. M. Robledo, J. L. Egido, and R. R. Chasman Proceedings of the Conference on Nuclear Structure at the Limits,
July 22-26,1996, p. 124.
*C. N. Davids etal,, Phys. Rev. Lett. 76,592 (1996).
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Fig. V-11. The thin solid line shows the energy calculated as afiinction of quadrupole moment. There are three
distinct minima. The dotted, dashed and thick solid lines show the distribution ofthe three low-lying 0 states as a
junction of quadrupole moment after the configuration mixing calculation is done. The differences of theflatparts
ofthe latter curves, at large quadrupole moments, give the calculated energies.
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C.lO. Neutron-Proton Pairing (R. R. Chasman)
In most nuchdes, the fermi levels of protons and
neutrons are sufficiently different that T=l n-n and p-p
pairing are the dominant particle-particle residual
interaction modes. In nuclides with roughly equal
numbers of protons and neutrons, one expects that the
T=l n-p interaction will also play an important role, as
well as the T=0 n-p interaction. In order to get a good
handle on these effects, it will be necessary to go
beyond the quasi-particle approximation. To get a clear

signal of n-p pairing, it is necessary to study not only
nuclei along the N=Z Une, but also the nuclides in the
vicinity of the N=Z line. This cannot be done in the
usual n-p quasiparticle formaUsm. We are in the
process of extending our many-body approach to
include n-p interactions. With the advent of a rare
isotope accelerator, we anticipate that considerable
spectroscopic information will become available on
nuchdes near the N^Z line.

D. ATOMIC THEORY AND FUNDAMENTAL QUANTUM MECHANICS
In addition to research on hadronic and nuclear physics, we also conduct research in atomic
physics, neutron physics, and in areas related to quantum computing.
Recent work in atomic physics includes the studies of the interactions of high-energy photons
with matter, in support of experiments performed at Argonne's Advanced Photon Source (APS).
Theoretical studies are being conducted on the physics of Compton scattering by bound
electrons, focusing on topics selected in view of basic importance, timeliness, and potential in
applications. We also produced a review on "Electron collision cross sections of atoms" for
inclusion in a forthcoming volume on "Atomic Collisions" in the Landolt-Boemstein Numerical
Data and Functional Relationships series.
Our studies in neutron physics include basic issues in the design and interpretation of neutron
interferometry experiments and providing theoretical support for the design of a new experiment
to measure the neutron's electric-dipole moment. The status of that experiment is reported in
item f.3 ofthe Heavy-Ion Section of this report.
Our work on areas related to quantum computing has focused on two areas: the use of quantum
robots to search space regions, and the mathematical and physical assumptions involved in
representing the nonnegative integers by quantum states of physical systems. The combination
of quantum robots to locate a system with (Jrover's algorithm to process the search results was
examined to see if the quantum search was more efficient than a classical robot search. It is seen
that quantum searches in regions of three or more dimensions are more efficient than classical
searches with the efficiency increasing with the number of dimensions.
Studies ofthe representation of natural numbers by quantum states of physical quantum systems
were based on modeling the axioms of number theory or arithmetic by states of quantum
systems. An abstract model of the axioms as states in and operators on a tensor product of
Hilbert spaces served as a common reference for models of physical systems. The sensitivity of
different quantum algorithms to details of maps from the abstraa to the physical models was
described. Also the important requirement of efficient physical implementability of the
arithmetic operations described by the axioms, as a restriction on acceptable physical models,
was investigated.

V Thmretical Phvsics
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Interactions of Photons With Matter (M. Inokuti and D. Y. Smith)

In support of experiments in atomic and condensedmatter physics with the use of synchrotron radiation,
theoretical studies are being conducted on the physics
of photo-absorption and Compton scattering, focusing
on topics selected in view of basic importance,
timeliness, and potential apphcations.
One theme of long-term studies has been the use of
dispersion relations and sum rules for indices of
responses of matter over the entire range of photon

energies. A comprehensive analysis of optical data on
sihcon' is in progress, and a new expression for the
refractive index in a region of near transparency^ is
apphed to graphite, silicon, and germanium.
A sum rule for the absorption strength originally due to
Vinti^ is apphed to color centers in alkaU halides to
derive the spatial extent of the electronic structure of
the color centers.*

D. Y. Smith, M. Inokuti, and W. Karsten, Physics Essays, in (ness.
' D . Y. Smith and M. Inokuti, submitted to J. Phys. C: Condensed Matter.
^J. P. Vmti, Phys. Rev. 41,432 (1932).
*D. Y. Snuth and M. Inokuti, submitted to Radiat. Effects Defects SoUds.

d.2.

Interactions of Charged Particles With Matter (M. Inokuti)

Stopping power, the total yield of ionization, and its
statistical fluctuations are examples of quantities
describing the penetration of charged particles through
matter, and are important to apphcations such as the
detection of particles and the analysis of their charges
and kinetic energies. The understanding of those
quantities in terms of individual colhsions and
associated cross sections remains a major challenge,
and is the goal of our continuing effort
Recent
activities include the following: A compiehensive set of

cross sections of liquid water for interactions of
energetic protons has been determined' through critical
evaluation of pertinent data. A review^ of cross
sections for electron collision with atoms has been
published.
Unpubhshed materials left by R. L.
Platzman (1918-73) a pioneer of radiation physics and
chemistry and a foimer Argonne staff member (195865) have been studied,^ and prepared for an archive in
the Joseph Regenstein Library of the University of
Chicago.

'M. Dingfelder, M. hiokuti, and H. G. Paretzke, Radiat. Phys. Chem. 50,255 (2000).
^M. Inokuti, in Landolt-Bornstein Numerical Data and Functional Relationships in Science and Technology, ed. Y.
Itikawa (Sprmger-Verlag, Berhn 2000) Vol. 1/17, p. 2-1.
^M. hiokuti, Radiat Phys. Chem, in press.
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Superluminal Behavior in Wave Propagation (M. Peshkin)

Recentiy pubhshed claims to have observed
superluminal behavior of microwaves have attracted
significant attention. The authors created a Bessel
beam ofthe form
A = AQJo(pksine)exp{I(zk cosGo))},
where 6 is a fixed angle around 20** . They found
experimentally that chopped segments of that beam
progressed along the z axis at the superluminal speed
v=c/cosB _and they presented theoretical calculations to
show that their experimental result agrees with the
group velocity of such a wave packet. They made no
claim of having violated Einstein causahty.

I have shown that a correct calculation of the group
velocity actually yields the subluminal value v=c cos8,
contrary to the experiment. In fact if the experiment is
correct then Maxwell's equations are grossly in error at
microwave frequencies.
It is not obvious from the published report how the
experimental result could be wrong. One possibility is
that the Bessel wave was actually not perfectiy
symmetric around the z axis but contained an enhanced
plane wave component propagating at an angle 8 to the
z axis in the neighborhood of some azimuth. Such a
plane wave would travel with the usual light speed c but
would reach successive detectors placed along the z
axis at time intervals that would give the illusion of
waves moving in the z direction with speed c/cos8.
This work was posted on the Los Alamos archive.

M. Peshkin, Los Alamos Archives preprint physics/0006034.

d.4.

Space Searches with a Quantum Robot (Paul Benioff)

Work was completed on the description of quantum
robots used to search a volume of space to detennine
the unknown position of a system. A quantum robot is
a mobile quantum system that includes an on-board
quantum computer and ancillary memory, output, and
control systems. The motivation was to see if one
could combine a quantum description of the search
process with the efBciency gain of Grovers algorithm
to show that such a quantum search is more efficient
than any classical search process. Grovers alglorithm is
a quantum search algorithm of a completely
unstructured data base of m elements that carries out

the search for a single element in 0(m'^) steps (O(-)
means "of the order of) compared to 0(m) steps in a
classical search procedure.
It was found that a search of a d-dimensional space
lattice cube with N** sites for a system located at one of
the sites requires 0(N''**^log N) steps compared to
0(N**log N) steps for a classical search.^ This shows
that a quantum search is more efficient than a classical
search for d>2. For three-dimensional space searches
the quantum search is only marginally better than a
classical search.

^L. K. Grover, in Proceedmgs of 28th Annual ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing (ACM Press New York
1996), p. 212; Phys. Rev. Lett 79,325 (1997); G. Brassard, Science 275,627 (1997).
^P. Benioff, Space Searches witii a Quantum Robot, to appear m Proceedings, AMS Special Session on Quantum
Computing, AMS annual meeting, January, 2000.
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The Representation of Numbers in Quantum Mechanics (Paul Benioff)

Woik was contmued and completed for pubhcation on
the mathematical and physical assumptions and
conditions involved in the representation of the
nonnegative integers or natural numbers by states of
physical systems. The view taken is that any nonempty
set is a set of natural numbers if it satisfies (or is a
model of) the axioms of number theory or arithmetic.
This apphes to sets of both mathematical and physical
systems. The work was limited to k-ary representations
of length L. A model of the axioms based on number
L

representation states of the form | s) == ® s(j)) in an L
j=i

fold tensor product space H of k-dimensional Hilbert
spaces of states was described. Here s is a function
from L to tiie numbers 0,l,...,k-l. Definitions of
addition and multiphcation operators were given based
on definitions of successor operators Vj for each
j=l,2,...,L. The Vj correspond to addition of k*"'. These
operators were shown to satisfy the axioms of number
theory modified for the presence of L different
successor operations.
Unitary maps of H*"*** to otiier Hilbert spaces H^^^^ of
states of c<miposite physical systems were described.
These m ^ s induce representations of the Vj , addition,
and multiplication operators on the physical space of
states. Grover's algorithm and Shor's algorithms are

shown to be quite different regarding their sensitivity to
details ofthe unitary maps.
The main physical condition that must be satisfied is
that the basic arithmetic operations must be efficientiy
implementable. This condition means that for each
basic arithmetic operation there must exist a
corresponding Hamiltonian associated with physical
implementation of the operation on the physical states
of the quantum system. In addition there must exist a
physical procedure for carrying out or implementing
each Hamiltonian, and the space-time and
thermodynamic resources needed for implementation
must be at most polynomial in L. The resources
required cannot be exponential in L.
This is the main restrictive condition that excludes
many physical systems as models for the natural
numbers. It is also the reason for defining the Vj
separately for each j and requiring that each be
efficientiy implementable. Without this condition, there
is no guarantee that the Vj are efficiently implementable
even if the simplest successor operator V[ were
efficientiy implementable. This follows from the basic
relation Vj+i = (Vj)** for k-aiy representations.

Paul Benioff, Phys. Rev. A 63,032305 (2001).

E. OTHER ACTIVITIES
e.l.

Perspectives in Continuum Strong QCD (M. B. Hecht, C. D. Roberts, and
S. M. Schmidt)

We organized a Theory Institute over the five days: 1418 August 2000, which canvassed a range of topics in
contemporary strong interaction physics: Hadron
Spectroscopy and Exotics; Light-Hadron Form Factors
and Sum Rules; Heavy-Quark Observables; and QuarkGluon Plasma -- Theory and Phenomenology. These
areas are distinguished by the fact that continuing
progress requires the development and apphcation of

models and continuum nonperturbative techniques.
Attendance was dehberately limited to thirty
participants m order to encourage a tiue workshop
atmosphere. The Institute achieved its aim of fostering
discussions between experts in those intuition-building,
nonperturbative theoretical tools that are crucial for the
anticipation and interpretation of the current generation
of hadronic physics data.

V. Thenretical Phvsics
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e.2.

13th Annual Midwest Nuclear Theory Get-Together (R. B. Wiringa)

The Theory Group hosted the Twelfth Aimual Midwest
Nuclear Theory Get-Together on September 22 and 23,
2000. Nuclear theorists from a number of midwest
universities get together every fall to find out what
different people and groups in the region are working
on. The organizational duties rotate among the
participants, but Argonne has become the regular
meeting place by virtue of its facihties and central
location. The organizer for 2000 was Richard Fumstahl
of Ohio State University. The meeting provides a good
chance for students to broaden their horizons and get
some practical speaking experience in a friendly
atmosphere. The format is very informal, with an

agenda of talks being volunteered at the beginning of
the meeting. This year we tied for the largest
attendance ever. 30 faculty, postdocs, and students from
eleven different universities in Illinois, Iowa, Kansas,
Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, and
Wisconsin, along with the Argoime staff. Some 24
presentations were made over Friday afternoon and
Saturday morning.
Topics included relativistic
quantum mechanics, gauge and effective freld theories,
QCD, quantum Monte Carlo methods, nuclear pairing,
no-core shell model, relativistic heavy-ion collisions,
and neutron matter. A good time was had by all.

Other Educational Activities in the Phvsics Division
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OTHER EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES IN THE
PHYSICS DIVISION
Enhancement of Minority Involvement in DOE Nuclear Physics Programs
(B. Zeidman)
The ANL Physics Division, through its Minority
Program, continues to attract highly qualified students
who apply for participation in the programs of the
Physics Division and other ANL divisions. The
program is dhected toward identification of physics
departments with relatively strong programs and
faculty interested in stimulating their students to
pursue research, particularly in summer programs.
Several returning, as well as new, minority physics
majors participated in the ANL Summer Program
during 2000. More than a dozen former participants
are currentiy enrolled in programs leading to
doctorates in physics. A Michigan State University
student who spent several summers at ATLAS as an
undergraduate, has completed thesis research in
accelerator physics under J. Nolen's direction.
Another former underegraduate student is cuirentiy
performing his thesis research in the Physics

Division and is expected to receive a Ph.D. from
Michigan this year.
The program is an ongoing effort based upon personal
interactions with a substantial number of qualified
minority students and faculty. During visits to the
Physics Departments of HBCU colleges (Historically
Black Colleges and Universities)
and other
institutions with large minority populations, lectures
are presented and there are discussions of activities
in physics at ANL and other laboratories, graduate
programs, ete. Other activities include attendance at
meetings of minority organizations, appointment
as Adjunct Professor at Hampton University
including supervision of graduate thesis research, and
serving on the Advisory Boards of the Centers of
Excellence at both Hampton University and
Morehouse College.

Nuclear Physics Award for Faculty in Undergraduate Institutions
(B. Zeidman)
The goal of the 'Faculty Program', is to enhance
undergraduate science education through faculty awards
for minority and HBCU faculty that will allow them
to directly participate in the ANL Physics Division
research program and increase the number of
undergraduates involved in research. A participant has
obtained independent funding for continuing research
collaboration with ANL that involves several

undergraduate students. Several minority faculty
members and students have been involved in research
collaborations with the Physics Division for the past
few years and will return this year. In order
to maximize the scope of the program, existing
educational programs are being utilized to supplement
support for some of the participants and more formal
collaborative arrangements are being discussed.
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Other Educational Activities in the Phvsics Division
Scientific Support of SciTech Museum Exhibits and Outreach Programs
(D. Henderson)

SciTech (Science and Technology Interactive Center) is
a hands-on science museum located in Aurora, Illinois,
near Argonne. With the help of volunteers and
institutional support from Argonne, Fennilab, and
several technological companies, SciTech has become
an acknowledged leader in developing exhibits to teach
modem science in a museum context

D. Henderson of the Physics Division serves
voluntarily as an exhibit developer on a regular basis.
Several other staff members volunteer from time to
time. The Physics Division collaborates with SciTech
in developing exhibits for the museum and for use in
Argonne's pubhc educational activities. These efforts
involve no signifrcant programmatic costs.

Staff Members nf the Phvsirs nivisinn
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STATF MEMBERS OF THE PHYSICS DIVISIGN
Listed below are the staff of the Physics Division for the year ending December 31, 2000.
The program headings indicate only the individual's current primary activity.
SCIENTIFIC STAFF
EXPERIMENTAL NUCLEAR PHYSICS STAFF
Regular Staff
Iishad Ahmad, Ph.D., University of California, 1966
Birger B. Back, Ph.D., University of Copenhagen, 1974
Michael P. Carpenter, Ph.D., University of Tennessee, 1987
• Cary N. Davids, Ph.D., California Institute of Technology, 1967
t Stuart J. Freedman, Ph.D., University of CaUfomia, 1972
t Donald F. Geesaman, Ph.D., SUte University of N.Y., Stony Brook, 1976
§ Walter F. Henning, Ph.D., Technical University of Munich, 1968
Roy J. Holt, Ph.D., Yale University, 1972
H Harold E. Jackson, Jr., Ph.D., Cornell University, 1959
II Robert V.F. Janssens, Ph.D. Univ. Catholique de Louvain, Belgium, 1978
Cheng-he Jiang, Ph.D. China Institute of Atomic Energy, 1960
Teng Lek Khoo, Ph.D., McMaster University, 1972
••Walter Kutschera, Ph.D., University of Graz, Austria, 1965
Torben Lauritsen, Ph.D., State University of New York, 1990
t t Christopher J. Lister, Ph.D., University of Liverpool, 1977
Zheng-tian Lu, Ph.D., University of CaUfomia, Berkeley, 1994
Eugene Moore, Ph.D., Florida State University, 1988
t t Jeny A. Nolen, Jr., Ph.D., Princeton University, 1965
Peter N. Ostroumov, Ph.D. Moscow Engineering and Physical Institute, 1982
Richard C. Pardo, Ph.D., University of Texas, 1976
David H. Potterveld, Ph.D., Caltech, 1988
Karl Ernst Rehm, Ph.D., Technical University, Munich, 1973
Paul Reimer, Ph.D. University of llUnois, 1996
Guy Savard, Ph.D., McGill University, 1988
§§ John P. Schiffer, Ph.D., Yale University, 1954
Dariusz Seweryniak, Ph.D., Uppsala University, 1994
Kenneth W. Shepaid, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1970
Kenneth Teh, Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, 1988
Alan H. Wuosmaa, Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1989
•
t
t
§
H
II

Adjunct Professor, Vanderbilt University.
On leave of absence at the University of California, Berkeley.
Director ofthe Physics Division.
On leave of absence at GSI, Darmstadt.
Associate Director ofthe Physics Division. Joint appointment with the University of Chicago.
Associate Director ofthe Physics Division. Adjunct Professor, North CaroUna State University and Adjoint
Professor, Vanderbilt University.
•• Onleaveof absence at the University of Vienna.
t t Associate Director ofthe Physics Division.
t t Director ofthe ATLAS Facility. Adjunct Professor, Michigan State University.
§§ Joint appointment with the University of Chicago.
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Special Appointments
• R. RusseU Betts, Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1972
LowellM.BolUnger,Ph.D., Cornell University, 1951
William J. Childs, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1956
Donald S. GemmeU, Ph.D., Australian National University, 1960
F. Paul Mooring, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1951
t Michael Paul, Hi.D., Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 1973
Gilbert J. Perlow, Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1940
G. Roy Ringo, Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1940
Ralph E. Segel, Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, 1955
George E. Thomas, B.A., IlUnois Wesleyan, 1943
§ Ben Zeidman, Ph.D. Washington University, 1957

THEORETICAL NUCLEAR PHYSICS STAFF
Regular Staff
Richard R. Chasman, Ph.D., University of CaUfomia, 1959
Henning Esbensen, Ph.D., University of Aarhus, 1977
H Tsung-Shung Harry Lee, Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1973
Steven C. Pieper, Ph.D., University of IlUnois, 1970
Craig D. Roberts, Ph.D., FUnders University of South Australia, 1989
Robert B. Wiringa, Ph.D., University of lUinois, 1978

Special Appointments
Paul Benioff, Ph.D., University of CaUfomia, 1959
Arnold R. Bodmer, Ph.D., Manchester University, 1953
Fritz Coester, Ph.D., University of Zurich, 1944
Mitio Inokuti, Ph.D., University of Tokyo, 1962
Dieter Kurath, Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1951
Robert D. Lawson, Ph.D. Stanford University, 1953
Harry J. Lipkin, Ph.D., Princeton University, 1950
Vijay Pandharipande, Ph.D., University of Bombay, 1969
Murray Peshkin, Ph.D., Cornell University, 1951
Special Term Appointee from the University of lUinois-Chicago.
Special Term Appointee ftom the Hebrew University of Jemsalem.
Special Term Appointee. Adj unct Professor, Hampton University.
Adjunct Professor, University of Pittsburgh.
Special Term Appointee from the University of Illinois, Urbana.
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TEMPORARY APPOINTMENTS
Postdoctoral Appointees
John Arrington (from Cahfomia Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA):
Medium-energy physics.
(June 1998-)
Joseph A. Caggiano (from Michigan State University, E. Lansing, MI):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(March 1999)
Phihppe Collon (from University of Vienna, Austria):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(November 1999)
Chun-Yen Chen (from Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS):
Medium-energy physics.
(March 1998—September 2000)
Diik De Schepper (from MIT, Cambridge, MA):
Medium-energy physics.
(May 1997—September 2000)
Frank Dohrmann (from Hamburg University, Germany):
Medium-energy physics.
(January 2000)
Nigel George (from Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY):
Medium-energy physics.
(May 1999)
Kawtar Hafrdi (fixun CEN, Saclay, France):
Medium-energy physics.
(November 1999)
Martin Hecht (fix>m University of Melbourne, Australia):
Theoretical studies.
(January 2000)
Andreas Heinz (from GSI, Darmstadt, Germany):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(February 1999)
Michael Kelly (frx)m University of Washington, Seattle, WA):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(June 1999)
Fihpe G. Kondev (from Australian National University, Canberra, Australia):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(February 1999)
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Yimin Li (ftom Peking University, China):
Medium-energy physics.
(February 1999)
Bogdan Mihaila (from University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH):
Theoretical studies.
(October 2000-)
Douglas Moehs (from Texas A&M University, College Station, TX):
ATLAS operations and development.
(August 1998)
Bryon MueUer (fiom CaUfomia Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA):
Medium-energy physics.
(June 1997—September 2000)
Brahim Mustapha (fi^m University of Paris, France):
ATLAS operations and development.
(May 2000)
Maria Petra (fiom University of Illinois, Urbana, IL):
ATLAS operations and development.
(February 1998)
Sebastian Schmidt (fiom University of Rostock, Germany):
Theoretical studies.
(February 1999—August 2000)
Jazmin Schwartz (from Yale University, New Haven, CT):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(August 1999—December 2000)
Kalman Varga (fiom Atomki, Debracen, Hungary):
Theoretical studies.
(April 1998—September 2000)
Ingo Wiedenhover (from University of Cologne, Cologne, France):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(September 1997—September 2000)
Krishni Wijesooria (firan Jefferson Laboratory, Newport News, VA):
Medium-energy physics.
(October 2000)
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TECHNICAL AND ENGINEERING STAFF
(and areas of activity)
Kevin G. Bailey (B.S. University of Nebraska, 1989).
Technical assistance, medium-energy physics.
• Peter J. Billquist
ECR heavy-ion source, ATLAS operation.
JohnM. Bogaty (A.A.S. DeVry, 1961).
Electrical systems, ATLAS operation and development
Benny E. ClifR (A.S.E.E., DeVry, 1959).
Electrical systems, ATLAS operation and development
t Joseph Falout (B.S.M.E. University of Illinois, 1970).
Experimental equipment design.
John P. Greene (M.S. DePaul University, 1982).
Target preparation.
t Ray E. Harden (AA.S. Milwaukee School of Engineering, 1957).
ATLAS operator
t Dale J. Henderson (B.S. Ehnhurst CoUege, 1951).
Detector development, technical assistance, heavy-ion physics.
James M. Joswick (A.A.S. Milwaukee School of Engineering, 1964).
ATLAS experimental equipment maintenance, technical assistance, heavy-ion physics.
t Raymond B. Kickert
ATLAS experimental equipment maintenance, technical assistance, heavy-ion physics.
t Paul Markovich (B.S. Purdue University, 1972).
Suriace chemistry, ATLAS development and operation.
Thomas P. Mullen (B.S. Marquette University, 1966).
Division ESH/QA engineer.
Floyd Munson, Jr. (A.A.S. DeVry, 1966, B.S. Lewis University, 1993).
Control system for ATLAS.
Bruce G. Nardi (AA.S. Morton Jr. CoUege, 1967; A.A.S. DeVry, 1969).
Electronics design and maintenance.
Tom O'Connor (M.S. DePaul University, 1995).
Technical assistance, medium-energy physics.
* In charge of Dynamitron operations.
t Special Term Appointee.
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Tad Pennington (M.S. University of Missouri, 1989; M.S. University of Alabama, 1998)
Detector development, technical assistance, heavy-ion physics.
Deborah Quock (M.S. Rice University, 1985)
Technical assistance, ATLAS control system.
James R. Specht (AA.S. DeVry, 1964).
Cryogenics engineer. ATLAS development and operation.
PhiUp Strickhom (B.S. DeVry, 1990).
Electrical and technical assistance with ATLAS operations.
Richard Vondrasek (B.S. University of Chicago, 1990).
ATLAS operator.
PhiUp R. Wilt (Johnstown Technical School 1973).
Electronics design and maintenance.
Bruce J. Zabransky (M.S. University of Illinois, Chicago, 1973).
Mechanical Engineer.
Gary P. Zinkann (B.S. DeVry, 1975).
ATLAS operations supervisor.

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
• Allan Bernstein, M.B.A., Rosary CoUege, 1986
• James E. Nelson, B.A., University of Illinois, 1975
t Karen J. Thayer

VISITORS AND STUDENTS
Long-Term Visitors (at Argonne more than 4 months)
Vladislav Asseev (from Institute for Nuclear Research of Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia):
Accelerator development
(January-July 2000)
Jason Clark (fiom University of Manitoba, Canada):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(May 1999)
Hitoshi Fukutani (fi'om University of Manitoba, Canada):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(May 1998—September 2000)
Michael Maier (fiom University of Heidelberg, Germany):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(December 2000)
•Assistant Director ofthe Physics Division.
tSpecial Term Appointee.
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Shin-ichi Mitsuoka (fiom JAERI, Japan):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(April-October 2000)
Vandana Nanal (fixun TATA Institute, Bombay, India):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(May-November 2000)
Gian-Luca PoU (fiom University of Milan, Italy):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(December 1999-December 2000)
louri Sanjiev (from St Petersburg Nucl. Phys. Institute, Gatchina, Leningrad, Russis):
Medium energy studies.
(November 2000
)
Sergey Sharamentov (from Institute for Nucl. Phys. oftheRussianAcad.of Sci., Moscow, Russia):
Linac development
(October 2000
)
Kumar Sharma (from University of Manitoba, Canada):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(January-April 2000)
Rolf Siemssen (from KVI, Groningen, Netherlands):
Heavy ion rresearch at ATLAS.
(October 1998—September 2000)
•

Gene D. Sprouse (fiom University of New York at Stony Brook, NY):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(January-December 2000)
Tatiana Tretiakova (from ITEP, Russia):
Accelerator development
(January-July 2000)
Joseph V. Vaz (from Universit of Manitoba, Canada):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(November 1999)

Short-Term Visitors (at ANL for less than 4 months at a time)
•

Nour-eddi Beirah (fiom Western Michigan Uiuversity, Kalamazoo, MI):
Atomic physics research.
(October 1991)
Alexandre Borissov (fiom Tumiket Company, Russia):
Accelerator development
(July 2000)

•Guest Faculty Research Participant
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Staff MRmhCTS nf thp Phvsics Divisinn
Chantal Boudreau (fiom McGiU University, Montreal, Quebec):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(May 2000)
Thomas Dombeck (fiom University of Chicago, Chicago, IL):
Heavy-ion leseuch at ATLAS.
(January 2000)
*

Christopher Fasano (fiom Monmouth CoUege, Monmouth, IL):
Theoretical studies.
(February 1999)
Susan Fischer (frx>m DePaul University, Chicago, IL):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(October 1998)
Shunichi Gomi (fiom Kyoto Uiuversity, Japan):
Accelerator development.
(September-December 2000)
CUve HaUiweU (fiom Uiuversity of lUinois, Chicago, IL):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(June 1998)
Jeffrey Hangst (from University of Aaihus, Denmark):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(April 1995)
David J. Hofinan (fiom University of Illinois, Chicago, IL):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(September 2000)

*

Edward Hohman (from York Township High School, Lyons, IL):
Summer student coordinator.
(July 2000)
David Jenkins (from University of York, UK):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(February 2000)
Leonard Kalinine (ftom Russian Institute of High Power Radio Equipment, Russia):
Accelerator development.
(July-August 2000)

*

Judith Katzy (ftom University of Illinois, Chicago, IL):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(February 1998)
Andre Kolomiets (fiom ITEP, Russia):
Accelerator development
(July-October 2000)

•Guest Faculty Research Participant

Staff Mfimhars nf tha Phvsics Divisinn
Igor Kvashonkin (from Tumiket Company, Russia):
Accelerator development
(July-August 2000)
•

Wojciech Kucewicz (fiom University of Illinois, Chicago, IL):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(April 1998—April 2000)

•

Donald McLeod (from University of lUinois, Chicago, IL):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(June 1994)
Falk Meissner (fiom DESY, Hamburg, Germany):
Medium-energy physics.
(February 2000)
Rachid Nouieer (finm University of Chicago, Chicago, IL):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(April 1998)

•

Tom Sato (from Osaka University, Japan):
Theoretical studies.
(September-December 2000)

•

David Smith (fiom University of Vermont):
Theoretical studies.
(February 2000)
Gerhard Winkler (fiom University of Vienna, Austria):
Medium-energy studies.
(May-August 2000)
Yau Wah (fiom University of Chicago, Chicago, IL):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(January 1998—January 2000)

Resident Graduate Students
Peter Cabauy (fiom University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI):
Theoretical studies.
(February-September 2000)
David GaskeU (fiom Oregon State University, CorvaUis, OR):
Medium-energy physics.
(September 1998)
Burt Holzman (fiom University of Illinois, Chicago, IL):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(June 1997—December 2000)
Mauricio PortiUo (from Michigan State University, E. Lansing, MI):
Accelerator development
(September 1995)
Guest Faculty Research Participant
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.Staff MRmhffTS nf thp Phvsics Divisinn
Jennifer Ressler (from University of Maryland, CoUege Park, MD):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(January 1999)
Elaine Schulte (fiom University of Ulinois, Urbana, IL):
Medium-energy studies.
(August 2000)

Guest Graduate Students
Khalefeh Abu Saleem (fiom IlUnois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(June 1999)
Xu Du (from Northwestem University, Evanston, IL):
Medium-energy physics.
(June 1999)
Andrew Geraci (fix>mUniversity of Chicago, Chicago, IL):
Accelerator development
(December 1999)
Louis Jisonna (irom Northwestern Universiity, Evanston, IL):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(June 2000)
Kenneth NoUett (from University of Chicago, Chicago, IL
Theoretical studies.
(May 1997—September 2000)
louri Sanjiev (fix>m DESY Laboratory, Hamburg, Germany):
Medium-energy studies.
(November 2000)
Christian Trempe (from McGiU University, Montreal, QC):
Heavy-ion research at ATLAS.
(May-August 2000)

Undergraduate Students
Martin Alcorta (University of Chicago)
Nathaniel Burke (North Central College)
Bobby Chapin (University of St Francis)
Scott Davis (University of IlUnois-Urbana)
Kara Eder (St Xavier CoUege)
Kaury Eisenman (Michigan State University)
Javier Figueroa (Benedictine University)
Juan Figueroa (Benedictine University)
Veronica Herrera (University of Texas, El Paso)
Lisa Lim (North Central CoUege)
Christina Llerena (Florida Intemational University)
JaneUe Neubauer (North Central College)
Jason Noeth (St Norbert CoUege)
Timothy Peceniak (North Central College)
Troy Sienko (Purdue University)
Scott Styles (Northwestem University)
Richard Vanswol (University of IlUnois-Urbana)

rthR Phvsirs Divisinn

Pre-College Program (Just (graduatedfromHigh School)
(June-August 20(X))
Rachel Gabor (NapervUIe Central High School)
Braden McClintock (Joliet CathoUc Academy)
EUsabeth Ring (Oak Park/River Forest High School)

High School Student Aide
Angela Baity (Plainfield High School)
Amy DeMiUo (Downers Grove South High School)
Cynthia Price (Bolingbrook High School)
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PUBLICATIONS DURING 2000
HEAVY-ION NUCLEAR PHYSICS RESEARCH
TIM ^^TlCa,?) RaactioB and Ita ImpUeatkin on the ' ' i t Yidd in Stqxrnovae
A. A. Soozogm, K. E. Rdun, L Ahmad, F. BonuU, D. L. Bowen, F. Bnmnvdl, J. Caggiano, C.
N. Davidi, J. P. Greene, B. Haraa, A. Heiiu, D. Heidarson, R. V. F. Jangaens, C. L, Jiang, G.
Mckfidiael, J. Noten, R. C. Pardo, M. Paul, J. P. SduSer, JL E. Segd, D. Semayniak, JL B.
Siemnen, J. W. IVoran, J. Vnaitaio, L 'medenhSvar, Imd B. Zafanuuky
Phys. Hev. Lett. 84,1651-1654 (3000)
Entry Dfctribptkm, FUalon Barrier, and fbnnatfcia Mechanimn of }^Wo
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a.-D. Hensbers, R. V. F. Janneos, G. D. Jones, H. ICankaaapSi, P- Q- Kondev, W. Kortoi,
M. Ldao, S. fflem, J. Uusitalo, K. Vetter, and L 'medenfaSver
Pfayi. Rev. Lett. 84, 3542-3545 (3000)
Evidence for Collective Oblate Rotatlcra ia N = Z '*Se
S. M. Hadter, D. P. Balamuth, P. A. Hausladen, C. J. Lister, M. P. Carpenter, D. Seweryniak,
and J. Schwartt
Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 4064-4087 (3000)
Phase IhuisitiODs Above the Yrast Linefai'"^Dy
W. C. Ma, V. Martin, T. L. Khoo, T. Lauritsen, J. L. Egido, L Almtad, P. Bhattachyarrya, M.
P. Carpenter, P. J, Daly, Z. W. GrabowaU, J, H. Bamaton, R. V. F. Janssens, D. Nisiua, A. V.
Ramayya, P. G. Varmette, and C. T. Zhang
Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 5967-S970 (2000)
Exdted-Configtiration Metastable lievd Lifetimei cfCl-Uke Mn tX and Fs X
D. P. Moehs, D. A. Church, M. L Bhatti, and W. F. Perger
Phys. Rev. Lett. 85, 38-U (20DO)
Saperdeformation in the AT a Z Kudeos "Ar: Experimental, Deformed Mean Field, and
Sphwtcal Shell Model Descriptions
C. £ . Svensson, A 0 . MaodiiaveUi, A Juodagalvis, A I^>Tes, L Ragnaisson, S. kbett, D. E.
. Appelbe, R. A. B. iUistin, C. Baktash, G. C. BaU, M. P. Carpenter, E. Caurier, R. M. Clark,
M. Crmnaz, M. A. Tkiepixaqae, R. M. Diamond, P. CUIon, M. Furlotti, A Galindo-Uribarri,
K V. F. Janssens, G. J. Lane, L Y. Lee, M. LlpogJavaek, F. Nowacki, S. D. Paul, D. C.
Radford, D. G. Sarantaes, D. Seweryniak, F. S. Steidiens, V. Tomov, K. Vetter, D. Ward, and
C. H. Ytt
Phys. Rev. Lett. 85,26M-2696 (2000)
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Cbaitged-Partida Multi|dklty t'ear Midnt>3dlty in Central An + An Gollidons at v^j^jr = 56
and 130 GeV
B. B. Bade, M. 0 . Baker, D. S. Barton, S. Basiiev, D. B. Bates, R. Bamn, R. It. Betts, A.
Bialas, R. Bindel, W. BogucU, A. Budzaaowski, W. Busza, A. Carroll, M. Ceglia, Y.-H.
Oiang, A E. Chen, T. Coghen, C. Conner, W. Csyi, B. Dfbrowski, M. P. Decowsld, M.
DeQ>et, P. Fita, J. Fitdi, M. lUedl, K. Galiuxka, I t Ganz, E. G a r t ^ N. George, J.
Godlewski, C. Gomes, B. Griesmayer, K. Gulbrandaen, 3. Giuhue, J. Halik, C. Halliwdl, P.
Haridas, A Hayes, 6 . A. Hontadman, C. Henderson, R. HoUis, R. HdyAski, B. Holzman, E.
Johnson. J. Kane, J. Katzy, W. Kita, J. Kotula, H. Kransr, W. Kucewica, P. Kulimdi, C. tow,
M. Lemler, J. Ligodd, W. T. Un, S. Manly, D. McLeod, J. Midialowski, A. Mignerey, J.
MiUmenstidt, M. NeiO, R. Nouieer, A. Olszewski, R. Pak, L C. Park, M. Patel, H. Peinegger,
M. Pteeiu, C. Reed, L. P. Bemsberg, M. Reuter, C. Roland, G. Roland, D. Roes, L.
RoeeidMrg, J. Ryan, A. Saazgiri, P. Sarin, P. Sawidd, J. Scadato, J. Shea, J. Sliiacote, W.
Skulski, S. G. Steadman, G. S. F. Stephana, P. Stdnbecg, A. Strtczek, M. Stodulski, M. Strfk,
Z. Stopa, A. Sukhaoov, K. Surowiacka, J.-L. Ttng, R. Itag, A Ttxupek, C. Vale, G. J. vsua
t^ieuwenhuizoi, R. Verdier, B. Wadsworth, F. L. H. Wol&, B. Wosiek, K- Wo&iiak, A. H.
Wiiosmaa, B. Wyaloucb, K. Zaiewski, and P. 2ycho«ski
Phys. Rev. Lett. 85,3100-3104(2000)
SuperdeformatiGn In ^ T c
B. Ideguchi, B. Cederwall, R. Wyss, T. Bide, K. Lagergren, A. Johnson, W. Klamra, }.
CaderkSO. M. Devlin, J. Elson, D. R. LaFbese, F. Lerma, D. G. Sarantites, V. Tomov, M.
Hausmann, A. Jungdaus, D. R. Napoti, M. P. Carpent«, R. V. F. Janssens, F. 6 . Kondev, T.
Lauritsen, C. J. Idster, D. Seweryidak, L Wiadenhfiver, R. M. Cbrk, P. Fitllon, I. Y. Lee, A.
O. Maccfalavelli, and R. W. Madeod
Phys. Lett. B4fi3, 345-253 (2000)
Evtriut^ of Beam-Foil-Exdted Rydberg States on Femtosecond Tune Scales
£ . P. Kanter, R. W. Dunford, D. S. GemmeU, M. Jung, T, LeBnm, K. E. Rehm, and L. Young
Phys. Rev. A 61,042708/1-5 (2000)
Comptex Band Structure in Neuttoa-Defident "*Hg
F. G. Kondev, M. P. Carpenter, R. V. F. Janssens, L Wisdenbdver, M. Alcorta, P.
Bhattadiaryya, L. T. Brown, C. N. Davids, S. M. Fisdier, T. L. Khoo, T. Lauritsen, C. J.
Lister, R. Nouieer, W. Reviol, L. L. Riedinger, D. SeweryiUak, S. Siem, A A. Sonzogni, J.
Uusitalo, and P. J. Woods
Phys. Rev. C 61,011303(R)/l-4 (2000)
Complex Band Interactions in ^^Er
C. Y. Wii, D. CUne, M. W. Sinwn, R. Tang, K. Vetter, M. P. Carpwter, R. V. F. Janssens,
and I. Wledenhdver
Phys. Rev. C 81,031306(R)/l-5 (2000)
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Recoil-Distanca Ufetiine Measuroments in ••.•T.SSJIJ,. Seardt for Possible Onset of OoUactivtty at
W>52
B. Kharr«ja, U. Garg, S. S. Ghugre, H. Jin, R. V. F. Jaasseos, I. Ahmad, H. Amro, M. P.
Carpenter, S. Fischer, T. L. Khoo, T. Lauritsen, D. Nidus, W. Ssvia], W. F. MueUer, L. L.
Riedhtger, R. Kaczarowaki, E. Rudiawska, W. C. Ma, and t M. Govil
Phys. Rev. C 81, 034301/1-7 (2000)
Level Stmcture of X-SS-MXC at High Spins and SheU-Model Calculations
S. S. Ghugre, B. Kharraja, U. Garg, R. V. F. Janssens, M. P. Carpenter, B. Crowdl, T. L.
Khoo, T. Lauritsen, D. Nisius, W. Reviol, W. F. MueUer, L. L. Riedinger, and R. Kaczarowsld
Phys. Rev. C 61, 034302/1-9 (2000)
Quasicontinuous Decsy Spectra of Superdeformed Bands in I'^.^xp], j„^ Energy Gaps in Levd
Dendty at Moderate Angular Momenta •
D. P. McNsbb, J. A Cizewski, T. L. Khoo, T. Lauritsen, K. Hauschild, K. Y. Ding, N.
Fbtiades, W. Younes, D. E. Archer, R. W. Bauer, J. A. Bedter, L. A. Bamstdn, R. M. aaric,
M. A. Deleplanqae, R. M. Diamond, P. FaUon, L Y. Lee, A. 0 . MaediiaveUl, R. W. MacLeod,
F. S. Stephens, A Lopez-Martens, and W. H. KeUy
Phys. Rev. C 61, 031304(R)/1-S (2000)
First Obaovstlon of Exdtsd States in >**Te and the Extent (rf Octiq>ole InstaUlity in the
T.yTi^hffinM'*^

W. Urban, A Korgul, T. Rzac»-Urbaa, N. Schuiz, M. Bentaleb, E. Lubkiewicz, J. L. DtueU, M.
J. Laddy, M. A. Jones, W. R. PhiUips, A. G. Smith, B. J. Varley, L Ahmad, and L. R. Moras
Phys. Rev. C 61, 041S01(R)/l-4 (2000)
Spectroscopic Studies B^ond If "ISi Neutron Gap: Decay of {|f Md and ^ M d
L Ahmad, R. R. Chasman, and P. R. Fidds
Phys. Rev. 0 61,044301/1-6 (2000)
Pr<date Yrast Cascade in ^"Tl
W, Revitd, M. P. Caxjmta, R. V. F. Janssens, D. Jenkins, K. 8. Ibth, C. R. Bingham, L. L.
Riedinger, W. Wdntraub, J. A. Ozewsld, T. Lauritsen, D. Seweryniak, J. Umitalo, L
Wiedenhover, R. Wadsworth, A. N. WUson, C. J. Gross, J. C. Batchdder, K. Helariutta, and
S. Juutiaea
Phys. Rev. C 81, 044310/1-7 (2000)
Yrast and Near-'!frast Exdtations Up to High Sinn in ^Cdsa
R. M. Clark, J. N. WUson, D. Appdbe, M. P. Caipenter, C. J. Chiara, M. Cromaz, M. A.
Deleplanque, M. Devlin, R. M. Diamond, P. FaUon, D. B. Fbasan, R. V. F. Janssens, D. G.
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Ratatfooal and Intrindc States Above the ^ > 35/3-, Ti/, > 35 Day Isomer in "'Hf
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Identificatiott of Exdtcd States in " ' B a
J. F. Smith, C. J. Chiara, D. B. Fbssan, G. J. Lane, J. M. Sears, L Thocslund, H. Amro, C. N.
Davids, R. V. F. Janssens, D. Seweryniak, L M. Hlbbert, R. Wadswcoth, I. Y. Lee, A. O.
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•He Itenary Fissioa Yldds of "»Cf and **^V(nJ)
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Nucleax Excitation by Electronic Tyaasitkin in "'Os
L Ahmad, R. W. Duniirard, H. Esbensen, D. S. GonmeU, E. P. Kanter, U. Riltt, and S. H.
Southworth
Phys. Rev. C 61,061304(R)/l-5 (2000)
Decay Rates of Spherical and Deformed Proton EmitterB
Cary N. Davids and Henning Esbensen
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First Observation of Excited States in ">Pb
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Medium^pin Structure of S i n ^ Valence-Proton Nucleus '"Sb
W. Urban, W. Kurcewicz, A. Korgul, P. J. Daly, P. Bhattacharyya, C. T. Zhang, J. L. Durdl,
M. J. Leddy, M. A Jones, W. R. PhilHps. A G. Smith, B. J. Variey, M. B«italeb, E.
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Erratum: Level Structure of •<«*-MTC at £ B ^ Spks and SbeU-Modd Cafculatioas
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Highly Deformed Rotatiunat Structures in "*Pm
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H}(^-Spin Exdtatioos in >n,u«,it(>Hf bom Recodi-Decay l^ggjng
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